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"The reform of consciousness exists merely in the fact that one 

makes the world aware of its consciousness, that ·one awakens the world 

out of its own dream, that one explains to the world its own acts." 

Karl Marx, letter to Arnold Ruge 

"What is involved, when we say what people are doing and why 

they are doing it?" 

Kenneth Burke, opening statement, 
A Grammar of Motives 



"The rhetorical theoretician is condemned not only to being con-

stantly reminded of formal logic but also to having to hear ad nauseum 

about dialectic. No one really knows what dialectic is, but it is an 

excellent word to use to bait the rhetorician. It suggests a domain of 

purer,· more rigorous, more powerful arguments lying beyond the messy 

arena in which rhetoric holds sway. But the nature of dialectic is ob-

viously in need of clarification. Dialectic cannot simply be whatever 

private preserve a philosopher may set up for arguments that he wishes 

to exempt from attack. At the same time, it would be a mistake if the 

removal of its privileged status resulted in the collapsing of dialectic 

back into rhetoric. In using the term, Plato, Aristotle, Hegel, and Marx 

were trying to tell us something. What they were trying to tell us, and 

what more there is to say on the relation between rhetoric and dialectic 

is a theme that I expect to see developed during the next few years." 

Henry W. Johnstone, Jr., "Some Trends 
in Rhetorical Theory. " 

"All enterprises are dialectical which would cure us through the 

medium of words--and all the more so if their words would cure by 

training us in the distrust of words. " 

Kenneth Burke, Grammar of Motives 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and General Orientation 

"By dialectics in the most general sense," writes Kenneth Burke 

in h_ Grammar of Motives, "we mean the employment of the possibilities 

of linguistic transformation. nl "Or we may mean," he adds, "the study 

of such possibilities ... z In the spirit of this definition, Burke not only 

restores the traditional Aristotelian relationship of dialectic and rhetoric 

as counterparts3 but also surpasses .. classical thought in his contention 

that language itself is profoundly dialectical, since it contains, in his 

estimation, all the possibilities for transcendence, separation, unifica-

tion, naming, division, and so on. 4 It is within the dialectical nature 

of a symbol system that ethical and moral concepts arise, that men 
.. 

endeavor to choose, to feel, to form attitudes. For Burke, as Marie 

Hochmuth Nichols has observed, "speech is a full moral act, grounded 

in man's biological and rational nature, living in and through dialectic. " 5 

In a significant sense, Burke's insight into the dialectical nature 

of language provides an alliance with the symbolist perspective. 6 First, 

his contention that language is moral in its basis coincides with the 

symbolistic imagination. That is, for Burke and the symbolists dialectic 

is understood as emanating from a language-r.idden world; hence the 

conflict of ideas that marks dialectical activity takes place entirely 

1 



within a universe of discourse. 7 Second, Burke basically aligns with 

the symbolistic position that "dialectic arises in an opposition of 

meaning which have been shaped by a structure of terms and it resolves 

the opposition by a further meaning. 118 Third, as a consequence of the 

above mentioned insights, Burke holds, along with the symbolists, that 

the dialectical process, because of its roots in the very nature of 

language, is never-ending. It is, so to speak, a continuously spinning 

wheel of conflicts and resolutions. As Charles Feidelson has observed 

of the symbolic irony of dialectic, "each new resolution contains within 

itself the possibility of a new conflict. "9 

2 

In light of these observations, Burke's dramatistic system has 

come to regard dialectic as an inextricable aspect of the drama of human 

relations. It permeates humanity's perpetual symbolic actions, where 

conflicts are sometimes resolved through the perspicacious manipulation 

of transcendent (encompassing} terms, but where, as well, hostilities 

are forged through the capricious or calculated use of divisive terms. 

For Burke, a wonder of language is the fact that it contains so many 

opportunities for merger and division. Indeed, in the dialectical sense, 

merger, which implies identification, is compensatory to division. It is 

beca~se of the fact that identification and division exist ambiguously 

together, notes Burke, that both dialectic and rhetoric are essential 

ingredients in the human drama. 1° For both, in the Aristotelian sense 

of these arts, deal with opposites. 11 



Aside from this kinship to the symbolists, Burke deploys the 

resources of dialectic over the broad methodological landscape of his 

critical system. Although he agrees with the symbolists that language 

3 

can be viewed as constituting an autonomous realm of meaning, he 

approaches and employs dialectic in some unique ways. In its most 

profound application, dialectic has shaped Burke"s provocative dramatistic-

logological construct, which is simultaneously a critical system and a 

synoptic perception of the human symbolic condition. The construct 

deals with human propensities such as the establishment of order and 

hierarchies, categorical guilt and purification. Dialectic, in Burke's 

opinion, in some way pertains to all of these elements of existence. 

As William Rueckert has observed of Burke's perspective on language and 

dialectic: 

From language, then, comes man's separation from his natural 
" condition, his abstraction from the physical, the hierarchic psychosis, 

categorical guilt, and a great many other results, but through and by 
means of the various modes of dialectical, rhetorical, and symbolic 
purification ingrained in language, man can unify himself and the 
world, treat his hierarchic psychosis, and expiate his categorical 
guilt. 12 

This explanation of Burke's language-centered view of the world 

suggests that dramatism harbors its own brand of eschatology. It sug-

gests, moreover, that dialectic, symbolic action, humanism, sin and 

redemption are themes that are intricately intertwined i:n a comprehensive 

vision of life. As Robert Murphy has noted, there is contained within 

the dialectical attitude toward life the story of man's fall from grace and 
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the promise of his redemption. 13 Burke stands well within this orienta-

tion when he comprehends the drama of human relations as a secular, 

symbol-centered analogue to the Christian story of salvation. 14 

Kenneth Burke's life-long project of fashioning a critical system 

leading to the apprehension of the drama of human relations has been 

infused with messianism. For Burke has zealously pursued the accom-

plishment of a total vision which grasps the essence of man. The vision 

breeds humility and exhilaration, solemnity and euphoria, neo-stoicism 

and yet critical involvement in symbolic affairs. This demeanor is the 

result of Burke's years of dialectical preparation for an overarching in-

sight into the human condition. It is the equivalent of the Greek "nous" 15 

or theoretical apprehension of things in their self-evident purity, a 

.su);:,lime moment which brings inner peace and a sense of the divine. In 

contrast to the traditional religious orientation, however, Burke accepts 

the fact that the drama cannot be overcome. Burke's concept of salvation, 

as Leland Griffin has noted, is hinged not to imminent world peace and 

total and complete moral and ethical accord but rather to the tragi-comic 

realization that man, the rhetorical animal, is somehow "saved" in his 

acceptance of the recurring condition; he is "saved," that is, through 

the affirmation of the nobility of the "striving, the struggle itself." 16 

This is not to imply, however, that Burke is merely resigned to 

the world's travail. Actually, there is a strong activist dimension to 

Burke's life and work. The confirmed dialectician, as Mortimer Adler 



has remarked, embodies the seemingly antithetical values of methodo-

logical impartiality and partisan spirit. 17 He is somewhat like James 

in his partisan advocacy of his own philosophy and somewhat like 

Santayana in his detached contemplation of the significance of the whole 

issue. 18 At one and the same time, he transcends a controversy to 

discern its meaning and thrust_s himself into it as arguer of a position._ 

Both activity and detachment are thus essential to dialectic. These two 

moods, which seem initially to be incongruous, ultimately appear as the 

active and passive phases of the same event. 19 

5 

Burke's dialectical disposition has resulted in what William 

Rueckert has called a "both/and 1120 approach to art and life. It is a 

quality of mind which often offends adherents of formal Aristotelian logic 

_who champion the inviolability of the law of contradiction. And yet 

Burke's "both/and" temperament aids in the clarification of his claim 

that dramatism is an attitude embodied in a method. His intellectual 

temperament bespeaks a special ability to blend meta-symbolics with 

the propagation of a theory of language as symbolic action. He fulfills 

the Aristotelian ideal of rational man as a combination metaphysician-

scientist-political participant, one who dwells upon the laws of thought 

and the conditions of knowing, understands the special subject matter 

and how to demonstrate it, and operates in the realm of prudential conduct 

so as to apply theory and wisdom to human ethical and moral concerns. 21 

In Burke's own terms, this means a reflection upon the conditions of 



language, an assessment of its nature as special subject matter, and the 

application of his wisdom and knowledge about linguistic activity to the 

various levels of human existence. From Counter-Statement22 to 

Language as Symbolic Action, 23 a span of over thirty five years, Burke's 

critical writings have served a theoretical and a persuasive function. 

6 

He has, for example, fashioned a systematic theory of literature and a 

poetic theory built around the term "catharsis," 2 4 but he has also en-

deavored to persuade his readership to understand if not accept the 

dramatistic admonition that "perversions of the sacrificial principle 

(purgation by scapegoat, congregation by segregation) are the constant 

temptation of human societies, whose orders are built by a kind of animal 

exceptionally adept in the ways of symbolic action. 1125 

Thesis and Objectives of the Dissertation 

It is primarily Burke's version of the symbolic drama of human 

relations that has attracted the attention of literary and rhetorical scholars 

during the past few decades. This is understandable, since Burke's ideas 

about literature, poetry, rhetoric and dialectic make little sense when 

divorced from the context of his massive and intricate dramatistic-

logological discipline. There remain, nonetheless, numerous areas in 

Burke's corpus that invite extensive and intensive examination. And 

certainly the subject of the sources of his dialectic qualifies as an area 

worthy of investigation. 
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The thesis of this study is that to a significant extent, dramatism 

has developed through Kenneth Burke's ability to integrate diverse 

philosophical methods and perspectives associated with the dialectical 

tradition into a language-centered system. The word "significant" is 

meant to suggest importance, consequence, notability. The word "extent" 

is used to .denote "the degree to which" or "range of" something. In this 

case, the task is to ascertain how the sources of the dialectical tradition 

have been absorbed into and reconciled to a philosophy of language as 

symbolic action and to chart the impact of various dialectical methods 

and philosophies upon the essential elements of dramatism-logology. 

The objectives of this dissertation are, then, to discuss how and 

with what effect to his system Burke has drawn upon dialectic and the 

dialectical tradition, to locate the dialectical ingredients in dramatism 

by assessing Burke as a dialectician, and to examine the ways in which 

specific philosophers and their dialectics have influenced Burke's world-

view and critical methodology. 

Nature of the Dissertation 

In order to accomplish the objectives outlined above it is neces-

sary to: (1) appreciate dialectic and its role in intellectual history, which, 

in turn, requires an appraisal of the dialectical tradition and the major 

philo.sophers involved in it ; (2) explain the essentials of Kenneth Burke's 

dramatistic-logological system; (3) assess the dialectical implications of 

this system from Burke's point of view and from an external vantage-point; 



(4) chart the lines of influence by showing how various dialectical 

doctrines or methods have been utilized in dramatism' s development. 

8 

The particular nature of this dissertation demands tasks that are 

both comprehensive and intricate. A basic comprehension of Burke's 

system must be achieved, and this necessitates an explication of his 

views on man, language, human relations, rhetorical theory and art, as 

well as an indication of his critical procedure in appraising the various 

artistic forms in symbolic life. Moreover, a survey of the dialectical 

tradition must be offered which accounts for the variety of approaches to 

dialectic and captures the contributions made to dialectical theory by 

outstanding philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Marx, 

Dewey and Mead. The study concentrates on the lines of influence from 

these seven thinkers to dramatism, although the survey of the tradition 

covers additional philosophers and contributions to dialectical theory. 

With respect to the seven philosophical sources, occasional 

points of convergence need to be drawn if the dissertation is to eventually 

substantiate the claim that Burke finds legitimate kinship between, say, 

Aristotle and Marx where little had previously been thought to exist. 

Which is to argue that Burke's success in integrating philosophically 

dissimilar ideas into his own framework may be attributed to his dialec-

tical facility in finding, for example, Aristotelian strains in Marx and 

Dewey, Hegelian influences in Marx's and Dewey's modes of inquiry and 



Kantian tendencies in the critica-1-skeptical procedures of Hegel, Marx 

and Dewey. 2 6 
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Finally both the common and unique dialectical contributions of 

Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Marx, Dewey and Mead must be identified 

as substantive and/or methodological sources in the Burkeian corpus. 

Burke's writings during the "depression", for instance, exhibit a skepti-

cism not unlike the critical-dialectical, antinomic method borrowed from 

Kant by a century of German and German-influenced philosophers. 2 7 

Nevertheless, Burke's quest since the "thirties" has been for a synoptic 

vision of life. 28 This happens to be a prime characteristic of the dia-

lectical tradition: an organic perspective that transcends the awesome, 

nagging dualisms of mind and body, subject and object, knower and what 

.is to be known, etc., which have dogged Western civilization since 

Descartes. 29 Hegel, Marx and Dewey all sought the unifying principles 

which would resolve the perplexing ontological and epistemological 

cleavages that imperiled the integrity of philosophy. They concentrated 

on the merging of theory and practice in order to root the philosophical 

enterprise in "action" instead of staking its fate to "other-worldly" 

contemplation. 30 In this regard, Burke has emerged as an inheritor of 

European and American ventures to restore philosophy to the conditions 

of this life. The theory that language is symbolic action is a serious and 

altogether auspicious endeavor to implement "praxis1131 into the study of 

the symbolic world, into rhetorical theory and criticism, into literary and 



poetic appraisal, and into the linguistic implications of ethical-moral 

conduct. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

10 

The organization of the dissertation correlates with its objectives. 

Chapter II involves a survey of the dialectical tradition from Zeno to 

Mead and Dewey. A second segment of this chapter is devoted to a dis-

cussion of the relationship of dialectic to various philosophical constructs 

and assumptions and a consideration of those aspects of dialectic common 

to the multitude of philosophies associated with the tradition. A third 

segment of this chapter previews Burke's indebtedness to the dialectical 

tradition through a glimpse of themes and methods involved in dramatism. 

Chapter III provides an explanation of Burke's dramatistic system. 

It is structured according to Burke's views on man, language, the critical 

methodology of dramatism, the historical context of the drama of human 

relations, rhetoric, and social ideas. 

Chapter N contains a discussion of Burke as dialectician, as 

well as a consideration of the dialectical dimensions of dramatism. It 

covers, in order, Burke's definitions of dialectic, dialectic in relation to 

his views on man, dialectic in relation to his philosophy of language, 

dialectic and the major aspects of dramatism, such as movements and 

counter-movements, transcendence, form and substance, and ethics, 

dialectic and the methodology of the p entad, dialectic and Burke's views 

on rhetoric, and dialectic in relation to his social ideas. 
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Chapter V, which is the most comprehensive entity in the disser-

tation, offers an investigation of the dialectical sources of dramatism. 

It includes six distinct sections: Platonic dialectic and Burke, Aristotelian 

dialectic and Burke, Kantian dialectic and Burke, Hegelian dialectic and 

Burke, Marxian dialectic and Burke, and, finally, the dialectic of prag-

matism and Burke, which is further divided into the respective influences 

of Mead and Dewey on dramatism. 

Chapter VI concludes the study with an overall assessment of 

Kenneth Burke's dependence upon some outstanding themes and methods 

emanating from the dialectical tradition and by noting, in particular, his 

intellectual reliance upon Hegel and Marx. 

Intended Contributions 

It is hoped that this portrait of Burke as a dialectical philosopher 

will help to stimulate a wider and deeper appreciation of him as a student 

of language, philosopher of the human condition and sociologist of know-

ledge. Furthermore, it is hoped that this study will add to the growing 

view of Burke as a serious systematic thinker and thus in some measure 

serve to refute his detractors, who give minimal effort to a consideration 

of his ideas. Finally, it is hoped that this study will encourage subse-

quent investigation into the philosophical implications of dramatism and 

into, for instance, the dialectical significance of Burke's reliance upon 

Freud, Richards, Bergson, Emerson, Coleridge, Aquinas and Augustine. 
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Some years ago, Louis Fraiberg observed that Burke was "in the 

process of synthesizing a number of disparate disciplines into what he 

hopes will be a workable tool for the analysis of poetry." 32 And William 

Rueckert added, somewhat later, that studies need to be undertaken 

which show how Burke is like "Freud, Marx, Coleridge, and Nietzsche--

to name a few ..... 33 Such studies, he suggested, might provide an, 

understanding of Burke in new and significant ways. Perhaps this is the 

guiding motive of this study. 

Methodological Problems 

An important objective of thi's dissertation is the appraisal of 

Burke's encounter with the dialectics of Marx and Hegel. It raises the 

question: what is the significance of Burke's association with Marxian 

-and Hegelian thinking in the overall development of the dramatistic 

system? An additional question, flowing from the first, asks: how has 

it been possible for Burke to relate Marx and Hegel to classical, tradi-

tional and pragmatic philosophers whose world-views seem, in many 

ways, to contradict one another? Granted, Burke does not shy away 

from the challenge of integrating Coleridge, Freud, Richards, Kant, 

Aristotle and numerous others into the dramatistic framework; indeed his 

capacity for incorporating diverse outlooks and fields of knowledge into 

dramatism has translated into a prolific career, marked by astonishing 

richness of conjectures and perspectives. Still, the attempt to find 

points of coordination between Marx and Hegel, on the one hand, and 
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other major philosophers, on the other hand, seems presumptuous enough 

to defy success. And yet Burke has managed to use all available dialec-

tical sources in fostering the continuity of the symbol-oriented system. 

The overriding problem in the analysis of Marxian and Hegelian 

influences on Burke resides not in the explication of Burke's own language-

centered framework; this has been provided, cumulatively, by a number of 

scholars approaching Burke through a variety of interest areas: rhetoric, 

literary criticism, semantics, poetry, etc. . The problem centers on the 

fundamental interpretations of Marx and Hegel. 34 Both thinkers have 

become the subject of searching reappraisals and reexaminations during 

the past three decades. 35 And along with these reappraisals, some of 

which are thoroughly revisionist, have come new insights into the con-

ceptual kinships of Marx and Hegel to a range of philosophical schools 

once held to be unequivocally alien to the formers' views of the world. 36 

Which is to imply that if Burke has indeed been influenced by Marx and 

by Hegel during the development of dramatism-logology, then the question 

of how hinges upon a prior understanding of what Marx and Hegel actually 

thought. Whether Burke consciously or inadvertently championed ideas 

which have only of late been attributed to Marx and Hegel is not as 

crucial to this study as the disclosure of common themes and motifs. 

During the "thirties" , for example, Burke ventured a theory of 

action that has no small bearing on the concept of "praxis" -- an idea 

essential to the philosophies of Aristotle, Hegel and Marx, as well as 
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to Dewey and Mead. 37 Only in the last twenty years, however, has 

there been sufficient scholarship on the concept, which opens the way 

for new comparisons between Burke and these philosophers. Only in the 

past twenty years, moreover, have there been serious attempts to link 

Marxian naturalism and humanism with the philosophy of John Dewey, 

albeit the outstanding divergence in political creed. 38 And yet Burke's 

speculations in the "thirties", in Counter-Statement, in Permanence and 

Change, and in Attitudes towards History especially, suggest a hearty 

effort on his part to harmonize aspects of Marx's thought with Dewey's 

instrumentalism. 39 At the time, Burke's efforts in this direction seemed 

ideologically perverse; at the very least they seemed theoretically ludi-

crous to many of his readers and critics. 40 And yet from the contempo-

rary vantage-point, the problem lay not so much in Burke's unbridled 

desire to absorb everything into an inordinately expansive literary-

critical framework as in the then prevalent misunderstanding of what Marx 

and Hegel actually had said, apart from the interpretations offered by 

rigidly doctrinaire adherents of Marxism-Leninism. 

The influential interpretations of Marx and Hegel, during the years 

when Burke groped for a coherent, comprehensive system, were mired 

down in dialectical materialism or idealism. But crucial manuscripts and 

philosophical works eventually emerged, to be subseque_ntly translated, 

which cast doubt upon the narrow and orthodox portraits of both thinkers. 

After World War II, recently uncovered and translated works of Marx and 
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Hegel came to the attention of European and American scholars who 

eventually saw in Marx's philosophical manuscripts of 1844, 41 for exam-

ple, an indication of a deeply humanistic approach to the world. These 

manuscripts afforded the academic community new insights into the 

valuative dimension of Marx's writings on political economy. 42 Similarly, 

reappraisals and translations of Hegel's work led to intensive investiga-

tions into his impact upon existentialism, 43 upon Dewey's logic, 44 and 

upon Marx's social and political thought. 45 In addition, the new apprai-

sals and translations of Hegel provoked studies concerning his influence 

on Ernst Cassirer46 and other philosophers attuned to the issues of 

symbolic form, language, logic and conceptualization. 

Burke's intellectual development includes the subtle fact that he 

intuited much of Marx's humanistic and aesthetic perspective in the 

midst of a political climate when Marxism was either pandered or vilified 

as the "dialectics of nature." This particular doctrine, as most scholars 

of Marx readily concede, was fashioned by Engels and then interpreted by 

Plekhanov, embraced by Lenin and Trotsky, and espoused by Stalin, but 

is certainly not a contribution of Marx himself. 47 By a remarkable coin-

cidence, Burke's attempt to establish a poetic-humanistic world-view 

derived from Marx, without the benefit of the then buried48 1844 philo-

sophical manuscripts and the "Grundrisse, .. 49 parallels in boldness the 

original attempts of Georg Lukacs 50 and Karl Korsch51 to intuit the 



philosophical and aesthetic foundations of Marx's thought during the 

repressive party orthodoxy of the "twenties". 

16 

Limitations of the Study and Review of Contemporary Approaches to Burke 

This pursuit of the dialectical influences on Burke is tempered by 

a respect for the awesome scope and complexity of his work. The full 

appreciation of Burke's mind--he manifests the intellectually omnivorous 

capability of digesting, coordinating and reconciling varied and disparate 

philosophies within the framework of dramatism--comes only after a life-

time in contemplation of the range and implications of his system. Each 

encounter with one of his ideas stimulates further and often tangential 

inquiries, such as into the importance of Aristotle in Mead's theory of 

the significant symbo152 or the relevance of the Bergsonian "No" to the 

dialectical nature of language. 53 

A discussion of scholarly limitations is in order. Burke's corpus 

defies immediate comprehension of the full meaning of an idea. His views 

on order and hierarchy, for example, make little sense when considered 

apart from his views on the negative, categorical guilt, redemption, etc. 

Serious students of dramatism are sobered to the necessity of unraveling 

the implications of his work over a period of years. It is an onerous 

venture merely to chart the ways in which dialectical philosophers and 

those using dialectic in auxiliary ways have provided Burke with bases 

for his most seminal ideas and critical methods. 
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This study is not intended as a defense of Burke's political con-

victions, particularly his affiliation with Marxism in the "thirties." 

Burke's early political speculations may be attributed to his penchant for 

"larking"; in creating dramatism, Burke has often titillated, infuriated, 

baffled, exhausted, dispirited or enraptured his critics with unabashed 

conjectures about man and the symbolic world. Burke, as William Rueckert 

has observed, moves forward by "multiple side excursions." 54 To purify 

him, therefore,- contends Rueckert, "is not only a matter of hacking 

through the stylistic and terminological underbrush, but of finding and 

then mapping the main route." 55 

Nor is this study a defense of or an apology for Burke's literary 

theory and critical·technique. The "Burke-Sickness", 56 about which 

Rueckert has warned, leads either to hysterical enthusiasm or to hysteri-

cal anger, and both extremes preclude a judicious and measured discus-

sion of a serious mind. Burke, as those who have known him personally 

attest, is a magnanimous and compassionate man and, on this basis 

alone, deserves dispassionate critique. 

Further, it is not the intent of this study to promote Burke as 

essentially a Marxist or Hegelian critic. Burke has chosen to call him-

self a dramatist-logologist, and considerate scholars appraising his work 

have so honored his own definition of his thought and methodology. In 

order to facilitate the comprehension of his system, as it has evolved, 

Burke advanced the outline of dramatism in "Linguistic Approach to 
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Problems of Education," in 1955, 57 and then offered a more substantial 

version of his life-work in 1968 in The International Encyclopredia of the 

Social Sciences. 58 

The essentials of Burke's system have been sufficiently explicated 

through the combined efforts of scholars such as William Rueckert, 59 

Hugh Dalziel Duncan, 60 Marie Hochmuth Nichols, 61 Leland Griffin, 62 

Armin Paul Frank63 and Stanley Edgar Hyman. 64 All have written about 

Burke's commitment to a language-centered view of the world, which 

began to congeal after~ Rhetoric of Motives, in 1950. 65 Burke's system, 

while encorporating the ideas of Marx, Hegel, Kant and countless others, 

culminates in a vision of the drama of human relations as it is reflected 

in the verbal antics of mankind. Burke thus defines man, not within the 

.context of Absolute Idea or Spirit, not in the terminology of class-conflict 

and political economy, but in the linguistic context of the symbol-making 

and symbol-using animal. From this definition, as Malcolm Cowley 

noted, Burke's system "exfoliates in all directions." 66 Appraising 

Burke's contributions in 1950, Cowley concluded: 

Already it has its own methodology (called "dramatism"), its 
own esthetics (based on the principle that works of art are symbolic 
actions), its logic and dialectics, its ethics (or picture of the good 
life) and even its metaphysics, which Burke prefers to describe as 
a meta-rhetoric. 67 

William Rueckert' s assessment of the meaning of Burke's system 

reaches conclusions similar to Cowley's: 



Burke selects the poetic verbal act, particularly drama, as the 
ideal or perfect verbal act ... and derives a whole system from 
the contemplation of drama. 68 
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Within the construct of dramatism, Burke has managed, moreover, 

to develop theories of tragedy and catharsis. He has provided a pano-

rama of the human travail and has tracked the critical moments of man's 

movements: Order, Guilt and the Negative, through Victimage and 

Mystification, to Catharsis and Redemption. 69 He has, in addition, 

produced a theory of tragedy as the representative anecdote. 70 He has 

tied to this theory the important systemic concepts of mystery and hier-

archy. 71 In summing up the significance of Burke's outlook, Rueckert 

has emphasized its resemblance to religion. The entire system, says 

Rueckert, serves as a secular variant of Christianity: 

The whole dramatistic system is laid out on a moral-ethical, 
Christian-Catholic bias, and is presented in such a way as to 
make perfectly clear Burke's belief that he has developed a new 
'scientific' religion which twentieth century man can 'believe' 
in, but which, unlike the old one it replaces, is designed to 
save man in this world. 72 

What with Burke's unique approach to the problems of the age, it 

is not surprising that he should be written about as "so thoroughly sui-

generis that it is difficult to fit him into any contemporary philosophical 

pigeon-hole." 73 It is hardly surprising that Burke should be likened to 

Thoreau as a critic who beats out "his own rhythms to the music of his 

own times. And he has an unusually fine ear." 7 4 It is hardly surprising, 
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moreover, that Burke should be acknowledged for the "brilliantly original 

qualities of his mind; 1175 that he should be acclaimed "the seminal figure 

of our time in the field of symbolic analysis. 1176 Finally, Burke's 

originality in dealing with the intellectual issues of the time has led to 

the observation that "he cannot be stuffed into any of the bins whose 

occupancy brings fame and fortune in the groves of academe." 77 

Needless to say, Burke's originality and conceptual meanderings 

have provoked extensive controversy over the intelligibility and worth of 

his offerings. "He is at once one of the most compact and one of the 

most 'panoramic' writers of our time'', observed Duncan. 78 "He makes 

his points in highly aphoristic style and, therefore, is highly quotable. 

But this very compactness creates a density of meaning that exhausts 

every resource of the reader ... 1179 Small wonder, then, that admirers 

and opponents alike admit the difficulty in conceptualizing Burke's system 

and mention the controversies engendered by his bold speculations. 

"Burke's mind," said Rueckert, "is such that he is almost incapable of 

resisting the temptation of the many side roads which he comes on in all 

his intellectual journeys ... "80 And Marie Hochmuth Nichols, an ardent 

admirer of Burke's contributions to rhetorical theory, has conceded that 

he is "difficult and often confusing. He cannot be understood by casual 

reading of his various volumes." 81 Confusion occurs, suggests Nichols, 

"because of the compactness of Burke's writing, uniqueness of organiza-

tional patterns, penetration of his thought and breadth of his endeavors. 1182 
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Merle Brown, who has issued strong criticism of Burke, states unhesi-

tatingly that he is "probably the most controversial literary figure of the 

past fifty years in America." 83 

Finally, this study is not intended as a definitive statement on 

Burke, First of all, a definitive work would have to assess Burke's con-

tributions in every phase of artistic and intellectual life: his stories, 

poems, music criticism, rhetorical theory, and so on. Second, a defini-

tive work would have to unravel the subject's complex mentality, but 

this requires·, in Rueckert' s words, a very special ability "to locate and 

accurately render the strange mixture of tensions which make up Burke's 

mind. ,.a 4 Third, a definitive work usually builds upon the considerable 

area-studies on the subject that have been produced by a scholarly com-

munity. And yet, except for the excellent books and articles published 

on Burke by those already cited, plus a few others, the secondary liter-

ature on Burke, as Hugh Dalziel Duncan lamented in 1965, "is neither 

notable nor voluminous.,. BS As Duncan observed: "That a thinker of 

Burke's stature should have evoked so little serious and intense commen-

tary is a sad reflection on American intellectual life. ,.a 5 As for Burke's 

reputation on the European continent, Armin Paul Frank observed that his 

reception there "has been even less notable than in America ... a7 

Paradoxically, those who stress the importance of understanding 

the "whole" Burke also emphasize the limited nature of their own incur-

sions into his life and labors. On the one hand, Burkeian scholars 
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assert that he must be read as a whole to understand what he says about 

language, social order, literature, etc.; Marie Hochmuth Nichols, for 

instance, warns that Burke "cannot be understood by casual reading of 

his various volumes" 88 and then suggests that a partial acquaintance 

with his work can only thwart comprehension "because of the specialized 

meanings attaching to various words and phrases ... s9 On the other hand, 

most of the ardent explicators of Burke's corpus have moved cautiously 

to concentrate on dimensions of his life-work. Rueckert unashamedly 

announced his "purely intrinsic" approach to Burke which is "so devoted 

to his literary theory and critical practice and so severely limited to a 

particular presentation of them that it may also be cause for wonder." 9o 

Duncan, for his part, borrowed heavily from Burke to fashion a symbolist-

methodology as the gateway to the understanding of both the how and why 

of communication in social structure and order. Here again, the scholarly 

effort was ultimately compressed into the championing of Burke for his 

contributions to the tradition of Peirce, James, Dewey, Cooley and Mead. 91 

Stanley Edgar Hyman, who proclaimed Burke to be "the finest literary 

critic in the world, and perhaps the finest since Coleridge, "92 and who 

was the first to grasp the systematic nature of Burke's language-philosophy 

in The Armed Vision, nevertheless channeled his discussion of the drama-

tist to literary theory and critical practice. 93 Marie Hochmuth Nichols 

extricated the implications of Burke's system for a modern rhetoric, and 

yet she ended her influential article in The Quarterly Journal of Speech 
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on the note that "the most that one can achieve is to signify his impor-

tance as a theorist and critic and to suggest the broad outlines of his 

work. 1194 Armin Paul Frank, who suggested that the diminution of the 

bi-polar East-West confrontation and the subsequent reappearance of 

internal factionalist pressures in the various nation-states might help to 

put Burke's writings about, say, the "psycho-rhetorical principles of 

party controversy 1195 into the public's consciousness, also cautioned 

readers about the limitations of his study. Approaching Burke with the 

same type of deep admiration and affection manifested by Rueckert and 

Duncan, Frank, in his "Twayne Series" biography of Burke, concentrated 

on the subject's literary significance and the general implications of 

dramatism-logology. 96 Leland Griffin synthesized and then applied 

Burke's system to the analysis of movements, 97 much as Francis 

Fergusson had previously related Burke's methodology to the critical 

appraisal of the theatre. 98 In both cases, Burke was applied significantly 

to specific fields of knowledge, which bespeaks the abilities of Griffin 

and Fergusson to grasp the essentials of an intricate language-centered 

philosophy. But, here too, the applications were made with the conces-

sion that a large part of Burke remained unexamined. 

Justifications for the Study 

In keeping with the respective endeavors of Rueckert, Duncan, 

Nichols, Hyman, Frank and Griffin, as well as the other Burke-scholars 

thus far mentioned, this dissertation establishes a particular vantage-
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point. The justification resides in the intent to expand the appreciation 

of Burke and the dramatistic-logological system through the discussion 

of the sources for and influences upon his dialectics. If, as Armin Paul 

Frank has contended, Burke's intellectual procedure is "syncretistic", 99 

then how and why has he been able to reconcile so many diverse and 

disparate philosophies along the way to the perfecting of dramatism? 

Specifically, the "syncretistic" mentality is noted for its ability to com-

bine different forms of belief and practice, and Burke has certainly 

combined a multitude of different ideas and frameworks into his massive 

system. The task of this study is to provide insights into the impact of 

the dialectics of Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Marx, Dewey and Mead 

upon the fashioning of Burke's philosophy. What makes this study im-

perative is that Burke himself often "covers his dialectical tracks," so 

to speak, after employing the Pentad to unravel some philosophical 

school's rationalistic structure. As Francis Fergus son so aptly observed 

of Burke in a critique of~ Grammar of Motives: "He is a dialectician 

who cleans up after himself so well, as he goes along, that both dialectic 

and dialectician have disappeared when all is over." 1 DO 

What, then, of the particular justifications for appraising Marxian 

and Heg_elian influences on Burke? How can the intensive examination 

of these sources serve to broaden the understanding of Burke's corpus? 

The answers to these questions must be prefaced by the observation that 

a bevy of critics have already suggested Marxian and Hegelian influences 
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in Burke without, however, pursuing the theoretical and methodological 

significance of such sources. It is noteworthy that while he rightfully 

asserted that "Burke is not a Marxist (or a Freudian for that matter), 

though he has used --and continues to use--some of Marx's ideas," 

William Rueckert, has also admitted that "the influence of Marx or per-

haps 'theoretical communism' on Burke has been profound."lOl Rueckert's 

statement is substantiated by Stanley Edgar Hyman's observation that 

"Burke has drawn heavily on Marxism in all his books while at the same 

time criticizing its mechanical simplifications . . . " 102 "Marx himself 

is one of Burke's heroes," added Hyman, "a great dramatist or impres-

sario. " 1 o3 

What makes the examination of Marxian influences on Burke so 

unpromising to many scholars is the memory of the plethora of perplexed 

and exasperated reactions to his political pronouncements of the "thir-

ties." Most critics, to put it mildly, were genuinely baffled by Burke's 

"unique"approach to Marx. And yet, as previously argued, the predomi-

nant American perspective of Marx during the depression years, and up 

until this decade, was conditioned by both pro-Marxist and anti-Marxist 

dogma and propaganda. The portrait of Marx accepted by the intellectual 

community-at-large was the one advanced by strident programmists and 

militants. But Burke defied the doctrinaire presentations of Marxism and 

sought a personal affiliation with Marx so as to give the emerging symbol-

oriented system a humanistic-poetic aura. Such being the case, it is 
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understandable that Henry Bamford Parkes would define Burke as an un-

Marxist Marxist who "rejects the two most significant features of the 

Marxist cosmology which give it an appearance of optimism and of 

rationality--beneficence of history or the economic interpretation of 

history.,. l o4 Similarly, it is understandable, through hindsight, that 

Walter Sutton could depict Burke's Marxism as "a commitment curiously 

qualified and perhaps neutralized" because it was grounded in a philo-

sophy of "being" rather than a philosophy of "becoming". lOS Looking 

back, it is understandable that John Crowe Ransom, 106 Charles Glicks-

berg107 and Crane Brinton 108 would all suggest that Burke's conceptual 

flirtation with Communism was "mild". Given Burke's rather eccentric 

liaison with the political tenets of Marxism, as then generally interpreted, 

.it is not so astonishing that he would be vilified by Sidney Hook in the 

following, supremely condescending passage: 

I cannot give Burke credit for his socialist intentions--
not yet. I am prepared to give him credit, ifhe asks for it, 
for not taking pennies from a blind man's cup or not scalping 
his grandmother. But I refuse to give him credit for his 
"socialism" --until I know what kind of socialism he believes in! 109 ----- ----- - -

Having suggested Burke's reliance on Marx and the often confused 

reaction to his aberrant political speculations of the "thirties", the ques-

tion arises as to why no one has ventured a special examination of this 

source of Burke's thinking. As previously noted, William Rueckert called 

for scholarship into the sources and influences on Burke which would 
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match, in intent, Virginia Holland's 110 comparison of Burke and Aristotle. 

Said Rueckert: 

If others would undertake this with Freud, Marx, Coleridge, 
Nietzsche to name a few, we would certainly be able to under-
stand and see Burke in new and signi~icant ways. 111 

This charge is equally applicable to an examination of the influ-

ence of Hegel's thought on Burke. Armin Paul Frank, for one, has stated 

that Burke's dramatism "is in many ways tantamount to a translation of 

Hegelian dialectics, " 112 but nowhere is this "translation" fully explored. 

Years ago, John Crowe Ransom conjectured that "Hegel's logic, more than 

drama, is the classical locus for Burke's dialectic," 113 but he refrained 

from elaborating upon this theme. Because the post-World War II re-

appraisals of Hegel by Hyppolite, 114 Kaufmann, 115 and Findlay116 have 

reached American scholars, as well as Alexandre Kojeve' s 117 pre-war 

lectures on Hegel's phenomenology, it is perhaps time to rejoin the issue 

of the Hegelian impact upon Kenneth Burke. 

Summary 

In summary, this chapter has provided an introduction to the 

dissertation, "Kenneth Burke and the Dialectical Tradition." Sections 

within the chapter have been devoted to background and general orientation, 

thesis and objectives, the nature of the dissertation, its organization, 

intended contributions, methodological problems, limitations of the study 

and review of contemporary approaches to Burke, and justifications for 

the dissertation. 



The chapter that follows presents a survey of the dialectical 

tradition, relates dialectic to philosophical methods, and previews 

Kenneth Burke's indebtedness to this tradition. 
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CHAPTER II 

ON DIALECTIC AND THE DIALECTICAL TRADITION 

A critical task of this dissertation is the assessment of the extent 

to which Kenneth Burke has been influenced by the works of prominent 

figures in the dialectical tradition and a charting of the ways in which 

their respective ideas about dialectic have been absorbed into the content 

and form of dramatism. When this is accomplished, Burke's capacity for 

integrating a variety of worldviews and methodologies into his own 

language-centered system should be afforded greater appreciation and 

acclaim. But this task requires, first of all, a discussion of the develop-

ment of dialectic in western history. A review of the diverse and often 

.disparate applications of dialectic by leading philosophers in the tradition 

serves to illustrate the enormous scope of the dramatist's coordinative 

mission. 

This chapter is divided into three parts: (1) the development of 

dialectic in intellectual history; (2) dialectic and philosophical method; 

(3) a preview of Kenneth Burke's indebtedness to the dialectical tradition. 

The first and most extensive part traces the development of dialectic from 

classical Greece to the modern era and highlights the contributions of 

Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Marx, Mead and Dewey. The second part 

discusses the relationship of dialectic to various philosophical constructs 

and assumptions and then considers the ideas which unite and separate 
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them. The last segment of the chapter provides a preliminary glimpse of 

Burke's dependence upon themes and intellectual operations emanating 

from the dialectical tradition. 

The Historical Development of Dialectic 

Dialectical activity undeniably arose in classical Greece, but its 

specific originator and its exact definition remain questionable. 1 A 

number of ancient thinkers have been credited with the creation of dialec-

tic, and the term seems to incorporate a variety of operations. Some 

definitions will be considered first of all, and a survey of early thinkers 

will follow. 

One of the early meanings of dialectic is "discourse or intercourse 

between two or more speakers who express two or more positions or 

opinions • .,Z This conception thus seems to require interpersonal thinking 

or thinking based on the confrontation of ideas or theses. It involves, as 

McKeon has noted," a clash of opposition or paradox [and] is embedded in 

the term (dia + legein) and also reiterated in the early history of the 

method ... 3 

It is basically this definition which, according to McKeon, 

Aristotle attributed to Zeno. 4 A different definition emanates from Socrates, 

who is attributed by Zenophon with the fashioning of a dialectical proce-

dure which relates the art of classifying (dialegein) to discussion 

(dialegesthai). 5 This definition implies a joint venture. It is a meeting 

together for common deliberation in which the participants agree, through 
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cross-questioning, to sort things after their kind as the most efficacious 

way of perfecting definitions in the doing of philosophy. 6 

Notably, the idea of a cooperative search for definitions seems 

to deny the intent of the first definition which focuses on argumentative 

combat. In the first rendering of the term, the accent is upon opposition 

(eris tic is taken from the root, eris, which means strife). This accords 

with the influence of Pythagorean mathematics and geometry which 

stressed the law of contradiction in the explanation of proofs. 7 Simply, 

hypotheses are false when they are seen to entail incompatible conse-

quences. The Sophists, in particular, used the argumentative techniques 

of dialectic to discredit various theories by driving the proponents of 

these theories into the eventual espousal of contradictory ideas. 8 In 

this combative spirit, as Kneale and Kneale have noted, the "dissoi-logoi" 

was advanced as the basis of dialectic. 9 Discourse was viewed as 

essentially that which can be true or false, meaning that an assertion is 

not significant unless its denial is also significant. 10 Hence, the 

grounds for dialectic: opposing theses which must withstand withering 

cross-examination in the interests of internal consistency. Out of the 

initial definition of dialectic, therefore, came the emphasis upon victory, 

or the defeat of one's opponent. The technique of prolonged cross-

examiriation was mastered by the Sophists in order to refute an adversary's 

original thesis by maneuvering him into drawing from it, through question 

and answer, a consequence or consequences contradicting the thesis. 
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The definition stressing cooperation, however, seems to accen-

tuate inquil)' and insight rather than refutation for the sake of debunking. 

The alternative to "elenchus" was "epagoge", a procedure of definition 

which led the participant on to a generalization by getting him to accept 

the truth of a bevy of propositions about particular cases. 11 This strain 

of dialectic resulted in the Socratic method of universal definition and 

the Platonic method of di'4sion which sought definitions by dichotomizing 

notions beginning with the most general idea. 12 Ultimately, of course, 

Socrates and Plato were to utilize the refutative technique of "reductio 

ad impossible" in leading participants to the truth, thus making "elen-

chus" and "epagoge" correlative elements in their respective dialectics 

of philosophical inquil)'. 13 Nonetheless, the intellectual thrust of 

these dialectics seemed rooted, not in winning for winning' s sake, 

which merely championed the "eristic" of making the worse appear the 

better, but rather in a conscionable victory based upon the mutual appre-

hension of truth. This type of dialectical enterprise, which subordinates 

refutation to insight, preserved the Homeric definition of dialectic 

emphasizing "dialegein" (legein), which, according to Janssens, means 

to choose or gather up, to sort out by discussing things in kind. 14 

The dual emphasis of refutation and discovel)', spawned a more 

encompassing definition of dialectic as the art of logical discussion. 

Indeed, as Kneale and Kneale have shown, dialectic was first understood 

as a technical term inseparable from logic. 15 Its distinguishing 
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characteristics were the facts that its premises were chosen by disputants 

in an argument and that such premises were for the most part rooted in 

opinion rather than incontestible, necessary truth. 16 By the time of 

Socrates, the dialectical enterprise assumed the overarching task of 

apprehending truth, and thus the logic of the method attained metaphysical 

significance. 17 In sum, the two strains of criticism and the search for 

truth have meandered in and out of the predominant philosophies in the 

dialectical tradition. It is this very fact that separates the dialectical 

worldview philosophies of Plato, Hegel and Marx from the inquiry-

oriented philosophies of Aristotle, Kant, Mead and Dewey, which use 

dialectic in important but clearly auxilliary ways. This distinction 

should become clear in the segment devoted ta dialectic and philosophical 

-method. The immediate objective is to review some important contribu-

tions to dialectical thought and methodology. This review, rather than 

culminating in a synthesis of the various philosophies discussed, pro-

vides the more sober point that no one interpretation of the term prevails 

out of the rich diversity of approaches. Or, as Richard McKeon has so 

aptly put it: 

The history of dialectic leaves little doubt concerning the 
possibility of defining dialectic unambiguously or of distinguish-
ing clearly between dialectical and nondialectical methods. In 
a true sense, there is no history of dialectic--there are dialec-
tical histories of dialectic which treat all method of thought, 
action, and expression as dialectical or as deviations from 
dialectic; there are nondialectical histories of logic and 
scientific method which treat dialectic as metaphysical or 
mystical transformations of logic.1 8 
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This survey proceeds in nondialectical fashion and covers merely 

the outstanding contributions to dialectic made by the philosophers 

selected. In the case of Plato, Hegel and Marx, dialectic is inextricably 

interwoven into both a view of the world and the method of philosophizing 

about it. The explication of these respective dialectics thus involves a 

detailed explanation of philosophical systems--an onerous venture even 

for historians of philosophy. Indeed, the explication of dialectic in the 

inquiry-oriented systems of Aristotle, Kant and Dewey leads inevitably 

into a comprehensive assessment of their constructs. The review that 

follows, however, is a modest attempt to trace the uses of dialectic from 

Zeno to Mead and Dewey. 

Zeno of Elea, who lived during the Fifth Century B. C ., was recog-

nized by Aristotle as dialectic's inventor. 19 He used dialectic seriously 

for philosophical purposes, 2 O and yet he also provided an argumentative 

technique which the Sophists were to later employ eristically. Specifi-

cally, Zeno developed the craft of refuting an hypothesis by luring its 

maker, through the give and take of question and answer, into the drawing 

of unacceptable consequences from the hypothesis. 21 This mode of 

indirect logical argument, stressing the paradox, was for Zeno a method 

of philosophical' instruction, but it was eventually abused by those 

Sophists intent upon disputational victory for its own sake. 22 

Protagoras is frequently associated with the claim. about making 

the worse argument appear the better through dialectical chicanery. 23 
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And if this were his only identifiable contribution to the history of dispu-

tation he would surely stand as the prime trickster, flippant and 

opportunistic, of "eristic" sophistry. But if, in fact, Protagoras did 

author the "dissoi-logoi", then his contribution widens as a legitimate 

ancestor of medieval and Hegelian-Marxian dialectic in the sense of 

observing that every subject invites two opposite statements. 2 4 

Dialectic came to philosophical fruition in classical Greece under 

the influences of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. All three abhorred the 

Sophist's disdain for immutable truths and the exercise of dialectic to 

uphold a personal relativism on all worldly matters. 2 5 And yet all three 

made use of dialectical refutation to expose the speciousness of contending 

ideas which, they believed, blocked the path to the grasp of truth. 26 All 

three employed both the critical device of "eenchus" to discredit gener-

ally accepted but fallacious opinions and the constructive device of 

"epagoge" to bring others through universal definition and division to 

the true nature of things. 2 7 By the time of Aristotle, the two lines of 

dialectical endeavor, "elenchus" and "epagoge" assumed the important 

role of defending the first great systematized philosophy in that dialectic 

was crucial to both the defense and the apprehension of the first princi-

ples of the Stagirite's theoretical sciences. 28 

Their respective commitments to dialectical criticism and construc-

tion in the search for truth does not mean, however, that Socrates, Plato 

and Aristotle used the enterprise always in the same way for the same 
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philosophical purposes. There are significant differences among the 

three, and these differences should be noted through a brief discussion 

of each thinker's dialectic in relation to his philosophical disposition. 

Socrates, first of all, admitted to a diffident quest for truth and 

practiced dialectic under the pretense of not knowing anything and not 

seeking the discreditation of his intellectual adversaries in discussion. 29 

In fact, however, the Socrates of _the Platonic dialogues engaged in exten-

sive refutation, driving the proponents of errant theses into contradictions 

and hence into shame, so that they would ultimately confront the shallow-

ness of their ideas and acknowledge their ignorance. 3o But the dialectical 

facility of humbling pretenders to knowledge served only as the initial 

step toward wisdom. From this point onward Socrates' adversaries were 

.led to the correct definitions of things and thus to an approximation of 

what is real. 31 The format of cross questioning turned into a sophisti-

cated logical discussion which sought the definition of a concept by 

sorting things after their kind. Socrates led his adversary to a generali-

zation by maneuvering him into accepting the efficacy of numerous 

propositions pertaining to particular cases. 32 Because of Socrates' skill 

with the processes of division and generalization (analysis and synthesis), 

Aristotle ascribed to his predecessor the innovation of universal definition. 33 

It may be said, in sum, that Socrates took dialectic from a rather loose 

art of discussion to a method of thinking and philosophizing. Unfortu-

nately, he himself wrote nothing; his philosophical demeanor and views 
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were captured by Plato in the dramatic medium of the latter's dialogues 

and the historical authenticity of the characterization remains to this day 

a subject of intricate scholarship. 34 

For his part, Plato advanced the notion of dialectic considerably. 35 

In his mind, dialectic was no longer but a method: it was itself the unique 

manner, the epitome, of philosophy which led to the discovery by reason 

of the truth about realities. 3 6 Its focus, as McKean has noted, was 

"Being, reality and eternal immutability;" for it rendered an account of 

the essence of each thing and stood as a synoptic art which viewed 

things in their interconnections. 37 For Plato, as McKean has added, 

dialectic "simultaneously defines terms, clarifies minds, and discovers 

truths about things: it occurs in ordinary discussion; it is the method of 

.any science that treats of the nature of things; it is the supreme science 

which lays the foundations of arts and sciences in being ... 3a 

Plato not only elevated dialectic to the status of the science of 

reality but also refined the Socratic method of definition. As with Socra-

tes, he utilized cross-questioning to free the mind of errors and contra-

dictions and verbal distortions, but he went beyond Socratic technique in 

the procedure of division and collection, contending that the true 

philosopher knows how to cut things into appropriate classes''where the 

natural joints are ... 39 Platonic division was marked by the incessant 

analysis of genera into species, of the more general ideas into the less 

general ones so that ultimately a definition would be formulated which of 
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itself admitted of no further division. 4o. Correlatively, Plato fashioned 

a process which operated in the opposite direction, namely synthesis or 

collection. 41 (Plato's progressions from particulars to generalization 

and from generalization to particulars have been commonly called, 

respectively, the "upward" and "downward" ways or paths. )42 

Dialectic's identity as the highest of human arts, as the "coping-

stone", 43 as it were, placed above the sciences, suggested its importance 

in the education of the philosopher kings whose mission was to apprehend 

the forms and, ultimately, the supreme form, the Good. 44 For contempla-

tion of the eternal, immutable truths which transcended the illusions of 

the sensory world was according to Plato, the equivalent of divine 

inspiration. 45 This manner of contemplation, moreover, implied that 

dialectic often occurred as the internal dialogue of the soul as well as an 

external, interpersonal communication with another person or persons. 46 

The mystical, and, in a sense, most ironical aspect of Platonic 

dialectic concemsthe relation of discursiveness to truth. Dialectic, for 

Plato, moves by and through language to a stage beyond it where the 

forms can be grasped free of all verbal entanglements. In the Seventh 

Epistle, for example, he contends that words are not enough. 4 7 Some 

things, he says, remain ineffable, things of which one cannot speak. 48 

The forms, as it turns out, can never be more than adumbrated in verbal 

definitions. Therefore, Plato turns to myths, to parables or sensible 

analogues as preparation for the discovery of truth. 49 
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Finally, Plato's very philosophical outlook presented a dialectical 

explanation of man, who lives between the opposite pulls of the absolute 

and the immediate, between the ontological vision of the good and the 

natural inclinations of the material world. For Plato believed, as Gustav 

Mueller has written, that man exists as the dialectic of what ought to be 

and what is, of harmony and disharmony, as agreement and disagreement 

with himself, as imperative and as resistance to it, as universal idea 

and as particular realization of the good life. 50 In short, man can under-

stand and accept his dialectical destiny: that he is not absolute but is 

nevertheless privileged, at times, to participate in the absolute. 51 And 

it is perhaps this seminal observation about the human condition that has 

endeared Plato to generations of scholars, writers, artists, humanists 

_and theologians. 

Aristotle's contribution to the dialectical tradition is extraordinary, 

principally because he bothered to explain the multifarious roles of dia-

lectic within the context of a systematized philosophy. 52 For him, 

dialectic had a number of uses, some pertaining to mere argumentative 

facility and some to the more lofty enterprise of apprehending and 

defending the first principles of his theoretical sciences. 53 First of all, 

he considered dialectic as a mental gymnastic. In the spirit of Socrates 

and Plato, Aristotle examined the technique of logical discussion which 

involved cross-questioning on an issue rooted in probable premises. 54 

The dialectical encounter, as he explained it, involved two persons--a 
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questioner and a respondent--plus a problem. Essentially, the ques-

tioner poses a problem and the respondant chooses a position. The 

questioner adopts that side of the problem repudiated by the respondant. 

The encounter, in short, finds the questioner attempting to draw conclu-

sions in favor of his view (through a kind of backward syllogistic) after 

eliciting answers from his adversary. 55 

The practice of dialectic as mental gymnastic led to a second 

function, according to Aristotle: the ability to argue with uneducated 

persons on the basis of their own opinions. In short, the first role of 

argumentative training translated into a second, practical activity of 

winning a battle of wits with people who, in every day discourse, 

offered shallow opinions on matters relating, for the most part, to the 

.probable world. 56 

The third, and most philosophically significant activity of 

dialectic in Aristotle's schema was its role with respect to the first 

principles of his sciences. As he stated in Topics (101b 4-6) "dialectic 

is a process of criticism wherein lies the path to the principles of all 

inquiries." 57 That is, dialectic, though not immediately philosophical, 

nevertheless constituted a preparation for the grasp of truth in serious 

philosophical questions. For dialectic, he contended, was rooted in 

popular opinion, and argument from popular opinion was the only way to 

discuss the principles since they could not themselves be derived 

scientifically from other principles. 58 To bring his students to the 
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apprehension of the "archai" of his theoretical fields, Aristotle first had 

to render fallacious the prevailing opinions which blocked insight into 

the true nature of things. 59 Alternative hypotheses were dialecti_cally 

disarmed through the process of seeking definitions and relating arguments 

to pairs of contraries. 60 In particular, as McKeon has observed, the 

dialectical syllogism was developed to reason from generally accepted 

premises to the contradictory of a given thesis and this became the 

appropriate way of examining and defending the principles of the scien-

ces. 61 

Aristotelian dialectic differed in some crucial respects from the 

Platonic version, albeit the Stagirite' s indebtedness to the definitional 

processes refined by his mentor. For one thing, Aristotle abandoned the 

_dialogue form of dialectic in favor of distinct fields of inquiry, each one 

systematized through strict deductive (" apodeictic") procedure. 62 In 

adci.ition, he made of dialectic a kind of floating method (lacking both 

first principles of its own and appropriate subject matter) which serviced 

yet did not equate with science. 63 For Plato, on the contrary, dialectic 

was philosophy. It was the method of science, of thinking which clari-

fied the mind and discovered truth. 64 For Aristotle, however, it was used 

to lead the capable learner to the apprehension of first axioms which, 

once grasped, would appear as self-evident. It provided a way or 

opening through traditional ideas and current conceptions whi_ch prevented 

the arrival of insight ("nous") into the self-evidency of the principles. 65 
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Furthermore, dialectic in the Aristotelian schema served as the means of 

investigating questions of prudential conduct in ethics and politics. 66 

And, finally, it stood as the counterpart of rhetoric since both, he 

contended, were anchored in opinion and probability and could thus be 

applied to deliberative affairs (that is, to problems of choice and 

avoidance). 67 Dialectic was further related to rhetoric in the realm of 

policy in that, as Richard Weaver has noted, the former, as inquiry, 

focused on terms subject to the contingency of evaluation, such as 

"justice" and "goodness", and the latter concentrated on the artful 

presentation of propositions involving such terms. 68 

The chronological gap between Aristotle and Kant is well over two 

thousand years, and there is no desire here to slight the numerous 

.philosophical schools and philosophers whose ideas dominated various 

eras within this gap. In the interests of brevity, however, the relation-

ship of some influential schools and thinkers to dialectic must be merely 

outlined. 

Stoic philosophy, under the leadership of Chrysippus, equated 

dialectic with a formal logic which stressed inferential processes strongly 

resembling propositional calculus. Dialectic, for the Stoics, also applied 

to grammatical theory and to the consideration of meaning's relation to 

truth. It pertained to signification in discourse and to language or 

sound. 69 
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In opposition to the Stoics, the Academics, as McKeon has noted, 

"used a dialectic which balanced opposed doctrines without commitment 

in the development of their skepticism and based choice on consideration 

of likely outcomes in the development of their probabilism. "7o Intellec-

tually, they challenged the theory of the natural basis of the state and 

argued that wisdom involved choice of probabilities in the realm of social 

conduct. 71 

For their part, the Epicureans incurred the wrath of both the Stoics 

and the Academics by rejecting dialectic in favor of a logic whose method 

of inquiry and proof was based upon·"sensations, feelings and 'anticipa-

tions' . . . " 72 They held that all men approach the concept of justice 

from the standpoint of expediency although justice varies in its applica-

tion relative to particular circumstances. 73 

Finally, the Peripatetics restored the major ingredients of Plato's 

dialectical method while at the same time utilizing the Aristotelian modes 

of ethical and political inquiry, which meant, in specific, that they 

viewed the sciences of ethics and politics as involving dialectical in-

vestigation into those forms of government which had traditionally served 

men best, as well as those social habits and behaviors which seemed to 

mark the prudent and discerning man in society. 7 4 

Roman dialectic, especially as developed by Cicero, seemed to 

favor a methodology grounded in the material world of becoming rather 

than a transcendental world of being. It was marked by attention to 



probability and history. For Cicero's intent was to make philosophy 

relevant to earthy affairs and, to this end, he fashioned a dialectic of 

the New Academy attuned to the habits of men ·and the practical wisdom 

of leading thinkers. His dialectic was close"ly connected to rhetoric 
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since he viewed eloquence as an essential factor in philosophy's applica-

tions to everyday civic life. 7 5 

Cicero's version of dialectic accorded with the branch of his logic 

stressing judgment and proof. The other branch which he called Topic, 

was devoted to the art of discovery. Though differing somewhat from the 

Aristotelian schema, Cicero's dialectic nevertheless honored Aristotle's 

kinds of empirical tests for political institutions and for individual 

conduct. 76 

The importance of dialectic in the emergence of Christian thought 

in the West is best illustrated by reference to St. Augustine. Augustinian 

dialectic was at once indebted to the practical philosophic method of 

Cicero and the otherworldly orientation of Plato. 77 It focused on the dual 

needs of earthly indoctrination and the search for eternal truths. In the 

second instance, that is, Augustine used dialectic "to find above exper-

ience a rational ground for things, thoughts, and arguments." 78 Although 

he rejected Cicero's skepticism, Augustine nonetheless adapted the 

political aspects of Ciceronian dialectic to an historical view of the 

distinction between the temporal and the eternal. His City of God, for 

example, attempted to demonstrate the causes of Rome's glory and 
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decadence and to render a detailed differentiation of terrestrial cities, 

which were fashioned for the fulfillment of human values, from the City 

of God, which transcended the evolution of history and time. 79 

The role of dialectic during the Middle Ages seems to have been 

threefold. It developed, as McKeon has written, "in three interrelated 

strands: as a method of theology; as a method of interpreting Scripture 

and Canon Law, and thereby treating the concrete and the practical; and 

as one of the liberal arts of the trivium. ,.BO In the theological sense, 

dialectic pertained to the construction of hierarchies of being, to know-

ledge and to contemplation in the stages of natural and mystical theology. 

In matters of interpretation, dialectic was employed as the basis for 

those exegetical and hermeneutic rules which bore upon the legal opera-

tion of adjudicating cases, as well as upon scholastic argumentative 

activity, especially the practice of listing and then refuting all solutions 

opposed to the approved one in questions admitting of contradictory 

positions. In the third respect, dialectic assumed the status of a liberal 

art, often to be identified with logic and also treated as a rational or 

verbal skill. At times, it was synonymous with the art of thinking which 

led to an understanding of the nature of being, as contrasted to the 

communication arts occasionally relying upon logic. At times, it was 

identified as the part of logic rooted in probability and opinion and thus, 

in the Aris tote Han sense, distinguished from strict scientific demonstra-

tion. Whatever its affiliation with logic in the minds of medieval 
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thinkers, however, dialectic was invariably contrasted to rhetoric on the 

basis of the latter's inclinations toward prolixity and diffuseness in 

argumentation, and its more concrete application to, and practical purpose 

in the deliberative realm. 81 

A number of scholastic figures are worth noting for their contribu-

tions to dialectic during the Middle Ages. These contributions are quite 

varied, even disparate, in theoretical purpose and method. Nicholas of 

Gusa, for instance, developed a rationale of the hierarchy of being, 

knowledge and contemplation through the dialectical method of coincidence 

of contraries. 82 Boethius presented a dialectical doctrine of "topics" 

which in effect made logic subordinate to dialectic. 83 Alcuin's 

Dialectica helped to establish the integrity of the art in the trivium (along 

.with grammar and rhetoric). 84 Cassiodorus equated dialectic with logic, 

as did Isidor of Seville. For Cassiodorus, dialectic was to be distin-

guished from rhetoric as the fist was to be contrasted to the open palm, 

meaning that the former enterprise championed a tight-knit argumentation 

as opposed to the latter's more diffuse art of eloquence. 85 Isidore called 

dialectic the rational basis of philosophy since it pertained to inquiry, 

definition and expression. 86 Gerbert, who eventually became Pope 

Sylvester the Second, established a curriculum which included instruction 

in dialectic, and this led to the wide use of the enterprise in the religious 

disputations of the Eleventh Century. 87 Lombard used the logical form of 

dialectic in his Book of Sentences which was studied by university students 
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as a model for disputation. 88 Hugh of St. Victor included dialectic in 

rational logic, along with apodictic and sophistic, and distinguished 

these three from the spiritual realm, which embraced the tropological, 

allegorical and anagogic. 89 Abelard identified logic and dialectic in the 

Aristotelian sense and argued that dialectic's mission was to provide 

resolutions to questions by reducing the subject into an orderly body of 

true propositions and by refuting false arguments. 90 As McKeon has put 

it, Abelard "engaged both in a violent attack on sophists and pseudo-

dialecticians and in a desperate personal defense of dialectic as the one 

means by which truth can be distinguished from error." 91 Thomas 

Aquinas treated dialectic as a mode of probable reasoning. To a large 

extent, he was influenced by Aristotle's theory of nature, certainty, and 

probability and grasped the distinction between demonstrative proof and 

dialectic. The argumentative structure of Summa Theologia is dialectical 

in that the contraries of propositions are examined, i.e. , the form brings 

out the opposition of meanings in discourse. 92 Roger Bacon allied logic 

and dialectic. He defined logic as the art of distinguishing and also as 

the science of disputation and explanation and retrieved the classical 

meaning of dialectic as a form of reasoned communication between two 

persons. He advanced three distinct tasks for dialectic: (1) as the 

science of sciences, which guides the construction of each field of 

inquiry; (2) as the science of disputation and definition concerning 

probable matters; (3) as a critical technique which proceeds from 
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probabilities and tests the opinions of adversaries. 93 Finally, John 

Scotus Eriugena considered two forms of dialectic: theoretical ("dialectics 

docens") and practical ("dialectics utens"). 94 The first treated those 

intentions which reason apprehended in things. It concerned demonstra-

tive reasoning from principles to particulars. The second treated common 

intentions as they related to the sciences. It stressed the criticism of 

opinions in the sphere of probability. 95 

Renaissance dialectic was most notable in the hands of Rudolph 

Agricola and Peter Ramus; for both endeavored to establish a dialectic of 

discovery in opposition to rhetorical discovery. 9 6 Rhetoric, partly 

through their influence, was relegated to the status of mere words, 

independent alike of dialectic and philosophy. Both Agricola and Ramus 

fashioned a place logic and made invention and disposition dialectical 

rather than rhetorical concerns . 9 7 Still,Agricola' s De Inventione 

Dialectica valued dialectic for its part in rhetorical investigation, and 

Ramus' Training In Dialectic, though distinguishing it as learned dis-

course from style-oriented popular speaking, nevertheless considered 

both dialectic and rhetoric as parts of the theory of communication. 98 

In addition to Agricola and Ramus, Thomas Wilson associated 

dialectic with logic which, as distinguished from rhetoric, provided 

"inventio" and "judicium". 99 The former pertained to the discovery of 

material agreeable to one's cause, and the latter related to the framing 

of things together and the knitting of words for the purpose of the 
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communication. lOO The separation of logic and dialectic from rhetoric, 

whose charge became mere style and delivery, was also upheld ·by 

Abraham Fraunce, whose Arcadian Rhetorike addressed itself solely to 

"elocuteo" and "pronunciatio" ("inventio" and "dispositio" having been 

consigned to the dialectical investigation of logic). 101 For his part, 

Leonard Cox argued that the material for logical orations depended ulti-

mately upon the modes of dialectical inquiry. His theory of rhetorical 

invention was intended as a parallel to dialectical invention, although 

he gave the latter greater authority in the discovery of arguments for 

eventual oratory. 102 

Well into the Renaissance, dialectic began to lose its prestige 

as an important facet of science. By the Seventeenth Century, as McKean 

has observed, "dialectic was abandoned in its basic metaphysical and 

epistemological sense, and for two centuries the foundations of philoso-

phic method were sought in canons of induction, in tracing ideas to the 

impressions from which they originated, and in isolating and combining 

clear, distinct, and adequate ideas. " 103 The diminution of dialectic's 

status as an integral aspect of scientific inquiry was partly the result of 

a transition from mental interpretation to external realities for the conduct 

of inquiry, and this affected the role of "inventio" in the then prevailing 

theories of communication. l04 Initially, the rationalists and then the 

British empiricists began to assault the basis of traditional reason and 

its efficacy in the construction of new knowledge, and the dialectical 
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enterprise associated with the old notions of common sense and general 

reason began to wane. (At the end of the Renaissance, as Wilbur Samuel 

Howell has noted, orators seemed to rely more on external realities than 

internal reasoning for their subject matter. Burke's advocacy of concilia-

tion with America, for example, referred extensively and minutely to such 

concrete realities as population figures and trade statistics.) 1 OS 

Bacon and Descartes undermined the traditional status of dialectic 

when they took a decisive philosophical step toward the development of 

the modem scientific attitude. Essentially, they viewed dialectic as 

allied with traditional speculation which failed to promote deliberation 

conducted in the light of all the particular facts bearing upon a ques-

tion .106 Bacon considered dialectic useless in the advancement of 

knowledge; for him, logic consisted of inquiry or invention, judgment, 

retention and transmission of knowledge (somewhat reminiscent of 

classical rhetoric) but dialectic failed, in his view, to align with scien-

tific procedure. 1 o7 Descartes, similarly, found dialectic unrelated to 

the nature and order of things. For one thing, he contended, dialectical 

syllogizing was often irrelevant to the processes of inquiry and the 

discovery of new truths. 108 For another, dialectic was too often in 

league with the art of concocting fictitious entities and occult qualities. 109 

Dialectic's value, he believed, existed in the rather restricted role of 

phrasing clear questions. Locke and Hume, from their respective philo-

sophical constructs, stressed the investigation, accumulation, and 
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codification of new data about the world for the advancement of learning, 

and thus dialectic's alliance with mental cogitation was further disparaged 

by the growing academic dependence upon experience and verification.110 

So long as the basis for philosophic method was sought in the 

canons of induction, in tracing ideas to the impressions which engendered 

them, and in the empirical testing of the adequacy of ideas, their causes 

and their interrelations, the image and import of dialectic suffered. 

Ultimately, however, content and form were distinguished. 

The skeptical-critical task of exposing the alluring, yet decep-

tively shallowclaims of metaphysics occupied the forefront of philosophical 

endeavor. And dialectic returned, ironically, not as the servant of 

transcendental speculation, but rather as the critical-skeptical technique 

which at once defended the distinction of form from content and deterred 

metaphysical assaults upon it. 111 In this respect, dialectic was 

restored in the conceptual revolution of Kantian philosophy, which sought 

to expose the illusory· nature of transcendental claims. 112 Dialectic, as 

a critical-skeptical tool became a "cathartic of the understanding. " 113 

It served, paradoxically, as a critique of the classical logic of semblance 

or illusion whereby the sophists employed dialectic to fashion a respec-

table yet,. in fact, wholeheartedly specious aura for their ideas. 114 

Dialectic; in the hands of Kant, thus contained the marks and rules by 

which things were seen to disagree with the formal criteria of truth. 

This kind of dialectical role was frequently directed toward those who, 
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in the fashion of the sophistic dialecticians, used the art of semblance 

to persuade the truth about matters transcending the experiential 

world. llS 

Thus for Kant, dialectical activity assumed an altogether new 

significance. Its role was predominantly skeptical. In the "Transcen-

dental Dialectic" , for example, he exposed the illusory nature of 

transcendental judgments--those professing to leap beyond the bounda-

ries of experience. ll 6 His "antinomies of pure reason" were employed 

dialectically as a critique of understanding and reason in regard to their 

hyperphysical use. 117 In particular, he sought to demonstrate through 

the dialectical structure of four basic sets of theses and antitheses that 

reason culminated in delusion when it attempted to use its ideas for 

other objects and then considered these objects as conceptions of actual 

things. 118 

Kant's Critique of Pure Reason displayed the dialectical outcome 

of transcendental claims by showing, as in the antinomies, that such 

statements were inevitably opposed by a conclusion equally acceptable 

to reason and by demonstrating, as in the paralogisms, that these state-

ments had a superficial cogency in that they were false conclusions 

clothed in correct and unexceptional form. 119 

Of transcendental illusion, Kant provided the ironic observation 

that it would persist even after it had been repeatedly exposed by means 

of the transcendental dialectical criticism; for the mind, he argued, 



relentlessly pursues superexperiential matters impossible to resolve 

scientifically and thus cannot escape the frustrations attending such 

speculation. Human reason, he contended, naturally and unavoidably 

seeks to understand universal questions once and for all time, but it 

inevitably reaches the dialectical impasse of contradicting itself. 12 O 
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Kant's skeptical dialectic did not fail to influence subsequent 

generations of philosophers, especially German thought throughout the 

Nineteenth Century. His critical and analytical methods stirred Fichte, 

Schelling and Hegel in particular. 121 And yet, curiously, these philo-

sophers tended to reverse Kant's dialectic by trying, in opposition to 

him, to unite form and content and by attempting to relate knowledge and 

its method "to the thinking subject and to the content thought. 11122 

_Fichte initially endeavored to fuse formal and transcendental logic but 

finally concluded that this led inexorably to circular reasoning. 123 

Schelling considered dialectic as the logical form of philosophy and 

argued that human thought corresponds to the essence and forms of the 

development of things. 124 Hegel, whose mark on philosophy has come 

to be the greatest of the three, contrived a grandiose schema for uniting 

form and content, subject and object, etc., by viewing dialectic as a 

pervasive process--a necessary movement in history, indeed the universe 

as a whole, not just a process of thought. 125 Dialectic, according to 

Hegel, involves the passing over of thoughts or ideas into their opposites 

so as to attain a new unity at a higher stage of development. 12 6 
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Hegel's dialectic reflected the antinomic and skeptical aspects 

of Kant's critical me.thodology. But he superseded Kant's refutation of 

rationalism, so he believed, by describing the development and progress 

of Reason in the world and by explaining how Reason and the Rational 

are intertwined. His crucial departure from Kant occurred over the 

association of dialectic with natural processes, which made it not only 

an analytic-synthetic method but also an important aspect of being. 12 7 

For Hegel, dialectic is inherent in the thoughts of Spirit, which corres-

ponds to the essence and forms of the growth of things. The creative 

advance of pure thought, he argued,. is a dialectical self-development 

by negation. 128 

Marx, of course, borrowed from the Hegelian construct. His 

pronouncement that he stood Hegel's dialectic on its head has frequently 

been interpreted as the desire to materialize the idealism of his prede-

cessor. It has been taken to mean that Marx exposed the Hegelian 

ideal as nothing more than the natural world reflected in the human mind 

and translated into the forms of thought. Thus, the dialectic of matter 

came to replace the dialectic of Spirit. 12 9 

Fortunately, serious students of Mane's thought, such as Sidney 

Hook, have gone considerably beyond the superficiality of the metaphor 

about turning Hegel's method right side up. Marx's dialectic, observes 

Hook, can be grasped "only in application". That is, "it must be 
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construed from his actual Intellectual procedure, from his economic and 

historical analyses." 130 

From Hegel, Marx took the triadic ldea of sublation: a dialectical 

process whereby two phases offer a relation of both opposition and Inter-

action. 131 The result of this relation ylelds something qualitatively new, 

preserves elements of the Interacting phase and discards other elements. 132 

Heoel's dialectic Is exemplified as a !ogle of continuity In the meaning of 

•aufoehoben". 133 Essentially, aspects of a thesls and Its antithesis are 

conserved In a new situation or whole and '"are reinterpreted or 'elevated' 

... as subordinate moments In a more Inclusive whole ..... 134 In 

Mane's view, thls process Is historical and social. rather than merely 

loc;ilcal. 13 S 

Mane adapted Heoel's formulation to the "algebra of revolution", 

a,vulno, In the main, that through class consciousness society achieves 

consciousness of Its own condition. Specifically. he argued that since 

class ls the subject of the historical process and the social environment 

the object of this process, It ls lnevttable that a class, by acting upon 

and chanolno the object, changes Itself. He concluded that man can 

indeed alter his nature by acting upon the external world; for man's 

nature, he reasoned, ls a variable, not a constant, and therefore can be 

modified, wtthin limits, in the dialectics of social and historical 

activity. 136 
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What has come to be known as "dialectical materialism", a rubric 

generally attributed to Marx. is, In fact, a contrivance of Engels, who 

overlapped Marx's thought with a dialectics of nature. 137 Engels' own 

view of the world was heavily Indebted to Hegelian metaphysics and 

became the basis for the logic, ontology and epistemology of orthodox 

Marxism-Leninism. 138 As a matter of fact, Plekhanov was probably the 

one who coined the term "dialectical materialism" as the best represen-

tation of what he took to be the combined worldvaews of Marx and 

Engels. 139 

As with Marx, Engels used "materialism" with respect to the view 

that matter Is the primary being and mind the subordinate and dependent 

feature of the world. But he went beyond Marx In fashioning dialectical 

principles or laws of development. ror him, dialectical thinking grasps 

things In their Interrelationships and In the totality to which they belong. 

It apprehends the process of change: an evolution from simple to new 

and more complex phenomena. It accounts for novelty and qualltatlve 

differences in the world and recognizes the Inevitability of sudden, often 

catastrophic, change. 140 

Basically, this view bears a heavy debt to Marx's own "weltan-

achauung•. Yet Engels, not Marx, was chiefly responsible for the 

presentation of the following laws of development: (1) the transformation 

of quanUtatlve Into qualitative changes; (2) the Interpenetration of 

opposites; (3) the negation of the negation. The first law stated that 
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gradual alterations In the quantity of something are not necessarily accom-

panied by a merely gradual alteration In its characteristics. Indeed, 

changes In a single quality transform it Into a new one. This Idea of a 

"leap" from one quality into another has been perennially advanced by 

orthodox Communists to support the claim that revolutionary change Is a 

fundamental character of the universe as a whole. The second law 

focused on the contradictions 1n nature and asserted that change occurs 

because the world consists of opposing forces overcoming or being 

overcome. Essentially, contradiction, or opposition, 1s the motive force 

of both natural and human history and accounts for the great social, 

political and economic erases moving humanity from one stage to another 

(and higher) one. The third law, as r.ngels advanced It, overlaps the 

second and accentuates the concept of change from old to new. It ls 

comprehensive enough to explain developmental processes In biology, 

geoloOY, history, mathematics. philosophy. etc .. It stresses the 

Inevitability of pr09ress through continual destruction and amplified 

renewal. A plant. for example. ultimately dies after ripening. but In Its 

process of CJJ"owth It produces seeds that germinate and result In the 

growth of further plants, better and more various than the originator. 

Thia process, he believed, holds true for socio-economic systems as 

well; foe feudalism was negated by capitalism which, in tum, will be 

negated by socialism. Hence the new arises by negation of negation. 141 
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There remains an enormous conceptual gap between this kind of 

Ideological perspective, which reverts to the Platonic tendency to make 

of dialectic a supreme science and explanation of the world, and the kind 

of experiential dialectic employed by John Dewey and George Herbert 

Mead. Dialectical materialism champions a conflict model of economic 

and social life. It tends to Justify the kind of revolutionary zeal repug-

nant to American social pragmatism, which has consistently favored 

amelioration and social reconstruction through democratic means. 142 

And yet both Dewey and Mead promoted a theory of the develop-

ment of the social self that depended upon some dialectical aspects of 

He9el111n and Manc1an philosophy. In their respective ways, Dewey and 

Mead viewed the relationship of self and society from the essentially 

Heqeltan and also Manclan thesis that man Is not self-contained: that 

he ts free only when he Is truly 11 •man'"--an Integral part of the cornmu-

nlty.143 This view suqqests an 1nst9ht Into the dialectic of self and 

society where Individual Identity Is fashioned throuqh Interaction with 

others. 144 For Dewey, and especially for Mead, the dialectical Interplay 

of self and society Is II crucial factor In the formation of mind. The 

dialectical Interaction, In turn, depends upon communication: the 

sl9nlflcant symbol. 145 

H99el111n dialectic, which Marx later attempted to refashion, also 

served as a basis for the pragmatist position that learning Involves 

conflict. Albeit some strenuous reservations over the metaphysics of 
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Hevellan doctrlne,Mead, for instance, noted that his predecessor was 

•correct in the assumption that the development of our knowledge takes 

place through conflict•: fix it involves "the appearance of problems and 

the solution of these problems." 146 ln Mead's opinion, Hegel's notion 

of thesis-antithesis-synthesis could be adapted to the explanation of 

reflection as the process of solving problems. Reflective Intelligence, 147 

as both Mead and Dewey understood It, requires the acknowledgement of 

some exception to what hes been habitually believed. In brief, the 

fmmulaUon of a hypothesis involves the reconstruction of an older theory 

in the light of new facts which somehow contradict It so that new ways of 

looking at a problem are introduced and pursued. "In this sense, then", 

as Mead observed, •Hegel Is cOrTect In his assumption that our know-

ledge grows through the giving of problems--problems which arise out of 

contracUctlons In our knowledge. • 148 

In addition to Its role In the Inducement of new hypotheses, 

dialectic has served to monitor both the Internal consistency of philosoph-

ical systems and their application to the external world. Every system of 

philosophy, as Dewey maintained, while forging Its own approach to 

logical farms and relations, must nevertheless submit Itself, on the one 

hand, to the tests of logical discourse and allegiance to Its own principles 

and methods and, on the other hand, to the criterion of relevance to the 

material wmld. Both logical adequacy and verifiability &UCJCJe&t a constant 
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dialectical quest for consistency: one Internal and the other with respect 

to the facts about the nature of the empirical world. 149 

Dialectic and Phllosophlcal Method 

It Is obvious from this review of the dialectical tradition that the 

term •dialectic" has been asaoclated with a great variety of philosophical 

outlooks. Indeed, the definitions and uses of dialectic suggest tremen-

dous disparity of meaning and method from the Pre-Socratics to modern 

American pragmatism. 

Such diversity of meaning and operation has occasionally caused 

atudenta of the tradition to utter their frustration about achieving a 

workable definition of the art. As Sidney Hook, for example, concluded 

after surveying the role of dialectic In social and historical Inquiry: 

LookJng back upon the long history of the use of the term 
•dtalecuc•. It seems to me that a Justified moral emerges 
from our dlscuaalon, vtz .• that It Is not likely to function as 
a serviceable designation for any concept or Intellectual proce-
dure In any Inquiry which alms at the achievement of reliable 
knowledge about ourselves and the world we live In. ISO 

Thia kJnd of disenchantment wtrh the art should not, however, 

foreclose diacuaalon of the nature and varieties of dialectic and the 

attempt to make aome order out of the •rtch diversity of histories and of 

facts about scientific and philosophic methoda • 151 associated with 

dialectic at one time or another. Richard McKeon has provided an 

estimation of dialectic's importance 1n history by examlnln9 ita si901fl-

cance in relation to three major methodol09ical schools, which he calla 
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•dialectic•, •logistic", and "inquiry". 152 All three differ ln Important 

respects, though dialectical philosophy differs In general demeanor from 

the other two. All three methodological approaches Incorporate aspects 

of the other two. But what Is accentuated and what Is subordinated 

seems to be the crucial determinant. 153 

Briefly, In a dialectical philosophy, dialectic Is a method of 

proof and of Inquiry and Is even employed for "the more restricted 

objectives of formal logic and experimental methodology." 154 In a 

logistic philosophy. by contrast ... such validity as dialectic and the 

methods of Inquiry possess can be expressed In formal arguments." 155 

As foe a philosophy of Inquiry and discovery, It ""depends particularly on 

reflexive principles to translate the analysts of problems to their test In 

action.• 156 Here, dialectic and logistic are .. abstract forms unless 

given content by the results of Inquiry. 

Dialectical philosophies. which attempt to transform or transcend 

the contradictions of nature, history, experience. knowledge and action, 

etc., have been most closely associated with Plato, Hegel, Marx and 

Engels. All four endeavored to develop comprehensive principles In 

order to reconcile cc remove bas le oppositions which separated, say, 

subject from object, thing from thing, spirit from matter, being from be-

coming, and so on. In his Inimitable manner, each thinker strove to 

attain an orvanic whole, an ultimate overarching synthesis of the disparate 

aspects of existence. Each one endeavoced to construct a supreme 
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other arts and sclences. 158 
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As McKeon has noted, all forms of the dialectical method heve 

tried to unite thought and Its object and have attempted to prove that the 

"processes by which the universe and Its parts are constituted are not 

fundamentally different from the actions by which men achieve purposes 

and establish communities or from the devices by which men acquire and 

organize knowledge." lS9 

Loolstlc philosophies have In general used dialectic In an 

auxiliary capacity In seeking to trace knowledge back to the elements of 

which It Is composed and the processes by which they are related. 

"The logistic orientation has Included thinkers such as Descartes, 

Spinoza, Leibniz and the Scottish Common-Sense school who prized 

analysis, precision of statement, cogency of proof, strict definition of 

terms and correct representation of relations among terms. For them, 

basic truths are Identities and tautologies. Philosophy must set forth 

simple principles and clear Inferences to order all knowledge." 160 

Despite Its antipathy to dialectic, this school of philosophical method 

often depended upon "a dialectical use of substance, Judgment, and 

proposltlon as comprehensive principles to establlah organic simples of 

which atomic simples are analytical parts." 161 

Finally, philosophical methods emphasizing Inquiry have given 

dialectic a propaedeuctlc, and a critical mission. That la, dialectic 
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has served as a preparation for learning, as with Aristotle and Kant, and 

as a critical device for exposing the speciousness of non-scientific or 

transcendental claims, as with Aristotle, Kant and Dewey. With these 

three philosophers, logic 11nd dialectic were employed 11s aids to the 

discovery of solutions to problems 11nd to the advancement of learning. 

Di11lectlc11l reasoning was often used ln 11ssociatlon with reflexive 

principles for the purpose of translating the an11lysis of problems to their 

test In 11ctlon. 162 

These three methods of dialectic, of logistic and of Inquiry, 11s 

McKean h111 observed, are processes which differ so radlc11lly th11t they 

completely tr11nsform the contents, forms, 11nd purposes of philosophy. 

Yet these methods are so closely related that the same (subject) st11te-

ments can be repeated and seem to refer to the same subject-matter and 

problems. In one respect. then, the kind of dl11lect1c associated with 

each method helped to reinforce that method and estrange It from the 

other two. In another respect, however, recourse to dl11lect1cal 11ctlvlty 

served to pull the methods together, notwlthst11ndlng the disparag Ing 

pronouncements of numerous schools and thinkers about the scientific 

relevance of dialectic. 163 

What seems to unite the most influential philosophers and schools 

ln the dialectical tradltion is a concern about antithesis and conflict. 

The thread of common meaning which runs through the Platonic, Aris-

totelian, Kantian, and He9ellan conceptions of dialectic, as the 
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Syntoplcon su9gests, Is to be found In the principle of opposltlon. 164 

(This would, of course, also be true of Marx and Enge ls.) In each 

conception, dialectic either begins or ends with some sort of Intellectual 

confllct, or develops and then resolves such oppositions. Invariably, 

dialectic Is employed to overcome contradictions, whether they occur In 

nature, In history, In art, In scientific thought, or elsewhere. 

Dialectic's relation to philosophy can also be examined through 

a consideration of the historical formulation of the doctrine according to 

three main sources: a historical matrix, a theological-metaphysical 

matrix and a l09lco-deduct1ve matrix. 165 The first two especially are 

Indebted to the blol091cal model of development. In the historical 

matrix, for example, Hegel's dialectic can be appreciated for Its depen-

dence upon the Neo-Platonlst concept of the development of life. 

Essentially, development was considered according to the phases through 

which It passes In each person and according to the evolution and proceSB 

of Ufe from father to son. Proclus, for Instance, advanced a theory of 

the 9eneral triadic movement of the universe lnvolvln9 a begetter or 

producer as the first moment, a processln9 or reproduction where the 

product both contains and surpasses the essential aspects of the produ-

cer, aa the second moment, and a returning of each beln9 produced to 

that from which It proceeds, as the third moment. 166 

From this basic blol09lcal model, He9el, Marx and En9els 

fashioned an historical perspective lnvolvln9, amon9 many thln9s, 
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proceas to II hioher form, throuoh negation and continuity but also 

circularity from cause to cause. In brief, Hegel's concept of "aufoe-

hoben •, subsequently adapted by Marx and Engels, meant for him that 

theories, In opposition to their predecessors, nonetheless preserve 

Within themselves the elements of truth which their predecessors con-

tained. In other words, an earlier theory or social system or life form ls 

both annulled and at the same time preserved and sublated. The theory, 

or system, or life form which succeeds It pushes the predecessor to the 

side and takes Its place In the sequence of life and yet constitutes the 

continuation of the earlier entity, both preserving and Improving upon 

tts character and heredity. 167 

What olves additional distinction to this model Is Its adaptation 

of Aristotle's Idea of natural and violent motion. Hls teleology offered 

the view that IMer purpose operates In matter, which provides 1t with 11 

development and orders Its various moments. Each moment of development 

takes the place of the precedlno one and yet preserves what has already 

been achieved. No sln9le moment In the developmental proceas Is con-

clusive. But the entire proceas Involves II strlvlno fOI" ultimate perfec-

tlon.168 

The He9el111n, Marxian and Enoellan hlstOl"lcal dialectics were 

thus fashioned upon the foundation of Arlstotellan and Nao-Platonist 

concepts of development. Moreover, the ideas about 11llen11t1on and 

estranvement that Heoel and Marx 1n particular entertained derived from 
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the notion of the circularity of process, whereby each being returns to 

that from which lt proceeds. Hegel's story of Spirit estranged from 

itself and Marx's concept of alienated labor are drawn from this well-

spring of classical thought. 169 

Hegelian and Marxian dialectic also drew upon the theological-

metaphysical matrlx when arguing, respectively, for example, that 

Reason would ultimately pervade and rule the world or that a communist 

life of freely associating 1ndlv1duals would ultimately reign. Each 

employed an analoc;rue of Christian thought In consideration of the world's 

salvation, Its deliverance from evil. l ?O 

Finally, the loc;rlco-deductlve matrix serves to contrast Hegelian, 

Marxian and Engellan loc;rtc from the classical procedures formally 

enunciated by Aristotle and practiced by generations of phllosophers, 

including Kant. 171 Indeed, Dewey's theory of Inquiry, ln Its methods of 

inductive Investigation, often contrasted from formal loc;ric. 172 Of 

special slgn1flcance ls the fact that Hegel considered true necessity as 

given, not by abstract concatenation, but rather by the dialectical 

structure of the process governing the evolution of all things ln the 

world. 173 In moving from the Hegellan idiom to what he conceived to be 

a scientific, materialist one, Marx nevertheless preserved the idea that 

neceaalty, such as the logic of the laws of social and economic develop-

ment, ta not formally rational but dialectical. The passage from capi-

talism to socialism, as Marx contended, would occur by way of the 
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or medievally reasoned syllogistic built Into history. 174 
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For Dewey and Mead, the loglco-deductlve matrix with its emphasis on 

Instruction received through argument proceeding from pre-existant 

knowledge must be supplanted by a dialectically self-corrective method 

of Inquiry which Implies a wllllngness to renew and even revise prevailing 

knowledge claims In the light of their social and semantic contexts. 175 

Dialectic's relation to philosophical method can be examined In 

yet a third respect. ror dialectical method often accords with and de-

pends upon symbolism. Both, as Charlesreldelson has observed, Involve 

Intellectual strife. 176 Moreover, dialectic as a symbolic event usually 

becomes a purely conceptual experience, an excursion Into the meaning 

of something, aside from the urgency of facts. 177 

In this respect, dialectic hinges upon Internal coherence, not 

external correspondence; Its practitioners acknowledge the point that 

they are operating In an autonomous realm of meaning where any contra-

diction can be transcended through the creation of a larger symbol uniting 

the previously antithetical positions. 178 Here, dialectic operates "in 

vacuo,• as Mortimer Adler has put It. 179 It becomes the philosophical 

basis of rhetoric by providing, in Richard Weaver's words, "that basis of 

'high speculation about nature' without which rhetoric In the narrower 

senae has nothing to work upon.• 180 "Dialectic", as Weaver has ob-

served, "ls that stage which defines the subject satisfactorily with regard 
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verse of discourse; and we can therefore say that a dialectical position 

Is established when Its relation to an opposite has been made clear and 

lt Is thus rationally rather than empirically sustained." 181 

This view of dialectic, It should be noted, Is more nearly Socratic 

and Platonic than, say, Hegelian, Marxian or even Aristotelian. It 

suggests the process of definition through dlaloglc communication rather 

than a process of thought that accords with a world process. To be 

sure, this latter conception of dialectic somewhat stems from the Platonic 

theory of forms. Nevertheless. the symbolic significance of the dialogues 

has been Integrated Into contemporary views on the prerequisites for 

rhetorical activity. 

finally, dialectic's relation to philosophy can be viewed ln terms 

of the critical, sell-consciousness dlsposltlon. for It has spawned both 

the reflexive attitude and the relentless critique of the forms of soclo-

polltlcal life. In the first place, dialectic ls rooted In the Socratic 

dictum that a life of self-examination Is the only one worth llvlng. 182 

In a more systematic way, thls attitude permeates Aristotle's meta-

physics, where he thinks upon the very Jews of thought governing the 

conduct of sclentlflc demonstration. 183 It ls Imbued ln the German 

philosophers, leant, Hegel and Marx and ln the American pragmatists, 

such as James, Peirce, Dewey and Mead. 'nley all tried, ln one way or 

another, to tum upon their own fCX'fflulatlons to cleanse them of conceptual 
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Impurities, to coordinate conflicting assertions, to rectify previous 

errors and to ascertain the conditions of knowing as they themselves 

endeavored to know what Is certain and what Is probable.184 This 

attitude, In sum, requires unswerving allegiance to consciousness. At 

all times, one must be aware of what one Is dolng.185 

In the second place, dialectical activity has been undertaken to 

destroy neat systems and ordered structures. At the service of analysts 

of society, lt has, for Instance, Involved the questioning of everything 

aeon and heard, the complete exam !nation of phenomena from every angle. 

It has resulted In the exhaustive evaluation of the contradictions Inherent 

In social propositions and the consideration of every social category 

from the viewpoint of Its non-contents as well as Its positive attributes. 186 

These attitudes suggest a kind of pervasive theme or motif for the 

dialectical tradition: man as craftsman, critic and logician. The Idea of 

man as craftsman has Its roots In Greek philosophy, where dialectic 

originated, and extends through Hegel and Marx to Dewey and Mead. It 

emphasizes man as creator of his awn life, as actor and artist. 187 

Aristotle suggested that life could be considered as "techne"--a project 

tn composltlon. 188 Moreover, he stressed the continuity of thought and 

action In the Individual's llfe, which ls exemplified In the concept of 

•praxts• • 189 This concept, as Lobkowlca and Bernstein have shown, 

played an Important role in the shaping of Hegelian and Marxian phllo-

sophy 118 well 118 in the development of pragmatlsm. 190 
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The ldea of man H critic and logician Implicates all those 

philosophers who employed dialectical reasoning or attributed dialectic 

to natural and/or social development. They fancied themselves as 

devastatingly effective critics of other's thought and qualified reasoners, 

of one logical sort or another. Moreover. most of them endeavored to 

apply critical method and logic to the resolution of social problems 

stemming from the ambiguities and perplexities arising out of dialectical 

terms, such as "rights". "Justice". "freedom", and "equality". 191 

A Preview of Kenneth Burke's Indebtedness to the Dialectical Tradition 

The dialectical tradition, In summary. admits of diverse and often 

disparate approaches to the term "dialectic". to Its uses and philosophi-

cal Import. From the golden age of Greece to the present, dialectic has 

been variously associated with the art of logical discussion, the practice 

of definition through dialoglc communication, the construction and critique 

of philosophical systems and claims (implying both the quest for synoptic 

vision and skepticism of transcendental propositions), the processes of 

thought, nature and social development, philosophical method in the 

primary or subsidiary sense, and the perception of the human condition 

which rests upon self-consciousness and the criticism of social life. 

No one thinker has managed to create a definition of dialectic 

that encompasses all of these concerns, although many philosophers have 

traversed these areas of interest. Through the development of his drama-

tistic system, Kenneth Burke has fashioned a symbol-cente~d perspective 
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of the human condition which involves the dialectical traditlon as thoroughly 

as any philosophy or philosophy of language. 

At this point in the study. it is appropriate to merely preview the 

influences of the tradition upon the development of Burke's system. A 

forecast of some lines of Influence provides a perspective for the chap-

ters that follow. Essentially. Burke's own system is the consequence of 

a kind of Hegelian triadic development. It has moved through a series of 

critical moments which Incorporate yet surpass previous speculations 

about the linguistic drama of human relations. 192 It has been energized 

by a dialectical skepticism of partial claims but also powered by a quest 

for the synoptic vision of life. 193 

Dramatlsm, In Its recognition of the dialectical aspects of 

language, has itself become in pentadlc method and outlook a kind of 

dialectical philosophy. And yet It gives due consideration and employment 

to logistic and Inquiry In Its discovery, charting and Indexing of rhetori-

cal, grammatical and symbolic data and, further, In Its attempt to derive 

principles out of the assessment of the facts about linguistic behavior. 194 

In its broad vision of the drama of human relations, dramatlsm 

draws upon the historical and theological-metaphysical matrlxes which 

are underpinned by a biological model. Burke's notion of the self in 

quest, his secular analogue of the Christian story of salvation, his views 

on order, hierarchy, the negative, guilt and redemption, are all fashioned 

1n the spirit of these dialectical metrtxes. His view that man is alienated 
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from the sources of his being because of the social and physical conse-

quences of his symbolic prowess reaffirms the Neo-Platonic concern with 

the circular aspect of llfe development. 

Furthermore, Burke's dramaUstlc system upholds the dialectical 

ideal of man as craftsman, critic and loglclan. For he stresses two 

dominant lmac;ies of man: as poet and as actor. 195 These imply respec-

tively creativity and purpose and freedom, moral choice and action. 196 

He views Ufa as a kind of poem In process and considers art a moral 

force ln society. 197 Burke as artist, poet and critic ls best able to make 

counter-statements to the myths of the age. 198 His critical mission has 

been to promote maximum consciousness of humanity's linguistic fate 

throuc;ih dramatlsm's methodol09y of exposure. 199 Finally, his own 

methodoloc;iy has resulted In the development and utilization of a l09ologlc--

a loc;iic that lanc;iuac;ie necessarily follows. 200 

Summary 

Dialectic was developed in classical Greece as a form of l09ical 

discussion and eventually became Plato's philosophical method and 

Aristotle'• crltical device for defending the first principles of his theo-

retical sciences. Dialectical reasonlnc;i was an important aspect of 

theoloc;ilcal doctrine and scholastic loc;ilc. During the Renaissance, Ramus, 

A,Jrtcola and Wilson associated It with •invention" and close-packed 

loc;iic, as opposed to rhetoric's preoccupation with stylistic contrivances, 

such as tropes and schemes. By the late Eighteenth Century, Kant had 
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advanced a skeptical dialectic to reveal the Illusory character of trans-

cendental claims. His critical Influence on subsequent German dlalec-

tlclans was profound, but Fichte, Schelling and Hegel Ironically reversed 

Kant's emphasis on the critique of the lllusory employment of reason 

beyond experience and sought a dialectic with wider ontological lmpll-

cations. Hegel conceived of dialectic as the evolution of Spirit. And 

then Marx "materialized" the Hegelian dialectic to explain the laws of 

social development. Engels fashioned a doctrine of the dialectics of 

nature. But the doctrine ossified under the guardianship of Communist 

theoreticians. Dewey and Mead drew upon the framework of Hegellan 

dialectics to explain the Interrelationship of self and society and the 

crucial role of communication In both social and thought processes. 

Dialectic, as both concept and activity, Is best understood in 

relation to phllosophical method and historical theme. It has often been 

conceived of as synonymous with philosophy and has been put to use in 

subordinate capacities In phllosophies stressing • logistic" or "Inquiry". 

In another respect, It has variously developed through an historical 

mab1x, a theol()IJtcal-metaphysical matrix, both underpinned by a 

blol()IJical model, and a l()IJico-deductive matrix. Whatever its use or 

deflnitlon, however, dialectic has Its roots in the Idea of conflict, and, 

In Its strictly symbolic sense, It often operates wt thin a rational universe 

of discourse, aside from the facts of the empirical world. It has 
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frequently been employed by philosophers who combined the qualltles of 

craftsman, critic and logician. 

Kenneth Burke owes much to this dialectical tradition for the 

development of his language-centered system. The dialectical implica-

tions of dramatlsm warrant and will receive extensive discussion In 

Chapters IV and V and In the conclusion, Chapter VI. The Immediate 

task of the study ls to proceed to the explanation or the essentials or 

dramaUsm, which will afford a conceptual bridge from the survey or the 

dialectical tradltlon to a discussion or Burke as dlalectlclan. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

KENNETH BURKE AND THE 

DRAMATISTIC SYSTEM 
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Kenneth Burke" s views on man, language, history, criticism, and 

so on, are comprehensible to those who have paid close attention to the 

dramatlstlc philosophy. In the past twenty five years, he has elucidated 

and refined dramatlsm-logology and has laid out the essentials of the 

system In Language ~mbollc Action I and In The International Encyclo-

poedla of the Social Sclences2 for those who have not digested his 

speculatlo!1s of a half century. Burke Is a !ways mindful of the complex 

and often unique aspects of his philosophy and frequently "doubles back" 

upon a concept to clarify It for the struggling reader. 

The purpose of this chapter Is to outline the essentials of the 

Burkelan corpus and to then show how. In his view. they relate to 

dialectic. The focus shaU be upon Burke's views of (1) man; (2) language; 

(3) dramatlsm-logolOCJY. methodolOCJY and criticism; (4) the drama of 

human relations as historical context; (S) rhetoric; (6) social Ideas. 

These concerns wtU tnen be related to dialectic In Chapter JV. A basic 

understandln9 of Burke's outlook Is vital to any study seeking to Identify 

some of the sources for his langua9e-centered philosophy. This Is 

especially crucial to a dissertation which Intends to analyze the pre-

dominant Influences In the development of Burke's own dialectics. 
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There ls a guiding perspective to Burke's various and sundry 

offerlngs--an orientation of orientations that helps to put his ideas into 

focus. According to Burke, man Is the essential symbol-using and symbol-

mlsuslng animal. 3 His "essence," so to speak, Is linguistic action. 4 

With this In mind, Burke co:,tends that his dramatlstlc-logologlcal system 

best develops the picture of the speclflcally language-using or symbol-

using animal. The dramatlstlc study of language, that ls, concentrates 

on symbolic action, and logology provides the analytical tools for the 

understanding of language activity. Together, dramatlsm and logology 

forge a complete system--a synoptic vlslon of man and the universe. It 

ls a language-centered system which provides, for Burke, coherence and 

internal consistency. The dramatlst-logologlst comprehends the scenes 

ln which man llves and studies the drama of human relations enacted upon 

these scenes. 5 

Deflnltton of Man 

For his definition of man, Burke provides the following synthesis, 

derived from his considerable, and considerably expansive, writings over 

the years: 

Man ls 
the symbol-using (symbol-making, symbol-misusing) animal 
inventor of the negative (or moralized by the negative) 
separated from his natural condition by instruments of hls own making 
goaded by the spirit of hierarchy (or moved by the sense of order) 
and rotten with perfection. 6 



Accordtno to Burke, man ls a creature who ls by nature divided. 

He ls a creature designed for striving and endowed for struggle. It ls 

hls biological basls--the very economy of his body--that urges him to 

"strive" In the w.::>rld; for If he does not, he will decay. Indeed, he 

struggles In spite of himself. 7 
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Man's need to strive, to struggle, Is tied to another human en-

deavor: Justification. Burke claims that man has an overwhelming desire 

to prove the rightness or his beliefs and acts. Through practical and 

aesthetic means, man adjusts his existence to hls environment and 

Justifies himself ln the context of what he perceives to be his situation. 8 

If man ls Inherently a striver and Justifier, he Is, as well, an 

actor who thrusts himself upon the life-stage. His life ls a series of 

acts upon scenes. Every man, says Burke, tries to construct a character 

so that he can sustain an identity. And it Is this process of character-

bulldtno that accounts fer tho am!)zlngly c0t:tplex drama of human rela-

tions. All men, contends Burke, need to develop Identities, but each 

man does so in a particularly unique maMer. 9 

In another sense, man Is a poet. Metaphorically, life ls a poem 

in composition. Man "crafts• hls life by making and by mo.ving. Thus 

art and experience may be intertwined. Man creates himself by doing, 

which involves both physical and symbolic action. lO 

Another characteristic of man, notes Burke, is his quest for 

perfection. For so lono as he strives, says Burke, he ls susceptible to 
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errcr. 11 The desire for perfection overcomes man, but this desire Is 

played out in an imperfect world. Burke ponders this irony, as did the 

Greek philosophers concerned with teleology, but he adds that the In-

cessant drive for utopia inevitably succumbs to man's equally Intense 

propensity for bureaucratic compromise, order and !lierarchy. 12 

Man Is also a maker of movements. Specifically, he has the 

capacity to persuade o!hers by and through la:iguage and the ablllty to 

merge Into a collectivity whose actions are united toward the attainment 

of specified ends. 13 Likewise, man Is a pro.noter of divisiveness, 

capable of factionalism and scapegoating. His linguistic facility may 

result In the purging of a particular group, may be employed to sep1uate 

peoples, to provoke one nation Into waring aga Inst another. 14 (It Is a 

paradox of the human symbolic condition, observes Burke, that man must 

unite so as to separate--meanlng that preparation for, and the waging of, 

war demands cooperation among a large number of people who are Intent 

upon a divisive encounter against another group). 15 

Burke also views man as essentially a moral-ethical animal. In 

the dramatist's opinion, man ls burdened with guilt; Indeed it ls integral 

to his substa:ice, and thus it follows, for Burke, that man is In constant 

need of purification and redempUon. 16 (This ls a facet of human exis-

tence, contends Burke, tnat experimental science has generally 

lgnored). 17 This 9ullt emanates from man's ablllty to reason which, In 

tum, Is dependent upon language. For only through linguistic action 
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can man ldealtze; only by way of the dialectical resources of language 

can he valuate, can he engage In the abstracting process that comprehends 

"choices," clothed In the "good" and the "bad," the "right" and the 

"wrong," and so on.18 

Man's ethical and moral life Is generated and perpetuated 

symbolically, and this suggests to Burke that the story of the Fall, of 

salvation-redemption, Is best understood as a symbolic rather than 

religious fact In the final reduction. 19 Without language, man could not 

strive for Ideals (whose ultimates are "god" terms); he could not envision 

the posslblllty of salvation. It 1s because of man's symbollclty, Burke 

argues, that he follows the Impulse toward abstraction, and the need to 

abstract produces the conditions of the Fall. 20 In sum, man, who ls 

naturally a symbol-user and misuser, also exists naturally of gullt-laden 

substance. Because this guilt Is a permanent part of man's existence, 

says Burke, and because purification and redemption are continuous 

necessities, the guilt must be relieved or the self disintegrates. 21 

What, then, ls permanent ln man and what ls transitory? Burke 

asserts that all men are constrained by these norms: they share a 

fundamental blologlcal-neurological structure; the potential for language 

is built into their cells; they flnd themselves, because of blologlcal-

linguistic slmilarittes, in certain universal situations; and they resort 

to certain universal strategies to adapt to or control the situations. 22 

They are, moreover, universally involved with three factors lmpliclt in 
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every human situation. Burke explains these factors as, first, the threat 

of disorder, division and disintegration, second. the yearning to confonn 

with the sources of one's being. and. third, the yearning for unity, for 

merger and Integration. 2 3 

What changes and varies? For Burke. change Is associated with 

the manner In which each man, as agent, attempts to deal wlth his scene. 

This also holds for a generation of men, as agents. relating to their 

historical scene. Whereas the search for the self Is a universal pattern 

of experience, says Burke. the Individual self. and the manner of the 

quest, are capable of great variation. 2 4 All men share In the fact that 

the self Is basically formed through symbolic action with society. They 

also share the biological and neurological potential for speech and 

reason. And yet each Individual self Is unique In Its process of 

character-building, In Its relationship to Its specific scenes. Burke's 

position, then, ls that the self Is both a changeless and changing 

identity. 25 

The key to Burke's view of man, ln short, Is that he Is an animal 

who exists In the medium of language. He both moves, and Is moved by, 

words. He uplifts himself through symbolic action and denigrates himself 

through the resources of language. His symboliclty provides for redemp-

tion as well as for the Fall. 26 
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Language 

Burke's theory of language, as has been suggested previously, 

Involves his assessment of man. The potential for language, as Burke 

contends, is embedded in man's blologlcal-neurologlcal composition, ln 

his cells. Inborn ln man's germ plasm is a potentiality for speech, as 

well as for activities such as art and mythology. 27 Although external 

aspects of these potentialities change (that Is. a multitude of linguistic 

codes, artistic styles, philosophical constructs), there remains, never-

theless, the permanent fact of their exlstence. 28 The potential for 

language, then, ls the "being" that underglrds the "becoming" world of 

diverse and disparate styles and statements. 29 Man's ablllty to sym-

bolize ls enhanced, as Burke suggests ln the early speculation of Counter-

Statement, by Innate forms of the mind, such as crescendo, contrast, 

comparison, repetition, series and magnification. JO These are actually 

the forms of thought that can be identified as psychological universals. 

Burke cautions the reader not to scoff at the extremism (from the modem 

vantage-point) of Plato's universals. For once these universals are 

taken out of heaven, where Plato had situated them, and put Into the 

human mlnd (as Kant had done), they become psychological phenomena. 

That is, the dlvlne farms that enraptured Plato must be reexamined as 

condlUons of appeal. 31 

According to Burke, the poet, amono all men, has a superior 

knowledoe of the forms and thus oreater lnsloht Into his Identity, his 
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self, and its relationship to society, history and eternity. 32 What Burke 

has in mind here is the position that because the poet, as prime manipu-

lator of words, experiences the forms more Intensely than other men, he 

ls more aware of life. The poet Is actually performing a dialectical 

function by merging what ordinarily would be considered as exclusive 

forms. Specifically, Burke, as Wllllam Rueckert has noted, considers 

form as a combination of essence and structure, as Integrator of logical 

formula and spatial and temporal form. 33 In some quarters, there Is a 

split between essence and structure. But Burke, In Rueckert' s words, 

"ls able to merge In the term form both logical and temporal, essence and 

narrative, static and rectilinear, equatlonal and progresslve--a merger 

which is central to the aesthetic of Counter-Statement and to Burke's 

work as a whole • .,34 

Burke's key contention seems to be that language is part of man's 

essence. With the benefit of language, man acts symbolically to stake 

out a moral position In the world and to define his existence with regard 

to some final purpose. Through language, man constructs the Issue of 

his being and desires to return and conform to its sources. 35 

Burke contends that language has rhetorical and dialectical 

power. 36 This, of course, aligns with the classical view of language. 

Burke's understanding of the dialectical and rhetorical qualities has, 

however, a unique framework. In the tradiUonal sense, Burke notes 

that man is moved by words of meaning, value, and desire. Yet he 
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surpasses traditional perspectives by Investigating the Impact of words 

that cleanse and purify. 37 As with the classical philosophers, Burke 

observes that man Is moved by words about "rights" and "obligations". 

He discusses the deliberative phase of rhetoric for policy matters, the 

epldelctlc for praise and blame. and the forensic for accusation and 

defense. 3B Where Burke transcends classical thought Is In his delinea-

tion of "property" as a llngul stlc resource. Property. he says. Is a 

necessity In the purely biological sense. but It can be conceptualized as 

rights, responslblllties and claims only through language. 39 Which Is 

to say that rights are not In nature but rather arise out of the dialectical 

concerns of symbolism. The ability to conceive of "ownership," states 

Burke, rests upon an Intricate network of purely symbollc operations. 40 

From this perspective. Burke unravels the motive power of 

language. The symbolic of property begets divisions of labor. obliga-

tions, social classes. This suggests that language Is necessary for the 

establishment of order. It generates authority (comprising loyalty and 

servitude), which begets the pyramidal or hierarchical form, which 

fosters a sense of mystery and ultimately encompasses humankind In a 

perpetual aeries of vlctimages and mortifications. All this, says Burke, 

la the result of the symbolic world. 41 Within It, man fashions both 

problems and curatives. (Coincidentally, Burke's departure from Hegel 

and Marx is most noticeable here; for the dramatist suggests that 
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allenatlon derives from man's symbolism rather than being the result of 

Spirit's estrangement from Itself or man's estrangement from the modes 

and results of production. )42 

Overall, Burke Is arguing that symbolic manipulations have a 

perfection all their own. They transcend the non-symbolic level of 

exlstence--the level of "strict" biological functioning. Put another way, 

It Is through language that man operates In the dimension of "action," 

rather than mere "motion ... 43 And It Is through language that man's 

personality arises and grows. 44 

Language also surpasses the non-verbal level because, says 

Burke, It adds the negative to man's existence. 45 There are no nega-

tlves 1n nature, he contends, no negative states, commands, or acts In 

the purely natural world. It Is man who Imposes the negative upon 

nature. In the negative, which Burke claims Is the "marvel" of language, 

Iles the very essence of the linguistic activity. 46 Man's ability to use 

It Is one of his primary characteristics. For he arose to consciousness 

within the hortatory "thou shalt not," as found, say, In the Ten Com-

mandments. The admonitory "no" makes possible all of the "yesses" of 

human endeavor--meanlng that freedom ls the other side of the dialec-

tical coin of prohibition or control, that "grace" ls the flip side of 

•ou11t•. 47 

• Burke's contention that conceptualization and language are in-

extricably Interwoven Is substantiated by the observation that the mind 
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is formed by language. Specifically. the mind ls shaped by a public 

grammar issuing from the societal and cultural scenes. 48 This public 

grammar, as Burke puts It. "coaches the realm of values . .,49 Man 

attains reason out of his linguistic ability to relate or measure his 

assertions against the public reference. This position Is allled with 

Mead's writings about the "significant symbol" and the supreme impor-

tance of language in the !onnatlon of the social self. SO 

Burke departs from the posltlvlstlc Intellectual disciplines by 

accepting the resources of ambiguity. Contrary to the posltlvlstlc wing 

of Semantics, which regards ambiguity as the bane of referentlallty, 

Burke extols Its s1gnlf1cance. 51 Ambiguity plays or can play a crucial 

role in rechannellng man's warllke propensities. (Burke suggests that 

man has the motives of combat In his genes but notes that these motives 

can be tempered symbolically to the point where it would be much more 

peaceful than the conditions we would now call peace. )52 

Burke also departs from many academic disciplines when he 

asserts that motives arise in and through language. The implication of 

this assertion, as Hugh Dalziel Duncan has put It, Is that language can 

now be acknowledged as a basic not residual sociological category. 53 

Indeed, Burke's theory of symbolics complements that school of social 

psychology and phllosophy stressing the point that society exists in and 

through communication. In the tradition of Dewey, Mead and Cooley, 
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Burke sees the symbollc as prior, in signlflcance, to the economic, the 

cultural, the polltlcal, etc. 54 

Burke considers language and thought as modes of action. This 

orientation, he contends, best facilitates the understanding of motives. 

As with Mead, Burke stresses the fact that the symbollc ls a phase of 

actlon. It may be lnclplent or consummatory action, but lt ls never 

substltutlve. 55 

Dramatism and Loqoloqv 

This particular contention, that language-using Is a mode of 

conduct, serves as the basis of dramatism. For dramatism, as Burke 

writes ln "Ungulsttc Approach to Problems of Education," beglns wlth a 

stress upon "action. "56 Whereas ldeallstlc termlnologles start with 

considerations of perception, knowledge and learning, and ground them-

selves therefore in epistemology, Burke's terminology, so he asserts, 

is rooted in the substantlallty of the "act"--an ontological approach. 57 

Burke says, ln effect, that his dramatism ls llteral, not figura-

tive. •Man literally is a symbol-uslng anlmal. He really does approach 

the world symbol-wise (and symbol-foollsh). • 58 But to understand man's 

ways of approaching the world symbollcally, it must flrst be conceded 

that the principles of symbol-using constitute an autonomous realm or 

dimension, apart from non-verbal nature, though man's sheer animality 

ls conducive to description in terms of physical or physiological motion. 

Burke means to say, in effect, that dramatism cautions against the 
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extreme definitions of man as "animal rationale" and man as animal per 

se. Man's genus, to be sure, Is as an animal. on the strictly material 

level, but this level of biological needs Is transcended by the use of 

symbolic action. There Is a differential function where man projects 

himself Into the domains of ethics and personality. Here, rights and 

obligations are conceived and fashioned. Identity arises as the self 

takes symbolic actions In relation to ethical-moral choices. 59 

The foremost critical apparatus of dramatlsm-logology Is the 

pentad: a set of quasi-Aristotelian categories that concern the basic 

laws of thought which, In accordance with the nature of the world as man 

experiences It, are exemplified in the attributing of motives. The cate-

gories or terms are: act, scene, agent, agency and purpose, and Burke 

applies them to the analysis of discourse and to the understanding of 

the drama of human relations. GO They correspond, he says, to the 

"what," the "where" or "when," the "who," the "how" and the "why. 0061 

These categories, serving as a grammar akin in spirit to the Aristotelian 

four causes, are formulated Into ratios. The ratio of scene-agent, for 

example, emphaslze:9 the relationship of the agent's character to the 

setting for the agent's act. 62 The scene-act ratio, as another example, 

establishes casual relations between the environment-as-orientation 

(family, culture, etc.) and the legitimation or prohibition of acts. 63 

That ls, the range of acts is shaped by the approvals and disapprovals 

of environmental forces. In effect, Burke has applied the various 
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ratios--thus using all that there is to use--to works of literature and 

poetry, understanding them as symbolic action. 64 By placing a poem 

historically, says Burke, one ascertains the scene. The poet's biography 

expands knowledge of the agent. The words of the poem provide the 

agency. The particular poem is itself an act, as are the agent's other 

works. And the characteristics of the act encompass factors such as 

plot, structure, imagery and genre. Finally, there Is the agent's 

(author's) purpose, whether conscious or uncoosclous In the selection of 

images, details, etc. One significant aspect of the purpose, says 

Burke, is the function of the poem for the poet himself, namely, the im-

plications of the act for Its agent. As Rueckert has noted, Burke "tends 

to use purpose and function lnterchangeably--the purpose of a poetic 

act ls always the private function It performs for the poet. 1165 

Burke also applies the pentad to philosophical works and move-

ments. 66 He observes that a particular category or term has been 

featured by a philosopher or philosophical school In the development of 

its vocabulary. Thus, for example, realism stressed act, materialism 

stressed scene, idealism emphasized agent, pragmatism featured agency 

and mysticism stressed purpose. 67 A grammar of motives, suggests 

Burke, studies the dialectical relationships of the five terms. Through 

an analysis of the ratios, of the various combinations of terms, Burke 

attempts to understand the attribution of motives in all spheres of 
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intellectual endeavor: philosophy, politics, economics, literature, and 

so on. 68 

The critical significance of the pentad Is that it provides a 

logologic, a logic to which language subscribes. 69 Burke suggests that 

pentadic analysis requires the study of one factor, such as agent, in 

terms of other factors, such as scene, act. etc. By knowing about the 

equation al clusters, the combinations of relationships between the five 

terms, the critic Is best able to ascertain man's substance; for substance, 

argues Burke, Is associated with something' s essence or total attributes, 

and the pentad tries to expose all the attributes of the thing studied. 70 

For Burke's own orientation, ''act"ls the key term. 71 It signifies 

the dramatist's starting point. "Act Is . . . a termlnlstic center from 

which many related considerations can be shown to 'radiate,' as though 

It were a 'god-term' from which a whole universe of terms Is derived ... 72 

In perhaps his most cogent definition of dramatlsm, Burke states: 

Dramatism Is a method of analysis and a corresponding 
crttlque of terminology designed to show that the most direct 
route to the study of human reasons and human motives Is 
via a methodical Inquiry into cycles or clusters of terms and 
their functions. 73 

The Drama of Human Relations 

That dramatism Is a language-oriented study of the hows and 

whys of human action is abundantly clear to conscientious readers of 

Burke. "The dramatlstlc study of language comes to a focus In a 

philosophy of language (and of 'symbollcity' in general), " offers Burke, 
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and •the latter provides the basis for a general conception of man and of 

human relations ... 74 Through dramatlsm-logology, then, it ls possible 

to apprehend the Ironies Inherent In the drama of human relatlons--man' s 

historical context. It Is a context containing both the tragic and the 

comic, the cry and the laugh at the human predicament. 75 The ultimate 

vision ts a kind of contemplation and neo-stolc resignation all wrapped 

up in one, though Burke's own system suggests his activity In this pre-

dicament as a symbolic-action 1st operating to help purify war. The 

dramatist finds both the heroic and the futile In man's condition: an 

incessant striving for perfection which Is Inevitably doomed to failure, 

although the effort may be permeated with nob! llty. Salvation comes 

through the dramatist's apprehension of the drama of men playing out 

their llves through numerous persuasions. Which Is to say that the 

dramatist understands rhetoric (and dialectic, Its counter-part,) as 

persuasive forms to be examined for their own sakes. This constitutes 

"an attitude embodied In a method," the closest one gets, Burke belleves, 

to pure form. 76 By grasping the theoretical basis of rhetoric, the drama-

tist appreciates dogma and doctrine as terminologies of action. In this 

regard, Burke states, at the conclusion of "Ungulstlc Approach to Edu-

cation," that "the nearest man will ever get to a state of practical peace 

among the many persuasions ts by theoretical study of the forms in all 

persuasion. • 77 
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Associated with the drama of human relations are "interlocked 

moments," which, as Burke contends, are either directly or indirectly 

promoted by language and the negative. 78 The moments are "negation, 11 

"hierarchy," "guilt," "mortification," "victlmage," "catharsis," and 

"redemption.• 79 All of these belong to what Burke calls the 'brder'br 

"covenant cluster." 80 In the rationale of logology, any one term must 

implicate all the others. Briefly, the moments develop In this fashion. 

First of all, language itself makes these moments possible, if not Inevi-

table. It advances the negative Into human experience. Now possessed 

of language and the negative. man creates various kinds of hierarchical 

situations or orders, each order encompassing a multitude of "thou shalt 

nots.• Every time man develops a hierarchical situation. he must explain 

it as a kind of covenant. And yet, says Burke, no one can possibly 

satisfy all the demands of a covenant, all of its terms. In some way, one 

will fail to sustain the agreement, or perhaps destroy it. Because of the 

failure, one's identity Is stigmatized by disobedience. It ls the equiva-

lent of "the fall from grace." And "the fall" causes guilt, which makes 

necessary the whole process of catharsis. The two avenues of purlflca-

tion, for Burke, are mortification and vlctimage. Either way, the drive 

ls toward redemption--the alleviation of guilt. 81 

All this ls done, says Burke, through the power of abstraction, 

originally made possible by the llngulstic phenomenon. Inltlally, 

language separates man from his natural condltion because the process 
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of abstraction induces him to think of the positive in tenns of the negative, 

to regard the Image In terms of the Idea. Thus is man separated from his 

natural Impulses; for the symbolic aspect comes to dominate the animal 

aspect of his nature. 82 After this, the moments generate their own in-

exorabllltles, such as hierarchic psychosis and categorical guilt. 83 And 

yet whereas language alienates man from his natural condition, its re-

sources nevertheless may be employed to deal with the hierarchic 

psychosis and to atone for categorical guilt. Inherent in language are 

the rhetorical and dialectical modes of purification, as well as the 

sources of guilt. 84 

Rhetoric 

If dramatlsm Is based upon Burke's definition of man as a symbol-

using (and misusing) animal, then surely rhetoric plays an essential role 

in the drama of human relations. What, then, of Burke's rhetoric and its 

principles? Perhaps the best way of outlining his views on this subject 

ls to proceed in the fashion of Marie Hochmuth Nichols who, some years 

ago, reviewed Burke's contributions to rhetorical theory. 85 Nichols first 

found Burke's point of departure and orientation from which he approached 

rhetoric. Next, she examined his general concept of rhetoric. Third, 

she explained his method for the analysis of motivation. Finally, she 

discussed Burke"s application of rhetorical principles to specific literary 

works. 86 This section will develop in like manner, giving, however, but 

minimal treatment to the fourth concern. 
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Burke's point of departure and orientation for rhetoric seems to be 

his aesthetic: the critlc's view of art in general. In this context, Burke 

argues that literature and poetry are designed to affect both the author 

and the reader (as well as llstener). The intent of the literary offering ls 

the arousal of emotions, the eliciting of a response of some sort. In 

addition, literature may be considered as symbolic-action, the embodi-

ment of an art. This means, for Burke, that words can be thought of as 

"acts upon a scene ... 97 For all critical and imaginative works, he 

believes, are responses to questions "posed by the situation in which 

they arose. " 88 But these responses, says Burke, are not merely answers; 

they are "strategic" answers or "stylistic" answers. As a consequence, 

a literary endeavor becomes a kind of "strategy for encompassing a 

situation . .,99 Indeed, it translates into an "attitude." Thus, for example, 

the American constitution can be understood as "the answer" to the then 

preva1llng situational statements about the relationship of man and 

9overnment. 90 As concerns poetry, Burke considers, for instance, 

TeMyson's In Memoriam, Eliot's The Waste Land, and Milton's Lycidas 

as containin9 ideas and values that permeated the social environment in 

which they were conceived. 91 Each poetic offering grapples with a 

problem or problems involved in the historical context. As Rueckert has 

noted, fCII' Burke. 

. . . every poem is written at a certain time 1n a particular 
place 01' places 1n a certain climate of opinion; these 
scenes, or physical, psychic, and historical environments, 



Influence the poems enacted in them In the most profound 
way, and, according to the scene-act ratio, are always 
reflected In the poem. 92 
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The point of connection between art and rhetoric appears to He In 

Burke's position that artistic works have a forensic dimension. That ls, 

art has Its suasory elements, its "hortatory function ... 93 The restoration 

of rhetoric as an honorable study and enterprise Is necessary to expand 

the appreciation of the functions and values of art. Thus, one must re-

discover the elements of rhetoric that were foresaken by the scholastics 

and then by the majority of post-Renaissance Intellectuals. The prospect 

that Burke advances Is a blend of classical principles and modern con-

tributions of sophisticated disciplines such as psychology, sociology 

and anthropology. The task of the new rhetorician, he suggests, is to 

examine the traditional principles of, say, Aristotle, Cicero and Quln-

tlllan In comparison to modern contributions by Freud, Bentham, Marx, 

Mead, Richards, and so on. 94 

In the development of a new rhetoric, it ls important to note the 

two major occupations of the subject. First, rhetoric can be considered 

as the employment of persuasive devices, rhetorlca .!ll!.!'.!!, to bring about 

conflctlon and action. 95 Second, It can be viewed as the theory or 

study of persuasive resources, rhetorlca docens. 96 

Burke's general concept of rhetoric springs from his Interpretation 

of Its function. •The basic function of rhetoric, " he suggests, is the 

"use of words by human agents to form attitudes or to Induce actions In 
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other human agents . . .. 97 In a most provocative and cogent passage 

on the subject, Burke states that rhetoric ls 

. . . rooted In an essential function of language Itself, a 
function that Is wholly realistic, and Is continually born 
anew; the use of language as a symbolic means of lnduc1n3 
cooperation In beings that by nature respond to symbols. 9 

Because men are by nature dlvlded--thls is a universal fact of 

human exlstence--the resources of rhetoric are essential to the promotion 

of cooperative living. Although all men share In the possession of a 

central nervous system, they nevertheless find themselves divided by a 

multitude of linguistic codes which Influence this system In many ways. 

Each language community, that Is, has Its Interests and values, which 

distinguishes It from other communities, and these Interests and values 

symbolically play back upon the neuro-physlologlcal complex that pro-

vided the genetic basis for symbolism In the first place. For Burke, ln 

sum, the motives for persuasion derive from man's fundamental genetic 

divisiveness, not, as most Ideologists would argue, from a fundamental 

divisiveness In social and economic class. Only secondarlly do motives 

become peculiar to particular economic and social situations. The uni-

versal rhetorical situation stems from a generic, not learned, phenome-

non. 99 

Burke's inventory of the diverse definitions of rhetoric and 

rhetorical theories culminates In the observation that all contributions 

have shared the common concern for "persuasion;" it is an "Edenic te~," 
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he says, from which they have "Babylonlcally" dlverged.100 And yet 

persuasion, In Burke's view, involves another term, "Identification. 11 101 

To persuade, one must, he says, initially identify. Burke employs the 

term, "consubstantiallty," to suggest that a man Is persuaded only insofar 

as "you can talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image, 

attitude, idea, Identifying your ways with his." 102 

Identtftcatlon, for Burke, Is a key term. It ts meant to be an 

"accessory to the standard lore," rather than a mere substitute for the 

traditional emphasis on persuasion. While the old rhetoric considered 

persuasion ln the sense of deliberate design, the new rhetoric views 

identification as suggesting the partially unconscious factors Involved 

ln suasory appeals. 103 Moreover, Identification may be used as a~ 

or considered as an end. 1 o4 In the former Instance, lt becomes a per-

suasive ploy, a device. 1 OS In the latter instance, lt constitutes a 

desired state, as "when people earnestly yearn to identify themselves 

with some group or other. " 106 Identification also Includes the realm of 

transcendence, since men often seek a level of accommodation beyond 

the prevalling stage of belllcoslty so as to grasp peace out of the Jaws 

of war. 107 

Undergirding Burke's theory of rhetorical identification ls the 

assumption that men are naturally divided. "Identlflcatlon," he states, 

"ls compensatory to division. Why Is this so? Because, claims 

Burke, men are apart from one another and thus are 1n continuous need 
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of calls for unity. Were men "wholly and truly of one substance, abso-

lute communication would be of man's very essence. " 1 o9 This means 

that pure Identification precludes conflict, which gives Impetus to 

rhetoric. Moreover, there Is no conflict when men are absolutely sepa-

rated: for there Is no medlatory ground for the Joining of battle, no piece 

of property or terrain that at least two parties desire enough to fight over. 

It Is only when Identification and division are put together ambiguously 

that "you have the characteristic Invitation to rhetoric." l l O 

"Here Is a major reason," says Burke, "why rhetoric, according to 

Aristotle, 'proves opposltes'."111 

The philosophical hinge of Burke's concept of Identification Is the 

notion of "substance." Considering the fact that, metaphysically, a 

thing Is Identified by Its properties, It seems reasonable that Identifica-

tion ls enhanced when a man allles himself with another's values or 

purposes and calls him "a friend or brother."112 Conversely, alienation 

and opposition are promoted when a man assaults another's lineage, when 

the other's •whole line, his 'authorship,' his 'principle,' or 'motive' (as 

expressed in tenns of the familial)" are vlllfled. 113 Drawing upon the 

traditional usage of "substance" as an act, Burke extends the Implica-

tions to the point that a way of life ls an "acting together. " 114 "And In 

acting together," he adds, •men have common sensations, concepts, 

images, ideas, attitudes that make them consubstantta1.•llS In effect, 

Burke has returned for consideration the Kantian contention that substance 
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is a necessary form of the mind. But most significantly, Burke has sup-

plied the reason why ambiguity about substance provides the grounds for 

rhetoric. For it is mainly when questions of substance become ambiguous, 

he says, that the rhetorician's trade flourishes, especially in the 

endeavor to describe a state of affairs as "substantially such-and-such." 116 

Although he advances a "new" rhetoric, Burke nevertheless pays 

homage to ancient formulations. Hls survey of the rhetorical tradition 

dutifully accounts for the Aristotelian "topoi," the classical canons and, 

most importantly, the Idea of choice, of will. 117 For persuasion, he 

argues, can be directed to a man "only Insofar as he Is free." 118 Which 

ls to say that In the context of determinism and dictatorship, respectively, 

men are compelled by the nature of things or by force to do something. 

But given freedom of action, they depend upon the persuasive elements of 

inducement and ingratiation to fulfill their Intentions. 

Modem contributions to the "new" rhetoric, says Burke, emanate 

from diverse disciplines such as anthropology, social psychology and 

ethnology. In one way or another such fields of study consider the func-

tions of language, l. e. , ln magic, socialization, witchcraft, and mass 

movements. Burke is especially concerned with the contributions each 

field makes to persuasive communication in the sense of language "as 

addressed•--that ls, direct or circuitous persuasion aimed at audiences 

real or ldeal.119 Burke adds that an audience may be a group one faces 

or one's own self. In this latter case, Burke relates aspects of Freudian 
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analysis to the self's rhetoric and also discusses rhetoric in tenns of a 

post-Christian conception of the ethical and moral conscience. 120 

The third area of examination Is devoted to Burke's concept of 

motivation as it bears upon the "new" rhetoric. Essentially, Burke's 

philosophy of motivation challenges the mechanistic stimulus-response, 

cause-effect explanations offered by the experimental sciences, on the 

one hand, and the rationalistic theories offered by the foremost ideolo-

gies, on the other. 121 In brief, he contends that motives arise out of 

language activity: they are "distinctly linguistic products." l22 They 

develop out of man's vocabulary of values: the "oughts" and "ought nots," 

the praiseworthy and blameworthy. Hence, men frame their world-views 

according to the ways In which they symbolize the desirable and un-

desirable. This fact, says Burke, Is more fundamental than any theory 

that Is tied to, say, the economic, sociological, ethnological or psycho-

logical explanations of the sources of human conduct. 123 

Burke argues that "motive• ls but another way of denoting a 

"situation." 124 And he adds that the subject may be approached on three 

levels: the grammatical, the rhetorical and the symbollc. On the gram-

matical level, the pentad of act, scene, agent, agency and purpose 

serves to chart, via its various ratios, the circumstances of action; it 

explores, foe instance, an attitude in relation to a situation (which, for 

Burke, amounts to an act relative to a scene). 125 The rhetorical level 

pertains to the grammatical when act and circumstance figure in 
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deliberative affairs, in matters of policy which provoke persuasive appeals 

for acceptance or reJection. 126 The symbolic level suggests that moti-

vation can be understood only In terms of action and end, rather than ln 

the "motion" vernacular of the physical and natural sciences. For lt ls 

because of his symbolic trait that man ls able to contemplate his actions 

with reference to possible consequences. 127 This kind of activity, says 

Burke, ln all its moral and ethical significance, lies beyond the merely 

physical and biological explications of human nature engendered by the 

so-called "strict" sciences. l2S 

Finally, Burke's critical application of rhetorical principles to 

poetic and literary works deserves mention, although the dlssertatlon 

admittedly underplays this important facet of his career. The thrust of 

Burke's crltlclsm, as the dramatist puts lt, "ls to use all there ls to 

uae.• 129 Approaching literature, the critic, 1n Burke's opinion, must 

post five basic questions: why, what, how, when and where. The first 

two are ontological lnqulrles, and the last three are methodological 

ones. Simply, the critic must know what to Investigate. He must know, 

moreover, why he la looking for something as well as how, when and 

where to look for lt. The "how" of the critical process ls perhaps the 

moat challenging element of analysis because lt taxes the critic's lnno-

vatlveneaa and lnslghtfulness. This la especially true when the critic 

endeavors to peruse a poem's symbolism and to addreaa symbolic action 

as a kind of cryptic presentation of the poet's private world. 130 
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The major objection to this brand of criticism has been that It 

Inevitably reduces to Burke's own Investigative ldlosyncracles. The 

methodology of dramatlsm has, to be sure, a number of guidelines for 

aspiring Burkel an critics. And yet, as Wllllam Rueckert has observed, 

Burke's cryptology goes beyond borrowable method to "hunches, guesses, 

Intuitive leaps, and sheer speculation. "131 

Burke's contention that the poetic verbal act functions rhetori-

cally Implies, In his view, that a poem may have a persuasive effect 

upon the poet as well as upon those encountering It. In the rhetorical 

sense, poetry allows both the poet and the reader to move through the 

purgative-redemptive sequence; for both the author and reader of the work 

may become Immersed In the poem's Imagery; may, that ls, make them-

selves over In the Image of Its Imagery to the extent that they partake of 

Its cathartic function. 132 

As rhetorical critic, Burke looks for the processes of appeal In 

literary works, be they short stories, novels, speeches, plays, poems, 

etc. His critical enterprise ranges, for example, from Shakespeare's 

Julius Caesar, to Hitler's Mein Kampf, to Keats' Ode to~ Grecian Um, 

to Kafka's The ~. 133 Whatever the genre, however, Burke seeks to 

unravel both the Intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of a work. On the one 

hand, he treats a literary offering according to Its own determinants 

(that ls, as literature). On the other hand, he looks for the implications 

that the work holds for the world beyond Itself. He tries to ascertain 
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its slgnlflcance as rhetoric, as knowledge, and as portraiture. In other 

words, Burke "indexes" a work's symbolic structure in order to discover 

Its internal consistency and its way of unfolding. At the same time, he 

explores all ramifications for the author's own psychic condition, the 

emotional and Intellectual condition of the readers or listeners, the 

implications for the immediate era and, especially, the relevance of the 

work to the continuing study of man as symbol-using animal. 134 

All works of art, says Burke, have rhetorical Implications, and 

the pentad should help one discern, through the ratios of the flve cate-

gories, how the art bears upon the author, the audience and the times. 

When Burke does range far and wide In literary appraisal, to get at 

motives and effects, he constantly returns to the vantage-point of the 

human condition, fraught with hierarchy, vlctlmage, purlflcation, morti-

fication, guilt, etc. Because there are rhetorical Ingredients ln every 

klnd of complex linguistic form, Burke finds It necessary to methodo-

logically meditate upon Dashiell Hammett's detective stories, Machia-

velll' s administrative prescripts, metaphysical systems, social etiquette, 

propaganda and so on. 135 

Not surprisingly, such critical escapades have often infuriated 

scholars of literature whose analytical tastes necessitate distinct stan-

dards of worth. That ls, what constitutes the sublime? Rene Wellek, 

in particular, once accused Burke of going beyond literature to life itself; 

accused him of going from literary critic to philosopher and sociologist 
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of knowledge. By so doing, argued, Wellek, Burke could no longer dis-

tinguish the classic work from the pedestrian, no longer provide eloquent 

reasons why Shakespeare rates higher on the scale than, say, Mickey 

Splllane . 13 6 

Usually, Burke meets this type of assault upon his critical acumen 

by Immediately acknowledging the fact that literature often serves him as 

a point of departure in the pervasive, dramatlstlc mission of charting 

human symbolic behavior and motivation. Burke's project, as he frequently 

proclaims, "takes him outside the realm of literary criticism proper ... 137 

For poetics Is but one of the four categories in which he has divided his 

project; the others being grammar, rhetoric and ethics.13B Nevertheless, 

the poetic realm remains one of Burke's fascinations. "I have written 

and published much in that (poetic) dimension," he exclaims, "and Deo 

volente I shall write and publish more." 139 He suggests that much of 

his writing on literary criticism pertains to "the sheer theory of criticism•: 140 

Indeed, he confesses to the use of formalist principles when, in dealing 

with one particular text, he considers "questions of method Involved in 

the analysis. • 141 

Social Ideas 

U Burke's critical methodology has exasperated numerous con-

temporaries, so have his social ideas. The ultimate designation for 

Burke may well be that of the dramatist, aloof from the programmatic 

manias of his era. And yet a final portrait does not cancel out Burke"s 
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ideological llalsons, most conspicuously his flirtations with communism 

in the early years. Burke has come to be associated with a bevy of social , 

phllosophical and political positions, ranging from communism, to Fordlsm, 

to Jeffersonian agrarianism, to neo-Confusclanlsm, to Meadlan pragma-

tism, symbollc humanism, dialectical blologlsm, ad lnflnltum.142 As 

Stanley Edgar Hyman noted some years ago, Burke's social Ideas have 

been "compllcated and ambiguous ... i 43 But what emerges out of this 

welter of associations Is a definite dislike for the cult of efficiency and 

the excesses of technology and sclentlsm. In the "thirties", especially, 

Burke viewed his mission as a counter-statement to the technological 

Ideal, a poetic-humanistic opposition to machine-like clvillzatlon. 144 

Burke's counter-statement to the Impersonal, Industrial machine 

has been somewhat tempered In the past three decades by a neo-stolc 

resignation to the force of economic growth and Its attendant absurdities, 

such as the emphasis on gadgetry. ever Increasing material progress and 

pollution. Burke seems to be less pessimistic today about the impact of 

this force upon human life. And yet his campaign of the "thirties" ex-

hibited a running battle with the titanic institutions of the age: big busi-

ness, big science, big technology and industriallsm. In Counter-

Statement, Permanence and Change, Attitudes toward History and some-

what in Philosophv of literary Form, Burke appeared as the guerilla of 

poetic-humanism, at the ready to pit his aesthetic, by wit, by fancy, by 

anethema, against the myths of capitalist and even communist technology 
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and economy. 145 What remains of this prolonged battle is a firm com-

mitment to ecological balance and a nostalgia for the agrarian ideal. In 

keeping with the democratic tradition, Burke has maintained a neo-ltberal 

posture, pragmatic and rea llstic, which steers a tolerant course between 

the extremes of fanaticism and dissipation. 

As Burke noted In "Linguistic Approach to Education," this way of 

viewing human relations "would probably be happiest with democracy, of 

all political systems, since democracy comes nearest to being the 

lnstitutionallzed equivalent of dialectical processes . . . " 146 Although 

democracy has been "threatened by the rise of the enormous 'policy-

making' mass media ... ", as Burke concedes, still "we can say that 

ideal democracy does allow all voices to participate In the dialogue of 

the state, and such Ideal democracy Is the nearest possible Institutional 

equivalent to the llngulstlc Ideal." 147 

Summary 

In summary, Kenneth Burke has fashioned a philosophy of language 

which stresses the definition of man as the essential symbol-using, 

symbol-making and symbol-misusing animal. From this definition, he has 

formed a view of the drama of human ralatlons accounting for the tragic 

and comic aspects of existence and the various crucial moments in the 

human pageant: negation, hierarchy, order, guilt, mortification, vic-

tlmage, catharsis, and redemption, Burke's contributions to rhetorical 

theory also derive from his definition of man and his perspective of the 
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drama of human relations. Rhetoric, he contends, "is rooted in an essen-

tial function of language itself. a function that Is wholly realistic and is 

continually born anew ... " 148 The motives for persuasion spring from 

man's fundamental genetic divisiveness. That is, men are naturally 

divided, and in constant need of calls for unity. The human predicament 

admits of merger and division. But In order to unite, men must first 

identify with one another, must feel themselves of common substance or 

"consubstantial," as Burke puts it. 

As rhetorical critic, Burke looks for the processes of appeal In 

all kinds of symbol activities: novels, speeches, poems, dramas, ad-

ministrative letters, and so on. All works of art have rhetorical Impli-

cations for the audience or readership as well as for the artist himself. 

Often, literature serves merely as a point of departure In the overall 

dramatistlc mission of charting human behavior through the analysis of 

symbolic Interaction. Although he professed a unique kind of humanistic 

communism in the "thirties", Burke's post-World War II speculations 

have culminated in a grand language-centered system, which, he believes, 

ls a total and coherent way of understanding the human drama and the 

essence of humankind. 

How, then, does dialectic relate to Burke's outlook and the de-

velopment of dramattsm-logology? Chapter IV endeavors to answer this 

question through the following mode of analysis. It considers 



respectively, Burke's definitions of dialectic, dialectic and his views 

about man, language, dramatlsm, critical methodology, rhetoric and 

social ideas. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DIALECTIC AND DRAMATISM: BURKE AS DIALECTICIAN 

Kenneth Burke's reputation as a dialectical critic is of long 

standing. Marianne Moore, for instance, once called Burke "the 

philosopher of opposites." 1 Kermit Lansner spoke of his "extraordinary 

preoccupation with opposition and antithesis . .,z Hugh Dalziel Duncan 

noted Burke's propensity to think in companion terms and especially to 

pair antithetical terms. 3 Malcolm Cowley observed of Burke that he "ls 

a dlalectlcian who is always trying to reconcile opposites by finding 

that they have a common source. Give him two apparently hostile terms 

like poetry and propaganda, art and economics, speech and action, and 

immediately he looks beneath them for the common ground on which they 

stand." 4 And Francis Fergusson noted that "Mr. Burke does indeed work 

dialectically, forewarning us and forearming us against this dangerous 

art; but so effectively that the substantial world behind It is always 

clearly implied. He masters dialectic so completely that he points 

beyond lt, to the unwritten drama or comedy of contemporary life. " 5 

The task of this chapter ls to probe Burke's dialectical demeanor 

and to account for the major ways in which it has figured, methodo-

loc;ilcally and substantially, ln the development and refinement of the 

dramatistlc system. The following analytical units of the chapter should 

clarify the dialectical significance of Burke's intellectual growth and 
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also provide a key to the understanding of him as a system-builder: 

(l) Burke's definitions of dialectic: (2) dialectic and his views on man; 

(3) dialectic and his approach to language; (4) dialectic and dramatism; 

(5) dialectic and methodology; (6) dialectic and Burkeian rhetoric; 

(7) dialectic and his social ideas. 

Burke's Definitions of Dialectic 

Burke compresses the various uses of dialectic Into what he 

considers to be the functions of linguistic transformation, conceived in 

terms of "Merger and Division;• "the Three Major Pairs: action-passion, 

mind-body, being-nothing," and "Transcendence." 6 The prominent 

definitions that he takes account of in 8 Grammar of Motives include 

"reasoning from opinion;" "the discovery of truth by the give and take of 

converse and redefinition;" "the art of disputation;" "the processes of 

'interaction' between the verbal and the non-verbal;" "the competition 

of cooperation or the cooperation of competition;" "the spinning of terms 

out of terms;" "the internal dialogue of thought;" "any development .•. 

got by the interplay of various factors that mutually modify one another, 

and may be thought of as voices in a dialogue or roles in a play, with 

each voice or role in its partiality contributing to the development of the 

whole;" "the progressive or successive development and reconciliation 

of opposites;" and "so putting questions to nature that nature can give 

unequivocal answer. " 7 
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Burke"s definition of dialectic as linguistic transformation, which 

incorporates merger and division, polarity and transcendence, also sug-

gests his afflllation with a process view of the world. The value of 

dialectic he believes Is that It does understand process. Burke has 

adapted the indispensible contribution of dialectic that things are 

indissolubly Interconnected to the dramatlstlc search for coordinates. 

Although Burke has often spoken for "being" rather than for "becoming," 

this does not mean that he champions a world of hard and fast distinc-

tions. 8 Indeed, his insights Into symbolism lead to the conclusion that 

terms operate as an almost unending series of chain reactions and must 

be studied relative to one another. "Distinctions," he asserts, 'arise 

out of a great central moltenness, where all Is merged. They have been 

thrown from a liquid center to the surface, where they have congealed. 

Let one of these crusted distinctions return to Its source, and In this 

alchemic center lt may be remade, again becoming molten liquid, and 

may enter into new combinations, whereat It may be again thrown forth 

as a new crust, a different distinction ... 9 

This particularly vivid passage, In all Its metaphorical splendor, 

suggests that Burke, as dialectician, wishes to emancipate the reader 

from the misconception that language is a closed and static symbolic 

form. Hegel and Mace, of course, endeavored to emancipate mankind 

from its closed and static world. They used dialectic as a force 

destructive of neat systems and ordered structures; they saw it as 
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compatible with the idea of a social world that had neither fixity nor solid 

boundaries. 10 (Engels' dialectic of nature and the concept of economic 

determinism, as this dissertation has shown, hardly qualify as Hegelian 

or Marxian vlews.) 11 In this respect, Burke, despite his penchant for 

"a medieval world of stable nouns," 12 despite his preference for a 

"philosophy of categories," as voiced In Attitudes toward History, 13 

nonetheless reworks into good linguistic sense the Hegelian observation 

that dialectic's purpose Is to demonstrate the flnltude of the partial 

categories of understanding. 14 For Burke, linguistic transformation 

implies that dialectic Is Inherent In the symbolism of language. As Wayne 

Booth has observed: 

Burke would say that the superiority of any language would 
lie partly In Its refusal to be perfected, Its roughness about 
the edges, its celebration of ambiguities. It is true that the 
language of dramatism is forced upon us, but Its terms are, 
as we have seen, Inherently fluid, and their use is kept 
molten by the cultivation of systematic Incongruity. Methods 
that freeze mislead us because the reality that interests us is 
dramatic, in process , flu Id. 15 

Dialectic and Man's Existence 

Of course, the dialectical nature. of language is not the extent of 

Burke's observations. For he views man's existence as a kind of dialec-

tic of division and merger, of disintegration and reintegration, of death 

and rebirth, war and peace. 16 He holds, in brief, that the drama of 

human relations is a dialectic of existence in the sense that man, 

symbolically alienated from his animality, desires to return to the sources 
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of his being, his natural state, and in the sense that the norms of his 

existence are ever in tension with the changing scenes. 17 The idea of 

man "returning" to the sources of his being, as Mario Dal Pra has pointed 

out, relates to a biological matrix as a major influence in the historical 

formulation of the doctrine of dialectic. 18 Ultimately, Hegel implicates 

himself in this matrix which derives from Neo-Platonism and Proclus. 

"Connected to the biological matrix," says Dal Pra, "is the circular 

concept of the process, present in Neo-Platonlst thought; indeed the 

!!!!!m of every being to that from which he proceeds is explained by 

Proclus as the very essence of the process: 'every being desires good 

and this ls achieved through its nearest cause; In fact the way by which 

each being achieves existence, he also achieves good."019 Dal Pra adds: 

The begetter, therefore, as the cause of the begotten Is also 
the model of Its movement and the point to which Its desire 
turns and the point at which Its conversion Is accomplished. 
In this way 'all beings proceed In a circle from cause to cause'; 
and all the begotten tend to achieve the perfection present In 
the model that begot them. 20 

This biological model, as Dal Pra has noted, conferred great 

authority upon the field of theology. It also served as Marx"s secular 

variation of the Christian yearning for salvation and now seems to appear 

in the existentialist's quest for authenticity and for the return to the self 

as the true act of genuineness. 21 The coordination of the secular, the 

religious and the linguistic occurs In Burke precisely because he estab-

lishes the dialectic of identity as a paramount theme. 22 As Rueckert has 
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so aptly observed, "the mystery of the self in quest is Burke's point of 

departure; and the ideal self--one which follows uninterruptedly the 

'transcendental spirals of [its] moral grows' (ATH. 2, 108)--ls his goal, " 

for "it ls the course of the self in quest which Burke charts, endlessly, 

ingeniously .•• 1123 In sum, Burke"s emphasis on man-in-search-of-

himself is not only the focus of dramatism as the method of grasping the 

drama of human relations but also the theme that pervades his system and 

gives it a salvatlonist urgency. 

The idea that the norms of man's existence are ever in conflict 

with the changing scenes also carries great dialectical significance. 24 

For it implies the Importance of experience In human growth. Experience, 

as Marvin Farber has said. must be "understood literally, In terms of 

the interrelationship of sentient beings with their environment. "25 Dia-

lectic ls crucial to this interrelationship because, as a concept, It 

expresses "transition, transitoriness, and negation, "26 which human 

beings apprehend about their environment. Dialectic, adds Farber, "ls a 

response to the awareness of opposites. 0 27 Certainly Burke's perspec-

tive in this respect ls one of man feeling the divisiveness between his 

natural animality and the changing social, cultural and physical worlds--

ironically fluid by virtue of his symbolic powers. 

Dialectic .!!!!l Language 

Dialectic, according to Burke, ls integral to language because 

both are agencies of transformation. 28 As a process of abstraction, 
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language produces hierarchies which promote categorical guilt and yet 

provide man with the means of purifying and redeeming himself. 29 The 

"means" is linked to a dialectic of transcendence. Seen from another 

angle, the dialectic of transcendence is made possible by symbolic 

action and the verbal hierarchy. 3 O For Burke, then, the word has dialec-

tical power; it both stigmatizes (makes culpable) and cleanses. 3l With-

out language, man could not possibly develop a moral-ethical cycle; for 

such a cycle is constantly fueled by terms made meaningful only with 

reference to their dialectical or polar opposites. 32 

The dialectical power of the word, ln Burke's view, provides for 

symbolic operations such as the "representative anecdote" and "per-

spective by incongruity." The former allows for a human role to be 

summed up in certain slogans, or formula or epigrams or ideas that 

characterize the agent's situation or strategy. 33 "The role," suggests 

Burke, "involves properties both intrinsic to the agent and developed 

with relation to the scene and to other agents." 34 "Where the ideas are 

in action," he contends, "we have drama; where the agents are in 

ideation, we have dialectic ... 35 The latter, perspective by incongruity, 

is Burke's way of saying that terms interact upon one another to produce 

new outlooks, new truths. 36 Unguistic transformation seems to reach 

its zenith when, foe instance, two impulses originally defined as standing 

1n direct opposition are eventually merged to create a totally acceptable, 

harmonious, self-consistent insight.37 Here, Burke's critical theory 
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comes close to Cleanth Brooks' "irony," I. A. Richards' "synaesthesia" 

and Thomas MaM' s "ironie," which the dramatist describes as the artis-

tic merging of moral contraries. 38 The dialectical significance of this 

symbolic phenomenon is that the synthesis of supposedly irreconcilable 

notions produces a viewpoint that at once transcends the initially anti-

thetical aspects of ideas in confrontation and preserves those elements 

in the ideas capable of being integrated into a higher, more comprehensive 

view of things. 39 

This operation is, for Burke, a product of the distinctly anti-

formalistic logic of language. Indeed, it is akin to the Hegelian dialec-

tical logic which rebuffed the tradition of Aristotelianism. 40 Burke 

subscribes to Hegelian dialectical logic because he finds it flourishing 

in symbolic communication, where the linguistic resources of ambiguity 

and metaphor make for continuously surprising syntheses of notions 

which, in their formally Aristotelian separateness, appear to be incapable 

of "rational" marriage. 41 That ls to say, Burke applies Hegelian dialectic 

to the analysis of language, although, as logologlst, he eventually 

disowns the German's application of lt to the whole of history and life. 42 

As logologlst, Burke maintains the Hegelian dialectical spirit 

(though not the Hegelian "Spirit") by continuously generating second-

order reflections upon the synthetic power of language. In his meta-

symbollc, Burke as logologlst tacitly rejects the once unassailable 

univocallsm stemming from Aristotle"s laws of thought. With a 
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predominantly Hegelian disdain for the classical laws of identity and 

excluded middle, as they have come to be called, Burke characterizes 

dialectic as a verbal resource which may be used to take "A on a verbal 

Journey from which it returns as non-A. 1143 And he adds that it is a 

resource which may be used to change a "troublesome elther-.m: . into 

a both-and. "44 

What makes "perspective by incongruity" so utterly Hegelian at 

its base is the fact that Burke hinges the truth or falsity of a statement to 

its situation or context. Truth and falsity may both be apparent in a 

statement. he says, depending upon the frame of reference, the orientation 

from which it ls approached. 45 This position somewhat suggests, without 

the metaphysical trappings, Hegel's contention that our evaluating cate-

gories must appear as relative until the Absolute is realized and world 

unity attained. (As is well known, Marx borrowed this Hegelian insight 

and asserted that categories are historical and transitory products. )46 

Dialectic and Dramatism 

The system devoted to charting the language-c~used and language-

resolved movements of man, namely the drama of human relations, is, of 

course, known as dramatism. Dialectic, says Burke, should be equated 

with this system, at one end, and with scientific method, at the other, 

although the overall complexity of view is ironic. 47 What Burke means 

by "scientific method" is a matter of great perplexity to those formally 

trained in the so-called "rigorous" disciplines, but what he means by 
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dramatlsm ls at least digestible since he himself coined the term and 

fashioned the methodology. 48 Within the context of the dramatistic 

system, dialectic ls shown to be involved in movements and counter-

movements; it provides for transcendence: it underpins the aesthetic 

theories of form and substance: it "coaches the realm of values." Opera-

ting in the domain of ethics and morals, dialectic explores the concept of 

reasonableness and matters of prudential conduct. 

Dialectic Is Involved In movements and counter-movements in 

that it is the stuff of struggle. 49 As Burke contends, movements develop 

out of the alienation suffered by Individuals or groups who raise the 

"banner of No," so to speak, to aspects of a social system or to the 

system per se. SO Movements are enactments of a Negative, as they fuel 

the fires of rejection toward the hierarchical situation: they provoke 

conflict by goading the high priests of the prevailing order into guilt and 

by taunting them into the reaction-formation of counter-movements--into 

the stem defense of the symbols of the status quo. 51 The dialectic of 

the struggle emerges as the counter-movement gains in its counter-velllng 

power. "It ls the counter-movement, in fact, that provides the movement 

with the potential for crisis, and hence for consummation" since it pro-

duces a Kill, a scapegoat, an enemy to be exterminated. 52 In effect, 

Burke's concept of the counter-movement, as Leland Griffin has explained 

it, •provides a Negation to be negated; and hence the potential for 
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movement, the purifying struggle of contradictions, the purgative striving 

that ends in transformation and transcendence." 53 

Of equal significance is the fact that Burke relates dialectic to 

movements in terms of man"s drive for perfection--what he often calls 

"ethical striving." The entire symbolic movement of man from his initial 

estrangement through purification and ultimately to redemption is described 

by Burke with reference to the dialectical models of Plato's Phaedrus, 54 

Coleridge's Anima Poetae, 55 Castiglione's The Book of the Courtier,56 

Dante's Divine Comedy, 57 and E. M. Forster's b_ Passage to India. 58 

These models provide the images of ascent and/or descent, the Upward 

and the Downward ways. In the Platonic sense, the concern Is with both 

the Upward and the Downward. The Upward takes shape, says Burke, as 

ascent from "a world of disparate particulars to a principle of one-ness, 

an 'ascent' got, as the semanticists might say, by a movement toward 

progressively higher levels of generalization)." 59 The Downward signi-

fies a descent "back into the world of particulars, all of which would now 

be 'identified' with the genius of the unitary principle discovered en 

route." 60 In his reference to the dialectical implications of Anima Poetae, 

Burke points to the Colerldgean image of a geometrical staircase, of five 

or more landing places, being equated with the principle of social dis-

tinction. 61 Here, Burke contends, the need for hierarchical mounting 

or striving often results in the deception that we occupy the highest 

level, where, in actuality, there are levels above. Burke also calls 
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upon Castigllone's Book of the Courtier to explain the "merger of the two 

dialectical series: the verbal and the social pyramids. 062 This work, 

he observes, "deals with questions of courtly ascent, while rising through 

four successive stages from the mere quest of personal advancement, to a 

concern with the insignia of the courtier as expert or specialist, thence to 

the cult of courtly sexual relations, and on to the vision of an ultimate 

courtship. "63 

Another major model for Burke is Dante's Divine Comedy. whose 

three books, the inferno, purgatory and heaven, can be related to the 

"divine human comedy of language" and its movements. 64 The first stage 

of inferno, suggests Burke, might be equated with the worst possible 

conditions of language-uslng--that is, the deceptions of speech, the 

terminlstic screens which produce neurosis. 65 ("Man walks among 

forests of symbols," says Burke, and he "exists in a fog of words.")66 

This is the stage of alienation, of man"s estrangement from his natural 

condition because of the symbolic instrument he has shaped. 67 The 

second stage of language activity is comparable to Dante"s version of the 

Journey from hell to purgatory, to the kind of life encountered in the 

second state, and to the reestablishment of contact with the first from the 

orientation of the second. 68 In other words, the transition suggests both 

upward and downward passage. The Upward movement, in terms of 

language activity, ls from particulars in disarray and conflict, a veritable 

hell says Burke, to higher levels of generalization uniting originally 
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disparate claims, the realm of dialectic, and then a Downward movement 

back into the world of particulars. where they would be identified "with 

the genius of the unitary principles" apprehended in the initial ascent. 69 

This, in Burke's mind, is the stage most closely associated with dialec-

tical activity; it is the Socratic domain and, most significantly for Burke, 

the domain of A Grammar of Motives. For this book is actually a dialectic 

on the nature of dialectics and symbolics, a work which, therefore, must 

incessantly turn back upon itself. up and down, round and about, but 

never quite breaking out of the wrangle of competing voices and claims 

to make a completion, to apprehend the ultimate principle that authenti-

cates every thing's position in the hierarchical chain. 

The third stage ls equivalent to Dante's heaven, to the "vision of 

one-ness," as Burke puts it. 70 Here, the passage is from the frenetic 

actions of dialectic, from competing voices, all of them partial, to the 

peaceful, harmonious, contemplation of the ultimate order of the universe 

through, dramatistically speaking, the ultimate order among all terms. 

Put into the perspective of Burke's own intellectual progression, the 

passage from A Grammar of Motives to A Rhetoric of Motives corresponds 

to Dante's Journey from purgatory to heaven. In both instances, the 

movement ls from the circular activity characteristic of dialectic to 

the hierarchical, upward activity to godhead or its equivalent: the 

synoptic vision of the universe or, at the very least, the drama of human 

relations. 71 
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Finally, E. M. Forster's A Passage to India provides, in Burke's 

estimation, an excellent example of a modem novel's development as 

upward way with mystic implications. In this work, as Burke suggests, 

Forster presents a structure that is analogous to the stages in Plato's 

Phaedrus, Dante" s Divine Comedy and the symbolic drama of human rela-

tions. 72 The stages, to reiterate, are from abysmal ignorance to partial 

dialectical enlightenment to the apprehension of the universal truth, from 

hell to purgatory to heaven, from linguistic deception to dialectical 

Interplay to a vision beyond language, l. e. , "per llnguam, praeter 

linguam. 1173 Fa-ster"s novel. in brief, begins with the misconceptions 

of individuals and ways of life, of characters and cultures, then moves 

to the dialectical confrontation between Individuals and world-views, 

which produces both truth and error, and finally arrives at the gateway or 

passage to a comprehensive and profound insight into human nature, 

which is the uniting principle for civ1lizations and their Inhabitants. 74 

As with Plato and Dante, Forster seems to employ the "pollutlon-

purgation-redemption" framework with the unique twist, notes Burke, that 

the ultimate vision is translated into Hindu myth or mythic Images. 75 

The dialectical significance of this work, for Burke"s meditations on the 

movements of humanity, Is nowhere more eloquently put than in William 

Rueckert's chapter on the dramatist's method of analysis. As Rueckert 

explains A Passage !2 India: 



Even though the novel ends with the phrases, "No, not yet • 
No, not there," or with four flat negatives, the dialectic of the 
novel, exposing, as it does, the source and nature of the error, 
the ignorance, and stereotyped blindness which prevents unity 
for both sides, moves also toward the revelation of the way to 
unity--a passage to India: the dialectic of the novel brings the 
reader to a realization that even though man and nature are by 
nature divided, the right kind of men (Stella and Ralph, Godbole). 
through knowledge, compassion, and understanding, and through 
various man-made systems of thought, such as religion, can 
transcend nature and effect unity for which the whole novel 
yearns. The dialectic of the novel is designed to carry or move 
the reader to this truth, and it ls this truth which ls translated 
into myth ln those extraordinary chapters devoted to the Hindu 
Festival ln the Temple section of the novel. 76 
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With extraordinary conceptual dexterity, Burke has thus provided 

the significant link between dialectical activity and transcendence. The 

dramatist-logologlst' s irresistible impulse to grasp the essence of the 

symbolic drama played by mankind, hls need to methodologically meditate 

upon the resources of persuasion ln human conduct, parallels, in lts 

intensity and nobility, the Platonic quest for the vision of the Good, the 

Aristotelian instruction leading to the apprehension of the first principles 

of the theoretical sciences and all the other quests, intellectual and/or 

theological, for God and for Good, as "the end of all desire. 1177 Put 

another way, Burke's dialectic incorporates the classical ideal of "nous," 

embodied by Plato and Aristotle; it serves as a stage preliminary to the 

symbolic equivalent of the grasp of the great chain of being, as conceived 

in the Stagirite's metaphysics. "Nous" implies a leap over the world of 

partial and conflicting claims to the unalterably true, to the synoptic 

view that finally unites all disparate thoughts. 78 Only at such a moment 
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of profound unity can the mind receive its long-desired rest. For the 

Greeks, this moment of ecstacy constituted a meld of intellectual and 

spiritual achievement, a divine "logos," so to speak. For the dramatist, 

the apprehension of the drama of human relations carries a similar 

spiritual and intellectual weight. It is the supreme contemplation, at 

long last offering a discordant, dialectical mentality its bath of peace. 79 

As concerns the great chain of being, Burke ties it to the mystery 

of the hierarchic which, he says, is forever with us, and then he praises 

the rhetorical and dialectical symmetry of the Aristotelian 
metaphysics, whereby all classes of beings are hierarchically 
arranged in a chain or ladder or pyramid of mounting worth, 
each kind striving towards the perfection of its kind, and so 
towards the kind next above it, while the strivings of the 
entire series head in God as the beloved cynosure and sine-
cure, the end of all desire. BO 

In sum, man's ability to engage in complex dialectical operations--

his ab111ty to develop imagery so as to conceive beyond imagery--enables 

him slightly to transcend the human dimension. (In a somewhat obtuse 

manner in "The Tactics of Motivation," Burke suggests that animals may 

also be capable of transcending their own dimension, though 'homo 

sapien' is exclusively the language-user among all the creatures of the 

earth.)81 

Burke's notion of transcendence is intimately associated with two 

pivotal conditions in the drama of human relations: the tragic and the 

comic. And both have dialectical implications. An understanding of the 

roles of both in the movements of humanity is in itself a triumph of sorts. 
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The tragic, Burke contends, is concerned with the relation between an 

individual and some overwhelming force, be it social, natural or cosmic. 82 

Usually the tragic signifies the opposition between the excessive ambi-

tions and demands of the individual and the unyielding, inexorable scheme 

of things, or the divine order. "The act organizes the opposition," as 

Burke puts it, bringing "to the fore whatever factors resist or modify the 

act. n83 In the framework of the dramatist's trilogy of pollution-

purtfication-redemptlon, as well as in the traditional sense, tragedy 

provokes intellectual awareness, increases moral stature, and provides a 

restoration of peace or balance, if but temporarily. These qualities are 

the culmination of prolonged or brief but intense anguish and suffering. 

The tragic figure, from Oedipus to Othello, as Burke observes, ultimately 

grasps the reality of his crime--his pollution, then acknowledges it, re-

affirms the principle against which he has transgressed, and finally 

wounds or kills himself to purge and to redeem himself and all others 

affected by his misdeed. 84 The dialectical elements involved in tragedy, 

writes Burke, seem to gather at the point "where the agent's action in-

volves a corresponding passion, and from the sufferance of the passion 

there arises an understanding of the act, an understanding that transcends 

the act•: 85 In his perception of the counter-assertion, the agent "has 

transcended the state that characterized him at the start." When the 

tragic vision finally occurs, says Burke, "intrinsic and extrinsic motiva-

tions are merged. n 86 
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The outcome of the tragic condition, then, is heightened 

consciousness. According to Burke, the dramatistic system, in charting 

the symbolic movements of humanity, stimulates maximum awareness of 

the tragedy emanating from man"s linguistic activity: namely, the power 

of language that provides for the fall and for grace. 87 

The comic condition is tragedy's companion in the significant 

sense of heightened consciousness. It breeds stoicism, permitting both 

the laugh and the cry at the human story. 88 Most often found in the 

poetic attitude as "an attitude of attitudes," the comic regards the errors 

of men as human truths. 89 It nurtures charity and understanding and 

urc;ies the abatement of alienation. Most of all, the comic dialectically 

merges what Burke considers to be excessive orientations. That ls, 1t 

produces a symbiosis of the accepting and rejecting attitudes; 1t creates 

an attitude of ambivalence "neither wholly euphemistic nor wholly de-

bunking ... 9o Specifically, it unites the transcendental and the material, 

the bureaucratic and the imaginative, service and spoils. 

In both the tragic and the comic, nevertheless, there is the para-

mount fact of the dialectical-critical faculty. This demeanor encourages 

a tumin9 upon the self and upon life. In one instance, the individual 

accounts for his culpability in an act that outrages the order of things. 

In another instance, the individual accounts for his own foibles. What 

c;iives the comic a strong sense of proportion however ls its commitment 
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to continuously corrective behavior. It encourages that temperament 

which observes itself while acting. 91 

This consideration of Burke's views on the dialectic of transcen-

dence, on the pivotal concepts of the tragic and the comic, will be 

reintroduced in the section pertaining to form and substance because, in 

Burke's view, various kinds of form pertain to the dialectic of the Upward 

way and to the pollution-purification-redemption cycle and also because 

the very ambiguity of substance necessitates an understanding of how 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are merged. 

Kenneth Burke's approach to form and substance has dialectic very 

much in mind. As concerns form, he stresses the progressive and repeti-

tive kinds as especially applicable respectively to the dialectics of 

ascent and to the salvatlonal cycle. He dwells at some length on "the 

total drama as agon"--the dramatic alignment or "what vs. what" which 

incorporates the principles of dialectic opposltion--and then considers, 

on another level of analysis, a literary work, poetry especially, in its 

dialectical relation to the issues inherent in its historical context, that 

ls, as a strat.egy for the encompassing of a situation. As concerns 

substance, Burke examines the paradoxes of thinking of a thing both in 

terms of what it is in itself and what it is extrinsically. The very ambi-

guities of substance, he concludes, invite dialectical activity. In this 

regard, Burke utilizes the pentad as "dialectical substance;" for the 

five-termed framework is based upon the dialectical necessity of locating 
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and defining something ln relation to something else. And, finally, Burke 

puts form and substance together in the critical sense that the dramatist, 

with his acute understanding of the grammar of thought, ls able to drive 

to the core of a philosophy's system and pentadically expose its internal 

inconsistencies. A discussion of the dialectics of form and substance 

should heighten the appreciation of the major implications just previewed. 

In the exposition of the dialectical aspects of progressive and 

repetitive form and the agon, 1t ls important to review Burke's overall 

perspective of the subject. Form ls defined by him in Counter-Statement 

as an arousing and fulfillment of desires. 92 "A work has form In so far as 

one part of It leads a reader to anticipate another part, to be gratified in 

the sequence." 93 Most notably, this view emphasizes human participa-

tion. It lends credence to Plato's assertion that poetry feeds and waters 

the passion, and It tacitly honors Aristotle's notion of catharsis by re-

garding poetry as "relief" from the burdens of verbalization. 94 To 

elaborate, the poet ls '"cleansed' of his 'extra-poetic materiality'," says 

Burke, "when he hits upon his theme and starts to track down its lmplica-

tions. "95 He is cleansed, secondly, "when he becomes so deeply 

involved in his symbol system that in effect it takes over, and a new 

quality or order of motives emerges from it ... 95 And, finally, he is 

cleansed through the attainment of a goal, which brings fulfillment. 97 

There is, however, another direction in which the cathartic moves. 

For tragedy, from which catharsis springs, also Involves the audience. 
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It persecutes the audience, says Burke, so that.!! may be purged as well. 

That ls, tragedy arouses tensions in the audience and then provides for 

the release. 98 (It is important to note at this point that Burke's desire 

to chart the effects of literature-as-symbolic-action on both the writer 

and reader implies attention to the "intentional" and "affective" critical 

orientations, and yet he also considers the poem, drama or literary 

product per se in and for itself. This would seem to suggest that the 

dramatist is attempting to overcome the fallacies associated with the 

restricted approaches to imaginative and creative offerings, in particular 

the critical appraisals addicted solely to the author's motives or to the 

psychological impact of the work upon its readership or listenership. )99 

Dialectic comes to be involved In progressive and repetitive form 

because, in the first case, It is inextricably tied to the movement of the 

Upward way and because, in the second case, it bears upon the cyclical 

phenomenon that Burke calls "the rhetoric of rebirth." Progressive form 

in poetry, the novel and drama thrusts both the author and reader into the 

pollution-purification-redemption movement, inducing them symbolically 

to travel the route from hell, through purgatory, to heaven or some other 

desired state. 100 This form, as Burke contends, has the force of inevi-

tability. In a syllogistic progression, "everything falls together," as in 

the sense of premises forcing a conclusion. 101 Those absorbed in the 

work feel the rightness of the conclusion, and even accept the legitimacy 

of a reversa1. l02 (Burke's idea about logic concerning "patterns of 
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experience," as Ross Winterowd has suggested, requires a dialectical 

approach to form. )103 In qualitative progression, the movement from 

stage to stage is subtler than in the syllogistic mode; it lacks the anti-

cipatory nature of the first. But the reader is nevertheless prepared to 

accept a particular condition or point of view. 104 He is prepared by way 

of an intermediate commitment which leads him to the acceptance of a 

more significant idea. The dialectical dialogues of Plato's Phaedrus, 

Dante's Journey in Divine Comedy and the tragic advance of actions and 

events in Sophocles' Oedipus Rex depend upon progressive form to move 

from a state of depravity, degradation or confusion through the purgatorial 

dialectic of conflicting desires, voices, ideas, etc., all of them partial, 

to the vision of the Good, or of heaven, or of the scheme of things, or 

the order that one has violated through the consequences of one's exces-

sive pride. 105 

Dialectic comes to be associated with repetitive form when such 

form is translated into a rhetoric of rebirth. 106 Here, the dialectical 

concept of "nisus," of the returning to the sources of one's being, emer-

ges in the symbolic action of poetry, which carries the poet and reader 

alike through the pollution-purification-redemption sequence. Of crucial 

concern to Burke is the poet's need to authenticate his real self, to 

establish an identity based upon a unity of being. The poet's drive for 

redemption is a compelling quest for a "better" self, a more ideal or 

truer self that emerges only as the pain of guilt ls assuaged. In this 
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provides the mechanlsm for the eventual cleanslng or unburdening of 
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guilt necessary for regeneratlon. In the archetyi:al sense, poetry provides 

those pervasive lmages, motives, characters, terms and structures that 

demonstrate the truth of the perpetual search for the self. The poem 

stands as symbolic autobiography, chartlng the poet's quest for redemp-

tion, and, in a larger respect, this genre symbolizes the divine comedy 

of mankind engaged, through language, in a cyclical process of sin-

guilt-expiation-redemptlon. (A theme running from Counter-Statement 

through Permanence and Change, Attitudes toward History to The Philo-

sophy of Literary Form and lingering in the works on motives and logology 

is that of Ufe itself as a poem in compositlon.) 107 

Progressive and repetitive form are, of course, interrelated (as 

dialectically speaking are all of Burke's concepts) in the context of the 

salvational movement. Both imply the participation of the poet and his 

readership in the flow of the poem. Both kinds of form dialectically fuse 

the patterns of experience in the work with the patterns of experience 

known to writer, reader or auditor. 1 OB 

Along with the progressive and repetitive forms, Burke considers 

"the total drama as the agon," to have dialectical significance since it 

"is analytically subdivided into competing principles of protagonist and 

antagonist. 11109 Characteristic of the agon is the fact that characters in 
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opposition must ironically cooperate in some way to sustain their compe-

tition. This means, in effect, that "there is obviously a philosophic 

sense in which agon, protagonist and antagonist can each be said to 

exist implicitly in the others.,. l l O By this, Burke invokes the efficacy of 

the logical triad, of agon, protagonist and antagonist as "three in one." 111 

Thus, he inevit~bly draws upon the Hegelian formula that "everything is 

its other" to show, for example. that in the classic drama of opposition, 

say, Iago against Othello and Antony opposing Caesar, is to be found "the 

polar kind of otherness, as a certain kind of villainy Is Implicit in a 

certain kind of heroism, and vice versa." l l2 

In addition to an outrightly antithetical relationship there exists 

what Burke calls "synecdochlc otherness." l l 3 Whereas polar otherness 

is dissolved when opposites are harmonized, as In the manipulations of 

oxymoron and perspective by incongruity that fuse apparently contradic-

tory terms into a legitimately rational meaning, synecdochic otherness 

denotes the unification of things that are simply different from one another, 

not antithetical. "The beloved'& house is not opposite to the beloved, 

but merely different from the beloved, " says Burke, and yet "under dialec-

tical pressures • · . . any difference may come to be felt as an antithesis." 114 

To illustrate this point, Burke refers to the propensity of Marxists to drama-

tize the differences between bourgeois and proletarian as an antithesis. 

The fact that the agon is built around associational clusters--

members of pairs go together though they also contend with one another--
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means, in Burke's view, that the metaphor, as minor or incidental form, 

has dialectical status. In The Philosophy of Literary Form, Burke writes 

about the "cooperation of competing principles" and "the philosophic 

sense in which agon, protagonist and antagonist can each be said to 

exist implicitly in the others." 115 And in similar fashion in A Grammar of 

Motives, he applauds the metaphor as "a device for seeing something in 

of something else." 116 "It brings out," he adds, "the thisness of 

a that, or the thatness of a this." 117 Indeed, the poem lifts us dialec-

tically to the heights of its meaning and feeling by "shifting the images of 

its metaphors," and this "permits us to contemplate the subject from the 

standpoint of various objects," to see things "in terms not of~ other 

but of the other." 118 On the level of political conflict, the fact that 

protagonist can be motivated by the nature of the antagonist is exemplified 

in "the situating of socialist motives in resistance to capitalism, or the 

unifying effect of the Allied Nations' joint opposition to Hitler." l l 9 

That agon and associational cluster pertain to the issue of identity 

is soon enough apparent to those studying Burke's theory of dialectical 

substance. Which is to say that form seems to merge with substance 

when the dramatist goes about charting the "essence" of something by 

relating it to everything different or antithetical that comes into its ground 

or location. In the fashion of Coleridge, who, as Burke notes, "observed 

that rt vales are the opposite banks of the~ stream," the dramatist 

seeks the meeting place of extremes so as to shed new light on their 
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120 identity. With respect to the pentad, the ratios of the critical appara-

tus thus stand as a methodological form for the "tracking down" of 

motivational properties, and this, in tum, amounts to the consideration 

of "dialectical substance. " 121 

In one other major respect, dialectic bears upon the question 

of form. For the literary endeavor, be It poetry, novel, drama, etc. , Is 

in itself a form arising out of the problems of the historical context. In 

The Phllosophv of Llterarv Form, Burke begins his treatise by asserting 

that "critical and imaginative works are answers to questions posed by 

the situation in which they arose." 122 In fact, he continues, "they are 

not merely answers, they are strategic answers, stvllzed answers." 123 

This pronouncement, as those following Burke's critical development have 

realized, ls a significant departure from the earlier definition of form in 

Counter-Statement centering on the arousing and fulfilling of desires. A 

decade later, Burke contends that literary works. poetry especially, can 

be appraised "as the adopting of various strategies for the encompassing 

of sltuatlons. 11124 "These strategies," he adds, "size up the situation, 

name their structure and outstanding ingredients and name them in a way 

that contains an attitude towards them." 125 

On the grand scale of intellectual history, the author and his 

work, the poet and his poem, are engaged in the dialectic of the times; 

each creative endeavor ls a competing voice, as it were, in the parlia-

mentary wrangle of voices. Indeed, poets and novelists and playwrights 
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may be collaborating, whether they know it or not, in the perfecting of an 

assertion about the era or about the world. 126 Put another way, creative 

writers are involved in a cooperative competition when they present their 

variously stylized answers to the problems that gave rise to their works 

in the first place. The literary effort, in pitting itself against the scene, 

actually begs for feedback, for rebuttal. 127 A work's chart of meanings, 

as Burke suggests, is inadequate as a description of the scene (it cannot 

encompass the scene, that ls) unless the opponent's voice ls alive and 

vital enough to offer a response, to push the problem to '"collective 

revelation' to the maturing of which a vocal opposition radically contri-

butes. 11128 From this basis, as would be expected, Burke also champions 

the concepts and precepts of liberal democracy--the free flow of ideas, 

the give and take of opinions that competitively cooperate to sharpen 

man's policies in the realm of prudential conduct. Moreover, this entire 

line of argument also leads Burke to the inescapable conclusion that 

censorship, in stultifying the artist, implicitly impedes the dialectic of 

ideas which nourishes progressive civilizations. 129 

Imaginative and critical works, then, can be said to survive in 

the "maieutic" environment that Socrates fosters in the Platonic dialogues. 

Generally engaged in a dialectic on the predominant themes of the age, 

the artist is a kind of mid-wife of philosophical positions. 130 In keeping 

with this insight, Burke discusses "dialectic as dramatic," claiming that 

"we automatically have our perspective for the analysis of history which 
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is a 'dramatic' process, involving dialectical oppositions. 11 l3 l In this 

regard, the Constitution of the United States, as document, is explicable 

only as an answer or rejoinder "to assertions current ln the situation in 

which it arose. 11132 It ls part of "the 'unending conversation' that is 

going on at the point in history when we are born. 11133 (Burke's argument 

that the Constitution must be treated as an act in ,2 outside .!!_ comes 

to fruition ln A Grammar of Motives where said document serves as repre-

sentative idealistic anecdote. )134 

If dialectic plays a consequential role ln Burke's theory of form 

it is also of inestimable value to his theory of substance. Three matters 

are attended to in this particular analysis: first, speculations old and 

new about the nature of substance; second, Burke's position that dialec-

tic arises out of the ambiguities of substance; third, the pentad as 

dialectical substance. A discussion of these connections, unfortunately, 

merely touches the periphery of the topic of substance in the dramatistic 

system. Nevertheless, the major dialectical implications should emerge. 

11 In the old philosophies," as Burke observes, "substance was an 

,!£!: and a way of life is an acting-together, and in acting together, men 

have common sensations, concepts, images, ideas, attitudes that make 

them consubstantial. " 135 Here, Burke recalls aspects of Aristotelianism 

and Thomism and considers at great length the concept of II act" as the 

basis for a "new" rhetoric grounded in the processes of identification. 136 

The underlying significance of Burke's speculations about old and new 
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notions of substance is the shift of focus from a thing's enduring and 

indestructible qualities--that is, the essence of this rock and the irredu-

cible matter of this stone--to a thing's identity in terms of how it acts, 

what it makes, what it does. 137 To be sure, Burke originally argued in 

Permanence and Change for a return through symbolism to a philosophy of 

"being"--for a Spinozistic concern with man "sub specie aeternitatis. 11 138 

But this early request for the replacement of the metaphor of progress with 

the metaphor of a norm does not vitiate the dramatist's growing conviction 

that man's ultimate motive is to act in creative, synthetic ways. More-

over the fact that underneath it all the aims and genius of man have 

remained basically the same does not detract from the dramatist's conten-

tion that man's essence stems in part from linguistic "activity." Indeed 

the two seem to blend quite effectively. The permanent and transitory 

aspects of man's existence are of paramount concern to dramatism. The 

system itself, as a matter of fact, is anchored to the dialectical position 

that the self is a changeless yet changing identity. Each man makes 

himself a unique identity by acting upon the scene; but mankind per se 

struooles to restore, under new particularities, the same basic patterns 

of the good llfe. 139 

In reaching back to Aristotle and to Aquinas, Burke has retrieved 

not only the concept of act but also the notion of purpose, derived from 

the Staqirite' s entelechy and later adopted by Saint Thomas. The 
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influence of these sources· on the dramatist's theory of substance can be 

estimated, however, only within the context of Aristotle's views on the 

subject. 

Aristotle states in the Categories that substance is "that which 

is neither predicable of a subject nor present in a subject: for instance, 

the individual man or horde. " 140 He seems to mean that in the most 

basic sense of the word, "ousia", substance is the concrete individual 

thing and the stuff of which it is made. 141 Elsewhere in the Categories, 

the Stagirlte contends that essences or natures are substances, and the 

more qualities they comprise the more substantial they really are. He 

suggests, in addition, that what is capable of independent existence, of 

self-sufficiency, is a substance, i.e. , the concrete, individual thing. 142 

Aquinas, in the Aristotelian tradition, holds that there are many species 

of bodily substances. He means the different kinds of inanimate material, 

such as wood, gold and water, plus all the species of plants and animals. 

Within each species, he asserts, there is the substantial form of dog, 

horse, and so on. 143 Both thinkers, however, are noted for approaching 

essence in the entelechial sense. That is, all things are said to have a 

purpose which they strive vitalistically to achieve. The essence of a 

thing, therefore, consists in the form which lt has achieved. 

From this tradition, Burke salvages the notion of entelechy. As 

the dramatist theorizes, the entelechial motive is built into that phenom-

enon of abstraction: language, and this motive takes shape as an 
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overwhelmino need for perfection. Burke's reasoning generally follows 

this pattern: man tries to make himself over In the image of his distinc-

tive trait, which Is linguistic activity, and this being the case he will 

endeavor to Imitate the idea of himself that comes with symbolic capa-

city.144 

The dlalecucs of substance emerge, as Burke suggests, because 

the entire Issue of a thing's essence or identity involves ambiguities. 

Aa a matter of fact, It involves a fundamental paradox of thinking of a 

thino both In terms of what It ls In itself and what It 1s extrinsically. 

•A child both ls and Is not one with Its parents, .. says Burke. 145 "It Is 

both part of and separate from Its parents." 146 Ukewlse, "men are not 

only In~;• they also develop through the languaoe motive a culture 

that becomes • a 'second nature' with them. • 14 7 Furthermore, they 

•confront the amblQU1Uea of a substance, since symbolic communication 

la not merely external Instrument, but also Intrinsic to men as aoents. 

Ita motivational properties characterize both 'the human situation' and 

what men are 'ln themselves.·• 148 

The Irony of dialectical substance la explicit, says Burke, since 

It •derives lta character from the systematic contemplation of the antl-

nomlea attendant upon the fact that we necessarily define a thlno In 

tarma of a01Deth1nO else.• 149 In the development of Christian thouoht, 

for aampJe, the devil la seen ea an an99l, else one could not lmaolne 

•• comman CJl'OUlld 1n which the two c;ireat confllcUno motives, good and 
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evil, can join battle."lSO Similarly, the concept of "Belnt;," has no 

deslonated oround unless put Into the larger context with lts dialectical 

opposite, • Not Belno. "l S 1 

For Burke, "dialectical substance" serves as "the overall category 

of dramatlsm, which treats of human motives In the terms of verbal 

action." 152 And yet to get at this substance, where the essence of any-

thtno ts equal to the sum of Its attributes, there must be a critical tool 

or method, a logologlc which coordinates all of the elements of act, 

scene, aoent, agency and purpose and locates the constituents of a 

lanouaoe situation. ln this respect, the pentad employs the dialectical 

ratios of Its terms to comprehend the substance of man through the treat-

ment of his verbal action In relation to the scenes In which they took 

place. •This five-pronged approach; as Marie Hochmuth Nichols has 

noted, • operates to locate In Act, Scene, AQent, AQency and Purpose the 

lntevrated pattern of any experience, and to trace out the location In 

which ldentlflcatlons are possible." lSJ 

In the critical sense, the dramatist employs the pentad and ratios 

to unravel the casuistries of philosophical schools. Every major phllo-

1opby, ha• vrounded itaelf 1n one of the five terms in relation to the other 

four. The fundamental nature of the five terms, says Burke, makes it 

poHlble to canprehend a world-view H basically a symbolic construct, 

utterly dependent upon a certain orammar. 154 Aa with the Aristotelian 

dialectician, who finds lt possible, knowlno the laws of thouoht, to 
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scrutinize the conduct of demonstration without having to know the 

special subject, Burke's dramatlst-dlalectlclan purports to scrutinize the 

conduct of any philosophical position by "Inquiring Into the purely internal 

relaUonahJps which the five terms bca~ to one ,mother ... " 15 5 The laws 

of thought, for Burke, thus translate Into the grammar Inherent In the 

pentad. From another critical angle, the dramatist Is also a kind of 

1Cant1an transcendental dlalectlclan, exposing the foct that philosophical 

claim and counter-claim. thesis and antithesis. might be viewed as 

equally plausible or equally spurious, though the respective proponents 

of these claims would argue for supremacy In what the semanticists would 

call a two-valued world. ln effect. the dramatist Is concerned with the 

internal consistency or 1ncons1stency of a "weltanschauung." The analy-

sis takes place apart from empirical verification. The dramatist, as pen-

tadlc dlalecticlan, critiques with the ratios of terms always In mind, 

•considering their posslbllltles of transformation, their range of permuta-

tions and comblnauons--and then to see how these various resources 

flvure In actual statements about human motives." 156 Thus, for example, 

Burke's grammar, when put to the test of examining the Marxian calculus, 

comes upon the antlnomic aspects of the Ideology. "The belief In the 

withering away of the state . . . , • as Burke observes, "does seem to 

violate a law of vrammar. For no continuity of social act Is possible 

without a corresponding social status; and the many different kinda of act 
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make for corresponding classifications of status." 157 
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From this discussion of "dialectical substance" there has emeroed 

the point that Burke's pentad emphasizes "Act"; among the five terms, It 

Is the one perspective that maintains a philosophical neutrality for the 

orammar, that preserves Its skepucal-crl llcal mission In a world still 

ripe with metaphysical and ontological commitments. And It Is surely no 

coincidence that "Act" Implies choice, which Aristotle regarded as tho 

ortoln of action. For dramallsm, as Burke conce Ives It, stresses action 

as opposed to mere moUon; for lan9ua9e, being a fundamentally moral 

activity, Is intimately Involved with beliefs, attitudes and feelings. 

Lanouaoe ls a valuauve medium that makes possible the development of 

ethics. 158 

Ethics ls one of the four cateoorles that comprise Burke's project--

the others are poeUcs, orammar and rhetorlc--and It, too, sparkles with 

dialectical lmpllcatlons. In I ts most profound appllcatlon, dialectic as 

Burke puts It, •coaches the realm of values." Seen In another lioht, it 

permeates the issue of reasonableness: for men constantly enoaoe in the 

glve and take of disputation over matters of rloht and wrono. They need 

to feel that their society ls Just and prudent In Its alms and In Its methods. 

It ls to this end, the promulgation of a dialectic of reasonableness 

wlthln the clramatlstic framewOl'k, that Burke accents the need fOI' a 

perapectlve of perspectlves--a synthesis of the partial perspectives put 
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forth by men ln the heat of symbolic battle. In his opinion, a perspective 

of perspectives Is the culmination of the dialectic of competing Ideas and 

incorporates those aspects of each philosophy or political program amen-

able to unity with all the others. The aim Is to take the various factions 

up the ladder of abstraction, which language Is capable of providing, 

until the essentials of each position are harmonized In some transcendent 

ideal. •From the standpoint of this total form (this perspective of per-

spectives),• says Burke, "none of the participating sub-perspectives can 

be treated as either precisely right or precisely wrong.• 159 "When the 

dlalectlc ls properly formed." he continues. "they are the number of 

characters needed to produce the total development.• 1 &O 

What Burke contends about the synthesizing function of a per-

spective of perspectives relates both to the agon and to perspective by 

lncon;rulty. The former, as Burke a aense of rever-

ence foe nature as a kind of experiential feedback that helps man to hone 

bls conduct. For •the dialectic (agonlatlc) approach to knowledge,• 

Burke, •1s throUQh the .1£1 of assertion, whereby one the klnd 

of knowled9e that Is the reciprocal of hla act. • 161 It ls not Just men, 

therefore, but also nature that fl;ures In the testin; of an assertion. 

•Men can ao arTan;e It that nature ;Ives clear, thou9h lmpartlal and 

Impersonal to their queatlona, • Burke contend•, and "the dlalec-

Ucal motives behind such methods usually escape our detection, thou9h 
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we get a glimpse of them when Galileo speaks of experimental testing as 

an ordeal. • 162 

Perspective by incongruity, for its part, produces new insights 

through the interaction of terms upon one another, as does the metaphor on 

the stylistic level. txtrapolallng this phenomenon Into deliberative affairs, 

however, it ls soon evident that tho parliamentary Jangle of voices conduces 

to a cooperative effort (the cooper11t1on of competition) to forge widely-

accepted policies for a given society. The loy.:il opposltlon Is cherished 

not only because It upholds the legitimacy of the democratic procedure but 

also because it stands as a strenuous check ag111nst the flimsy specula-

tions that one's own side ls capable of. "'A llnguuuc approach to human 

relations,• says Burke. ·would probably be happiest with democracy, of 

all political systems, since democracy comes nearest to being the 

lnsUtutlonallzed equivalent of dialectical processes ..... l 63 Although 

this form of government 11 someumes burdened by the "partial tyraMy" of 

the mass media, which exerts •great rhetorical pressure upon their readers 

without at the same Ume teaching how to discount such devices . . . , " 

it can neverthele11 be said "that ideal democracy does allow all voices 

to participate In the dlal09ue of the state • • . • 164 

Dialectic, in Burke"s view, also has profound ethical implications 

f« the trevlc and the comic. As for the former, in dramatistic terms, "the 

act orvani&es the opposition (brings to the fora whatever factors resist 

or modify the act), that the agent thus 'suffers' this opposition, and as 
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he learns to take the oppositional motives Into account, widening his 

tenninoloqy accordingly, he has arrived at a higher order of understan-

dino. -165 

Similarly, the comic frame promotes a higher order of understanding 

because of lts dialectical Impetus as a "methodology of exposure" that 

demythtfles and demystifies things. The comic is at once a pragmatic 

orientation, free of 1deolog1cal entrapments. and a way of accommodating 

one's life to others. It Is a most magnanimous mental posture; for the 

comic entertains the dogma of all conceivable political and Ideological 

schools, seeking the extent of each one's contributions without succum-

bino to each one's exceases. 166 

Burke's commitment to the dialectics of deliberation Is In no small 

way a tribute to both Hegel and Dewey. The synthetic power of a per-

spective of perspectives ls based upon an Hegelian quest (or the whole 

picture, the complete vision that ultimately reconciles all the partial, 

disparate, conflicting claims ln a fragmented world. But the application 

of dialectic to liberal democracy and Its processes 1s most definitely a 

product of pre;mattsm, not German metaphysics. Dewey"s thoughts 

about moral and social agreement, while rooted in the triadic structure of 

Heoellan dialectic, coincide nevertheless with a tentative, experimental 

mentallty--an anti-authoritarian outlook emphaslzln9 the competition of 

Ideas as the most prudent way of eventually securtn9 a9reement on a 

common purpoae.167 
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Dtplectic s Methodology 

All of this comes into focus in a review of Burke's a Grammar of 

Motives by KeMelh D. Benne, who observes "that Burke's grammar is a 

methodol09y of practical Judgment--a methodology addressed to the for-

mulation of common decisions. common policies. common principles of 

conduct 1n situations broken apart by conflict between rival perspectives, 

al09ans and formulas of action." 168 

As tJus passage suggests. Burke's d1alect1cal propcns1Ues are 

lntertwtned With his methodology. Indeed, the methodology Is but a 

manifestation of Burke's own thinking process. On this point, the develop-

ment of the pentad ltaeU need only be considered. In an Interview with 

Daniel F09arty, Burke noted that this format w seems to have begun with a 

dialecUcal, many-angled examination of a problem ... l 69 "Inside [Burke's) 

own thinking process,• adds Fogarty, •he would state his case, refute 

bis statement and then formulate a compromise or a neutral, residual 

statement.• 170 To round out this process of inquiry, Burke turned to 

etymol09ical analysis (plus the study of punlng and Joyclng) and then 

proceeded to implement the symposium form of dialectic. "It ls as 

thouQh Burke were a five- or slx-man discussion group. taking all the 

apeaklnQ parts himseU until he has sifted the best resultant formulation 

ol. the idea 1n quesUon.• 171 In correspondence with Fogarty, Burke 

states: 



Ideally, all the various 'voices' are partisan rhetoricians 
whose partial voices 'competitively cooperate' to form the 
position of the dlal09ue as a whole (a position that transcends 
all the partial views of the participants, though there may be 
a Socratic voice that ts prtmus .!nW pares). 172 
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In sum, ••the train of thought' in Burke's writings more nearly 

approximates pantaJogue than anything else--meantng that Burke himself 

becomes all possible voices or facets of any topic under discussion," 173 

Perhaps It Is this very propensity to embrace all of the possible arguments 

on a olven topic that has led Burke's most astute critics to see him as the 

Incarnation of 'homo d1alect1cus, · about whom A Gr.Jmmar of Motives Is 

concerned. To this oround--Burke's dialectical approach to motives--

have advanced the most challenging objections to the dramatist's methods 

and results. Abraham Kaplan Hid It most effectively when he commented 

that Burke's claim that only through the dialectical perspective (which ls 

a form of •poeuc realism• about nature and knowledoe) can motive be 

understood •1s not In tum to be refuted dialectically, but wlll be met 

more and more adequately as the sciences of personality and Interpersonal 

relations develop ••. Kaplan qualified his defense of such sciences 

to mean, not mere motion, but the lnteortty of those disciplines seekino 

to expand knowled9e throu9h employment of observational procedures and 

experiential controls •whJch are applicable to man as to the rest of 

nature . • 175 
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Dialectic and Burkelan Rhetoric 

What hos been said of dialectic's role In the methodology of 

dramatlsm can also be sold of Its importance to the Burkelan rhetoric. 

Although he espouses a "new" rhetoric, Burke is, nevertheless, steeped 

In the classical trad1t1on--a tradition that sustains the indlspenslble 

lnterrelaUonshlp of rhetoric and dialectic In treating the realm of public 

affairs. As Marie Hochmuth Nichols has said of Burke: "No modern 

critic has done more to make meaningful the opening of words of the 

Aristotelian Rhetoric: 'Rhetoric 1s the counterpart of Dialectic ... ,l 76 

For Aristotle, of course, both types of discourse are rooted in the 

realm of opinion, or "doxa•: this implies a realm of probability, where 

things are for the most part true but may be otherwise. 177 In this respect, 

both rhetoric and dialectic bear upon the ethical branch of politics (though 

dialectic has a para-scientific funcuon in leading the astute learner to 

the vrasp of the first principles of the theoretical fields). And yet dlalec-

Uc must precede rhetoric as Inquiry into the philosophical grounds of a 

course of acuon, a pollcy, to be eventually promoted by artful, persua-

sive means. In Aristotle' 1 view, as Richard Weaver has remarked, "there 

la a branch of dlalectlc which contributes to 'choice or avoidance, ' and 

lt la with this that rhetoric la regularly found Joined. " 178 "Generally 

apeakln9, • ea Weaver continue a, "this la a rhetoric involving questions 

of policy, and the dialectic which precedes it will determine not the 

appllcaUan of po1lt1ve terms but that of terms which are subject to the 
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contingency of evaluation. Here dialectical Inquiry will concern itself 

not with what is 'iron' but with what Is good. 00179 

With this Aristotelian context In mind. the dialectical Implications 

of Burke's rhetorical theory should rise to their full signlUcance. Two 

avenues of analysis are undertaken. First. d lalectlcal inquiry serves as 

the philosophical grounds for rhetoric. Here. In eUect, Burke's explana-

tion of the relationship of dialectic to rhetoric coincides with studies on 

rhetoric and dialectic made by scholars such as Richard Weaver. Mortimer 

Adler, Chaim Perelman and Maurice Natanson. Second, dialectic provides 

the critique of philosophical schools as rhetor1cal-ar9umentat1ve systems. 

In this respect, Burke's 9rammat1cal treatment of "the various schools as 

langu119es, - I 80 of the various philosophic Id I oms as modes of appea 1, 

COrTeaponda to Chaim Perelman's observation that "the 9oal of philosophy 

la to influence the mind and win Its a9reement, rather than to perform 

purely formal transformations of propositions." 18 1 

As for the first avenue of analysis, Burke's dialectic serves as 

phlloaophlcal grounds for rhetoric because: (I) lt Is an inquiry Into the 

meanings of terms; (2) the inquiry has consequences for the world of 

action-the contingent realm of prudential conduct: (3) the Inquiry, In Its 

most profound theoretical sense, alms toward the clarification of the 

concept of Justice, whose realiutlon ts then pursued rhetorically. These 

matten shall be attended to 1n the above-mentioned order, but an lnltlal 
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consideration of the "preliminary" function of dialectic (to rhetoric) ls 

needed to put everything Into proper perspective. 

As Maurice Natanson, In drawing upon the writing of Richard 

Weaver, has observed. dialectic must come to be accepted not as the 

•art of loc;i1cal discussion but In the much broader sense of the conceptual 

ordering of propositions Into coherent structures of a priori nature." 182 

Here ls the point where, according to both Wcilvcr and Natanson, rhetoric 

and dialectic are united and. most Importantly. where dlillectlc begins to 

build up rhetoric's ph1losoph1cal basis. 183 ror '"dialectic in this sense 

la no longer 'argumentative 1nqu1ry.'" states Na tan son ... but rather . . . 

philosophical 1nqu1ry. • 184 •the un1flcat1on of rhetoric and dialectic." 

he adds, ·1• really the rapprochement between philosophy and rhetoric 

because dialectic Is given a unique Interpretation: dialectic constitutes 

the true philosophy of rhetoric. •185 1n his review of the classical rela-

tionship• of dialectic and rhetoric, Natanson observes that for Plato "good 

rhetoric ••• presupposes dialectic• as "persuasion presupposes truth." 186 

Moreover, for Aristotle, "dialectic has as its object the achievement of 

knowledge; rhetoric, persuasion. Dialectic strives for and may achieve 

"eplateme: rhetoric 'daxa. •• 187 

The case that Natanson presents, 1n sum, centers on the theoreti-

cal nature of rhetoric as legitimized through dialectic. And thus he ls 

Justifiably cbavrtned over the contemporary tendency to ignore the essen-

Ual link between the two • in favor of the pcagmaUc subject matter with 
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the result that the theoretical nature of rhetoric Is obscured ... 188 But 

KeMeth Burke ls certainly not one of those perpetuating the sophistical 

lma9e of the rhetorical art. On the contrary, the dramatist, as with 

Natanson, ls fully aware of the philosophical underpinnings of rhetoric. 

•Burke's ls a substantive rhetoric," remarks Marie Hochmuth Nichols, 

•not a rhetoric of techniques, although he does not omit techniques alto-

9ether. • 189 In the following passage concerning Greek and Roman sources, 

Burke lends credence to Natanson's thesis: 

Or dialectic could be treated as the ground of rhetoric, hence 
as not merely verbal. but 1n the realm of the universal order, 
9uldln9 the rhetorician In his choice of purposes (as we noted 
With respect to Augustine). Cicero himself stressed the notion 
that, since the rhetorician must also be adept In logic and 
wordly knowledge, such universal aptitude Is lntrlns 1c to his 
eloquence. 190 

Burke's consideration of dialectic as the philosophical basis of 

rhetoric emer9es ln another manner, however. for A Grammar of Motives, 

which amounts to a dialectic on dialectic, ls as much a theoretical under-

plnnin9 for the •new" rhetoric of A Rhetoric of Motives as It ls an 

M9wnentaUve whlrl19l9 with purtflcatory Impact that prepares for the 

latter work's hierarchical ascent and ultimate redemptlon. 191 

Burke's commitment to the dialectical foundations of rhetoric, It 

ls here s1199ested, necessitates his Inquiry Into the meanln9 of terms. 

In accord with Adler, Weaver, Natanson, and Charles Feldelson, the 

dramatist realizes that the lan91.1a9e of dlalecUc arises "in vacuo•--

apart, that Is, from emplrtcal referents. Furthermore, Burke comprehends 
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the fact that dialectical terms are for the most part, value-laden and that 

such terms are "meaningful" only on a relational basls--that is, through 

assessment of the linguistic Interplay of opposites and apposltes. 192 

To recall Burke's reliance upon the dialectical ratios of the pentad, he 

concentrates on the "purely Internal relationships which the five terms 

bear to one another ... ·· and means ·· by a Grammar of motives a concern 

with the terms alone, without reference to the ways In which their poten-

Ualltlea have been or can be uttllzed in actual statements about motives ... l 93 

Burke'• view of dialectic as "'linguistic transformation," his Intrin-

sic appreciation of llnoulstlc structures, Is akin In spirit to the common 

posltlon of Adler, Feldelson, Natanson and Weaver that dialectic takes 

place apart from the facts of the empirical world. Dialectic, as Adler 

puts lt, 

lnvestlgates meanln9 in terms of lan9ua9e, In terms of the 
funcUonin9 of symbols--a phenomenol09y of the process by 
which words, or other symbols, come to have the various 
meanln9s they do have. No problems are solved. They are 
clarlfled by enumerat1n9 the many meanln9s of the word 
meanln9 Itself . 194 

And he adds that, 

D1alecUc la a proceu of thlnkin9 which never seeks the 
truth 1n the empirical sense, althoUQh accidentally It is 
often concluded by the intrusion of •facts." It would be more 
accurate to say that facts stop or destroy dialectic; they do 
not furnish dialectic with a l09ical conclusion, and lt ls 1n 
this latter sense that dialectic does not alm at empirical 
truth.195 

Drawin9 upon the observations of Adler, Ch 1.-les Feidelson, some 

years later, contends that, 



Dialectic works backward from logical dilemmas by finding 
the more Inclusive statement under which opposing concepts may 
be reconciled. It assumes that the conflict Is entirely within 
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the universe of discourse. that the problem Is produced by the 
relationship of terms and does not Involve a 'question of fact., 196 

For his part, Maurice Natanson offers "the new enriched concep-

tion of dlalectlcN as a concern •not with facts but with the theoretical 

structure that Is logically prior to fact." 197 And Richard Weaver, In his 

examination of the purely conceptual nature of dialectic (which, as 

Natanson points out. "leads to a notion of rhetoric as applicative or 

prectlcel"). 198 concludes that "tho ur9ency of facts is never a dialectical 

concern. • 199 

Thia cavalcade of quotations about tho conceptual autonomy of 

the dialectical enterprise has been presented with two purposes In mind; 

flrat, It puts Burke Into eminent company and stresses a sizeable alliance 

of those who have 9raaped the special symbolic nature of the method, 

and, second, 1t eatabllshes the strain of anti-positivism that Burke 

shares wlth these scholars. 

AlthOUQh KeMeth Burke la not of the so-called "Symbolist" school 

of crltlciam--ln IM Philg•ophy 2!. Uterary Form, for example, he objects 

•to 'symbolism' ea a label, because 1t auc;i9esta too close a link with a 

particular school of poetry, the Symbolist Movement," which implies 

•the unreality of the world in which we 11ve•200--hia approach to dialec-

tic nonetheleH implies a klnd of symbollat orientation. In effect, Burke 

with Just cited a view of dialectic as en extraordinary 
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symbolic affair devoted to intellectual strife llS a means to intellectual 

hannony, that ls, agreement at some level of definition. This symbolic 

affair ls insulated from the empirical world; for dialectic, ln Burke's 

oplnlon, as ln the opinion of the others, involves a universe of discourse 

that constructs the • 1ogos·· to be eventually "rhetorlzed" by resort to all 

the available, artful means of persuasion. The emphasis, therefore. ls 

upon knowledge and not upon the presentation of emplrlcc1l data. 2 O 1 The 

dlalectlclan focuses upon the internal coherence of theses rather than 

upon, as Feldelson puts It, "the external correspondence of the medium ... 2o2 

Indeed, dialectic may be considered, as It ls by Weaver, ··an Intellectual 

th1119• since lt involves the reconc111atlon of extremes aside from the 

rhetoric that seeks to promote good action, to Implement policy In the 

social world. 203 •The crucial defect of dialectic alone," In Weaver's 

eaUmauon, •1a that It ends 1n what might be called social agnostlcism.204 

The dialectician knows. but he knows 1n a vacuum; or, he knows, but he 

la without knowledge of how to act ... zos 

Reflecting upon Burke's grammar and rhetoric of motives, with 

Weaver's observations in mind, it now appears that the dramatist's initial 

work on motivation ls unresolved precisely because it ls "a thing" and 

that hla rhetoric moves toward closure because lt offers, ln symbolic 

action, the path to redemption. For lt ls rhetorical activity, not dialectic, 

that induces the vision with myth and metaphor, though dialectic lnltlates 

the process, at least for Socrates and Plato, at the level of logical 
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dlscuaslon and def1nltlon. In the sense of Burke's own development, thls 

means a contrast between A Grammar of Motlves as "methodological 

medltetlon• and A Rhetoric of Motives as "exhortation ... 206 

The atraln of anU-poalUvlsm in Burke, as in Weaver and Chaim 

Perelman, la baaed upon the common charge that those who intend to 

scienU&e language fall to comprehend tho points that rhetorical terms have 

funcUons for exhortauon and command and that d1c1lect1c deals with defi-

nition rather than wllh empirical voriflcauon. ZO? As Burke writes in b 

Gryunar .szl Mouyes: 
. . • one may discern the . . . pattern of embarrasment 

behind the contemporary ldeel of a language that will best 
promote good action by enUrely eliminating the element of 
exhortaUon or •command." Insofar as such a project suc-
ceeded, lla terms would Involve a narrowing of circumference 
to the point where the principle of personal action is eliminated 
from languaoe, so that act could follow from it only as a non-
sequitur, a kind of humanitarian after-thought. For the principle 
of personal action would Ue completely outside the circum-
ference of the terms ... 208 

Nowhere la Burke's position more forcefully made than in a blt1ng 

critique of ICorzybskian semantics for its strictly referential stance. 

Su99esuno that Korzybski cannot grasp the purely linguistic operations of 

dialectic, Burke says that what bothers him always "is the conviction 

that Korzybski is continually beino driven by the nature of his keen intui-

tion to orope beyond the borders of his terminology •• 209 Korzybski, 

Burke canUnuea, needs • "consclousneas of dialectic ln general (a 

conaclousneaa that would be manifest not merely ln a general policy or 
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attitude of skepticism as regards language, but by a detailed analysis of 

llnQuistlc aptitudes and embarrassments). "Z l O Thus Burke objects to 

Korzybski's stilted emphasis upon the correspondence of words to the 

empirical world, upon the sclenUzatlon of language which translates "the 

problems of action Into terms of motion. 0211 As Burke constantly reminds 

his readership, "all enterprises arc dialectical which would cure us 

throoQh the medium of words--and all the more so If their words would 

cure us by training us In the distrust of words ... 212 And yet the logical 

consequence of Korzybsklan semantics Is that .. .1 truly 'scientific' cure 

ab extra would be such as corrected a false Idea by a drug, glandular 

operation, and the like. But purely linguistic operations, such as those 

involved ln the use of the ·· structural differential, are wholly dlalec-

Ucal.• 213 

lt ls not surprlslnQ that Richard Weaver, In The Ethics .2! Rhetoric, 

should point to Burke's statement about rhetoric as exhortation and com-

mand;214 for Weaver himself has warned of the "peculiar craftiness of 

those who ask us to place our faith In the neutrality of their discourse. •Z 15 

•we caMot deny,• he continues, "that there are degrees of objectivity 

ln the reference of speech. But this ls not the same as an assurance 

that a vocabulary ol reduced meanlnQS wlll solve the problems of man-

kind. Similarly, Chaim Perelman's •new rhetoric" berates the posltl-

vlat (as well a• the rationalist) ortentaUon for attempting to sclentlze 

laa9,u19e, and he notes that It ls rhetorical reason that operates In the 
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realm of the probable, the contingent and the plauslble--the realm of de-

liberative affairs. 217 

What this all leads up to Is the Identification of Burke, Weaver 

Perelman, Natanson, Adler, Feldelson and all other such scholars sensi-

tive to the nuances of the dialectical process as an antl-sclentlstlc 

school reJectlnq the Idea that every linguistic utterance should be amenable 

to empirical proof. Which ls to say that logical positivism and Its off-

shoots seem to have denigrated rhetoric ond dialectic by preoccupying 

philosophers with the conviction that only "verifiability" Oater modified 

to •tesUbllity") could serve as the criterion of meaningfulness. 218 To 

counter this movement both Burke and Weaver have reached back to the 

classical occupation of def1nltlon as the essential factor In a dialectic 

of morals and values. As Weaver puts It, "dialectic 1 s prlmarl ly con-

cerned with deflnlnq.• 219 Which Is to say that "the def1nltlon of non-

emplrlcaJ terms ls ltsell a dialectical process. • 220 In this regard, offers 

Weaver, Socrates and Plato are best remembered as "namers; for both 

tried to define 'Justice' or 'Jove' by now widening, now narrowln9 the 

cate9orles . •. • 221 Eaaenttally, the dlalectlclan's exercise of definition 

•takes the farm of an ar9wnent which must prove that the deflniendium is 

one thln9 and not another. The limits of the definition are thus the 

boundary between the thin9 and the not-thin9. 

That Burke uses the claaalc theory of species and 9enera in his 

own dialectical invest19aUons is aJt09ether apparent to readers of 
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A Grammar .2! Motives. 223 Here, Burke's theory of defining ultimately 

expends to the order of words, grammatical function and growth of vocab-

ulary and then to the four kinds of definition most capable of fostering 

amb19uity: contextual definition, derivatlonal definition. circumference 

shifting and scope-reduction-deflection. 224 Thus. Burke Is both mindful 

of the drive toward accuracy manllested by the classical phllosophers In 

their ratlonallstlc way and the modem Insight that language Is pregnant 

with ambl9uity, which Is often a blessln9 rather than a burden (witness 

Burke's concern with the terms that clearly reveal the strategic spots at 

which ambiguities necessarlly arise). 225 

Thus far, this discussion has centered on the self-contained 

nature of dialectic--the symbolic universe of discourse that Burke seems 

to have vrasped, alol'IQ with the other theorists mentioned, in the most 

profound sense. Moreover. this discussion has proceeded within the 

la,ver frame of dialectic as Inquiry into the meanin9 of terms, and this 

Jarver frame, in twn, ls bounded by the more general issue of dialectical 

inquiry as the philosophical ;rounds for rhetoric. The next step ln the 

examinaUon of dialectic H inquiry Into the meaning of terms is the con-

slderaUon of the terms themselves. That is, if the dlalecUcal enterprise, 

as the prelude to effective rhetoric, constitutes an autonomous universe 

of discourse, then what is rhetoric"s primary subject matter? The answer, 

H previously is values I 
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Burke's argument about the hortatory, attitudinal nature of rhetoric 

implies that the so-called "sc1entizers" of language have relied upon the 

naming or definitional mission of the classic dialectic to an extreme. 

Those supporting "the ideal of a purely ·neutral' vocabulary. free of emo-

tional weightings" he observes, try "to make a totality out of a fragment, 

'till that which suits a part infects the whole. "' 2 2 6 This observation, 

made in 1941 1n The Phllosophy 9! Literary form, ls ultimately refined 

over two decades later In Languaae M Symbolic Action from the maturing 

dramatist's perspective: 

We might begin by stressing the distinction between a 
•sclentlstic• and a •dramatlsUc" approach to the nature of 
language. A "sc1ent1suc• approach begins with questions 
of nem1ng. or de!in I lion. Or the power of language to define 
and describe may be viewed as derivative: and 1ts essential 
function may be treated as attitudinal or hortatory: attitudinal 
as with expressions of complaint, fear, gratitude. and such; 
hortatory as with commands or requests. or. in general. an 
instrument developed through its use 1n the social processes 
of cooperation and competition ... 22 7 

Though by no means mutually exclusive, the two approaches, says 

Burke, diverge ln that the scienUstlc •builds up the edlflce of language 

with primary stress upon a proposition such as 'It.!!, or it J.! .!lQ!'" while 

the dramatistlc •puts the primary stress upon such hortatory expressions 

aa 'thou lblh, or thou shalt nm- 1 " 228 

Burke's concern for the valuative hinge of both dialectic and 

rhetoric finds ample support ln the works of Perelman and Weaver. The 

former, foe instance, returns to the topics of Aristotle, to the dialectical 
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proofs. in order to find a logic of value Judgments for the conduct of the 

Judicial system--that ls. the role of rhetorical argument in Jurisprudence. 229 

The ooal of lawyers. as well as philosophers. Is to influence the mind and 

win aoreement, notes Perelman, and not to "perform purely formal trans-

formations of proposlUons. "230 This being the case, their active rhetoric 

must be orounded In a dialectic that offers a plethora of tactical vantage-

points. 231 The latter, JUchard Weaver. returns to Pl<1to' s Phaedrus to 

contend that both rhetoric and d1aloctlc are un1ntellig1ble unless such 

modes of discourse pertain to ethical matters, which In Plato's view means 

the ultimate concept of the Good. 232 Or, as Ralph T. Eubanks and Virgil 

L. Baker have put lt: "In a word, the central function of rhetoric Is to 

crystallize and transmit human values, the 'what-lors' of a culture. Put 

another way, rhetoric la purposive speech about the human condition. "233 

But such a rhetoric, to recall Natanson'a thesis, "truly becomes them 

lt was ortoinalJy Intended to be" so long as It "sustains ltaell ... in 

and throuoh its involvement with dlalect1c= 234 This means a dialectic 

understood as the phUoaophy of rhetoric investigating matters such as 

•1tnowledoe, existence, communication and value ... 235 

Values, in tum, become meaningful in discourse only because the 

terms employed have a relational status; that la, terms such as "Justice," 

•beauty,• •prtvUeve," and "virtue," are conceptualized with reference to 

opposites or apposltes or, Richard Weaver has suggested, with refer-

eaoe to •their neQatlvas or 236 
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Burke exhibits his comprehension of the status of valuatlve terms 

when charting the structure of H. B. Parkes' Marxism: An Autopsy. The 

dramatist discusses the concept of "freedom relative to necessity ... 237 

"Freedom, as the dialectical counterpart of 'necessity,•" he contends, 

"may be treated as either In opposition to 'necessity' or In apposition 

with 'necessity.' Or, If you divide 'necessity• Into two terms, one Imper-

sonal ('law') and the other personal (·authority' or 'dictatorship'), you 

could treat 'freedom· as In apposition with some kind of natural law and 

in opposition to some kind of leadership or bureaucratic control. .. 238 

And yet Burke also argues that valuatlvc opposition (polarity) can 

be overcome when "troublesome either-ors are transformed into both-

ands . .. 239 This occurs. for example, when terms such as "authority," 

"control," and "discipline,• on the one hand. and "freedom" and "initia-

tive," on the other. are inteqrated Into the higher perspective of the "good 

life" by accepting the typical virtues and by discarding the typical vices 

generally aHociated with each aide. For ideally, says Burke in A Rhetoric 

.21 Motives, the dialectical dialogue "seeks to attain a higher order of 

truth aa the speakers, in competing with one another, cooperate towards 

an end tranacendino their Individual poaitlons. Here ls the paradigm of 

the dialectical process for 'reconciling opposites' in a 'higher synthe-

sis. 

Implicit ln Burke's view of the valuatlve role of dialectic and 

rhetoric la the observation that terms ln conflict presuppose a "meeting 
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ground" and that symbolic conflict itself derives from man's propensity 

to conceive of property legallstlcally. 2 41 First of all, Burke recalls the 

classical basis of the two modes of communication when he states that 

"the notion of rhetoric as a means of 'proving opposites' again brings us 

to the relation between rhetoric and dialectic." 2 42 But opposites are 

formed only when they are put ambiguously together such as the concepts 

of ldentlflcatlon and d1v1s1on. For In "pure ldenUflcation there would be 

no strife. 243 Ukewlse, there would be no strafe In absolute scparate-

neH, since opponents can Join battle only through a medlatory ground 

that makes their communication possible, thus providing the first condi-

tion necessary for their lnterchanoe of blows ... 2 44 It Is only when the 

two, ldenllflcation and division. arc put .. ambiguously together, so that 

you cannot know for certain Just where one ends and the other begins 

that you have the characteristic Invitation to rhetoric. "245 In this respect, 

the most thoroucah golng dialectical opposition ls that between Beln9 and 

Not-Beln9. The only ground for Being, says Burke, Is Not-Beln9 since 

the former ls • so comprehensive a category that Its dlalectlcal opposite 

ls the only term that would be left to designate its ground). "246 

The ethical and morel dlmenslons come to the fore when, es Burke 

puts lt, •we come upon the vest structure of "rights' end 'obligetlons' 

that takes form when 'property' ls conceived leqalistlcally. • 247 In the 

critique ol constltutlons, for example, where "rights," "obllgetlons," 

and •respans1bll1Ues• ere of paramount concern, lt ls lmperetlve to note 
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the dialectical basis of the document; "for what a Constitution would do 

primarily ls to substantiate fill ought (to base a statement as to what ll). u248 

"And ln our 'agonlstlc' world." adds Burke. "such substantiation derives 

point and poignancy by contrast with notions as to what should not be ... 249 

That Burke's thinking accords wtth Richard Weaver's on the rela-

tional basis of dialectic Is soon apparent to those perusing the latter's 

essay on "The Rhetoric of Social Science. 0250 Whereas Burke talks about 

dialectic's role ln an "agonlstlc" world which contrasts the "should be" 

with "notions as to what should not be, 0251 Weaver characterizes the 

dialectical term as "positional. • 252 That Is, "a writer no sooner employs 

one than he Is engaged In an argument;" for "to say that the universe Is 

purposeless ts to Join In argument with all who say It Is purposeful" and 

•to say that a certain social condition Is Inequitable Is to ally oneself 

With the reformers and against the standpatters ... 2 5J Hence, all terms 

reflecting Judgments of value "depend on something more than the exter-

nal world for their significance. • 254 They depend upon their negatives 

or privations as, for instance, the term 'Justice' la defined by 'Injustice' 

and ••social Improvement' ls made meaningful by the use of 'privation of 

social improvement. ••255 

To awn up the discussion thus far, lt has been established that 

Kenneth Burke's dialectic serves as phlloaophlcal grounds for rhetoric 

because it ls an inquiry lnto the meaning of tenna--terma which are 

ev911tually used for persuasion. This implies dialectic's unique function 
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ea a self-contained universe of verbal discourse ordlnarlly Insulated from 

the ur9ency of the facts of the empirical world. It also Implies the valua-

Uve status of dialectical terms and their relational nature. But two addl-

Uonal matters, treated briefly, bear upon dialectic as the philosophy of 

rhetoric: action and Justice. Which Is to say that Burke, as with Weaver, 

la altoc;iether mindful of the fact that dialectic, In the classic Aristotelian 

aenae, la most often found Joined to that part of rhetoric dealing with 

questions of choice and avoidance. And ho Is aware of the fact that "by 

its very nature, language ... drives toward the 'ultimate' of Itself" 

which ls '"Justice,' a kind of completion whereby laws are so universal-

ized that they also apply to the law giver. "256 

In treatln9 dialectic as the theoretical prelude to deliberative 

rhetoric, such H the Arlatotellan "topoi" provide the available means of 

perauaalon, Burke recalls the classical belief that "'persuasion Involves 

choice, will: It ls directed to a man only Insofar as he ls free ... 257 

For •. • . only insofar as men are potentially free, must the spellbinder 

seek to persuade them. Insofar as they .!!!.!!!! do something, rhetoric is 

unnecessary, lta work beln9 done by the nature of thln9s. • 258 By way of 

this observation, Burke, as Marie Hochmuth Nichols su9gests, hea called 

beck the ethical foundations of rhetoric from its source In the Aristotelian 

Eb!£! and hH thereby retrieved the Sta91rite's dictum that the origin of 

actlon la choice, and choice, 1n tum, la dependent upon reason and 

Intellect, especially rl9ht action which derives from moral stature. 259 
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Thus. for Burke. dialectic ls Joined to an art that prospers only in an 

atmosphere of tolerance for the give and take of social and political ideas 

(cooperating to compete). Or. as Eubanks and Balter, drawing upon the 

insights of P. Albert Duhammel. have put It, " ... 'right action' Is cen-

tral ln man's value-world. for It places before htm the crucial question of 

how he shall use hls freedom ... z50 

Once again, 1t ts possible to view Burke's trans1t1on from A 

Grammar .2! Motives to A Rhetoric of Motives as the passage from theory 

to action. The former work constitutes an expression of an attitude of 

llngulstlc skepticism toward language--an attitude embodied In a method 

or. put another way. a kind of "methodical qu1zz1callty towards language 

[that] may best equip us to perceive the full scope of tts resourceful-

MH, The latter promotes an examination In detail of "the ways ln 

which the Grammatical resources are employed for the purposes of persua-

slon • 

One major question remains. however. If the funcUon of rhetoric 

ls to persuade men to action ln the realm of prudential conduct. then what 

ls the ulUmate ideal about which rhetoric and lts basts. dialectic, find 

their most noble moments? The answer ls, the ideal of Justice. For this 

concept, note Eubanks and Baker, "synthesizes the classical trinity of 

democratic Ideals. liberty. equallty and fraternity. whose central premise 

la the essential wcrthfulneaa and profound potenUallUes of the individual 

human being. In this regard, Burke's dialectic and rhetoric must be 
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appreciated within the context of his views on hierarchy and order since, 

aa William Rueckert has written, "the whole Is a monolithic structure of 

ascent headed by the heavenly idea of 'universal Justice' which, for 

Burke, Is the noblest Ideal ever conceived by the mind of man. It Is 

toward this Ideal. toward 'the purlhcallon of war' that all dialectics 

should move by following the grammar of ascent Inherent In hierarchy ... 2 64 

Chaim Perelman's rhetoric finds 1ts kinship with Burke over this 

very concern for tho attainment of Justice. ror Perelman, the t,1sk Is to 

unravel the ways In which rhetoric, from Its dialectical grounding in the 

topics of persuasion, bears upon Juridical activity and the Idea of Justice. 

Justice, he contends, lies In an area where value-Judgements abound; 

indeed, there can be no perfect Justice because arbitrary elements enter 

into every normative system. The primary goal Is to Investigate the dialec-

tics and rhetoric of forensic reasons, as they are argumentatively advanced 

1n the cont1noent wor Id . 2 6 5 

Dialectic, as Burke sees It, serves not only as the philosophical 

oround for rhetoric but also stands as the critical procedure for exposing 

philoaophlcal and ldeolaoical schools as rhetorical and argumentative 

systems. In other words, the cilalect1cal virtue of pentadic analysis Is 

that It can be •used as a generating principle that should enable us to 

'anticipate' these different Idioms," these phllosophical languages that 

appeal to societies and clvlllzatlona for acceptance. 266 "Theological, 

metepbyaical and Juridical doctrines offer the beat llluatrat1ona of the 
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concerns we place under the heading of Grammar," says Burke, and then 

he goes on to show how the various philosophies, as casuistries, apply 

grammatic principles to temporal situations. 2 67 In its intent and critical 

procedure, Burke's A Grammar of Motives is thus based upon the kind of 

Insight found In Perelman's rhetoric, to the effect that "the goal of philo-

sophy is to Influence the mind and win 1ts agreement, rather than to 

perform purely formal transformations of propositions ... z5a Aware that 

every metaphysician must furnish reasons for the superiority of his system, 

Perelman contends that knowledge of the ways of dialectic and rhetoric 

Is lndlspenslble to an understanding of how philosophers, on behalf of 

their world-views, resort to the processes of rhetorical argumentation. 

For "whoever develops a philosophical system undertakes to address 

everyone and to convince everyone ... 269 

Of the two, it is Burke who makes the most penetrating critique of 

philosophical and Ideological constructs, and one need but tum to the 

dramatist's assessment of rhetoric and dialectic In Marxism to realize the 

depth and breadth of his analysis. Noting that Marxist rhetoric derives 

from a dialectic of nature (equated with "certain" science) rather than 

from a dialectic rooted In probability and contingency (as with Aristotle), 

Burke attempts to explain how the Marxists appeal rhetorically for the 

acceptance o( axioms such as that Ideas derive from social relations 

(.-ether then determining them). 270 Ironically, observes Burke, Marx and 

Engels wrote Ibl. German Ideology as a dialectical critique of the rhetoric 
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of prevalllng phllosophlcal schools so as to demythlfy and demystify them. 

But they themselves pleaded obJectlvlty--whlch also meant scientific 

superlority--over the major bourgeois Ideas which, they contended, were 

wrapped In the social hieroglyphs of monetary value. Whlle Marx and 

Engels unraveled the mystlf1catlons of "rullng class" rhetorlc--a symbol-

Ism endowing thlm~s and relationships with the glory of the rullng class--

they also produced, as Burke sees it, a fog of symbols on behalf of 

communism. The outcome of their speculations. says Burke. Is the puri-

tanic severity of Soviet Russian Industry and bureaucracy. Indeed. he 

argues, •we find the stress upon private property as a rhetorical motive 

so convincing, that we question whether communism Is possible under the 

conditions of extreme specialization (division of labor) required by modem 

industry. • 271 

Still, cautions Burke, •we do not have to believe the Marxist 

promises to apply the Marxist diagnosis for rhetorical purposes. ,.z72 

Wisely, Burke distinguishes the critical potency of Marxism, the poten-

tial for radical openness, from lts own Ideological trappings and traps 

and acknowledges the contributions of Marx In analyzing the manner ln 

which the Idea, for Instance, becomes accepted as "a universal self-

developing orvanlsm ... 273 That ls, Marx shows how the Hegellan Idea, 

as craatCI' of nature and history (which are but concrete expressions of lt) 

•generates a whole J!! of beliefs. "274 Of all Burke's admirers only Hugh 

Dalziel Duncan baa concentrated on this aspect of the dramatist's 
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rhetorical criticism, namely, turning Marx's analysis of the rhetoric of 

ideology aoainst Marx himself. 2 75 The following passage Is perhaps the 

beat indication of what Burke has done as dlalectlclan-rhetorlclan with 

the dialectics of nature and the rhetoric of Ideology: 

Thus, while the Marxists, like all who communicate, have a 
rhetoric and use all the arts of persuasion. they argue that their 
rhetoric i& grounded In a dialectic. The rhetoric Is symbols; the 
dialectic, since It Is concerned with non-symbolic orders of 
social motives, Is equated with "science." An art of rhetoric 
In keeplnowlth this Nsclence" would, as Burke stresses, "be 
orounded In 'science· (or 'dialectic') In so far c1s It took its 
start from the experience of nc1tural reality, while being 
rhetorical In proportion as Its persuasiveness helped form 
Judomenta, choices, attitudes deemed favorable to communist 
purpose& . • 2 7 6 

DramaUsm, as this section suooests, Is both a dialectical and 

rhetorical critique of all symbolic constructs appealing for commitment, 

whether phllo&ophlcal, Ideological, economic, or otherwise. Burke, that 

ls, ha& tried to reunify the ideal that Marx himself abused: a radical 

opeMe&& and relentless scrutiny of the outstandlno Intellectual rationales. 

But Burke"s own critical stance Is embued with the democratic temperament 

more nearly found, HY, in the outlooks of George Herbert Mead and John 

Dewey. Burke"s development has culminated In a kind of praomatlc 

plateau whereby hla methodolocn la of itself a substantive commitment--

an aWtude embodied In a method which (if the pun be pardoned) la more 

•wholeaame• than the partial views competino for social and political 

acoeptance. In this lioht, Burke's social Ideas can be studied In evolu-

Uon from a unique type of Marxian praomatlam, a "dialectic blologlam" 
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as Burke once called It, through American pragmatism, to ultimate incor-

poration into the all-embracing framework of the dramatlstlc system. 

Alono the way. Burke has assimilated Freud. Korzybski, Coleridge, 

Aristotle. Richards and so on. Into his orientation. selecting from each 

source those contributions especially suited to his own language-centered 

philosophy. 

Dialectic and Burke's Social Ideas 

In A Grammar of Motives Burke announces his belief "that a kind 

of 'Neo-Stoic resignation' to the needs of Industrial expansion Is in 

order. "277 •ror better or worse," he adds, "men arc set to compete the 

development of technology, a development that wl 11 require such a vast 

bureaucracy (ln both polltlcal and commercial administratlon)as the world 

has never before encountered. •2 78 The dramatist pleads for the formula-

tion of an attitude of llnoulstlc skepticism. of an on-going. quizzical 

mentality, both hypocondrlacal and appreciative. The attitude of hypo-

condrtasls ls akin to the "patient who makes peace with his symptoms by 

becomlno Interested In them. " 279 The attitude of appreciation "would 

seek dellc;iht In medltatlnc;i upon some of the many Ingenuities of speech. "280 

Those who studied Burke carefully during the years of the "Depres-

sion• anticipated such an outlook. In Permanence and Change, for 

example, Burke emphasized a kind of •dialectical bloloc;ilsm• which, alonc;i 

with materialism, idealism, and dialectical materialism, ls a system of 

verbalization stresslnc;i. "ln accord with science. the need of manipulating 
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objective material factors as an essential ingredient to spiritual welfare. "281 

In Attitudes toward History. he conceded the fact that bureaucracy ls em-

bedded in Communism, that the hierarchical, the graded series, usually 

associated with the capitalistic world, is noticeable tn the Russian sys-

tem.282 Indeed, Burke's association with Communism was so thoroughly 

Burkeian--he saw above all else the poetic-humanistic elements In Marx--

that critics such as Henry Bamford Parkes assailed his audacity In dabbling 

with this dogma. Predicting that Burke would never suppress "his non-

Marxist convtcllons," Parkes cited the two heresies that separated the 

dramatist from the mainstream of the Ideology: N He does not be II eve 

either in the beneficence of historic destiny or in the economic interpreta-

tion of history. The result Is that he Is unable to present Communism as 

either a stave In the predestined advance of mankind toward the kingdom 

of freedom or as a desirable method of sat1sfyln9 human needs. "283 

In retrospect, however, there are Nineteenth Century dialectical 

themes that have been refined by Burke, despite the eventual abandon-

ment of the •curve of history• as advanced Attitudes~ History. 

Actually Burke's messianism ls worked out through the dramatist perspec-

tive. The •curve of history,• a concoction of Hegel, Marx. Spengler, 

Duwin and Dewey--a curious melding of European idealism and naturalis-

tic evoluttonism--ls ultimately reformulated Into the purgative-redemptive 

scbama that characterizes the drama of human relations. Those who have 
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not studied Marx mlss the slgnlflcant point that he too thought of the 

hlstorlcaJ process ln terms of grace and redemption. 284 

Despite hls repudiation of the dialectics of nature and his Neo-

Stolc resignation to the growth of industrlallsm and bureaucracy In East 

and West alike, Burke manages to salvage some dialectical aspects of 

Hec;iellan and Marxian philosophy. It Is Instructive, as the culmination 

of this <;:hapter, to note how this is done. The study calls upon the In-

sights of Helmut Kuhn, Gerhart Niemeyer and Robert C. Tucker in charting 

the Burkelan passage from the .. curve of history" to the .. rhetoric of re-

birth.• What, then, are the dialectical elements appearing In the first 

that flnd refcrmulatlon In the second? 

To answer this question, It Is necessary to first review the "curve 

of history• as Burke conceived it. Second, It Is Important to analyze thls 

curve accordlnc;i to the dlalectlcs of htstory--what Helmut Kuhn has called 

•the ontoloc;ilcal antithesis,• •the organic rhythm." and "the religious 

reconclllatlon. • 285 The third factor ls essential to the system of 

dramaUsm-logoJoc;iy and to The Rhetoric .2! Religion. The other two are 

much more subtly absorbed lnto the lan9Uage-centered phllosophy. 

The •curve of history• has been created, suggests Burke, to 

emphasize those "collective poems• evolved by the widest group actlvl-

Ues. 286 Now how does this bear upon the persistent issue of rational 

choice versus the lnexorabUlty of natural, social or economic forces--of 

1ndiv1dual acUon and determlnlsm? Burke, with respect to thls issue, 
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focuses not upon individual strategy but rather upon the productive and 

mental patterns developed by aggregates, although he acknowledges the 

interrelationship of the individual's frame of acceptance or rejection and 

the materials of the collective frame. The change from individual to 

ag91"egate, he contends, shifts the emphasis from the poetic to the his-

torical. 287 

The curve Is actually a drama In five .Jets. Act One announces 

the situation •out of which the action will arise. -- 288 It stresses two 

themes: Hellenistic stoicism In decline, and Christian evangelism emer-

gent, each one of them a world-view to match the Roman cosmopolitanism 

as fostered by Pax Romana. The forensic activities of Stoicism, In par-

ticular, •schematlzed the legalistic material which the evangelical 

doctrine could eventually borrow when its vague promises of a new and 

better day had to be fitted Into the practical requirements of a going con-

cern. •289 For Its part, Act Two of the drama presents a medieval synthesis 

of the conflicting demands inherent In the Urst stage. Here the Christian 

frame of acceptance encounters the problems of guilt, Justification, earn-

Ing and alienation. The Irony, suggests Burke, ls that Christianity's 

preoccupation with such problems Is both Its special appeal and Its 

weakest facet: for claBBes of people emerging Into the Renaissance and 

Refcnnatlon Inevitably stretch the religion's opportunities to Its "Mlll-

thuslan llmlts• to earn their world anew.290 That ls, they alter the 

course of history when the Christian frame of reference ls so stretched 
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that it breaks. Enter, then, the "watershed" of the hi storlcal drama--

what Burke calls "our perlpety. "291 At this point in the historical caval-

cade, dissociation occurs with the separation of church and state. 292 

(And the separation of government from business. of the Judiciary from 

the legislature, etc.) This period is exceptional. says Burke, In that 

three major forces converge: Renaissance enlightenment. Protestant 

fanaticism, and emergent bourgeois enterprise. 2 93 The seeds of the 

modem malaise are planted at this time. Calvin sanctions profits for the 

glory of God. Descartes wields the doctrine of "organized doubt" as the 

negativism of the Inductive method. Material aggrandlzment Is democra-

tized, and bourgeois freedom ruses thousands of dispossessed farmers. 

Unemployment grows, as Protestantism becomes the adumbration of the 

Capitalistic frame. And yet one of the Ironies Is that It stresses unlformity. 

Thia Third Act culmlnatea ln dlasoclation, sectarianism, splintering and 

dialntegraUon. 294 The Fourth Act, says Burke, ushers In all the negati-

viatlc features of Protestant dissociation, such as aggravated pugnacity--

the pugnacity of Fascism. 29S O'ascism, as Burke sees it, is but the 

remnant of feudal socialism.) In this act, Adam Smith's notion that indi-

vidual interests, pursued individually, add up to a collective welfare (the 

balancing of self-interests) ascends to prominence. 296 The immutable 

laws of exchange replace the laws of God. That is, the market place 

produces a market law to replace the laws of God (a mechanical provi-

dence). •This new found scheme of benlflcence, • says Burke, • ts really 
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a kind of secular prayer. " 297 As translated Into the naive but burgeoning 

activities of capitalism, It spells the victory of the "holding company" 

and "ladling devices" over Rooseveltian and Wilsonian "trust-busting. 0 298 

ParadCDCically, however, the corporate giant and the humble employee are 

dependent upon each other. The former provides the latter with economic 

welfare, and the latter provides the consumption for the former' s products. 

Still, the system must end In contradictions that tear It asunder. 299 And 

as for the FUth Act? Uke Marx, Burke suggests that It be left partly 

unfinished. 3oo ln Burke's case, the reader must be Induced to participate 

in the writing of It, but there Is no strident call for the revolutionary 

action of the proletariat. Emergent collectivism has already been revealed 

In the previous phase, says Burke, especially when Adam Smith's rationale 

Is rendered asymmetrical by the growth of corporations. The guess ls that 

a new type of collectivism will arrive, so to speak, "through the back 

door. •301 It shall be characterized by the "socialization of losses,• 

whereby the government protects the financial empires of "private" 

businesses through the national credit (the collective medium of exchange. )302 

Hence incipient national planning occurs under the guise or euphemism of 

•prtvate enterprise .• 3o3 Employing the Hegelian archetp of the lord-

servant relationship, Burke shifts it Into and then out of the Neo-Marxist 

veer and observes that the corporate-individual relationship ls not freedom 

versus bondave but rather a fundamental ambivalence, which can best be 

exploited throuvh the comic frame (Burke"s departure from Marxian 
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orthodoxy). 3o4 Specifically, the corporation pays off its debt to society 

through social service, thereby discharging itself of guilt. The individual, 

in turn, pays off his debt to society through a psychology of individual 

service to capitalism, thus assuaging his guilt. The comic frame per-

ceives this phenomenon as it cuts through the priestly mystifications of 

the system. 305 But this orientation Is not wholly debunking; rather, it ls 

charitable in its perspective. It enhances one's shrewdness about the 

mentality of "cashing In." It stresses the Wdys In which an act dialec-

tically transcends tho transcendental-materialistic spilt which bedevils 

mankind: it accents the way a synthesis arises out of thesis-antithesis, 

out of the confrontation between the bureaucrntic cJnd lmcJgincJtlve. The 

comic frame has dialectical punch because it carries to completion the 

translative act. 306 "It considers human life as a project in composition, 

where the poet works with the materials of social relationships ... 3o7 

This review of the "curve of history," conceived by Burke in the 

midst of the "Great Depression", shows the dramatist to be working out 

the purvalive-redemptlve theme, the Neo-Stolc perspective, hierarchy 

and order, the pragmatic appraisal of political forces and ideologies, and 

the need for synoptic vision, against the prevailing pull of social dis-

illusionment. The "curve•, in effect, is a curious stew of Hegel, Marx, 

Spengler and Dewey, with the author's own ingredients thrown in to give 

lt a distinctwe poetic-humanistic taste. What complicated the under-

etandinQ of this five-act drama, and sent Leftist readers into a tizzy was 
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Burke's avowed preference for a world o( nouns. a philosophy o( categories 

instead of processes. 308 All this was oHered In the context of an histor-

ical overview suggesting Hegelian and Marxian "becoming" Instead of 

Aristotelian "being". "Readers of Science and Society," observed Margaret 

Schlauch, •are not apt to share this nostalgia for a medieval world of 

stable nouns. They have presumably made themselves at home In a world 

of verbs and change ... 3o9 rrom another vantage-point, Sidney Hook, then 

a Socialist of definite anti-Russian sentiments, reacted to Burke's histor-

ical perspective as a mode of thinking neither comic nor humanistic but 

"the style in which weak men of minor talent make a bid for acceptance to 

the side they think will win ... JIO As Hook saw It, Burke was an apologist 

for Stalin. This was not the case. of course. but Hook nevertheless 

unleashed his critical furies on Burke for rendering an Incomprehensible 

blend of democratic latltudlnarlanlsm and Communist party-line dogma. 311 

The dialectical quality of Burke's "curve of history" and Its value 

for the eventual dramatlstlc schema of rebirth ls best examined with the 

dialectics of history In mind. For Burke's speculations on the historical 

procession evidence a type of reasoning rooted In Hegel with Influential 

branches in Marx, Spengler, Darwin and Dewey, to name but four con-

spicuous sources In the development of the "curve. " Hegel's dialectical 

scheme of history, as Helmut Kuhn has written, was "as brittle as it was 

vrandlose• end lt "failed In its orthodCDC form to command ascent. 11312 

•Jts success," says Kuhn, "was nonetheless stupendous. • 313 "By virtue 
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of brin9in9 the world of Platonic ideas ('the Absolute') in contact with the 

concrete life of nations rather than with the metaphysical aspiration of the 

solltary soul, dialectic," adds Kuhn, "put a peculiar metaphysical leaven 

into historical thinking" and "its fermenting power ls not yet spent ... 314 

Marx, of course, reworked Hegel's metaphysically-rooted notion 

of •becomln9" to advance his own explanation of the historical process 

as an lntelli9lble sanes. 315 Economic and social determinants replaced 

He9el1an Reason ln the Inexorable flow of nations, cultures and systems 

to the ultimate collective sta9e of freely-associating men. 316 Spengler 

employed a special brand of historiography and cultural determinism to 

ponder the rise and fall of clv1l1zat1ons. 317 The pragmatic-evolutionist 

view of history, as Kuhn observes, " ... tries to uphold the somewhat 

discredited idea of progress and "Is alive with dialectical dynamism. n318 

"With its alternating rhythm of maladjustment and adaptation, the salient 

feature of John Dewey's philosophy, lt achieves a physiological interpre-

tation of the H99el1an scheme ."3 l 9 What unites Marx and Darwin, In the 

context of a theory of history ls, according to Otis Lee, that they "hold 

in common that nature is ln process of evolution, that the forms of nature 

are chan9ln9, and that these forms are determined by the modes of activity 

or behavior of natural entities in interaction with other entities and 

environmental conditions 1n general. • 320 Which ls to say that Marx and 

Dalwin "apply the same basic Idea to two different sets of problems and 

bodies of data. •321 (The fundamental difference between the two, in 
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Marx's view, is that the Darwinians, being bourgeois in their thinking, 

see evolution only In terms of gradual change, thus missing the signifi-

cance of qualitative dialectical leaps In nature. )322 

In sum, the belief that Hegel's influence ended at the termination 

of the previous century merely deludes one about the ideological power of 

•the Dialectic" in modem times. As Kuhn has written: 

In fact, the wide-spread w1llingness to sec history as the 
field In which antagonist "forces" operate, testifies to the 
spectral but effective after-life of the Hegelian Weltgelst that 
uses Individuals as tools for Its dlalccllcal self-manl.festallon. 
A lingering ghost of Hegelian dialectic Is abroad not only on 
both sides of the border-line between Communism and defunct 
Fascism, but it also straddles the more recent divide between 
Soviet totalitarianism and Western democracy. 32 3 

Burke's dalliance with the dialectics of history has permitted him 

to touch upon what Kuhn has called the "three sources of dialectic," or 

•the three points at which the dialectical scheme Is In touch with 

reality. •324 The three are: (l) the ontological antithesis; (2) the organic 

rhythm; (3) the religious reconciliation. The first concerns dialectic's 

emervence whenever "Being enters Into conjunction with the spatio-

temporal Process, the Absolute with the Relative, the Necessary with the 

Contingent. •325 Burke has understood this source as "the being-nothing 

pair,• of which he has written in A Grammar of Motives that 

• • • 1n historicist frameworks, the pair may take the form of a 
distinction between the becoming and the having-become. Here 
the vital principle that gives form ls equated with becoming; 
and the formed ls equated with the fosslllzed, as a state of 
havinQ become. •326 
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What with the Hegelian-Marxian influences in "the curve of his-

tory," Burke has nevertheless sought stable entities, those enduring 

aspects of existence that (neurophyslologically and biologically, not 

Platonlcally) survive man's Involvement in the realm of flux and contin-

gency. Although the five-act drama seems to have a "becoming" emphasis, 

Burke's overall mission is to locate the effects of a changing historical 

situation In relation to the permanent universal situation of man--a con-

cern voiced In Permanence and Change. 327 As William Rueckert so wisely 

noted, lt carries through all the rest of Burke's offerings. 328 (By the 

•mld-flftles,• for example, Burke had already resigned himself to man's 

symbolic tendency to Incessantly generate conflicts. The motto, "ad 

bellum purlflcandum" Implies not the Marxian thought of ending conflict 

entirely In the perfect cooperative state but the dramatlstlc thought of 

belno llnowstlc-wlse In order to temper or rechannel hostllltles into 

verbal rather than physical combat. )329 

The oroanlc rhythm enters into "the curve of history" when Burke 

considers the concept of equillbrium 1n the rise and fall of frames of 

acceptance. Ordinarily, the concept lmplles two forces working against 

each other with approximately equal strenoth so that a balance sets In. 

When forces become asymmetrical, an entire age sways under the pressure 

of one's ascendency and the other's decline, as when the serf and semi-

serf population of Sparta overwhelmed the numerically decreaslno ruling 

class. The Marxian model, in this respect, recognizes the role of the 
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strong English middle class in negotiating the passage of the populace 

from semi-feudalism to modern Industrial society. It pictures the Indus-

trial revolution, with the rise of Capitalistic competition, as leading, in 

turn, to the alienation of the working class and the dispossession of the 

worker not only from the products of his labor but also from the world per 

se. 330 And yet Capitalism Is seen to have within it the seeds of its own 

destruction, meaning that It unwittingly sets up the collectivistic thrust 

that the proletarian revolution shall "capitalize" upon to form a communist 

future. For so Impoverished and estranged Is the worker that he seethes 

for revolution. Marx's man, as Nicholas Lobkowlc:: has written, "is 

forced to realize how wretched a being he ls--and consequently to revolt 

and to act with the force of a desperate man who has nothing to lose and 

everything to gain. "331 

Implicit in this perspective Is not merely the Idea of equilibrium 

but of "dynamic equilibrium," where societies, cultures, social and 

economic systems are understood as attempts to self-adjust. But the 

asymmetry of internal forces moves the entire frame Inexorably forward or 

upward to a higher stage. For there must occur a fundamental asymmetry 

so that the life-process of history has a dlrectedness rather than a mere 

stasis, that ls, a perpetual tug of war. The rhythm of history shows 

vrowth, decay, lntevratlon and disintegration, but the overall outlook ls 

pn)CJl'esalve, and this often infuses the panoramic view of the rise and 

fall of clvllizatlona with a mesalanic urge for man's ultimate salvatlon. 332 
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That the "curve of history" submits to the dialectics of organic 

rhythm is apparent to anyone attending closely to Its acts. The schema 

is progressive and forecasts the Neo-Manclan hope that Capitalism's 

demise will occur as the asymmetry of forces within It pulls the exploited 

toc;iether In rebellion against corporate aggrandizement of the people's 

welfare. Burke's use of "the socialization of losses" Is, however, a 

sincere hope that the system cc1n be shifted Into the next stage without 

undue violence: for Attitudes toward History acknowledges the wisdom of 

the "tra9lc sense of history" and disdains bloodbaths initiated in the 

name of the people or of the providential. 333 Still, contrnry to H. B. 

Parkes' critique, Burke does meddle with the benlflcence of historic des-

tiny and economic determinism. Yet the stronger Impulse, as later works 

bear out, is not toward the propa9andlst1c heraldln9 of collectivism but 

rather toward the dramatlstlc apprehension of the drama of human relations 

as a symbolic cycle equivalent to the Christian story of the Fall, throu9h 

pur9atlon to redemption. Burke's meditations upon the endurance of 

hierarchy and order In A Rhetoric of Motives and his resignation to the 

bureaucratic mania accompanyln9 Industrial expansion, as expressed In 

~-Grammar .2! Motives, lmpllcltly rebut the Marxian dream. 334 

There Is, however, no small si9niflcance In the fact that the 

Mmxist model carries with lt some notions about 9race and redemption--

notions which Burke eventually reworks into his own symbolic-oriented 
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footnote in Attitudes toward History: 

The doctrine of "grace" lurks behind the Marxian vocabulary 
of secular determinism, since the individual as such can trans-
cend the morality of his class (people always rightly pointing 
to Marx himself, a "bour9eols renegade," as an example of 
this). Also, In ldentlfy1ng himself with a proletariat that ls to 
redeem the world by a blood sacrifice, he may even be said to 
have rounded out his morphology along the usual lines of guilt 
and tra9tc expiation. 3 3 S 
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This lnsl9ht Into Marx accords. for example. with Gerhard 

Niemeyer'& discussion of the relationship between the Marxian total 

critique of man and his faculties and the views of St. Augustine. "There 

are In Marx two historical dialectics, rather than one," observes 

Niemeyer. 336 The first centers on the "alle9ed laws of change from one 

type of society to the other, through economic developments conducive to 

legal and political upheaval. • 337 This constitutes the explanation of 

how societles rtse and fall. The other centers on the dialectic of allena-

Uon and contemplates redemption, "or, to use Marx's own term, 'the eman-

cipation of mankind. •• 338 "Reversely," says Niemeyer, "one mi9ht call 

it a messa9e of redemption through dialectic, the dialectic of conscious-

ness. Instead of a series of changes, this dialectic envtsa9es only one 

chan9e: from alienation to the realm of freedom. "339 In this sense, history 

ls divided Into the Before and the After. Man ts seen to be in a fallen con-

dition: he cannot •be counted on to produce a genuinely harmonious social 

order, real peace or true Justice. " 34o But eventually he becomes aware of 
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his condition and his potential for acting In the world--thus the merger of 

theory and practlce--and then he moves to save the world for himself (and 

vice versa). 3 41 

Granted, Marx differs from Augustine who, as Niemeyer notes, 

"never lost sight of Creation's original goodness even In man's most 

perverted strtvlm;is" and who "perceived the action of divine Grace In Its 

healing of human corruption and never attributed to evil a positive 

reallty." 342 Curiously, however, there resides in Marx a hope that man 

will be healed, but through the negating force of the proletariat as It 

changes the world. Marx's tie to religious reconc11iat1on may thus be 

considered as a secular translation of the three stages: primeval harmony; 

disruption of the soul; movement to new harmony through repose In God. 

Marx translated these Into man's natural harmony w Ith nature, his aliena-

tion and estran9ement from himself, others and the world through the 

corruption of the modes of production, and the return to the self-In-nature 

with the advent of Communism. 343 

Burke's departure from Marxism, and from the religious story per 

se, ls sl9naled In the depletion of man's movements from order, guilt and 

the ne9atlve, throu9h vlct1ma9e and mortification, to catharsis and re-

demption, in the symbolic drama of human relations. Here, as Leland 

Griffin hes written, •the wheel forever turns .• 344 Which ls to soy that, 

fm Burke, man ls seen es continuously strlvln9 In an imperfect world, 

symbolically destined to contrive ideals never completely to be attained. 
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Still, the mixture of the tra9lc and comic elements inherent In the drama 

offers a salvation or redemption of sorts: a reflection upon one"s own 

foibles, as In the attitude of the hypocondrlac neo-stoically evaluating 

the fundamentals of his condition, and the appreciation of the participa-

tion in the symbolic struggle itself. 345 In a sense, Burke moves from the 

classic orientation of Plato, Aristotle, through Kant, Hegel. Marx, and 

Dewey, and back to the ancients again. He accepts an Imperfect world 

with both Platonic and Kantian irony 1n mind. M<1n"s purpose is to seek 

ideals that cannot be attained; he Inevitably longs for Indubitable truth, 

for a kind of Kantian knowled9e of the universe. the truth of which should 

be cate9orical. 346 But the truth 1s, after all, 1n the aspiration or 

strlvin9 Itself, not as possession. This theme permeates not only the 

various pra9matlc philosophies of the present century but also existen-

tialism, particularly Albert Camus' discussion of the ennoblln9 value of 

Sisyphus's atru99le. 347 

Summary 

Thia chapter has endeavored to analyze Kenneth Burke's dialectical 

attitudes and methodol09Y and to account for the Importance of dialectic 1n 

hla development and refinement of the dramatlstlc system. Burke under-

stands the varied definitions of dialectic that have evolved throu9h 

philosophical history, and he mana9ea to put numerous definitions to work 

1n dramatism, althou9h •1tn9Ulst1c transformation" seems to stand out as 

the deflnlUon crucial to the study of symbolic action. 
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As Burke sees lt, man's existence ls a kind of dialectic of merger 

and dlvlslon, disintegration and reintegration, death and rebirth, war and 

peace. The search for the self also lmplles a dialectical theme that 

carries from Plato, throuc;ih Proclus, to Hegel and Marx. This dialectic of 

the self rec;iained Is but a secular equivalent of the Christian story of the 

Fall and Redemption. Burke eventually worked this out In dramatlsm as a 

synoptic perspective of the movements of mankind from Order, Guilt and 

the Nec;iative, throuc;ih Vlctlmage and Mortification, to Catharsis and 

Redemption. Within the dramatist perspective. moreover, Burke has ex-

plained transcendence, form, substance and ethical life through an 

examination of their relationship to dialectic. 

Methodoloc;ilcally, Burke relies upon the dialectical ratios of the 

s:entad to c;iet at a thlnc;i's substance As with the eminent dialectical 

critics, he doubles back upon early Ideas and brings them Into harmony 

with his most recent speculations. 

Burke"s rhetoric ls "new" ln the sense that It stresses ldentlfcatlon. 

And yet lt ls also rooted 1n classical notions of persuasion where, 1n the 

Aristotelian respect, rhetarlc ls the counterpart of dialectic. Burke uses 

dialectical Inquiry as the phUosophlcal basis of rhetoric, and thus he 

al1911s with the rhetorical theories of Richard Weaver and Chaim Perelman. 

And yet he seems to surpass his contemporaries by launching dialectical 

critiques of the rhetal1c of various phllosophlcal systems. 
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Burke's social ideas were no doubt Marxian during the "thirties," 

but his brand of Marxism was of a humanistic-poetic flavor. Although his 

•curve of history" suggested an historical dialectic, Burke eventually 

fashioned a unique, non-programmatic vision of the human drama involving 

a secular dialectical equivalent of the Christian story of salvation. Of 

course, Marx's historical perspective paralleled the theme of religious 

reconciliation. But Burke's secular equivalent is based, not upon aliena-

ted labor, but rather upon the fact that man is a symbol-using, symbol-

malcino, symbol-mlsusinc;i creature who has ironically become estranged 

from his natural condition because of his skill with symbols. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE DIALECTICAL SOURCES OF DRAMATISM 

Thus far, this dissertation has surveyed the dialectical tradition, 

reviewed Ke Meth Burke's dramatist1c system, including his views on man, 

lam;iuage, human relations, methodology, rhetoric and social ideas, and 

then moved to a consideration of the various roles of dialectic in the 

structure and content of that system. The next step in the analysis con-

cerns the philosophical influences upon Burke's dialectic. This particular 

chapter identifies prominent sources in the development of Burke's multi-

faceted dialectic and discusses the ways in which they have been used 

in the fashioning of the language-centered system. 

The inquiry begins with Plato and considers, respectively, Aristotle, 

Kant, Hegel, Marx, Mead and Dewey. To be sure, Burke has drawn upon 

numerous intellectual giants during his critical career. But these seven 

seem to have made theoretical and/or methodological contributions 

especially amenable to the perspective of language as symbolic action. 

Burke and Plato 

Burke's reliance upon the Platonic tradition, first of all, Is mani-

fested in what mic;iht be called the dramatist's "both-andedness." For 

Burke the "both-and" temperament is demonstrated in the attitude of the 

philosopher of language who charts the drama of human relations. It is 

an attitude at once involved in and detached from the drama itself. That 
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is, Burke both rhetorically participates in the "wrangle of the barnyard" 

as persuader of the dramatistic system and methodologically meditates 

upon symbolic activity as a key to the understanding of the human condi-

tion. Whereas for Plato the ultimate vision is of the Good, for Burke It Is 

of man's symbolic existence and the enduring and changing qualities it 

involves. And yet for both thinkers the synoptic vision acts as a "higher" 

dialectic reconciling the "ought" and the "ls"--the lives of action and 

contemplation. l 

Plato"s endeavored to harmonize Parmenldean "being" and Hera-

clltean "becoming," to grasp both the durable and variable aspects of the 

cosmos. "Plato himself," as Gustav Mueller has written, "is actually 

and personally Involved in this ethical conflict between the eternal and 

the temporal. On the one hand he is sublimely aloof; on the other hand 

his books bristle with educational fights and satirical denouncements of 

his time. He is not only the philosopher of the Absolute, but also the 

Athenian patriot, the rebellious son of his declining time, the Sicilian 

adventurer in all-too-human experiments. "2 

So too with Burke, the knight-errant of dramatism, who constantly 

tests the mettle of his system against all contenders, although he also 

appears to be removed enough from the battle to comprehensively explore, 

indeed to meditate upon, human motives "and the forms of thought and 

expression built around them •.• ul In Burke's case, the "being," or 

permanence, is seen as man" s neuro-blology, with Its language potential, 
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as well as the human symbolic travail, from the Fall to Grace (the rhetoric 

of rebirth implicit in the purgative-redemptive cycle). 4 To gaze upon this 

condition, however, is also to recognize change--the endless symbolic 

variations or human life-stories that evolve and dissipate within the en-

during fact of the drama itself. If, for Plato, the motive for striving ls 

participation in the Absolute (though man himself is not absolute). for 

Burke it ls the apprehension of man's symbolic condition, which entails 

the heroic as well as craven feotures of existence. 5 As Burke suggests, 

dramatlsm leads to an attitude somewhat short of absolute piety but con-

siderably above absolute drought. Such an approach "should help some 

of the rawness abate, by Including a much wider range of man's symbolic 

prowess under the head of the fearsomely appreciated, and thereby pro-

viding less incentives to be overprompt at feehng exalted with moral 

indignation." 6 

The Platonic theme so conspicuous in Burke is the notion that man 

exists as the dialectical interplay of "this-worldly" temptations and 

"other-worldly" hopes. Albeit a secular, humanistic posture, Burke's 

indebtedness to Plato (whose Forms are eventually translated Into Chris-

tian doctrine) emerges in the revival of the ancient wisdom that the life 

of reason must be dialectically harmonized with the llfe of action. The 

Platonic concept of "the mean", about which Mueller writes, might well 

be applied to Burke's sense of both the tragic and comic elements of 
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living--that is, an exhuberant participation in the "less-than-perfect-

life" coexistent with a resignation to life" s limitations and exasperations: 

The 'mean' in this last analysis is man as right, a living 
'middle,' a mean between the longing for the ideal and the insight 
into the limits of possibility. between the different and clashing 
realizations of the Ideal in experience, all of them actual and 
present and held together and perpetuated by the unceasing 
travail of this culture itself. To affirm this life of actuality is 
the 'third' good, an absolute tolerance which comprehends the 
fragmentary achievements and failures of experience. 7 

To accept the wisdom of Plato, as Burke seems to have done, Is to 

Implicitly reject theories of "becoming" espoused by Hegel and Marx, 

although these Nineteenth Century thinkers undeniably drew their inspira-

tion from the Greek heritage, I.e. , the former' s propensity to use the 

Platonic Forms as a rudiment of the concept of the Absolute Idea in tandem 

with the use of the Hericlltean ceaseless and universal mutlbility as a 

source of the historical flow, 8 and young Marx's tendency to borrow the 

notion of "wholeness" to ponder the consequences of alienation In the 

Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844. 9 The point Is, Burke's dramatism 

appears to depend upon the same kind of balance that Plato so eloquently 

advocated: an equilibrium between the ontological vision (of the Good) 

and the natural, moral struggle. This is not to suggest that Plato Is 

devoid of messianism; indeed, the quest for transcendence alms at pro-

ducing a divine inspiration that comes with the vision of the order of 

things, the universal l2512!. It is merely to acknowledge his practicality 

in dealing with the conditions of the contingent rea1m. 10 
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Plato's demeanor, contrary to critics such as Karl Popper, who 

see in him but the seeds of totalitarianism, 11 may also serve as a model 

for those withstanding the Faustian spinoffs of "becoming" philosophy, 

such as the idealist metaphysics that postulates Spirit's journey toward 

ultimate freedom in the world and the materialist ideology that professes 

communism as the inevitable triumph over historical conflicts born of the 

profoundly inequitable system of production and distribution of goods. 12 

li Burke's own messianism is steeped In Plato, It is of the kind that takes 

note of the "mean." Dramatlsm acknowledges the two tendencies: to 

9Tasp the uniting principle. on the one hand, and to engage In the Incon-

clusive affairs of this world, on the other hand. Burke, that is, not only 

explains the ambivalence of the major frames of acceptance and rejection 

but also advises about the futility of attaining mankind's perfection In the 

definitive collective state (though the quest for perfection, Ironically, 

is, in and of Itself, indicative of man's "being"). 13 As Mueller contends, 

Plato's late dialogue, Philebos, "develops the good life as unconditional 

acceptance; the life of reason, the vision of truth as agreement and harmony 

with ourselves Is good" but this life also embraces the vital pleasures, 

"the fugitive goods of blind and particular satisfactions." 14 Burke's 

dramatistic outlook seems, in many ways, to substantiate this tempera-

ment. 

Burke's endeavor to locate the permanence beneath man's inces-

sant striving in the contingent world--he also writes about Spinoza's 
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concern for man "sub specie aeternitatis," indicating that the metaphor 

of progress should be replaced with the metaphor of a norm1S--coincides 

with yet another classical theme: the notion of each kind seeking its own 

purpose, hence perfection. 16 This theme is passed from Plato to Aristotle, 

whose teleology sharpens the doctrine that the end of each object is to be 

itself . 17 Burke's Idea of the self In quest of Its own purpose is drawn 

from this wellspring of ancient wlsdom. 18 The notion of the returning to 

the true self goes to the core of Plato's concept of anamnlses; for the 

invocation to "know thyself" Is hinged to the belief that the soul, which 

is permanent, enters the world of '"becoming"' and thrills to the beauty lt 

once knew. The dialectic that transpires In the realm of flux leads, 

therefore, not to new knowledge but to the recollection of Ideas prior to 

and more substantial than the fleeting facts of Imminent life. 19 

For Burke, the theme ls reworked to entail man"s grasp of the Ir-

reducible core of his belng--the changeless undergirding the transitory. 

Beyond the incredibly varied ways of dealing with the social and physical 

environments, there remains an essence of man. In Counter-Statement, 

for instance, Burke considers the psychological universals inborn in man"s 

germ plasm, that ls, the potentiality for speech, art, mythology. 20 This 

is man's "being," the biological and neurological norms inherited from 

nature. (Coincidentally, this also relates Burke to Kant's considerations 

of substance, the ways of experiencing, and the necessary forms of the 

mind.) 
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Whereas Plato's dialectic induces lts participants to apprehend 

their purpose, to understand the perfection they strive to realize, Burke's 

dramatlstlc dialectic fosters the apprehension of the meaning of man" s 

symbolic powers and antics and sparks the insight that linguistic capa-

bility itself foments Ideas of pertectlon which man thereupon struggles to 

fulfill. 21 In any case, Burke restores the Platonic theme that the process 

of striving itself, the never-ending quest of man to find harmony with the 

sources of his "be lng," indicates his very identity. This is the classically-

based dialectic of existence, although Burke accents the profound split 

between man's natural, biological functioning and his symbolic overlay 

in contrast to the Marxian variation of the profound split between man's 

natural, biological functioning and his material superstructure--the pro-

ductive forces that have resulted in his estrangement from nature. 22 

Associated with this quest Is the possibility of transcendence, in 

all lts mystical and religious respects. From the dialogues of Plato, 

Burke sifts out the conviction that the poet, among all men, is best able 

to grasp the forms, best able to achieve the synoptic vision uniting all 

the disparate and confllctlng facts of the sensuous life. 23 This convic-

tion comes, not so much from what Plato says, indeed the Platonic 

Socrates is often wary of the imaginative excesses of poets, 2 4 but rather 

from Socrates' own rhetorical flights of metaphor and myth when, for 

example, he leads Phaedrus to the understanding of love. 25 That is, the 

dialectic that rests strictly on logical talk, where things are divided by 
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classes, must eventually yield to the persuasiveness and passion of the 

myth of the charioteer. Myth and imagery, in tum, must yield to "nous" 

which ls pure insight or grasp of things beyond the imperfections of 

words. 26 Thus Burke's motto,"per llnguam, praeter llnguam'! in and 

through language, beyond language, pays tribute to Plato's insight that 

discursiveness ls not sufficient to secure the vision of the Good, although 

It provides the initial path to "nous. "2 7 One must speak In parables, in 

sensible analogues, suggests Plato: for essences (ideas) cannot be more 

than adumbrated in verbal definitions. In the Seventh Epistle, Plato says 

that words are not enough, that some things remain ineffable and perchance 

are "seen" only In supreme but fleeting moments when the soul leaps out 

of the prison of the sensuous-bound body to know the truth in its immuta-

blllty and lnvarlabllity. 28 That Burke is not a Platonist ls obvious to all 

those famlllar with his wrltlngs, and yet he ls continuously writing around 

this theme of "nous," implying that dramatism, which can be mastered in 

and through words, somehow leads to a sublime moment when the nature 

of man's symbolic existence ls "seen," in the Greek sense of "theorla," 

beyond the distortions and terministlc screens of the linguistic code. 29 

Finally, both Plato and Burke are committed to their respective 

philosophies as the highest pursuit of the human mind. For the former, 

philosophy and dialectic are Intertwined; foe Burke dramatlsm-logology Is 

inherently dialectical. Foe Plato, the progress of the soul depends upon 

its increased knowledge of the Forms; foe Burke the progress of the mind 
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seems to depend upon an increased knowledge of the ways of "homo 

symbollcus." Whatever the ultimate insight, however, Burke has restored 

the hope that man may achieve a total vision of himself and the universe 

and thus bring himseif both to exaltation and humility. 30 

Burke and Aristotle 

Students of dramatlsm readily acknowledge Burke's considerable 

adaptation of Aristotelian principles to his own corpus, 31 and yet the 

Stagirite's dialectical influences are not sufficiently drawn In the major 

studies on Burke. 32 Aristotle's stress upon the substantlality of the act, 

his four causes, his teleology, his probabilistic ethics, his views on 

hierarchy, tragedy and catharsis, and his rhetoric, to name but a few 

contributions, receive ample consideration and Incorporation from Burke. 

It is in the metaphysical temperament, however, that the Importance of 

the Aristotelian dialectic to dramatism emerges. But a word of caution 

here. Burke's emphasis ls upon linguistic activity and symbolization-as-

such, and not, as in Aristotle's case, upon being-as-such, distinct from 

the study of particular kinds of being which form the subject matter of 

separate sciences. Nor ls Burke's metaphysics a first philosophy or 

theology in the sense of a subject matter treating separate but unchanging 

being, that is, transcendent suprasenslble being, the most outstanding 

case of which is God. Rather, Burke's metaphysics ls the equivalent of 

Aristotle's work in its reflexiveness. For logology, as words about words 

and words about words about God, performs the kind of critical function 
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ascribed by Aristotle to his laws of thought when he thinks upon the nature 

of thinking. It is the classical arrival at "theoria," the contemplation of 

pure form which brings man to the periphery of the divine. 33 

Burke's comprehension of the major differences between Platonic 

and Aristotelian dialectic is most astute. Unfortunately, the passages in 

A Grammar of Motives, where the distinctions are made, are often read 

for their relevance to "act" instead of to "hierarchy." Essentially, Burke 

notes the Aristotellan challenge to the Platonic theory of forms. the 

Stagirite's eventual turn away from the dramatic dialogue to a systematized 

philosophy accentuating syllogistic demonstration, and, most important, 

the Greek philosopher's attribution of dialectical structure to the universe 

itself. 34 This latter conviction culminates ln a vista of a hierarchy of 

being, a formulation that Burke considers ln its symbollc significance in 

A Rhetoric 2! Motives. "The mystery of the hierarchic ls forever with us," 

chants the dramatist as the close of this book.35 So "let us observe, all 

about us, forever goading us . . . the motive that attains its ultimate 

identification in the thought . . . of the universal order--as with the 

rhetorical and dialectic symmetry of the Aristotelian metaphysics, whereby 

all classes of beings are hierarcically arranged in a chain or ladder or 

pyramid of mounting worth, each kind striving towards the perfection of 

its kind, and so towards the kind next above it, while the strivings of 

the entire series head in God as the beloved cynosure and sinecure, the 

end of all desire. • 36 
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Burke's reliance upon the Aristotelian perspective of a great chain 

of being translates into the dramatist's concern for linguistic terminology 

at the positive, dialectical and ultimate levels or orders. 37 (The Hegelian 

influence upon this construct will be examined later.) The "ultimate 

order" of terminology presents the guiding Idea or unitary principle that 

legitimizes everythlng's place In the great schema. Rhetoric, as Burke 

sees It, Is used to promote social cohesion and to offer a view of the 

perfect society. In this regard, the rhetorician might well seek assent by 

posing an "ultimate" order, which places competing voices, arising out of 

dialectical terms, In "a hierarchy. or sequence, or evaluative series, so 

that, in some way, we went by a fixed and reasoned progression from one 

of these to another, the members of the entire being arranged develop-

mentally with relation to one another. ·•38 Thus instead of an Aristotelian 

grasp of the dialectical structure of the universe. there Is a dramatlstic 

grasp of the fact that men may create symbolically their own hierarchies 

through a universe of discourse. Through symbolization, that Is, men not 

only divide themselves but also transcend their divisions and animosities 

by mutually formulating a hierarchy of values conducive to merger and 

unity. For Burke, the great chain Is not a fact outside of human linguistic 

activity that awaits apprehension but rather a symbolically created pro-

oression of desires and virtues culminating in "God terms." Mankind's 

ability to achieve levels of symbolic accommodation, argues Burke, en-

hances the quest for peace. 39 
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Burke recognizes not only the hierarchical idea in Aristotle" s 

metaphysics but also the Staglrlte's accomplishment as a systematizer, 

which Burke endeavors to attain through dramatism--"a coherent and 

total vision," as Rueckert puts lt, which constitutes "a self-contained 

and internally consistent way of viewing man . . . " 40 

Burke ls careful to distinguish Plato's dialectic M science, aimed 

at the discovery of truth, from Aristotle's dialectic as a kind of floating 

methodology which underpins the various sciences. 41 Specifically, 

Aristotelian dialectic 1s neither a science, for it has no special subject 

matter to deduce, nor the demeanor of science, for Its syllogisms are not 

apodelctlc but Interlocutory: the premises are gotten "ex conclses ... 4z 

Rather, dialectic, In the highest Aristotelian sense, lies beyond mere 

mental gymnastic. It provides the path towards the apprehension of the 

first principles of the theoretical sciences and must be employed when 

demonstration Is Impeded, often by obstinate challengers or by the sheer 

conceptual sluggishness of students. 43 On most occasions, however, It 

ls the esteemed but nevertheless spurious opinions of the so-called wise 

or the many that block the way to real knowledge. Dialectic plays Its 

most vital, critical role in reasoning such opinions to absurdity or irrele-

vance and thus opening the way, once again, to the understanding of 

"eplsteme theoretlka. " 44 

All this Burke understands. 45 Indeed Burke adapts the Aristotelian 

dialectic in another significant critical sense. For Aristotle. the mark of 
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the dialectical philosopher is that he seeks definitions and relates argu-

ments to pairs of contraries without always having to know the essence of 

something. Armed with the laws of thought, the dialectician speculates 

about contraries and appraises the conduct of demonstrations on the basis 

of form or procedure. Similarly, Burke's dramatist armed with the princi-

ples of symbol-using, inquires Into the linguistic significance of a 

philosophy or theory without resort to empirical proof of the theorist's 

claims. As Burke suggests, the principles of symbol-using can be known 

in their own right as a separate realm or dimension, and these principles 

are not reducible to nature in the non-verbal or extra-verbal sense. The 

pentad, in this light, is both dialectical substance and form, surmising a 

thing's identity through the Interrelationships of the five terms and ap-

praising theological, metaphysical, and Juridical doctrines by charting 

how each world-view speclflcally utilizes the grammatical resources. 46 

Though modernists have scoffed at Burke's "internal" critiques and chided 

him for evading the issue of scientific verification, they seldom if ever 

acknowledge the classical dialectical nature of his method of scrutiny. 47 

As with Aristotle, Burke acknowledges the contingent nature of 

ethics, where deliberation must be dialectical because the meanings of 

terms in this realm depend upon their opposites. 48 Plato, of course, 

realized this but still approached "Justice" and "virtue" in the certain 

world of Forms and not in the probable world where things may be for the 

most part true but can be otherwise. 
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Committed to a more nearly Aristotelian than Platonic ethics, Burke 

ls thus able to champion rhetoric as the counterpart of dialectic; for both 

are rooted in opinion and probability and must inevitably deal with oppo-

sites. 49 Of equal import, however, both rhetoric and dialectic acknow-

ledge the indeterminacy of political claims. Which ls to say that rhetoric, 

as an offshoot of the ethical branch of politics, flourishes within the 

provisionality of political deliberation. SO The mature quality of Western 

political speculation, as Henry Karie I has suggested, lies in the Neo-

Aristotelian refutation of "legions of true believers who have heard the 

voice of some sacred abstraction (be it God, Nature, Reason, Race, 

Destiny, History, Nationality, or Science), [and] felt confident that they 

had truth enough to justify action, and fought to make the truth prevail. "S l 

Burke's pragmatic approach to politics, as with Mead's and Dewey"s, 

draws its strength from the contingent nature of Aristotle"s ethics. The 

dramatist accepts the position that any belief or value ls subject to con-

tinuous dialectical examination, criticism or revision in the ongoing 

dialogue of the democratic system. As with Aristotle, Burke contends 

that rhetoric arises when men act upon dialectically clarlfled beliefs 

about the world in which they live, especially about how they shall or-

ganize and conduct society. 52 

In sum, the survival of Aristotle's ethical dialectic depends upon 

those who promote a spirit of relentless criticism of all finalities and 

balance private passion and procedural adherence. Burke's dramatism is 
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a foremost methodological proponent of these recessltles; lt ls tentative 

ln its social and polltlcal speculations. 53 What Burke does to transcend 

Aristotelianlsm, nevertheless, ls to build the case that a symbollc uni-

verse of discourse, as moral action, is itself a motivational force. S4 

And this ontological characterization of man as "homo symbollcus" not 

only rebukes the philosophical problems associated with ratlonallsm but 

also ironically strengthens the value of the Staglrite's dialectic ln the 

modern social milieu. ror a symbol-oriented view of man provides per-

petual dialectical Inquiry into questions of prudential conduct and accepts 

the fact that each symbollc resolution of a problem harbors within Itself 

the potential for new conflicts. 55 Thus lt stands above ultimates. In 

dramatism's updating of the Aristotelian ethics, Burke also lends credence 

to John Dewey's dictum that Nthe proper study of man ls the study of how 

he communicates. "S6 

Burke and Kant 

Kenneth Burke's indebtedness to Immanuel Kant's dialectic should 

not be underestimated. In a number of slgnlflcant ways, dramatlsm in-

volves Kantian Ideas and methodology. Drawing upon the German 

philosopher, Burke promotes the mind as a positive agent which selects 

and reconstructs experience as It arises. Second, Burke's critical facul-

ties are sharpened by adapting the "Transcendental Dialectic" to his own 

system's concern with the linguistic conditions of knowing and the limits 

of knowing. This leads, in a third sense, to a skeptical outlook. As 
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with Kant, Burke is supremely dubious of the metaphysical and ideological 

claims that overleap experience. As a dramatist, however, Burke is 

uniquely concerned with the symbolic slgnlflcance of such claims, and 

this leads to intense scrutiny of the processes of attributing motives to 

man. Burke's pentad, in this regard, displays the antinomic power of 

Kant's crltlques; for the ratios engendered by the five terms reveal the 

fact that assertions about suprasenslble entitles and events, along with 

their antitheses, may be argued on an equally reasonable or spurious 

basis, despite the Neo-Aristotellan assumption of the philosophies 

advanclno such assertions that one side of a contradictory pair must yield 

truth. On a fourth level of influence, Burke's organic vision ls inspired 

by Kant's synthetic propensities though, ironically enough, the German 

philosopher actually perpetuated the Cartesian dualism by recognizing 

both the knower and the reality of the thing-In-itself, which suggests two 

ontological entitles. 

Burke's attitude about the mind as an active agent warrants not 

only consideration but also qualification. Which is to say that when the 

dramatist writes that mind has an active, choosing function, he means to 

acknowledoe both the Kantian positlon on generic forms of thought and the 

Meadian view that the mind is formed through symbolic interaction with 

others, who bring socialization and acculturation to the developing 

person. 57 Initially, the two views seem to clash theoretically. But 

Burke is careful to explain that the theory of "innate forms of the mind" 
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can be given a naturalistic explanation. 58 The inborn sense of crescendo, 

contrast, comparison and balance, for instance, can be considered as a 

constant of humanity. 59 And yet, he argues, this does not necessarily 

commit him to Idealism. Taking an essentially Meadian position, Burke 

contends that mind, being formed by language, ls fashioned by a public 

grammar. 60 The extension of this view, of course, Is Dewey's basically 

anti-Kantian conviction that categories should be considered as the pro-

duct of social transmission of mental habits from adults to children. 61 

If there Is a reconciliation between the Kantian forms and, say, 

Mead's social behaviorism, then Burke's system will surely attempt it. 

The dramatist writes of the biological norms, of "potentials" inborn ln 

man's "germ-plasm," which nature bestows upon him. 62 And yet these 

"potentials" are developed and refined only when man "experiences" in 

relation to a social context. 63 As Rueckert has put it, for Burke "the 

interaction between agent and scene (man and environment) actualizes the 

potentials to produce experience . . . " 64 Man may, for example, move 

from loss to grief to despair to suicide, which constitutes a progression 

from situation to emotion to attitude to action, as a particular pattern of 

experience. 65 But this pattern must necessarily follow the "innate forms 

of the mind."66 Since all men share them, says Burke, the forms act as 

conditions of appeal in the artistic encounter between artist and audience. 67 

Burke distinguishes his dramatism from Kant's philosophy in the 

key respect of "act.• Whereas idealistic terminologies begin with 
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considerations of perception, knowledge and learning, dramatism begins 

with a stress on action; it is rooted in the Aristotelian and Thomistic 

notions of the substantlality of the act. 68 Contrary to Kant, Burke ad-

vances not a philosophy of knowledge but rather a philosophy of, or 

meditation upon, linguistic activity. Kant's epistemology serves drama-

tism in that the inquiry into the conditions and limits of knowing applies 

to the fundamental (for Burke) question of the nature of man's symbolic 

existence. 

If Burke ls to utilize Kant, the dramatist must first clear away, as 

ls the dialectical thinker's custom, the paradOKes inherent in the latter's 

construct. By turning the pentad upon Kant's theory of knowing, and by 

charting his system through the dialectical ratios of the five terms, Burke 

shows, for example, that the German philosopher's a priori categories 

actually imply determinism, not freedom and activity, which Kant cham-

pioned. 69 Kant's contention that man must act "as lf" (ala ob) he knew 

there was Gcxl, freedom and Immortality makes moral action dependent 

upon these ideas. 70 Approaching Kant from the standpoint of the dramatist 

grammar, Burke suggests that Kant, in fact, ls not an idealist after all 

since he acknowledges a reality beyond the agent. That ls, mind isn't 

the only reality; •thtngs-ln-themselves" do exist Independently, but 

nothing can be known about them (although the noumenal realm of'tiing-an-

slctfls •thinkable"). 71 
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Burke's analysis of the Kantian "weltanschauung" is beyond the 

scope of this section. It may Justifiably be said, however, that the 

dramatist penetrates to the core of the Kantian problems. His analysis of 

the foundations of Kant's theory of knowledge not only follows the German's 

own process of reasoning but also charts the ambiguities implicit in the 

Konigsbergian' s philosophy. Kant's transcendental logic, says Burke, 

Nparadoxically enough, arrives at Its stress upon agent through a question 

about scene ('conditions' of knowlng)." 72 How Is this brought about? 

Essentially, argues Burke, Kant's philosophy "takes Its beginning in a 

scientist problem, not the problem of~. but the problem of knowledge. 

The vital concern here Is with 'the object', as perceived through Intuition 

and conceived by the understandlng."73 This ls not, however, a question 

about a particular object but rather about "the object ln general ... 74 And 

yet once the dramatist charts the key terms of Kant's Critique of Pure 

Reason he realizes that "the surprising thing about an object in general 

is that you can't distinguish it from .!!.Q object at all. 1175 Indeed, the 

object in general is as impossible to represent as "ding-an-sich" which 

by definition resides beyond the domain of sense relationships. Granted, 

a discussion of Nthe conditions of the possibility of the knowledge of 

nothing, N as Burke puts it, tests the true mettle of a philosopher. 76 As 

a matter of fact, offers Burke, "it takes a really profound thinker to say 

profound things about nothing. 1177 The point remains, nevertheless, that 

Kant is left to talk about not the object in general but the knower. As 
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Burke suggests, Kant is drawn from talk about the object, which would 

culminate only in the grossest obscurities, to talk about the nature of 

one's own mind; for the mind imposes upon the object the concepts that 

give meaning to what the senses passively receive. 78 The focus is upon 

the mental conditions inherent in the agent and how the understanding 

thinks through the data of the sensible world in terms of the mind's a 

priori evaluative requirements of time, space, quality, quantity, relation, 

etc. 79 Such mental conditions are named "Transcendental" by Kant, and 

their logic pertains not to the ultimate criterion of internal consistency, 

as with formal reasoning, but to the mind's own propensities for under-

standing relative to what Is to be understood. 80 Which ls to say that 

transcendental logic suggests the agent's thinking only in relation to what 

can be known in his scene. 81 

Continuing along this critical vein, Burke comes upon yet another 

paradc»e 1n Kantian philosophy: the fact that the categories suggest deter-

minism instead of freedom of action. W"nich is to say that the agent .!!ll!fil 

act in terms of the categories. Kant, as Burke argues, describes intel-

lectual synthesis as active, but this act ls far from being original and 

spontaneous. Simply put, the mind cannot do otherwise than see accor-

ding to its inherited faculties, and is there not, from the linguistic 

perspective, a hint of passivity here ?82 

In A Grammar of Motives, as well as in "A Dramatistic View of the 

Origins of Language, " Burke summarizes Kantian philosophy with the aid 
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of three ratios: agent-act, scene-agent, scene-act. In "out and out 

Dramatistlc terms," as Burke prefers to say it, Kant's position is reviewed 

by asking, what kind of agent must there be for an act to be possible, 

what kind of scene must there be for such an agent to be possible and 

what kind of scene must there be for an act to be possible? 73 This dis-

cussion, it must be remembered, aids in the paramount consideration of 

language adding the peculiar possibility of the negative to human affairs. 

especially to ethics. What with the dramatistlc brand of criticism. 

however, Burke's conclusions about Kant do not differ significantly from 

other appraisals of the latter's thought. The dramatist acknowledges 

Kant's assault upon the barren rationalism of the age which attempted to 

overleap experience but wound up instead in antinomic dilemmas. Aware 

of the crisis of philosophy, and its historic circumstances. Kant nonethe-

less failed to make philosophy a science established Uke other sciences 

in universal and lasting esteem. As with Aristotle. the German thinker 

made a mighty contribution to the conditions of knowing, but his own 

critical standing sagged as epistemology withered under the metaphysical 

strain of "ding-an-sich." Kant pondered the immense problem of escaping 

from the enclosed circle of sensation and appearance into the unknowable 

domain of things-in-themselves and eventually backtracked to the uneasy 

cleavage of scientific knowledge and faith. His preoccupation with both 

the knower and what is to be known contains the anomaly that relegates 

him to a metaphysical corner in the last analysis. For the relationship 
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of agent to scene, of perceiver to the objects of perception, implies the 

existence of two ontological entities--Kant is certainly not a pure idealist, 

as Burke argues, since he concedes that things-in-themselves have an 

intrinsic nature aside from the terms in which they are seen--and the 

chasm between these entitles merely perpetuates the Cartesian dualism 

that the German endeavored to bridge. 84 This ls as fitting an irony as the 

Nao-Kantian embarrasment, dramatistlcally speaking, that "a thing ln 

itself is Grammatically a thing without reference to a context." 85 

The dramatistic consideration of the complexities of Kant's 

philosophy is indebted to the very dialectical methods employed by the 

German himself. For his part, Kant used the antlnomies to exhibit the 

abillty of human reason to maintain the equal cogency of opposite meta-

physical beliefs. He showed that mutually exclusive propositions about 

the ultimate nature of things could be defended by reason with equally 

strong arc;iwnents. Kant's own formulations, as Burke critiques them, are 

also susceptible to the antinomic test, especially when the philosopher 

moves from knowledge into faith and into the postulates about moral con-

duct, such as those advanced in Critique of Practical Reason. 86 

Briefly, Kant is willing to concede that man cannot know things as they 

are in themselves. Thus man finds himself caught in an antinomy when 

he reaches the edge of his own knowledge. And yet Kant also asserts 

that man must act on the basis of the assumption that the universe is 

9oln9 to continue to be rational; that man has a part to play in it by being 
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moral; that man must make the unprovable postulates that he fashions the 

basis for his actions. The compllcations of this view, particularly the 

position that the moral law transcends the limits of the senses, are fully 

examined by Burke, with the inevitable observation that Kant himself at-

tempts to overleap experience. 87 

But the dramatist ls more concerned with the grammatical scrutiny 

of Kant's philosophy and the subtle llngulstlc transformations occuring ln 

his construct than he ls with Kant's philosophy apropos the internal con-

sistency of formal logic. Which ls to say that Burke turns the transcen-

dental logic of the pentad, as categories or necessary "forms of talk 

about experience," upon Kant's transcendental logic, which constitutes 

the "forms of experience ... as Concentrating on the motivational strands 

of the Kantian ethics, Burke discovers how, for example, Kant works out 

a scheme "that corresponds to the step from the 'negative' attitude ln the 

lex tallonls to the 'positive' attitude ln the Golden Rule. nB 9 Burke's 

critique of. the symbolic structure of Ih! Critique of Pure Reason brings to 

light not only the positive-negative Interrelationship but also the major 

dialectical pairs of freedom-necessity and action-passion. Here the 

dramatist shows that the integrity of Kant's distinctions ls mitigated by 

the linguistic fact that his terms actually serve as grounds for each other. 

The lnterrelaUonshlps of Kantian terms produce the kinds of tum-abouts 

that fcrever delight the semanUclst and the dlalectician. Burke is quick 

to expose the linguistic twist in Kant's use of "active" and "passive,• 
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for example. On the one hand, the act of intellectual synthesis ls said 

to be original and spontaneous, and yet, on the other hand, the "active" 

ls vitiated by Kant's concurrent implication that this mental operation is 

inevitable. It ls, as Burke puts lt, "compulsory, lacking the elements of 

freedom necessary for action ... 9o That ls, Kant's philosophy contends 

that man must observe something ln terms of the categories, but this is 

not an act ln the sense that man ls fully free to choose either to observe 

1t or not to observe It. "Conversely, though the senslblllty ls 'passive,"' 

says Burke of Kant's philosophy, "we find space and time called the 

'forms' of senslblllty. And ln the tradition from which Western philosophy 

stems, 'form' ls the act word par excellence. So the 'passive' begins to 

look as active as the avowedly active. •91 The objective of this drama-

Ustlc inquiry into Kant, it must be reiterated, Is not so much to prove 

internal inconsistency by way of formal logic as It is to unravel the 

CJf'ammatlcal opportunltles and embarrasments, the grammatical inconsis-

tencies, that derive from Kant's particular llngulstlc maneuvers In his 

talk about human motives. 

In charting the paradoxes inherent in Kant's philosophy, Burke ls 

nonetheless respectful of those elements of the German's world-view 

adaptable to a theory of symbolic activity and aesthetics. First of all, 

the pentad, in the Kantian tradition, presumes to employ the five terms as 

•categories which human thought necessarily exemplifies," though, of 

course, the accent is upon "forms of talk about experience. "92 The 
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import of this is the view that mind is a positive agent. As with Kant, 

Burke believes that action cannot be reduced to motion in questions of 

morality. "Now when one talks of the will," comments Burke, "one is 

necessarily in the field of the moral; and the field of the moral ls, by 

definition, the field of .!£ll.Qn ... 93 And it ls none other than Kant "who 

expended vast ingenuity upon precisely this problem of allowing personal 

action (moral freedom) in a world of mechanical motion ... 94 

Concomitantly, the foundation of ethical conduct ls choice, and 

Burke's dramatism accords wtth Kant's position that man, as a creature 

who chooses, must assume responsibility for his own actions. Embedded 

in Burke's concept of "act," as differentiated from "motion," notes Marie 

Hochmuth Nichols, lies the ethical concept that language ls moral in its 

basis, and this means that the linguistic code "contains the choices, 

feelings, attitudes of originators ... 95 The dramatist"s view of choice and 

reaponaibllity la not too different from Kant's notion of the wlll, which the 

German philosopher regards as the power of a rational being to produce 

effects in the phenomenal world. Since the will, in Kant's estimation, is 

a power to act in accordance with one's conception of laws, willing must 

be a conscious, indeed a self-conscious activity. If rational beings are 

considered to be endowed with a wUl, then they must also be considered 

to possess consciousness of their causality in regard to action. 96 

The notions of will, choice and responsibllity are also applicable 

to aesthetic problems, and here Burke restores the fundamental belief in 
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the poet's creative power which Coleridge, in particular, upheld on the 

basis of Kant's philosophy. According to Burke, the poet creates new 

visions and images of the world and gives to life the kinds of meanings 

and insights beyond the capacity of mere mechanical science to give. 97 

From Counter-Statement to the rounding out of dramatism, Burke has been 

expounding upon the thesis that the poet's outlook is generally more 

sensitive and perceptive than other men's views; for the poet experiences 

more intensively than others the forms and fonnulae which constitute the 

essenUal materials of the artistic enterprise. 98 As William Rueckert has 

observed, "Burke believes that a superior knowledge of the forms and 

formulae implies a deeper knowledge of the self--the self and society, 

the self and history, and the self 'eternity" --and that because of his 

profound knowledge, the poet is able to mediate between the particular 

and the universal, the temporal and the eternal, the self and society. n99 

Burke, as Rueckert continues, sees the poet as spontaneously generating 

images and symbols "to externalize and embody his revelation." lOO The 

dWerence between the poet and the dreamer, in this respect. is that the 

former desires to communicate his revelation to others. 

In espousing the creative power of the poetic mind, Burke chal-

lenges the mechanistic view of man which would make of him a passive 

receptor of sensations. And in so challenging this view, the dramatist, 

1n a way, recreates the battle fought by Coleridge, with the aid of Kantian 

ideas, against associationism and British empiricism at the dawn of the 
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Nineteenth Century. A digression into the significance of this battle 

should serve to eventually illuminate Burke"s own somewhat Neo-Kantian 

poetic crusade against modem scientism. For both Coleridge and Burke, 

whatever their respective motivations, the idea of the mind as a positive, 

creative agent undergirds aesthetic theory. What gives impetus to this 

Idea is the essential contribution of Kant, who posits rationally creative 

activity in the human will and also forges a theory of action in which the 

sell, and consciousness of self, emerges; the craftsman, in acting and 

creating, affirms his own existence and expands his awareness. In for-

mulating a theory of action, ln which the human mind achieves its own 

reality and Its own existence as a mind {at the same time achieving 

consciousness of its own reality as mind), Kant renews Aristotelian and 

Scholastic themes Invaluable to Coleridge and especially to Burke's con-

cept of -act." 

By the end of the Eighteenth Century, Coleridge had reached a 

philosophical and theological watershed, desiring to justify a mode of 

thought both aesthetic and moral without sacrificing rationality. But what 

was an acceptable solution to the problems posed for moral and religious 

philosophy at that time? First of all, the Cartesian dualism of mind and 

body provided no rational basis fo:- any integral act of knowledge; for 

Descartes had posed a double consciousness which divided reality and 

the very act of knowing. lOl The associatlonists, for their part, defined 

man as a passive, mechanical o:-ganism Incapable of innate Ideas. 
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Hartley's science claimed that the association of ideas humanized and 

socialized man--a rather condescending view for the religious Coleridge. l 02 

Likewise, Locke's solution to the problems of epistemology seemed dras-

tic to Coleridge; for it stripped away the fundamental basis for the poet's 

equanimity. l03 The argument that the imagination is based upon the mere 

conjunction of simple ideas negated any possibility of apprehending the 

purposive and intelligent forces of nature, which Coleridge seemed driven 

to grasp. If one was to embark upon an exhaustive examination of nature"s 

laws then one was compelled to go beyond the ominous thesis that the 

objects imagined are complex only on the basis of associating simple 

Ideas which, In turn, are mere copies of impressions and sensations. The 

poet, operating within this philosophical co:1struct, could never hope to 

get beyond the superficial dimension of life. And for Coleridge, the ulti-

mate dimension was a kind of mystical consciousness of union with God.104 

Beset by the fixed categories of the mental and the physical, 

Coleridge searched for a means of "vaulting the chasm," so to speak. 

And in the philosophy of Kant, which provided a new gymnastics of the 

mind, he found a different race of thought and modes of reasoning which 

might conceivably overturl) the influences of Locke and Descartes, not to 

mention Hume, whose theory of atomistic sensations concluded that the 

creative power of the mind amounts to nothing more than the faculty of 

transposing or compounding or augmenting or even diminishing the mater-

ials afforded man by the senses and experlence.105 Against this trend, 
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Kant proposed the principle that objects must conform to man's mode of 

cognition, which reversed Hume, and then the German philosopher tried to 

dispel the Cartesian dualism by arguing that the primary datum of knowledge 

is the single whole of experience. What ls more, Kant seemed to give a 

new status to man when he claimed that man and nature are not separate.106 

For Coleridge, this seemed to be the philosophical tonic of the age. 

If man"s reason was an instrument ln tune with the workings of the universe, 

as Kant contended, and If man's mo:allty was an instrument inborn which 

needed no guide save Its own dignity, then the limitations of nature, as 

posed by Locke, Hume and others, were really not obstacles after all. 

Indeed, these limitations were the conditions or human freedom. Man 

could act and move closer to nature. The knower, especially the poet, 

and what he knows must be In natural accord. 107 The idea or "free will" 

that seemed so vital to Coleridge was for Kant a necessity of nature; for 

the conception of morality, the latter believed, necessitated "free will" 

as a postulate. 

Kant's philosophy, later refined by Fichte and Schelling, 108 

helped to broaden Coleridge's rationale so that he could eventually work 

out the distinctions between primary and secondary imagination and fancy. 

Coleridge"s contact with this philosophical movement sparked his own 

dialectical endeavors. He drew from Fichte the model of the inner, cons-

cious self in conflict with the outer, conscious self and realized its 

import as a human dialectic of great poetic implication. 1 o9 He took from 
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Schelling the process of imaginatively reconciling opposite or discordant 

qualities. llO Still, the initial influence of Kant was the paramount factor 

in Coleridge's dialectical development. And it is precisely the dialectic 

of Coleridge--that the dialectical counterparts of understanding and rea-

son are designed to relate as concentric circles greatly differing in 

circumference and that the principles of unity and multeity are both op-

posed and fused--that so aptly serves Burke's own discussion of linguistic 

transformations. 111 

The Kantianism in Burke's battle against atomistic science and 

behaviorism permits significant parallels with Coleridge's war against 

strict assoclationism. To be sure, the dramatistic system is character-

ized not by the analysis of reality but rather by the analysis of language, 

the end being a "consciousness of linguistic action generally." 112 And 

yet Burke"s view of the creative power of the mind, albeit the Meadian 

concession that it is also formed by a public grammar, coincides with 

Coleridge's insight, drawn from Kant, that the poet creates a world, or 

vision of the world, whose credibility, as an organic whole, is aside 

from the canons of formal logic and of the empirical sciences which de-

mand a discrete language--the demarcation of every logical concept. 113 

Moreover, Burke's dramatism, as a thinking upon the forms of thought 

manifested linguistically, pays tribute to Coleridge's fortitude in making 

a poem, such as "Kubla Kahn," a "highly personal, poetic analogue of 

Kantian transcendentalism, which sought conceptually to think about 
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itself until it ended in a schematization of the forms necessarily implicit 

in the very act of thinking. " 114 Which is to say that for both Coleridge 

and Burke, the poet is creator of a vision of the world totally true apropos 

the determinants of the particular symbolic form. In the Kantian tradition, 

therefore, the poet must become self-conscious of his own modes of 

apprehension. He must utilize reflective judgement and theoretical rea-

son capable not only of dialectically ascertaining its own limits but also 

• its own idea. In this way, in the Kantian sense. the human mind achieves 

its own reality, its own existence as a mind. Coleridge's task was to 

initiate reflection through poetry per se; Burke's own consciousness has 

been raised mainly through methodological meditation upon linguistic 

habits and their bases. Whereas Kant circumvented the problem of know-

ledge, of the unknowabillty of "dlng-an-sich," by concentrating upon the 

mind that must at least "think" about It, 115 Burke circumvents the problem 

of knowledge by concentrating upon the symbolic processes intrinsic to 

"thinking about" things; hence the shift from epistemology to symbolic 

actlon. 116 

In viewing the poem as a self-sufficient activity, Burke's specu-

lations about the rhetoric of rebirth, the purgative-redemptive cycle, 

come close to Coleridge's view of poetry as a "dim analogue of Crea-

tion.• 117 Not to say that Burke himself subscribes to pure Idealism. 

Rather, it is to say that Burke takes the position, also espoused by the 

Nao-Kantian Ernst Cassirer, that poetry, as a symbolic form, is itself a 
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way of apprehending the world, the construction of a way of dealing sys-

tematically with one's experiences. 118 This mode of apprehension has as 

much integrity as alternative symbolic versions of the world such as 

science, myth and history; for it has its own rationality and orderliness. 

All of this comes to light in Burke's consideration of poetic 

meaning as opposed to semantic meaning--the latter derived from the 

positivistic zest for referentiality, for "a vocabulary that gives the name 

and address of every event in the universe." 119 The integrity of the poet, 

Burke contends, rests upon the acceptance of ambiguity and of the vision-

ary miracles wrought by the metaphor. There is no doubt in the dramatist's 

mind that ambiguity is crucial to the poetic frame and to the comic orien-

tation; for it underlies metaphor and all the Jolting juxtapositions of terms 

that provoke insight through wit, absurdity, and so on. 12 O Metaphor 

authorizes the merging of contexts and fosters a "progressive encompass-

ment" of meanings. Ideas thought to be antithetical or irrelevant or 

utterly alien to each other, in discrete form, may be brought together to 

provide aesthetic truth, quite apart fro:n strict logic perhaps, but never-

theless truth.121 Indeed, the shifting of images in a poem, which permits 

the contemplation of a subject from the standpoint of various objects, 

rests oftentimes upon the dialectical mechanism of seeing one thing in 

terms of its opposite. 12 2 Coleridge, as Burke points out, imparted the 

wisdom "that rivales are the opposite banks of the~ stream." 123 
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Burke is not one to merely gloss over the difference between the 

poetic and the semantic. His discussion is bountiful and his arguments 

compelling. His case can only be hinted at here, but an indication of 

poetry's authenticity will emerge. The statement, "New York City is in 

Iowa," argues Burke, can be'poetically' true.124 For "as a metaphor it 

provides valid insight" and "to have ruled it out, by strict semantic 

authority, would have been vandalism. •ol 2S Thus, for the validity of 

poetic meaning, Burke contends "that the 'test' cannot be a formal one, 

as with the diagrams for testing a syllogism. " 126 "Poetic characteriza-

tions,• he adds, "do not categorically exclude each other in the either-

true-or-false sense, any more than the characterizations 'honest' or 'tall' 

could categorically exclu:ie the characterizations 'learned,' 'unlearned,' 

or 'thin."' 127 The test of a metaphor's validity, he goes on to say, re-

quires a "filling-out, by concrete body, of the characterizations which 

one would test. 11128 Which ls to show, for example, that three metaphors 

such as "man a vegetable," "man an ant," and "man a communicant," 

emerge as reasonable only after the scope, range, relevancy, accuracy, 

and applicability of each perspective ls exposed and examined with 

regard to the other two. 129 

This excursion into the do:nain of poetic meaning has been under-

taken to accent Burke"s affinity with Coleridge in the Nee-Kantian 

repudiation of scientistic reductionism. Kant's great contribution to 

philosophy, as C. E. M. Joad has written, "is .•. to stress the activity 
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of the experiencing subject, 11130 and surely Burke makes profound appli-

cation of this philosophical perspective to the life of symbolic action, as 

opposed to mere motion. Wnile Burke emphasizes the power of the agency 

itself, namely language, In prescribing to the world that man knows the 

forms and conditions under which it shall apear to him, the underlying 

Kantian Influence Is unmistakable. For Kant's contention that the mind Is 

an active force lends credence to the poet's worth as creator of a symbolic 

form autonomous in the sense that it has Its own distinctive mode of sym-

bolic construction. Simply put, this form, as with art, myth, and so on, 

cannot be reduced to another without loss. The atomistic vocab"Jlaries 

of the physlcallsts, positivists and behaviorists, notes Burke, imply the 

reduction of ethical, moral and aesthetic Issues to mechanistic terms. l3 l 

Although Burke may object to the position that the understanding 

makes nature, he nevertheless draws from the Kantian wisdom the Insight 

that nature Is understood in accordance with the forms. Along with Ernst 

Cassirer, Burke has built upon the Kantian base a view of man constitu-

ting the world in accordance with symbolic forms. For Burke, as for 

Cassirer, man is portrayed as a creature who builds up a cultural world 

of his own, an ideal world, over and against the purely natural stimulus-

response world of animal existence. 132 Burke's preoccupation, of course, 

is with the many motives deriving from man's symbollcity--the ethical 

realm of perfection and pride which man, inventor of the negative, lin-

guistically contrives. "Aside from the ontological truth or falsity of the 
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case," he remarks, "there are sheerly technical reasons, intrinsic to the 

nature of language, for belief in God and the Devil. ,,133 

Along with the notion of mind as a positive agent, Burke has sifted 

out of Kantian philosophy the methodological values of the "Transcenden-

tal Dialectic." As the dramatist announces In A Grammar of Motives, the 

Pentad is transcendental rather than formal and Is thus Kantian to the ex'." 

tent that the five terms are categories which human thought necessarily 

reflects. 134 But equally Important, the dramatistlc system, as with 

Kant's, attunes itself to the limits of knowing by reflective thought upon 

the function of knowledge instead of upon Its content. In this respect, 

both Kant and Burke utilize Aristotle's technique of dialectically rebuffing 

a philosophical claim on the basis of the form in which the claim is ad-

vanced. But Burke adds the critical dimension of the claim-as-symbolic-

construct; he estimates the philosopher's "weltanschauung" through the 

dialectic of the Pentad's ratios. In the exposure of each claim's partiality, 

that is, the stress Is upon a philosophical statement or system as a 

symbolic funct Ion. 13 5 

Burke's critique of the partial nature of philosophical claims is in 

no small way dependent upon the Kantian antlnomies, since the dramatist's 

task Is to show the failure of reason ever to reach finality or completeness 

1n its account of motives. For •men's linguistic behavior ••• reflects real 

paradoxes in the nature of the world itself--antlnomles that could be re-

solved only 1f men were able, not in thought, as with the program of 
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Hegelian idealism, but in actual concrete opinions, to create an entire 

universe." 136 To illustrate his point, Burke provides the "antinomies of 

definition," wherein he argues that each strategy of definition, be it con-

textual, familiar or whatever. ultimately succumbs. in its quest for the 

capture of man's substance, to the paradoxes and embarrasments inherent 

in a symbol system. 137 Man's urge, as Burke suggests in a Neo-Kantian 

way, may be to conquer irrationality and inexplicability. but the urge, 

though inevitable. conflicts with the equally inevitable ambiguities in-

volved in the language that would supposedly provide for him the means of 

conquering obscurity and disorder. Burke has. in effect, provided a sym-

bolic model or overlay for Kant's observation that man tries to explain 

experience by getting outside of it and yet every attempt to do that is an 

attempt lying within the field of experience. In Burkeian terms, man tries 

to explain his motives by getting around the problems of symbolism and 

yet every attempt to by-pass a grammar. rheto:ic, or symbolic of motives 

lies within symbolic experience. For Kant. man cannot be both Inside and 

outside of experience. That attempt Is the basis for the antlnomies of pure 

reason. For Burke, man cannot be both inside and outside of symbolic 

action in the attribution of motives. The task, as the dramatist sees it, 

is to regard the concepts of "action" and "motion," in the placement of 

statements about motives, not as a "philosopher's stone," but as a 

"'philosopher's stone for the synopsis of writings that have sought the 

philosopher's stone. "' 138 Which is to say that dramatism, through the 
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pentad, otters a synoptic way of talking about man"s way of talking about 

things. 

From this vantage-point, Kantian in orientation, Burke contemplates 

the irony that the anti-dialectical scientists of human behavior actually 

wind up employing a linguistic system which Is Inherently dialectical. 

Their terminologies of motion and conditioning, he notes, "are to be 

treated as dialectical enterprises designed to transcend terminologies of 

action and substance." 139 Every terminology, argues Burke, "is dialec-

tical by sheer reason of the fact that It Is a terminology." 140 But the 

opponents of dialectical operations do not apprehend this fact, so thorough 

ls their aversion to any Intellectual endeavor which would focus upon the 

paradoxes of substance. The denial of the dialectical, In sum, ls akin 

to the denial of one's place wholly within experience. Portraits of man 

based upon mere motion culminate In antlnomles, much as the metaphysical 

claims of philosophers, who tried to over leap experience. terminated In the 

embarrasment that the antitheses of their claims seemed equally plausible 

to reason. What ls most conducive to observation and analysis, however, 

ls the manner in which the claims are made. Indeed, what ls eminently 

chartable is the attempt by a man to deal with another man's identity. 

"Nothing ls more imperiously there for observation and study than the 

tactics people employ when they would injure or gratify one another--and 

one can readily demonstrate the role of substantiation in such tactics." l41 
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Finally, Burke's temperament bespeaks a certain Kantlanism in 

that the dramatist embraces the two strains of the skeptical and the synop-

tic. At times, Burke has seemed to be an "all-destroyer," as Mendelsohn 

said of Kant. At other times, however, he has been accused of trying to 

abolish knowledge to make room for faith, as Kant had tried to do. Only 

Burke's faith has moved from a poetic-humanistic Communism of the 

"thirties" to a dramatlstlc, methodological meditation upon the linguistic 

ways of humankind. As with Kant, his skepticism has been but a prelude 

to the fashioning of an organic vision. 142 (There ls much in Plato, 

Aristotle, Hegel and Marx that suggests the same tendency, and this Im-

plies a point of coordination as Burke shuttles back and forth among these 

philosophers in the development of dramatlsm.) For his part, Kant was 

completely skeptical about metaphysical knowledge, and yet he was con-

vinced that universal and necessarlly certain knowledge existed about the 

conditlons of all possible experlence. 143 Similarly, Burke, while skeptical 

of metaphysical and ideological claims, has seemed convinced that the 

pentad contains the categories which human thought necessarlly exempli-

fies: convinced, that ls, of its synoptic power. Moreover, his definition 

of man, as being rotten with perfection and goaded by the spirit of hier-

archy, pays tribute to Kant's observation that man yearns for categorical 

truth even though he can never really attain u. 144 

In Burke's view, "the principle of perfection ls central to the 

nature of language as motive." 145 "The mere desire to name something 
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by its proper name, " he adds, "or to speak a language in its distinctive 

ways is intrinsically 'perfectionist. '" 146 Notwithstanding the dramatistic 

basis of these statements, Burke has played upon the Kantian thel'l)e, it-

self a variation of the Aristotelian entelechy, that man by nature aspires 

to indubitable truth but cannot attain it. Burke's synoptic vision, then, 

though centered in logology, is nonetheless a way of acknowledging the 

fact that the quest for certainty is universal but the consummation is 

beyond man's reach. The infinitely varied ways in which this quest is 

engendered and perpetuated through symbolic action becomes the subject 

of study for the dramatist-logologist. The quest is implicit In the drama 

of human relations. Burke's emphasis is upon terminologies which con-

tain "various implications and there is a corresponding 'perfectionist' 

tendency for men to attempt carrying out those implications." 14 7 

In a second sense. Burke's synoptic bent bespeaks the dialectical 

thinker's drive for unity, especially for the reconciliation of dualisms. 

Burke, to be sure, is neither an idealist nor a symbolist of the Symbolist 

Movement (with which he contrasts himself in The Philosophy of Literary 

Form). 148 And yet Kant's transcendental unity of apperception, which 

influenced the Symbolists, is a sufficient force in Burke's system. Kant's 

consideration of the unifying power which holds together, constructs our 

precepts, makes them different fro:n bare sensations and gives unity to 

them finds its parallel In Burke's consideration of the unifying (and divi-

ding) power of language which organizes our sensations and permits the 
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solidarity of a world fraught with divisiveness. Such is the power of 

linguistic transformation. Once attention is drawn away from the external 

correspondence of words to objects to the internal coherence of a work, 

poem, philosophy and so on, those awesome dualities between subject 

and object, knower and what is to be known, between inner experience 

and outer world, seem to dissipate. 149 The focus shifts to the reality 

generated by words, to the literary endeavor which brings into existence 

its own meaning and confronts the world in a particular fashion. Cer-

tainly Susanne I.anger's "philosophy In a new key" dissolves the old 

dichotomies by concentrating, as did Cassirer, upon the world as known 

in symbolic form. 150 And certainly Burke's grammar of motives dispenses 

with the problems of dualism by appraising philosophies apropos the 

"purely internal relationships which the five terms [of the pentad] bear to 

one another • • . In actual statements about human motives." 15 l 

Generally speaking, the contemporary age of analysis has fostered 

intellectual endeavors hardly compatible with the philosophical enterprise 

and outlook of G. W. F. Hegel. The current preoccupation with conceptual 

and linguistic clarification, with what Richard Bernstein has called "the 

description, analysis and understanding of our complex web of thought," 152 

tends to cast Hegel's system as an incomprehensible and obscure meta-

physics incorrigibly Jumbled in abstractions such as "freedom," "subject," 

"mind," "spirit," and "reason. 11153 On the one hand, Hegel has been 
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commended for his encompassing vision. He is "one of the few philoso-

phers," says Walter Kaufmann, "who in several of his books offered us a 

vision of the world, worked out in considerable detail" and "in this respect 

he belongs with Plato and Aristotle. Aquinas and Spinoza, Kant and 

Nietzsche." 154 On the other hand, as Morton White has observed, 

philosophers fro:n "Russell and Moore, to Wittgenstein, to logical posi-

tivists like Carnap and his followers, to so:ne of the American realists" 

completely and totally reject "Hegelian doctrine and Hegelian style" and 

they "deny that philosophy must construct a world-view that will encompass 

and illuminate science, art, morals. religion and politics." 1 SS Even those 

admiring the scope of Hegel's philosophy and his synoptic zeal, such as 

Dewey and Santayana ultimately rebuke him for engaging in sophistry and 

myth. Moreover, the existentialist movement has found considerable 

dispute with Hegel. "Kierkegaard fought against the Hegelian climate of 

his time," remarks William Barrett. 156 The Dane believed that "Hegel-

ianism threatened Christians more than does any professedly anti-Christian 

philosophy, because the System can only lead to confusion and misunder-

standing as to what Christianity really is, and therefore to self-deception 

among those who continue to believe that they are Christians when in fact 

they are not. ul57 As for Sartre, asserts Barrett, he "can never go the way 

of Hegel: he believes, in opposition to the idealist, that Evil is real and 

cannot be redeemed, that the negative can never be sublimated in the 

pure positive being of the Absolute. " 158 
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These anti-Hegelian sentiments to the contrary notwithstanding, 

there is a marked and serious return to Hegel's philosophy as an important 

and imperative source of ideas crucial to modern thought and modern prob-

lems. Hegel deserves a restatement and reassessment, argues J. N. 

Findlay, not on account of his mere influence but "on account of the 

originality and permanent interest of his ideas, and on account of the ex-

tent to which these ideas have been overlaid by prejudiced misconcep-

tions, due largely to the extreme di!flculty and wanton obscurity of the 

language in which they were stated ... i 59 In his reinterpretation of Hegel, 

Walter Kaufmann states that "misconceptions about Hegel begin with his 

very name." 160 Ironically, philoso;:>hers in the tradition of Dewey and 

Santayana continue to pay homage to Hegel's grand, monumental approach 

by considering the importance of a synoptic, total view of the universe 

and man. l61 "Existentialists like Heidegger, Jaspers, Marcel, and 

Sartre," notes Morton White, "continued to do philosophy in a sprawling 

and turgid manner that reminds one of Hegel even when it is directed 

against him." 162 Hegel, in fact, provides a crucial methodological base 

for the very linguistic analysts who are to eventually repudiate him. For 

as Findlay has shown in his remarkable essay on "The Contemporary 

Relevance of Hegel" the German philosopher operates in a manner "extra-

ordinarily like what is done in modern syntactics or semantics or similar 

formal studies" by creating the metalinguistic exercise of passing from 

discourse in a language to comment about that language. "l 63 
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Thus there is considerable ground for asserting the pertinence of 

Hegel to present philosophical questions and methods. In this regard, 

there is even a return to the study of Hegel's dialectic, with Herbert 

Marcuse, in particular, rejuvenating the relevance of Hegelian dialectic 

to the rise of social theo:y and to issues provoked by the ways of techno-

logical civillzation. 164 And in his own unique but no less astute manner, 

Kenneth Burke has recalled the dynamic aspects of Hegelian dialectic to 

forge both the critical and substantive dimensions of dramatism. But the 

strains of Hegelianlsm In Burke's own corpus are not always obvious. For 

this reason, It Is Important to probe some of the lines of Influence. First 

of all, Hegel"s views on negative thinking provide a b3sis for Burke's 

consideration of the negative as a linguistic catego:y. l 6S Second, 

Hegel's approach to logic--his thoughts on the nature of contradiction, 

the relational status of paired terms, the mediatory ground that makes 

possible the clash of opposing forces and ideas--has been adapted by 

Burke to a theory of "identification"' built upon the interrelatedness of 

merger and division. Indeed, 166 Hegel's provocative section on Lordship 

and Bondage in The Phenomenology of Spirit seems to cast an archetypal 

shadow over Burke"s insights into the process of gaining self-consciousness 

about one"s independence and dependence in the social world. 167 Third, 

Hegel's conceptual style of higher order comment on a thought position 

previously achieved, namely, "notional deepening," permeates Burke's 

own method of analyzing the resources of a term, and the German's 
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concern for the examination of the unclear comers of all living notions, 

namely "interstitial thinking," pervades Burke's conviction that poetic 

meaning contains much more than, as he says, "pragmatic, positivistic, 

futuristic values." 168 It contains ambiguity, overlap, emotional and 

moral weightening which helps. dialectically. to push a term or idea this 

way or that way in subtle and intricate fashion. Fourth, Hegel's account 

of the various modes of thought--that is, the "understanding," "dialectic," 

and "reason"--seems to have influenced Burke's use of "positive," "dia-

lectical," and "ultimate" terms in the latter's explanation of hierarchy 

and what he calls "the magic and rationality of Order, and Its correspon-

ding modes of Identification." 169 And, finally, Hegel's self-conscious 

temperament, his views on man-In-society and his synoptic mission bear 

In no small measure upon Burke's propensity for reflexiveness, his pen-

tadic ratios, and his desire, as Stanley Edgar Hyman once put it, "to 

integrate all man's knowledge Into one workable critical frame." l ?O 

It goes without saying that an evaluation of Hegelian influences 

in Burke, as with an evaluation of Marxian influences In Burke, depends 

upon recent reappraisals by the scholarly community. Reinterpretations 

have sparked, first of all, a renewed interest in what Herbert Marcuse 

has called "the power of negative thinklng." 171 J\nd certainly this in-

terest is collateral with Kenneth Burke's statement that "the essential 

distinction between the verbal and the non-verbal is in the fact that 

language adds the peculiar possibllity of the Negative." 172 Specifically, 
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Burke's theory of the negative--the negative, for him, is the very essence 

of language--is closely related to Hegel's contention that thinking is 

essentially the negation of that which is immediately before us. For 

Burke, the argument Is that man adds verbalization to non-verbal nature, 

thus establishing negativity in acts, commands, etc. 173 For Hegel, 

negation ls Inextricably intertwined in the pervasive dialectic of Spirit, 

which seeks freedom In the world. 174 According to Burke, man employs 

language to symbollcally Infuse nature with negativity, giving It, conse-

quently, the dialectical status of "yesses" and "nos" in opposition (albeit 

a mediatory, intermediate realm of "maybe"). 175 According to Hegel, man 

confronts negativity as part of his Inevitable and Inexorable, though un-

witting--Hegel calls it "the cunning of Reason"--role in the story of 

Spirit's quest for freedom, which suggests Spirit's realization of Itself and 

manifestation of itself. 176 

The fundamental difference between the two, however, is that Burke 

shifts the concern from ontological to linguistic categories. For Hegel, 

that is, •Reason" Is the negation of the negation in that the understanding 

of all objects of thought and elements as aspects of a totality requires the 

dialectical (negative) breaking down of appearances and self-assurances, 

which prolong alienation. 177 For Burke, as William Rueckert has sug-

gested, reason is reduced to language so that rational (and moral) life can 

be subjected to linguistic analysis. 178 This distinction can also be 
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grasped by way of J. N. Findlay's often heeded assessment of the unboun-

ded disposition of the Hegelian dialectic: 

It will be plain from what we have said that Hegel has no 
merely subjective, no merely linguistic or conceptual view of 
the contradictions involved in Dialectic. He does not limit 
contradictions to misapplied or misguided notions or principles: 
he goes further, and attributes them to 'the world.' 179 

A common bond emerges, nonetheless, over a basically contra-

scientific and contra-logical (Aristotelian formal logic, that is) framework 

devoted to the consideration and reconciliation of opposites. Burke and 

Hegel envision a dichoto:nous world, whether symbolical or ontological, 

which demands "overco:ning," perpetual "overco:ning," by a process that, 

"aufhebe," at once negates, ailirms and transcends. 180 

Burke's indebtedness to Hegel also emerges in the assumption that 

opposites have no dialectical value unless there is a common ground for 

the meeting of unalloyed contradictions. Wnen Burke speaks of the coex-

istence of merger and division, of unity and dissociation, for example, he 

ls but reconsidering the Hegelian dictum that the drive to overco:ne contra-

dictions and irrationalities implies their permanent acceptance. Burke's 

notions of "identification" and "consubstantiality" are actually a spinoff 

of the Hegelian insight. "Here are ambiguities of substance," says Burke 

in A Rhetoric of Motives.1 81 "In being identified with B, A is 'substan-

tially one' with a person other than himself. Yet at the same time he re-

mains unique, an individual locus of motives. Thus he is both joined and 

separate, at once a distinct substance and consubstantial with another." 182 
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This particular Burkeian observation constitutes the key issue of 

A Rhetoric of Motives. "We emerge from the analysis with the key tenn, 

'identification,"' he states, in the introduction to this book.183 (Hugh 

Dalziel Duncan, for one, has honored Burke's insistence that this "is the 

crux of his whole system. ") 184 The point to be m;1de with respect to 

Hegel is that Burke's concept of "identification" derives from the "rela-

tional" emphasis of the former's dialectic. The ideas of opposition and 

negation, that is, suppose mutual relationship between contradictories 

and between positives and negatives. "Contradictions arise," notes 

Otis Lee, "because we attribute both opposites to the same thlng--this 

person is both changing and permanent--changing In his actions but per-

manent in that he has the same personal identlty--biological endowment." l 85 

As for negation, Lee writes that It "both unites and separates Its terms. I 

unite the terms in my statement, but Its form reco1nizes or formulates their 

separation. nl 86 

Burke argues the Hegelian notion that pair tenns have relational 

status since one term cannot exist without the counterpart. For Burke, 

antitheses arise in the linguistic code because of the very structure of the 

language itself. 187 For ~egel, antitheses arise out of the structure of 

the world. The Burkeian view is language-oriented, the Hegelian is 

existence-oriented and serves as explanation of the process of reality. 

Still, when Burke argues that language makes possible the attribution of 

opposed characteristics to the same thing, such as good and evil, 
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permanence and change, he is but reiterating the basically Hegelian view 

that opposites have a complementary nature. Were this not so, Burke 

could not justifiably talk of the interplay of unity and dissociation, merger 

and division, and so on. 188 

Perhaps one more round of comparisons will show the Hegelian 

strain in Burke's attitude toward the "rational" qualities of words. Con-

sider, first, the passage by Otis Lee and then the passages by Burke. As 

Lee has written: 

Relations~ as objective as the terms; and relatedness, 
the double process of relating, is an original datum. The 
problem of dialectic is that of permanence and change, of 
identity and difference. How can things become different, 
yet remain the same? It is the problem of process. 189 

Lee, in describing the Hegelian basis of dialectic, provides the 

kind of rationale found in the following Burkeian argument at the conclu-

sion of "A Dramatistic View of the Origins of Language, Part Two:" 

Let us sum up by saying that, however 'positive' a style, 
or moral injunction, may contrive to be in its wording, behind 
it always lurks the Basic Negative, the Great, Tragic, Freud-
like Lex Tallonis, itself a universal principle of Justice, and 
one without which the art of an Aeschylus would be meaning-
less .190 

As Burke has also commented: 

We need not decide whether, in such paired opposites, the 
positive or the negative member of the pair is to be considered 
as essentially prior. We can settle for the indubitable fact 
that all moral terms are of this polar sort. And we can settle 
merely for the fact that such positives and negatives imply 
each other. However, in a hit-and-run sort of way, before 
hurrying on, I might avow that I personaily would treat the 
negative as in principle prior, for this reason: (1) Yes and no 



imply each other; (2) in their role as opposites, they limit each 
other; (3) but limitation itself is the 'negation of part~ divi-
sible quantum.' (I am quoting from the article on Fichte in the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, eleventh edition.) 191 
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Notwithstanding Burke's personal preference for the priority of the 

"no", the idea of opposites implying each other is requisite to the type of 

dialectic that developed in Nineteenth Century German philosophy, 

through Hegel, Fichte, Schelling, although Plato made such an observa-

tion in his dialogues more than two thousand years before these disting-

uished thinkers were bom.192 

Additionally, Burke's concept of ldentlflcation, with its admonitions 

to grasp the twists of personal identity, bears no small relationship to 

Hegel's dialectic of self-certainty, wherein the roles of master and slave 

are interdependent, hence, paradoxically, at times, reversed. In charting 

the slave's acquisition of self-consciousness, Hegel notes that it occurs 

at the moment of supreme oppression. The slave realizes that he has a 

mind of his own when the tyranny against him ls most intense. This ls 

the moment, says Hegel, when he begins to understand his capability for 

a kind of stoical freedom, a consciousness of the pain of the world. This 

type of consciousness is like "pure thought," though Hegel warns that 

man caMot escape the bleak conditions of his existence merely by denying 

its reality. The master, conversely, realizes at the moment of supreme 

power that his supremacy over the slave ls actually quite tenuous, since 

he has enslaved himself by becoming dependent upon the existence of the 
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slave. "The slave is the essential reality of the master," as Richard 

Bernstein has written of the Hegelian dialectical paradox, for "he is the 

essential condition by which the master can be what he is. "193 The slave 

and the master, then, usually apprehend the nature of their relationship at 

the zenith of degradation or power. For both, identity has been formed 

through the relationship to the other, though the toiler now begins to 

grasp his capacity for toiling independently, and the lord begins to en-

vision his utter nothingness without the servant's work to uphold the 

former' s status. 194 

This is surely one of the most suggestive dialectical paradoxes 

offered by the Hegelian philosophy, and it has provided the foundation for 

Burke's ponderings on identification. Consider the following twist. "If 

the shepherd is guarding the sheep," says Burke, "so that they may be 

raised for market, though his role (considered in itself, as guardian of 

the sheep) concerns only their good, he is implicitly identified with their 

slaughter." l95 And in his explanation of identification in h, Rhetoric of 

Motives, Burke argues: 

When two men collaborate in an enterprise to which they 
contribute different kinds of services and from which they 
derive different amounts and kinds of profit, who is to say, 
once and for all, Just where 'cooperation' ends and one 
partner's 'exploitation' of the other begins?l96 

This observation, to be sure, is made within the context of some 

Aristotelian implications of rhetoric. Still, the reflection that rhetoric 

grows out of situations where there are grounds for both conflict and 
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cooperation--"opponents can join battle only through a mediatory ground 

that makes communication possible, thus providing the first condition 

necessary for their interchange of blows. "--is as Hegelian as it is 

Aristotelian. 197 

Indeed, Hegelianism pervades Burke" s musings on "perspectives 

by incongruity" more so than Aristotelianism, and Burke makes this abun-

dantly clear in Permanence and Change. Discussing, "orientation," "new 

orientation" and "state of transition" ln the introduction to Part Two, Burke 

likens the intermediate stage, which involves a "shattering or fragmenta-

tion," to "a process ln the Hegelian dialectic [which] has been called a 

'logonomlcal purgatory. "1198 The book itself, as a matter of fact, seems 

to be the dramatist's analogue of an Hegelian triad--a process dedicated 

to •thought's perpetual transcendence:" 199 lt ls a process involving 

"higher-order comment" on a thought position previously achleved. 200 

For Hegel, dialectic produces "moments" out of conflicts which, all at 

once, negate, affirm and transcend the previous struggles. These 

•moments" go beyond, so to speak, the original conflicts. For Burke, the 

process of going beyond is fulfUled ln the strategy of the work. Part One 

deals with "reading of the signs." Part Two pertains to the "intermediate 

stage" between old and new. And Part Three "concerns the 'solution,' 

insofar as a new fixed way of reading the sign ls deemed necessary. nZOl 

Burke's afflliation with Hegelian dialectic implies that, ln addi-

tion to a facllity for triadic reasoning, he has borrowed two basic 
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characteristics which, as Findlay has noted, Hegel "actually evinced in 

his philosophical practice. n202 These are, respectively, the propensity 

for "notional deepening" and "interstitial thinking. n203 The former ls a 

method and a disposition often associated with semantics and linguistic 

analysis. 204 In Hegelian fashion, Burke first stands as a given level of 

thought, accepts its assumptions, then goes to the limits in its terms, 

then stands outside of it. "In dialectic," says Findlay, "one sees what 

can be said about a certain thought-position that one cannot actually say 

.m_ it ... 20s A deepening process occurs analytically because the dialectic 

is attuned to the mode of conceptualizing, to the conceptual approach, 

rather than to the "truth" of what is being said. The following passage by 

Findlay can be applied to dramatism as easily as it has been applied to 

syntactics and semantics: 

What Hegel does ls in fact extraordinarily like what is done 
in modem syntactics or semantics or similar formal studies, 
when we pass from discourse in a language to discourse about 
that language, when we make a language an object language for 
a meta-language. It includes of course the further willingness 
to make what is brought out in this manner itself part of a 
widened object-language, but this is likewise something regu-
larly done in many metalinguistic exercises. 2 06 

The latter, "interstitial thinking," is a companion practice since 

it concerns "the unclear comers of all living notions. "207 Hegel's 

dialectic concentrates on "the interstices between clear-cut notions, 

fixed axioms and rigorous deductive chains, the interstices where we are 

as yet unclear as to what our notions cover and what they do not ... u 20B 
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In this respect, Burke's unswerving belief that symbolic analysis is in-

exhaustible, that one must probe a literary or rhetorical piece from a 

multitude of perspectives or angles, is a tribute to the Hegelian insight 

that, as Findlay has put it, it is natural for ideas to "move or develop in 

certain ways as soon as they are subjected to unwanted pressures ... 209 

This often involves the basic ideas that people hold about time, being, 

matter, etc. Burke, in the Hegelian sense, has frequently suggested 

that such ideas can be upset by sly pushes from esoteric examples. "The 

language of common sense," he remarks, "is full of abstractions, analo-

gies, and double or triple names for the same thing ... zio "For once you 

take words as mere symbolizations, rather than as being the accurate and 

total names for specific, unchangeable realities, you have lost the cri-

teria of judgement which will tell you that It is ·wrong,' say, to describe 

a bullfight as a love encounter between the male toreador and the female 

bull, with the audience perhaps as peeping Toms. "211 In sum, Burke's 

Hegelian demeanor is a forthright challenge to the scientistic, logical 

atomism of the Russellians and to the positivism of the Vienna Circle 

which sought to conquer ambiguities through operational definitions (em-

pirical verifications) and strict "logical" usages. 212 As with Hegel, 

Burke rebukes the formal logician's definiteness of assertion for a self-

subversive system that provokes reversals of perspective, that also 

finds, in the manner of Hegelian dialectic, "absoluteness, finality and 

infinity precisely in what at first promised to be so. "213 
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By attending to the Hegelian practice of "deepening" notions and 

by concentrating on the thought in the "interstices" between well-defined 

concepts, Burke has come upon yet another similarity in the distinctions 

of terms. Whereas Hegel distinguishes between the "Understanding," 

"Dialectic," and "Reason" as characteristic moments in philosophical 

thinking, Burke distinguishes between "positive," "dialectical," and 

"ultimate" terms as characteristic moments in the symbolic drama. 

"These are orders or levels of persuasiveness in the linguistic termin-

ology, suggests Burke). A brief comparison of the two systems helps to 

reveal the influence of Hegel on Burke. 

For Hegel, as well as for Burke, the "moments" seem to progress 

from partial definiteness, through opposition and contradiction, to recon-

ciliation and order. For both, again, the movement is from discord and 

divisiveness to peace and harmony. As will soon be evident, Burke"s 

concept of hierarchy attains significance in the context of this progres-

sion. 

Hegel advances the important distinctions in the following fashion. 

The thought of the "Understanding" is noted by great fixity and definite-

ness of notions. It stresses distinctlons--the independence of one notion 

or principle from another. Everything, in this realm of thought, is kept 

neat and orderly. Attention, therefore, is to individual aspects of a 

matter. The "Understanding" must serve as the foundation of the sciences 

and even of practical life. Moreover, it is the initial phase of philosophy. 214 
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Dialectic's role is to take the elements that the "Understanding" 

has separated and guide such elements into merger (so that they pass 

over into each other). In his Lesser 1Qg,!£, Hegel calls "Dialectic" the 

"self-supersession of the finite determinations of the Understanding." 21 S 

Which is to say that "Dialectic" challenges the hard and fast, partial 

abstractions rendered by the "Understanding" because the first moment 

produces one-sided statements that demand to be complemented or opposed 

by other such abstractions. Standing alone, the supposedly definite 

statements of the "Understanding" will inevitably grind down into sense-

lessness. Realizing that contradiction is the motive force of the world, 

"Dialectic" becomes a kind of shuttle between individually one-sided 

notions. It knows, that is, that the elements isolated by the "Under-

standing" must be shown to be interdependent and correlative at a higher 

level, else our view of the world remains scattered and fragmentary. 216 

If "Dialectic" overcomes the hard and fast notions and fixed 

presuppositions of the "Understanding," it is itself overcome by a higher 

level of thought, called "Reason." "Reason" accepts the ubiquitousness 

of contradictions--Hegel notes that everything in the world involves anti-

thetical aspects--but it also attempts to form opposed concepts into new 

unities. It is "Reason," not "Dialectic," that provides knowledge of how 

the concepts actually require each other and why they are necessary con-

ditions of each other. 21 7 For Hegel contends, as Findlay has written, 

that 



••• if Dialectic has shown that concepts so opposed either 
bn:ak down into senselessness or simply pass over into one 
another--then the function of Reason is to integrate such no-
tions into new unities, where they will be shown to require 
each other and to be necessary conditions of each other. Thus 
Reason would lead one, e.g. , to form the notion of an under-
lying reality which reveals itself more and more fully the more 
we probe it with our senses, or of an instrinsic nature shown 
up in the interactions of things with other thin11s, or of a 
freedom which entails necessity, etc., etc.21 
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Of cardinal Importance Is the fact that Hegel accepts the perman-

ence of contradictions, although, for him, "Reason" endeavors to develop 

a harmonious order. "Reason," that is, both overcomes contradictions 

and accepts their existence. In Hegel· s view, as Findlay has so astutely 

observed, contradictions are overcome "only in the sense that they are 

seen to be necessary conditions of a reasonable result, and so, in a 

sense, not overcome at all." 219 Findlay finds it altogether permissible 

to declare, "with some exaggeration," that "for Hegel the overcoming of 

contradictions and irrationality consists really in their permanent accep-

tance, since they are seen to be essential to, and therefore part of, the 

final rational outcome." 22 0 

Hegel's critical moments and his views on contradiction have no 

doubt outraged, at the very least perplexed, the empirically-minded 

scientists and formally-minded logicians of the modem era. Framed in 

the linguistic context, however, the Hegelian terms warrant serious con-

sideration. Burke's translation amounts to this: positive, dialectical 

and ultimate levels or orders. Positive terms, for Burke, are most 
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unambiguously themselves when they name a tangible, visible thing, a 

thing which can be located in time and space. 221 Dialectical terms, 

conversely, have no strict location. They have no positive referents. 

Rather, they are polar terms, requiring opposites to define them. Such 

terms occur on the level of action, of principles and ideas. 222 Ultimate 

terms, finally, strive for order, for a guiding idea or unitary principle 

under which all the seemingly disparate and waring ideas can be "over-

come" for the purpose of peace and harmony. This is the equivalent of 

the "great chain of being," the hierarchical perspective of Aristotellanism, 

which motivated scholastic and medieval life, and now finds an analogue 

in the Burkeian dramatistic construct. 223 Whereas, for Burke, the dia-

lectical level keeps the "competing voices in a Jangling relation with one 

another ... the ultimate order places these competing voices themselves 

in a hierarchy, or sequence, or evaluational series ... "22 4 Burke sug-

gests, then, that it is possible to symbolically contrive a "fixed and 

reasoned progression of ideas," to transcend the competition of voices, 

by rearranging them or developing them anew from some ultimate standard 

or "God term. 112 25 The Marxist dialectic, as he observes, is ultimate 

in its order because a spokesman for the proletariat supposedly represents 

the "grand design of the entire historical sequence. . . 00226 

That Burke is a paradigmatic thinker is surely suggested in the 

above-mentioned levels or orders. Burke, as William Rueckert so aptly 

observed, is a great lover "of 'pure' or 'ideal' forms arrived at through 
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dialectical ascent to even higher levels of abstraction ..... 22 7 That 

Burke's paradigm harks back, as he himself says, to Plato" s four types of 

imperfect government. which are arranged in ascending order and can be 

judged from an ultimate standard, is undeniable. 228 And yet the similar-

ity to the Hegelian "moments" in philosophical thinking is equally 

significant, given the assumptions about contradiction undergirding the 

dialectics of dramatism. Honoring Hegel. though nevertheless departing 

from him in a profound respect, Burke accepts the permanence of contra-

dictions in language, even as he offers the possibilities for linguistic 

transcendence and ruminates about symbolic hierarchies. In a passage 

which blends the insights of dramatism with the anti-logical formalism of 

Hegel, Burke advances this view of the machinations of language: 

Distinctions arise out of a great central moltenness, where 
all is merged. They have been thrown from a liquid center to 
the surface, where they have congealed. Let one of these 
crusted distinctions return to its source. and in this alchemic 
center it made be remade, again becoming molten liquid, and 
may enter into new combinations, whereat it may be again 
thrown forth as a new crust, a different distinction. So that 
A may become NON-A. But not merely by a leap from one 
state to the other. Rather, we must take A back into the 
ground of its existence, the logical substance that ls its 
causal ancestor, and on to a point where it ls consubstantial 
with NON-A; then we may return, this time emerging with 
NON-A instead. 22 9 

Along with the dialectical disposition, Burke shares with Hegel 

the temperament of a self-conscious intellectual--a demeanor unafraid of 

broad conjecture. Indeed, Hegel's aphorism that "what is most harmful 

is trying to preserve oneself from errors 0 230 might well be applied to 
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Burke's grand manner, to the uninhibited quality of his speculations. 

Disciples of both men, after all, tend to "discount" the speculative ex-

cesses of the master while at the same time relishing the vast reservoir of 

ideas readily available for the watering of their own thoughts. It may be 

no mere coincidence that Burke's "multiple side excursions, .. 231 especially 

apparent in his early works, bear a striking similarity in intellectual 

boldness and facility to the rambling digressions in Hegel's Phenomenology 

of Spirit. 

Lastly, Burke's neo-stoic resignation to the drama of human rela-

tions, his sense of both the comic and the tragic in human affairs, accords 

with Hegel"s desire to edify the human condition. Granted, Burke's devo-

tion to the processes of liberal democracy and his unswerving desire to 

purify war are committments which do not seem to coincide with Hegel's 

outlook, as it is generally interpreted. The dramatist appears, neverthe-

less, to have been influenced by Hegel" s insights into man's social 

identity and by the residual effects of Hegel's attack upon the myths of 

the Enlightenment, myths which even today provide the basis for the 

American belief in ever-increasing_ progress and happiness. 232 

But to merely assert Burke's kinship to Hegel is not sufficient to 

drive home the point. For there remain some outstanding misconceptions 

about what Hegel himself actually believed. The Hegelian influence in 

Burke's social thought is unfortunately blurred by the characterization of 

the German philosopher as an unmitigated reactionary and a purveyor of 
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notions which eventually serviced the warped rationales of Hitler, Stalin, 

and other such despots. 233 And yet Hegel contributed to a view of man-

in-society which undergirds not only the pragmatic, democratic liberalism 

of Mead and Dewey but also Burke's own pentadic admission that the 

agent's identity is bound up with the determinants of the scene. Hegel 

argues, in short, that man is not "self-contained." that he is free only 

when he is truly a and an integral part of the community /society. 

From this, Mead formulated the theory of the dialectic of self and society, 

where individual identity depends upon the internalization of roles played 

by others in the social milieu, where mind is formed through the interplay 

of self and society by means of the significant symbol. 2 34 For his part, 

Dewey took from Hegel the notion that the concept of the environment is 

necessary to the concept of the organism. Simply, once the environment 

is acknowledged as a contributing factor, it is impossible to consider 

psychic life as an individual. isolated thing devebping in a vacuum. 235 

(Burke himself notes that Dewey stresses the overlap of act and scene, 

"rather than the respects in which they are distinct. .. ")236 

Within the contours of this tradition, Burke has concerned himself, 

dramatistically of course, with the variety of ways in which the scenic 

condition pertains to agents and their acts. "In any given historical 

situation," he remarks, "there are persons of many sorts, with a corres-

ponding variety in the kinds of acts that would be most representative of 

them. u237 And it must also be qualified that "one set of scenic conditions 
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will 'implement' and 'amplify' given ways and temperaments which, in 

other situations would remain mere potentialities, unplanted seeds, 'mute 

inglorious Miltons. 000 238 

What clouds this line of influence is Hegel's supposedly ultra-

conservative temperament, repudiated by a stream of critics from Rudolf 

Haym to Karl Popper. 239 Hegel's critics have generally accosted his 

philosophy as engendering the handiest arguments for elitist tyranny and 

state totalitarianism. After all, it has been pointed out. Hegel supported 

hereditary monarchy, glorified the state as "the self conscious ethical 

substance, the union of the principles of the family and of civil society" 

and called it the supreme and most effective embodiment of reason in the 

social sphere. 240 Moreover. while acknowledging the fact that wars 

bring suffering and evil, he rationalized that they serve the important 

purpose of moving history along by breaking doctrinal deadlocks. For 

this prevents the torpid acceptance of the "status quo." That is, Spirit 

realizes itself in man's history, which Involves the carnage and slaughter 

he engenders. 241 

On the other hand, Hegel's philosophy has provided the ground-

work for social activism, humanism and existentialism, and these forces 

have carried from the mid-stages of the previous century to the present 

period. Hegel's impact upon contemporary thought is a subject that 

attracts considerable scholarship. And for good reason. For he attempted 

to resolve the problem of the relation between theory and practice--a 
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problem, as Nicholas Lobkowicz notes, that "is one of the cardinal 

points on which Hegel's whole philosophy turns. "2 42 Marx, along with 

Moses Hess and August von Cieszkowski, realized the radical implica-

tions of Hegel's thought, and they came to believe that man's awareness 

of his place in history would expand his freedom, that conscious activity 

and the control of social circumstances by conscious action ("praxis") 

would pave the way to a divine world. This active approach developed 

despite Hegel"s contention, often viewed as the core of his system, that 

the business of philosophy is to reconcile thought with reality, not to tell 

the world how it ought to be, not to reform it or revolutionize it. But 

Hegel's supposed resignation to the prevailing order belies the fact that 

he accounts for man's development by his transformation of the natural 

world through labor, and this, of course, is a theme essential to Marx. 2 43 

A theme essential to the pragmatism of Dewey is man-in-community. 

Dewey's explication and application of the concept of the interacting 

organism is in no small measure dependent upon Hegelian insights, as 

Richard Bernstein has observed. 2 44 And surely Hegel's account of man 

as maker of himself, as well as his references to death and fear, have 

fascinated the long line of existentialists from Kierkegaard to Sartre. 2 45 

That so many conceptual tributaries could have flowed from the 

Hegelian sea, notwithstanding the diverse and often contradictory courses 

of Maocism, pragmatism, existentialism and so on, bespeaks the gargan-

tuan enterprise of the German's philosophy. Which is to say that Hegel 
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endeavored to absorb all truth into his system, such was the astonishing 

scope of his mind. And even those contesting his system tended to write 

in Hegel's terms; for his was the dominant construct of the age--the one 

promising to transcend and yet incorporate all other modes of thought, 

including art and religion. Ironically, most attempts to adapt and/or re-

nounce Hegel culminated in a vision of the world Hegelian in scope. 246 

No doubt Burke's encounter with Hegel has contributed to the ex-

pansiveness of dramatism, to Its synoptic stature and to its meaning as a 

total way of life. This is not to argue that Burke's language-centered 

project parallels the metaphysical grandiosity of Hegelian philosophy, 

which presumes to chart the true life of the Idea, beginning in history and 

culminating In freedom for the world. Rather, It is to say that the Burkelan 

study of the ways of "homo symbolicus" and the drama of human relations 

pays homage In the nobility of its effort to Hegel's way of doing philo-

sophy: the continuous integration of diverse and disparate disciplines and 

conceptual orientations into a coherent and complete vision of man and 

his world. 

Burke and Marx 

Kenneth Burke"s flirtation with Communism and his indebtedness 

to Karl Marx provide perhaps the most intriguing aspect of his critical 

career. The introduction to this study acknowledged some Marxian 

themes utilized by Burke, and the segment on social ideas in the previous 

chapter explored the ways in which these themes have been incorporated 
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into dramatism. The final chapter will cover Burke's indebtedness to 

Marx with respect to the dialectical tradition per se. The immediate task 

of this section is to probe the relationship of Marx's dialectical attitude 

and criticism to Burke's own intellectual development. 

Two lines of influence are worthy of consideration: (1) self-

consciousness; (2) relentless critique. Throughout Burke's corpus there 

seems to be a driving desire to make man conscious of his own linguistic 

acts. There also seems to be an incessant critical power that systemati-

cally peels off symbolic layer upon layer of a philosophical or ideological 

rationale. Inevitably, a world-view or reasoned construct Is exposed by 

Burke as basically an argumentative and rhetorical enterprise exhorting 

the world to accept Its tenuous premises. In Its inimitable, pentadic 

manner, Grammar of Motives does to idealism, materialism, rationalism, 

mysticism, etc., what Marx did to philosophy In The German Ideology: 

namely, it strips away the pretentious rhetorical clothing of a system 

until the bare essentials are exposed for withering criticism. 24 7 

Burke's commitment to consciousness is apparent at the very 

beginning of the Grammar; for he Initiates the work by asking: "What Is 

involved, when we say what people are doing and why they are doing 

it?"248 This question, as 1t turns out, is but a variation of Marx's vow 

to Arnold Ruge to "make the world aware of its consciousness," to awaken 

"the world out of its own dream" and explain "to the world Its own 

acts ..... 249 For his part, Burke concentrates on "consciousness of 
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Unc,uisUc action oeneraUy• as the tonic that tempers man's "absurd 

ambitions that have their source In faulty terminologies ... 250 But this 

shift to linouisllc analysis does not diminish the fact that he has merely 

reoriented Marx's pronouncement 1n the preface to The German Ideology. 

which states that •hitherto men have constantly made up for themselves 

false conceptions about themselves. about what they arc and what they 

ouoht to be. • 251 If, as Wilham Rueckert ~ontends, the Influence of 

Marx or perhaps theoretical communism on Burke h.:is been profound, then 

surely it Is reflected In the Burlte1on demeanor of d1alect1cal reflexiveness 

and analysls. 252 

The lmphcatlons of these lines of Influence will receive examina-

tion shortly. But the Implications have little meaning If Marx hlmseU 

continues to be so flaorantly misinterpreted. It 11 therefore Important to 

reiterate the fact that recent scholarship on Marx has produced a portrait 

of him fundamentally at odds with the suited 1ma9e dea19ned throuoh 

•cold war• propa9anda. And this 1mpllcatea, among many sources, the 

official propa9anda of the United States, The Sovtet Union and China. 

•The material In Marx's early wrttlnQs, • as Louis Dupre has shown, "has 

revolutionized the Interpretation of Marx's entire thouQht. It la becomln9 

evident that Mace's own weltanachauunQ differs considerably from what 

'dialectical materiallsts,' particularly In Communist countries, have 

tradtUonally presented as Macclat doctrine. Robert Tucker's study 

of philosophy and myth In Marx lends authority to Dupre•• observation. 
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For Tucker contends that •the discovery of Mane's first system has rein-

forced a trend of thou9ht about Mancism that has been orowlng independently 

for a lon9 while, especially in the West. It seems fair to say that a change 

In the 9enerally accepted view of Mone has been taking place in the Twen-

Ueth Century. • 2 !1 4 

An out9rowth of this change has been tho rcctaflcaUon of serious 

misnomers, such as "dlalecucal materialism• 4nd "historical materaallsm." 

•Thouoh Marx's weltanschauung 1s widely called materialistic, Mane him-

self,• as Shlomo Av1nerl has noted, ·never doall with materialism 

ayatemaucally ••• • 2SS Av&nerl 900s on to prove that Engels, not Mane, 

was reaponalble for what has come to be known as Marx's motoru11ism. 

•Students sometimes for9ot,· asserts Av&neri,·that Mane himself never 

used the terms 'hlator&cal materialism· « 0 d1aloct1cal moteriallsm' for hla 

systematic approach. - 2!16 And £rich Fromm puts 1t es stron9ly os does 

AV1nert. •Marx never used the terms 'historical materlallsm' or 'dialec-

tical materialism,•• says Fromm, but •he did speak of his own 'dlalecUcal 

method' In contrast with that of H99el and of Its 'materialistic baals, by 

which he almply referred to the fundamental condition of human exls-

tence. •257 

Thi• reappralael la crucial to the disaertatlon because, for one 

tbtav. lt Burke's early Into the poetic and humania-

tlc nature of Mmx--an lnal9ht which once outra9ed orthodox Marxists and 

ent1-MUX11ta alike. DurlnCJ the •th1rtles, • for example, Charles 
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GUckaberv 9raaped the sl9nlflcance of Burke's attempt to ar9ue that the 

fundamental criteria of communism have a •highly humanistic or poetic 

nature. • 2S8 But Walter Sutton seemed perplexed by Burke's "distinctly 

un-Manclan• Communism, zsg and H. B. Parkes wondered how Burke 

could Justifiably call htmself a Manctst after reJecllng "the two most sl9-

nlflcant features of the Manctst cosmology which give It an appearance of 

optimism and ratlonahty--benlflconco of history or the economic Interpre-

tation of ht story. • 260 Second, this reappraisal Is crucial because the 

values of Mane's critical method should survive the frail speculations 

about the dialectics of nature and history, for which Engels, Plekhanov, 

Lenin and others are chiefly responsible. Marxism. as Burke so convln-

cln9ly wrttea, Is Itself a terminology that Induces action, though Its 

adherents proclaim It to be a science. It Is "unsleepln9ly rhetorical. "261 

But thla fact, plus the outcome of vartoua Communist movements In history, 

ahould not detract from the analytical values of Marx's critique of mystlfl-

caUon. •we conalder lt a al9n of flimsy th1nkln9, Indeed,• says Burke, 

•to let anti-Communist hysteria bulldoze one Into ne9lect of Marx. • 262 

For •we do not have to beUeve the Marxist promises to apply the Marxist 

dlevnoala for rhetortcal purpose•. • 263 What makes such distinctions 

commendable la the context In which they were offered: for A Rhetoric of 

Yqtlu• we• conceived and then published durtn9 the hel9ht of Amertcan-

RuHlea almoalty. 
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In addition to the necessity foe reviewing the results of the re-

appraisal, it Is important to thereupon record, In a paragraph or two, 

Burke's maJoc a9reementa and disagreements with Marx. Both the reap-

praisal and the notation of agreements and disagreements should sharpen 

the lmpHcauona of self-consciousness and radtc.:il critique In Burke's own 

system. 

That there has been a serious reappraisal of Milne 1n the West 

durtn9 the past two decades Is undeniable. Scholars have tended of late 

to detach Marx from his orthodox d1sc1ples. such as Lenin, Trotsky, 

Stalin, Mao Tse Tung and Brezhnev. Those schol.1rs have helped to cast 

aside the hysteria towards Marxism that was rampant during the most In-

tense moments of the so-called •cold war.· They have returned Marx to 

the Western tradition, where, whether In sympathy with his Ideas or not, 

1t must be admitted he belongs. ror •Marx and Marxism," as Nicholas 

Lobkowtcz has wruton, ·are among the many possible outcomes of cen-

turtes of Western thinking and culture. • 264 

Most aignlf1cantly, scholars such as George Uchthelm, 265 Shlomo 

Avinert,266 David Mcl.eUan, 267 Louis Dupre, 268 Henri Lefebvre, 269 

Nathan Rotenstretch, 270 Roben Tucker, 271 and Erich Fromm, 272 Just to 

name a few out of a growing number of relnterpreters, have been drawn to 

the philosophical foundations of Mane"s thought. Within the Communist 

world, Karl ltorsh,273 Georg Lukacs,274 Leszek Kolakowsk127S and Adam 

acbaff276 have attempted to humanize Marx, shifting the emphasis of 
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Marxist stud!es from cosmocentrlsm to anthropocentrlsm, from questions 

about social detennlnlsm to questions about individual responsibility and 

•praxis.• From such reappraisals has come much discussion of the poetic 

and humanistic basts of theoretical Marxism. But this side of Marx Is 

even today generally echpsed by the massive influence of his work on 

capital and poUUcal economy. 

The understanding of Marx has been a d1ff1cult task. In the 

•twenties,• foe example, Karl Korsch, Georg Lukacs. and perhaps a few 

others, Independently rejected party d09ma and Intuited the philosophical 

basis of Maoclsm. 277 Al the time. It was the perv11s1ve opinion that only 

the advanced material on economics and the so-called "scientific" method 

of historical matenahsm constituted the mature contributions of Marx. 

ln actuality, some of Mane• s early works had boon suppressed for fear 

that they would expose Ideas contrary to the harsh, cbctrlnalre ramblings 

of the Soviet authoruaes and the party bureaucrats. As Henri Lefebvre 

has observed: 

A deep mistrust prevailed (It still does) with regard to Marx's 
early writings. The ldeol09lcal authoclttes In the Marxist and 
Communist workers' movement feared--not without cause--that 
Marx's thouvht would be understood quite differently If these 
newly published works were read. As polltlclans, operating In 
accocdance with those methods of political action and organiza-
tion which they practised, they focestalled them: they made their 
d09111atlsm more rl9ld so H to protect lt 119alnst the Impact and 
preserve It. 2 78 

But the eventual appearance and translations of ,Ih! Philosophical 

MOPYKJ;ipts Q( 1844, 279 lb! Grundrlsse280 and ,Ih! German Ideoloqy281 
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opened a whole new vista, and an outpouring of questions, on and about 

Marx's development and worldview. Today, it Is apparent to many that 

Marx's ideas about man and society have been debauched by dictatorships 

which invoke Marx's authority to leg1Umize the pollc1es of their "social-

ist• states. It is also now apparent to most scholars of Mane's thought 

that his ldees have been unJust1f1ably reduced to historical materialism, 

which the party ldeoloquos conceived of, In lranq fetscher's words, "as 

a parUcuJer case of the application of so-called d1alect1cal materialism ... 282 

Indeed, lt ls now arQued with authonty that Mane. from youth to maturity, 

held to certaln themes underlying the economic formulations, themes that 

actually infused his economic analyses with ph1losoph1cal value. It Is 

imperative to see 1n Mane, contends Mark Wartofslcy, "the fundamental 

continuity of ceneln root concepu--1n particular, the contra! ones of 

ellenetlon end obJectlflceuon. • 283 Thus In opposition to those Interpre-

tations that spilt Marx's life into Immature philosophizing and mature 

economic theory, there ls en ascendant view of his later work as a con-

Unueuon of early pondertnos about men, self and soclety. 284 "Marx's 

analysis ln J2u. Kepltal, • eroues Wenofsky, "ls at the same time political 

economy end philosophical enthropolOCJY. • 285 He adds: 

The enelysls of the commodity ls for him a fundamental means 
whereby to analyze the abstract 'human' nature ln lts concrete 
hlatartcel-•oclel form. Thus, In this sense, Marx's later work 
la the continuation of his eerller work, Indeed the answer to end 
elabaratlon of Feuerbech's analysis of 'human existence. •286 
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directed their attention to the anthropological and phenomenological 

aspects of his economic theory. 
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They have sought out Marx· s radical anthropology which addresses 

Itself to the dichotomy of fact and value and to the p,uadoxes accompany-

ln9 alienated labor. They have asked. In shon, about man's estran9ement 

from his •species being· In the commodity and exchange value system of 

Capitalism. rrom another vantage-point, existentialists such as 

Sartre287 and Merleau-Ponty288 have delved into tho phenomenological 

lmpUcationa of Marx's thought, espoc1ally Into the themes of alienation 

and human wholeness. In addition to these themes. some scholars have 

even considered. Ironic as 1l may Initially seem, the religious s1gn1U-

cance of Marx's ideas. ror Marx. although profoundly critical of 

orQanized rel19ion. nevertheless infused his worldvlew with secular 

anel09uea of rell9ioua motifs: the de9radat1on of man, the Imminence of 

aelvauon (throucJh revolution) and messianic asp1rauon. Robert Tucker 

hes written about the blbllcal temperament of Marx and has pointed to the 

way ln which hla historical perspective--the stages of man--parallels the 

fell-redemption formula of Au9uaune and medieval Christianity. 289 

Gaston Feaaerd, S.J. hes remarked that •Marx, without reallzln9 It, comes 

so close to the realist and catholic conception of human existence that he 

lays the foundation on which a 'secular rell9ion' could be establlahed, or 

better, a Cburch whose Mec;ilaterlum shall have to c;iuide its members 
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lnfalllbly In the way of salvation. while its social body will make present 

to the eyes of all this very salvation, the End of History ... 290 

The portrait of Marx emerging from these reappraisals Is that of a 

man who speaks to humanity's deepest anx1et1os, problems and needs--

splritual and social as well as economic. And It 1s In this vein that 

ICeMeth Burke seems to have been influenced by Marx. rundamentally, 

there Is Burke's early attachment to Marx·s poetic-humanistic metaphor 

of theoretical Communism. Burke has drawn upon the concept of aliena-

tion: he has pondered tho theme of man's sense of his "whole self" and 

has foroed a llnouistlc equivalent of the story of man· s quest for salva-

tion. He has, moreover. developed an historical .1nd organic notion of 

birth, death and reblnh. He has addressed himself to "praxis," though 

he has not really used the term per se, and he has worked diligently for 

the synoptic vision of life. for a comprehensiveness and breadth of view 

well beyond the fraomented outlooks of ordinary men. At one ume, It 

should be added, Burke was captivated by Marx· s aesthetic utopia and 

believed then that Communism would usher in the post-historical world 

where human existence would be characterized by artJsUc expression. 

But this attachment to Marx was never so thorouohly doctrinaire 

•• to keep Burke a committed pollttcal Marxist. Burke's allegiance to 

Mmx was on hi• own terms. For one thtno. Burke confounded most ardent 

Muxlata by •rvulnv In Attitudes !2!!.!!!! History and Permanence !rut Change 

fc. a philosophy of •be1no• rather than one of •becomln;. • 291 He wrote 
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about the recovery of • world of nouns and a philosophy of categories, 

thus perplexln9 the process-oriented readers of Science and Society who, 

said Mar9aret Schlauch, •are not apt to share this nostalgia for a medie-

val world of stable nouns ... 292 He began to contrast himself with the 

Maocian anllnomic perspective which views the human condition only In 

the terms of conflict. He eventually contested what he thought to be 

Mane's determinism and materialism. Whereas Mone stressed the inevl-

tablllty of movement of the social whole. though granting the role of the 

lndivlduel, Burke stressed symbolic action. which emphasized individual 

lives. Thou9h Marx h1msell warned about the penis of tennlnlsm, Lenin 

and others, as Burke has noted, ultimately attempted to hypost11t1ze 

Marx's cate9or1es--to construe a conceptual entity such as "class strug-

9le• as a real ex1stant. Thus Burke has taken Marxists to task for the 

very trait they attribute to the bourgeois world: re1flcat1on. In opposi-

tion to Mane, Burke has maintained that language Is a constitutive, not 

residual (of class and social relations) category. He has renounced the 

Maneian atreaa on •sclenUflc man• and the fetish of technological 

efficiency. The dramatlatlc approach to the drama of human relations 

accentuates the •quest• rather than the escape from history into a new 

secular heaven. Moreover, dramatlsm stresses the neo-llberal values of 

procedural polltlca and symbolic ameliorations rather than the revolution-

ary and apocalyptic aloc;ians of Marx's absolutist disciples. There are, 
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to be aura, numerous other points of dispute between Burke end the ortho-

dox Morxlata, but the d1lferences suggested above ore enough to make the 

polnt. 293 

But these profound differences must not detract from Burke's com-

mitment to two moJor Marxian Imperatives: self-consciousness and 

peraiatent critique. In its unique way, dramatlsm attempts to awaken the 

world to the meaning of Its own acts. but at stresses symbolic action 

rather than economic or social determinants. Like Marx, Burke as both 

relentleaa end radical an his critique of ph1losoph1es. Burke has accepted 

the Marxian l99acy of aelf-crltlc&sm and root analysis as being fundamen-

tal to an open society. Marx, for his part, dad not always practice what 

he advocated. 294 Burke, for hla part. has endeavored to rectify previous 

conceptual errors and haa cultivated a pragmatic openness on the predom-

inant iaauea of the time. ror he has been able to transcend the Nineteenth 

Century conception of ·wiaaenachaft• which captivated Marx. In short, 

MaDC, alon9 with moat thinkers of his era, believed that a social science 

would ultimately reveal the way thln9a are with finality and necessity. 2 95 

And this tended to abuse the spirit of criticism In The Germon Ideology. 

But Burke's crltlclam has been founded on the Arlatotellon Insight that 

probability, not certainty, flavors deliberative Issues. Thus dramatlstlc 

critique of the rhetoric of philosophic schools la rooted In a dialectic 

associated wtth the processes of Un;ulatlc transformation. Burke's 

rhetorical attitude, that la, la embodied ln dialectical method. Marx's 
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crtUque of the rhetoric of philosophies. on the other hand, la predicated 

an the laws of soc la I development. And his followers, while disclaiming 

the rhetortc Implicit In their own tennlnoloqy, have nonetheless employed 

a rhetortc of words vrounded, es Burke himself observes, In a "dialectic 

••. concerned with the non-verbal order of motives, .. meaning a dlelec-

Uc equated wl th science. 2 9 6 

Thia distinction la crucial; for It Illustrates what Burke accepts 

and rejects In The Germen Ideology. He accepts, for rhetorical and 

vrammallcal purposes, the Marxist d1e9nosla of the verbal machinations 

ol ldeolOQY. But he rejects the d1alectlcel conception of history end of 

freedom. 297 This conception, as RJchard McKeon has noted, "Identifies 

the essence of men with his production end phi losophles ere viewed as 

1deol09les which are not reliable ea knowledge of the conditions which 

they treat or ea a guide In actions which they aspire ... • 298 As a kind 

ol radical crlUclsm of phJlosophy ea tennlnoloqy, Burke's panted, In con-

trast to Mane's lntenUons, attempts •to show how certain key terms might 

be used to 'call the plays' In any and ell philosophies. • 299 When he 

examines Manelsm ltaelf ea tennlnolOQY, Burke says that •his problem. 

Is to chenc:tertu ea accurately ea poaalble the strategy Involved In the 

dlalectlcal-materlallst rejection of Idealism •• 3oo Burke's critique Is thus 

• watment of Muxlsm, and any other philosophic school, ea lan9ua9e. 

Along with Its campet1t1on, dialectical materialism (which Burke does 

attribute mare to £noels and Lenin than to Mane himself) features one of 
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the five terms of the pentad and develops "a vocabulary designed to allow 

this one term full expreaslon (as regards Its resources and Its temptations) 

With the other terms being comparatively slighted or being placed In the 

perspective of the featured term. "JOl 

Burk.e's critique differs from Marx·s In another sense. The tendency 

to debunk. and demystify Is always tempered by the comic attltude--a kind 

of maximum consciousness that fosters humility: 1n effect, one becomes 

aware of one's own foibles and Intellectual pretensions. As with Marx, 

Burke endeavors to strip appearance away from reality, but for the drama-

Ust reality does not mean the economically Induced developmental 

processes of man. It means an apprehension of the ways In which man 

tries to make the world and himself over In the image of his distinctive 

trait: lancJUege. Burke's orientation, as Rueckert has noted, Is that "man 

has a la119ua9e-rtdden view of himself, his products and the universe; and 

lanvuave acts as a key motive or scene for all of man's acts. • 302 Burke's 

mlaalan la to show Just how man contrives termlnlstlc screens In dealing 

with the world end how men•• symbolic activities have facilitated, com-

plicated, frustrated and enden9ered civilized life. 

Mane"• mtaalon, by contrast, la to promote his own world-view as 

the one, clear and unadulterated 9raap of the reality of man"s practical 

devalopmental proceaaea. I!!,e German Ideology la a radical critique of 

PNYtou• philosophies which, accardln9 to Mane, have mana9ed to confound 

the underatendtn9 ol men's condition. Maaclsm, however, ts proclaimed 
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a science, to be distinguished from the metaphysical speculations charac-

terizing philosophy. Marx wants to destroy philosophy because lt puts 

heaven before earth. ror the first time, he announces. a worldview (his 

and Engels') wUl begin with the real life processes of man and w111 prove 

that consciousness ts determined by life. not the other way around, 115 

the HegeUan Idealists and others would have It. And so he lam basts all 

previous philosophy for denying tho primary Importance of economic base 

and ideological superstructure In hum on alf olrs. M.:in. he orgucs. cannot 

think wtthout and cannot live at all, without producing the material means 

of 1Ue. Social existence determines consciousness. ""The first hi storlcal 

act,• says Mane, • Is thus the production of the means to satisfy . . . 

needs, the producuon of material life Itself ... JOJ One must, ho adds, 

•obeerve this fundamental fact In all Its significance and all Its 1mphca-

Uona and to accord It Its due Importance,• but It 1s apparent that "the 

Germana have never done this, and they have never, therefore, had an 

Hrthly basis for history and consequently never an historian ... 3o4 The 

Gennen Ideology as critique must get to the roots of man's condition. To 

achieve this, however, it mu.t debunk and demystify all intellectual 

constructs which have engendered confused thinking, which have viewed 

men and their circumstances upside down as in a "camera obscure ... 3os 

Marx's task is thus to probe the mysWications of social and 

economic class, to expose the workings of ideology as a conceptual 

force that diverts men from the necessity of remaking their own lives. 
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Somewhat 1n the Aristotelian sense, ironically, Marx's dialectical exam-

ination of prevalllnc;i opinions ls intended to cast aside all bellefs that 

block the path to the apprehension of first principles. 306 Radical critique 

makes a passac;ie to the apprehension of '"obJectlve conditions." ror 

Mane, the •first pre masc of all humanity 1s, of course, the existence of 

llvlnc;i human animals. Thus the flrst fact to be established is the physi-

cal organlzauon of these 1nd1v1duals and their consequent relation to the 

rest of nature . • 3o7 

As far as Burke ls concerned. the primary fact 1s language; with-

out It man could not possibly transcend his an1mc11lty. Language. as 

symbolic acuon, &a the basic instigator of moral codes, social relations, 

economic systems, otc. It 1s the g1gc1nt1c step beyond mere motion. 

LanQuac;ie Itself, that ls, conatuutos a key mouvc for c11l of man's acts. 308 

From this standpolnt, Burke turns Morx upon Marx, criticizing Marx's 

thought as terminoloc;iy, whereas Marx hamaell lied cr1uc1sm to the ex-

haustive analysis of what he belleved to be the objective situation. 

(Because of his orientation, Burke has been upbraided for "perspectlvlst" 

detachment; for JustlfylnQ verbal aoalysls as on end In itself without 

committ.1nQ hlmsell to the question of a speclflc worldvlew' a credlbllity 

1n resolving contemporary soc10-econom1c problems. )309 

Burke's assessment of the conceptual traps of Manclsm does not, 

bow9vec, nevate the critical values of The German Ideology. He savors 

Maix's cantr1but1on to the study of the war of words and proceeds to show 
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how the Marxian analysis of ideology •becomes a contribution to 

rhetoric. • 3 lO Marx shows, for example. how the Hegelian Idea, as a 

universal sell-developing organism. generates a whole set of beliefs; 

how •private property makes for a rhetoric of mystification, as the 'ldeo-

lo9ical' approach to social relations sets up a fog of merger terms where 

the clarity of division terms is needed. • 311 

Finally, there Is apparent 1n the development of Burke's own 

dramatism a dialectical continuity simll11r to th11t c:haracter1z1ng the 

Marxian corpus. As Richard Bernstein has said, "M11rx was engaged In 

a conunuous process of seU-cr1t1c1sm in which he sought to extract the 

'truth' implicit In hts earlier hypotheses, reject what he took to be vague, 

inadequate, and misleading, and pass beyond to new insights and hypo-

theses. • 312 •This Is a characteristic, N adds Bcmsteln, "that pervades 

Marx's thinking from his earliest gropings to the latest fragments ... 3 i 3 

In this 11,;iht, Burke seems very Marxian Indeed In his propensity to double 

back and rework earlier speculations and danc;illng conjectures, to recon-

cile disparate parts of his lanc;iuac;ie-centered philosophy. The second 

edition of Counter-Statement, for Instance, Includes a "ClJtriculum 

CriUcum, • whereby Burke returns to his early offerings and discerns a 

chanc;ie from lnd!viduaUstic aestheticism to a concern for the interdepen-

dent, social, or collective aspects of literature. 314 Ukewise, in a 

post-war adltlon of Attitudes toward History, Burke reconsiders, for 

example, hls use of the concept, • socialization of losses,• and the 
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clrcumstences that compelled lts use. 3 l 5 Similarly, as John Crowe 

Ransom once observed, Burke's A Grammor of Motives ls "Uke an endwork 

which asslmUates to a new perspective the fragments of one's earlier 

wrlUngs. "316 

Perhaps there Is one vignette to add to tlus section of the study. 

Thinkers of dlalecucal and synoptic bent often begin with Umlted objec-

Uves and end up producing massive works that exhaust the subject of 

concern. -in our original plans for this proJect, ·· says Burke, "we had 

no notion of writing a 'Grammar' at all. We begc1n with a theory of 

comedy, applied to a treatise on human relations ... Jl 7 What has evolved 

out of A Grammer of Motives has, of course, been considered awesome 

in impact end scope. But was this not also the case with Marx? 

Originally, he intended to flnlsh Copltal In sL>c to eight weeks, but he 

lived to see only Volume One published. Engels edited his partner's 

massive manuscripts whlch enoulfod the known llterature on economics. 

For Mane's project was no less than the explanauon of Capitalism's 

nature, down to the most minute fact. The other volumes of Copltal 

published posthumously are exauUatingly detailed In the analysis of 

labcr end money. 

Like Mane, Burke has climbed theoretical mountains to comprehend 

the human cand1Uon, to see 1t whole end clear. Lesser mortals have 

realvned themselves to vlewtno merely a piece of the landscape. 
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and the Progmotlc Orientation: George Herbert~ and John Dewey 

Kenneth Burke's dramatlsm, as Hugh Dalziel Duncan has observed, 

puts him •squarely in the tradition o! Pierce, James, Dewey, Cooley, and 

Mead . .. One measure o! this amnlty with pragmatism ls, or course, 

Burke's stress upon the key term of "act"--h1s system's tennlnlstlc center 

from which a multitude of related considerations r.:idlate. This stress upon 

•act", as Duncan su99ests, shows Burke to be more compatible with the 

American sociol091cal orientation lhan with the l:uropean tradition of "cul-

ture• analysis, championed by erudite minds such as Burckhardt, Casslrer 

and Dilthey. Action theory, su99ests Duncan, Is very different from cul-

ture theory, slnce -art, science, religion, and philosophy In the l:uropean 

tradltlon are systems of knowledge (how we 'apprehend' the world); In the 

Amert can they are systems of action (how we ·act· In the wor Id)." 319 

A clue to Burke's kinship with pragmatism resides In the fact that, 

like Mead and Dewey especially, dramatlsm proclaims communication to 

be a constitutive rather than a residual catec;iory. Which ls to contend 

that men act as they do because they communicate, not because they 

have prior drives or Ideas which cause them to then get together to 

express such drives or ldeas. 32 O For Burke, as for Mead and Dewey, the 

self and society are seen to ortc;ilnate and develop ln communication. 321 

It ls this fundamental perspective on the Importance, the centrality, of 

communicaUan ln selfhood and society that affords Burke the opportunity 

to lntevrete the moet seminal ideas of Mead and Dewey into dramatism. 
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From both, for Instance, Burke receives strong arguments about the mind 

as and functional, about the Instrumental function of thought In the 

of conduct, about the mind as the symbolic functioning of events--

• result of evolutionary processes which culminates In sociality, Itself 

the principle end form of emergence. about the social nature of symbols 

and about the significance of language as matrix of mind and meaning. 322 

For lengull(Je can be viewed as action foe a s1tuc1llon, a problem-oriented 

tool employed In response to a problem. It Is the tool of tools; for with-

out a refined system of expression, men are Incapable of relating because 

they are unable to act together. There Is. then. a sense of the Instrumen-

talist In Burke. 32 3 

In other applications to dramatlsm, Burke draws upon Mead's 

analysis of attitude (as an ambiguous word for Incipient action) to expand 

the ranve of the panted Into • hexed. 32 4 From Dewey, In particular, he 

the that works of art can be understood end appraised as 

crtUcal and lmavlnatlve answers to questions posed by the situations ln 

whlch they arose, ea •stretevlc answers• no leas. But there ls also a 

COIISWIUltory dimension to art. For art liberates men to enjoy new and 

aaUafyincJ A vreat work, that ls, constitutes both a completed 

act In the domain of communication and the Impetus for further consuma-

tory 325 

Of crucial Importance to Burke, however, la Dewey's and, to a 

1-Her extent, Mud'• to forve a perspective of communication 
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and art aimed toward the reconcllJaUon of duallsms. ror Kant and for 

countless other philosophers, Descartes' dichotomy of thlnkln9 and ex-

tended substances provoked reactions mostly Into 1deallsm or materialism. 

Confronted with the cleavage between the knower and what Is to be known, 

the idealists, as Whitehead has remarked, put m.:itter inside mind and the 

materialists placed mind inside matter. But 1n neither case could there be 

any Integral act of knowled90. 32 6 

The contribution of Dewey .:ind Moad, 1n this regard, Is to view 

communication as an activity which overcomes the necessity of spllttln9 

the objects of cxpenence into the two domains of tho Ideal and the phy-

sical. Art Itself helps to close tho gap between theory and practice as 

well: for the very act of tho artist Is a d1alect1cal merger of knowing and 

doing. The focus. In other words. Is upon the process or the experience 

rather than upon the a9onlzln9 horns of the dilemma which invites a 

choice between the knower and what Is to be known. In conjunction with 

the view of art as experience, Dewey and Mead assert the Inextricable 

interrelationship of ends and means, of knowing and doino bound toqether 

because knawtnv Is for the sake of action, conduct and control. 32 7 

Such dichotomies are also overcome by Burke's stress on "act," 

which allows for the circumvention of epistemological problems bedev1ling 

both tndlttonal rationalistic and contemporary poslUvlstlc philosophies 

rooted in agent or In scene. 328 Although Burke attributes a stress upon 

agency to pragmatism In general, It Is nevertheless clear that he draws 
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upon the instrumentallst's concept of communication to heal the sores of 

duaUsm. 329 Subject and object, theory and practice, "ls" and "ought to 

be," interpenetrate each other when communication Is considered as an 

experience that Is funded with reason and Intelligence, and not as exper-

ience in contrast to those other activities. Moreover, Burke's stress 

upon "act," though reviving tho Aristotelian and Thomistic notions or 

substance as an activity, pays considerable homaqe to Mead's and 

Dewey's theory of mind. Tho mind, os they put It, 1s not a substance in 

the sense of an essence located 1n the tx-aln; rather. It is the functioning 

of communication, of significant symbols in Moad"s view. 330 These 

symbols arise only In a social context, actually in a social process. 

Thus the sell ls not content but an actlvlty--an activity defined, for 

Dewey especially, in terms of analysis and reconstruction. 331 

It ls the dialectics of the self's development that so fascinates 

Burke. The Meadlan contribution to the dramatist's system ls made 

abundantly clear ln both Th,1 Phllosophy of Uterary Form332 and In A 

Grammar .2{ Motives. 333 The appllcatlon of the dialectics of Mead's 

theory of the social self to dramatlsm wlll be discussed In the following 

order: (1) Mead's theory of the sell; (2) dlalectlcal lmpllcatlons of the 

thecry: (3) Burke's evaluation of Mead's importance to a vlew of language 

as symbolic action. Dewey's influence ls also apparent ln any theory of 

the social self stressin9 the crucial factor of communlcatlon, but his 

major dialectical contribution lies more in the area of moral and social 
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aoreement. A discussion of this intellectual strain ln Burke follows the 

examination of Mead's influence on dramatlsm. 

The dialectical Implications of Mead's theory are best approached 

throuoh a preliminary dtscusalon of the emergence of the social self. And 

this necessitates the question: whc1t, for Mead, 1s the process through 

which the self emer9es? The answer resides In <1n understanding of the 

importance of role-taking and role-playing 1n the devc lopment of sociality. 

As Mead contends, ono learns, first of all, to <1ssumc the role of ono 

person, then another and another. Out of this procedure, one comes 

CJTadually to aeo one's own role as 1t Is demarcated from those of other 

persons whose roles one has temporarily assumed. Sell-awareness arises 

because one is ultimately ablo to d1st1n9ulsh one's own role from tho 

roles of others. Jn other words, tho self becomes conscious of Itself as 

distinct from other selves. And yet the self can come Into being only 

throuoh a proceaa of self-conscious interaction and Interpenetration with 

other selves. Two crttlcal factors seem to be paramount In this theory. 

On the one hand, there la a sense of dlatlncllveneas or uniqueness from 

others. On the other hand, there Is a sense of slmllartty with others, 

which fosters cohealveneaa and cooperation in society. Both senses, 

however, are dependent upon communication, which makes interaction 

and interpenetration possible. 334 

Whet la the basic element in the development of the self? Mead, 

•• auooested earlier, accentuates the point that the self ls a process, 
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not an entity. It la an achievement. It develops crltlcal faclllty by 

crltlclzlng the self whose role lt has taken; thus lt learns to criticize 

itself. "When playing at being someone else, the self," says Mead, 

"realizes its own nature at the same time It reahzes the nature of the 

person whose role ls being played ... 335 

Mead's concern with the development of the self Is not an en-

tirely new contribution to knowledge. Kant, Hegel and the Romantics in 

particular gave considerable thought to the Idea of the self. But their 

efforts were malnly clothed In metaphysical explanat10ns. Mead's work, 

by contrast, creates a basis for social psychology; among his many con-

trlbutlona la a theory of how culture and norms come to be Internalized 

into the person, how sell-control 1s a rcflect1on of social control. This 

theory, as Anselm Strauaa has pointed out, found Its acceptance In the 

functionalist constructs of Talcott Parsons and Robert Merton. 336 Mead 

himself acknowledges the roles of his predecessors In bringing to Ught 

the importance of the self. Kant, as Mead observes, provided the Impe-

tus for the Romantics by declaring that mind gives laws to nature. 337 

•Well now,• says Mead, "the Romantic movement ••. grew out of this 

phase of the Kantian doctrine. • 338 For the Romantic attitude ls "the 

externalizing of the self" where one •projects one's self into the world, 

sees the world through the guise, the veil, of one"s own emotions. 

Thia attitude is •the ability to project one"s self upon the world so that 

the world is idenUfled in some fashion with the self ... 34o In Hegel's 
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case, the self, and non-self, are Identified with the Absolute Idea of 

Spirit. Which means that the self Is Identical with the movement or pro-

cess pervadlnc;i and governtnc;i the universe. In a sense, the self, for 

Hec;iel, becomes the universe writ small. 341 "In the philosophy of Hegel," 

writes Mead, "the development of mind Is the same thing as the develop-

ment of the world ... 34z Hegel's accompllshment, suggests Mead, Is to 

consider the wcrld as an object which answers to the self as subject. In 

a larver sense, both the Individual's thought and the Absolute are Involved 

in a process. 343 Indeed, for Hegel. as Mead notes, "that process Is the 

mind of the Ab:Jolute."344 

To be sure, Mead as social psychologist draws upon the specula-

tions of his Intellectual foreruMcrs. albeit the pre-Darwinian nature of 

their philosophies. His study of the problem of Identity In Kant and the 

Romantics, as blended with the theory of the social self. sheds much 

Uc;iht on the mysteries of Identity as a theme In modem literature. As 

Robert Lanc;ibeum has written, Mead's hypothesis on role-playing helps 

to explain •a new kind of dramatic nature poem In which a poet, whom we 

ldenUfy as Wordsworth, Shelley or Keota, makes us believe that he Is 

really seeln9 the landscape or heortnc;i the bird he writes about, and even 

that he is wrtt1n9 the poem on the spot. • 345 As for the influence of 

He99l, Mead's wr1Un9s on self and society reflect the farmer's conten-

tion that man is not •self-contained:• that he is free only when he is a 
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•men•--an integral part of the community. This implies a dialectic of 

self and society In which Individual identity Is bound up with others. 346 

Still, the contributions of his precursors must be demarcated 

from Mead's own way of doing social science. ror Mead's focus ls not 

upon the self as explained through Eighteenth or Nineteenth Century 

metaphysics but upon the self as explained through social psychology--

a perspective which would supplement sc1cnt1flc conclusions. "Mead's 

Interest,• notes Paul Pfuotzo, ·was the fr.:imework of scientific behavior-

ism,• and he was •concerned as II social psychologist with the empirical 

study of mind, self and society In their b10-soclal evolution ... 347 This 

orientation permitted him to scrutinize the shortcomings of Kantian, 

Hegelian and Romanticist doctrine. Kant's doctrine of the forms, as 

Mead examines It, leads to conclusions Inappropriate to the modem tem-

perament: for the assertion that those forms are given In advance of 

sensuous experience--thls Is the ·transcendental Logic's" presupposition 

that they pre-exist the obJect--ls overturned by Darwinian evolutionism, 

with Its accent upon process. Similarly, Hegel and the Romantics end 

in a dilemma over the individuality and unlversal1ty of experience. Both 

approach the world from the point of view of the Individual and thus 

posit a world that varies as It appears 1n the experience of different 

CJl'OUPS of lndlvlduals. And yet their fundamental assumption Is that the 

world ls the same for all. Such philosophical problems are overcome, 

says the social behaviorist, only by inquiries into the genesis of persons, 
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the basls of sympathy, the development of awareness of soclal llfe and 

the development of reason, whose locus, Mead believes, is found ln the 

interaction between the self and society. 348 Mead's work culminates In 

a perspective of individual Identity epitomized in this passage: 

... the human self arises through Its ability to take tho 
attitude of the group to which he belongs--bccauso he can 
talk to himself in terms of tho community to which ho belongs 
and lay upon himself tho responstbllities that belong to the 
community; because he can recognize his own duties as over 
against othors--that Is what constitutes the scU as such ... " 349 

As Mead concludes: 

The structure of society lies In those soctdl habits, and 
only In so far as we can take those social hc1b1ts Into our-
selves can we become selves. 3 SO 

Underpinning such Investigations Is the study of the role of 

lancJu119e In promoting Interaction between self c1nd society. As Hugh 

Dalziel Duncan has noted, •Mead believed that the data of symbolic 

Interaction offered soclol09lsts their greatest clue to an understandlng 

of society. Such data provtdes for the acute observation of self and 

society ln action. At the fundamental level, therefore, Mead holds that 

the self and society originate and develop In communication. As he hlm-

self puts it ln The Philosophy of the Present: 

There remains the mechanism by which the lndlvldual 
llvln9 his own life In that of the oroup is placed ln the atti-
t\lde of taking the role of another. That mechanism 1s, of 
course, that of communication. 352 

And it is this very capacity foe symbolic communication that gives 

man the capability of self-raflexivene11-a mental phenomenon crucial to 
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his social existence. For the reflexive mood In language pennlts the 

sell to understand Its position as both subject and object of an experience. 

This mood is the gateway to "self-awareness," in other words. As 

Merritt H. Moore has observed, for Mead "the self has no slgniiicance 

unless It can tum back. upon Itself, can become its own object, distln-

9uish itself in a milieu of other selves. Until this can be done, the self 

cannot be made significant for the psycholog1c.:il .:ind sociological prob-

lems which are Mr. Mead's maJor concern at this point. .,353 

At the core of Mead's theory of the self Is the "slgnHlcant sym-

bol." He arc;iuoa, In essence, that all symbols arc universal because 

meanln9 Is social. and that the social moaning of a symbol precedes 

Individual meanlnc;i. This makes possible a mode of communication which 

evokes similar response a In Individuals. Thus, throuc;ih communication 

It becomes possible to arouse "ln one Individual tho attitude of tho other, 

and his response to these responses. " 3s4 The result of this, says Mead, 

"la that the Individual may be stimulated to play various parts 1n the 

common process In which all are en9a9ed, and can therefore face the 

various futures which these difficult roles carry with them, In reachinc;i 

finally the fonn that his own will take. • 355 When one thinks, observes 

Meed, one la actually Involved In a process of communication with one's 

self, and yet this process Implies the ability to assume the common 

attitudes of the whole 9roup--an ability which In Itself depends upon the 

phenomenon of shared meanlnc;is In society. Put another way, meaning In 
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speaker and listener. If the meaning of symbols could not endure In 

society, there would be no social relations. 356 

The primary Implication of Mead's theory of the social self for 
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this study is that It Is dialectical. The self for Mead, as Pfuetze has 

observed, is •the human Individual who, In an ego-alter dialectic, In a 

d1alo0ic meeting with the other, comes lo know himself as .:i self ..... 357 

For •we become or acquire selves when we know ourselves to be known, 

when we are apprehended and valued by self-disclosing others, when we 

reply to others who have spoken ·themselves· to us. Each man finds him-

self in every other man; each man finds his own good In every other man's 

good •• JSS 

In the dialectical interaction with society, tho self Is both subject 

and object at the same tlme, both transcendent and empirical. Man, says 

Mead, needs the reallty of others and a relationship with them to be him-

self. And yet he Is not the exact same as any other. He Is at once a 

person and an outgrowth of society. 

This •both/and• dialectic of self and society puts the Issue of 

freedom into a social framework. Man becomes man through freedom, 

but freedom Itself flourishes only when there is order In the life of the 

community. Man" s identity. that is, Is bound to his being-in-community; 

his existence takes shape out of cooperation with and responsib111ty to 

tbe otben who comprise the polls. This orientation, then, highlights 
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the dialectical lnterrelatlonshlp of self and society, freedom and order. 

For Mead, as for Dewey. the concepts of the unique self and social 

cohesion are not antithetical but rather Interdependent, Indeed mutually 

relnforclnQ. 3S9 

Kenneth Burke's reception and use of Mec1d1an dialectics centers 

on the Implications of the social self for dramat1sm. Out of this theory 

of the self, Burke also finds an application to the democratic Idea; for 

"the metaphor of the conversation (uniting 'democratic' and 'd1alcct1cal' 

by the forensic element common to both) Is systematically carried through-

out Mead's view of human relaUons. "360 Burke first reflects upon Mead's 

dialectic In The Philosophy of Utcr.:,ry rorm, 361 noting Its relevance to 

the temper of democracy, and then he continues tho discussion of Mead 

with reference to social attitude In Grommar of Motives. 362 Here Burke 

makes a aparklnQ lnslQht that Mead applies "In ways of his own the pat-

tern of the HeQellan dialectic whereby Spirit Is alienated 11& Nature, and 

then attains a h1Qher ataQe of self-consciousness by seelnQ Itself In 

terms of Its Natural other. • 3 63 

The Influence of Mead's dialectic on Burke's system deserves 

some dlacusalon, but for the purpose of perspective It la advisable to 

first note the context In which the applications occur, namely, the 

Phlloaopby of the Act. Undeniably, Burke puts Mead and Dewey Into 

that school atresslnQ means or aQency, which la praQmatlam, and the 

dramatist cautions that his section on • act• ts not to be read • as an 
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argument for any one traditional application of the dramatist grammar, but 

simply as a review. from the dramatist standpoint, of grammatical prin-

ciples Involved In the attributing of motives ... 364 These qualifications 

do not, however, deter Burke from stressing '"act, .. and a way of life as 

acUng-t09ether, as a key to the issue of substance and as the basis for 

a doctrine of consubstantlallty. 365 Moreover. Burke's concern with 

language as acuon for a situation draws upon Me<ld"s position that atti-

tudes are "the beginnings of acts ... 366 

ln providing a conception of the act and of man as actor 1n society. 

Mead believes that he has helped to reconcile the conflicting schools of 

philosophy. for a philosophy of action, In contrast to other constructs, 

emphasizes •praxis," which undercuts the fact-value and theory-practice 

dichotomies nagging most schools of thought. Questions of '"Is'" and 

•ought to be" merge In the human organlsm·s communicative experience 

In the world and In Its Instrumental approach to the problems in Its en-

vironment. Ukewlse, knowing and doing are reconciled because thought 

.!!. action, not a mere preparation for It. So the very stress upon act 

itself has dialectical worth as a means of Integrating the seemingly dis-

parate or waring claims of philosophies Into a higher orientation of social 

psycholocn. 367 

In like maMer, Burke's Grammar, by Illustrating "the featuring of 

act, • 368 endeavors to dialectically transcend the claims of philosophical 

schools hlnoed to one of the five terms. An emphasis upon "act" leads 
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to the study and clarlflcatlon of the resources of ambiguity involved In 

the dialectical Interrelationships of "act, " "scene, " "agency, " "agent" 

and •purpose"and ultimately to a dramatlstlc perspective free of the 

metaphysics of any particular school of thought. Burke selects dramatism 

as representative anecdote. which leads to the discovery "that we have 

made a selection In the realm or~. as against scientific reduction 

to sheer motion. • 369 Eventually, says Burke, the question must be 

raised: •What would be 'the ultlm.:ite act' or 'pure drama' that one might 

use as the paradigm or action In general ?0370 And the answer Is "the 

Act of Creation, discussed substantially or In principle ... 37 i 

As with Mead. then, Burke points out that man Is more than an 

oroanlsm: he Is, In fact, an actor who seeks to create environments 

which wlll satisfy him. But Burke, of the two, as Hugh Dalziel Duncan 

has arqued, shows how this environment Is created symbolically. 372 For 

dramaUsm as a system Is grounded In symbols themselves. It focuses 

upon symbols operating as symbols and explains how symbols-as-motive 

affect social order and social behavior. 373 

Burke Identifies Mead's philosophy of the act, where "the concept 

of the Self la pivotal, • 374 with his own concerns about communication. 

Burke ls taken by Mead"s seminal mind, which says the dramatist, 

envtaaves •the act of reflection as the holding of conversation with one-

self--of aeeklnCJ to contain within oneself, dialectically, the entire 

drama-of aasertlllCJ In the form of an lnclplent act, which ls delayed, to 
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be corrected from the standpoint of the 'generalized other' ('the attitude 

of the generalized other is the attitude of the whole community')--and of 

thus wag Ing this lntema I dialogue back and forth, ln search of truth 

matured by the checking of an 1mag 1nary opponent. " 3 7 5 

Mead's portrait of the Inner conversation of the self, where one 

puts oneself tn the role of the other, where one, as subject, sees oneself 

as object, broadens the study of symbolic action for Burke. This portrait 

suggests, for one thing, that language Is crucial in lifting humanity above 

the level of purely biological mot1v11Uon. 376 It points, secondly, to the 

reflexive significance of the symbol, to the necessary connection between 

llnCJUIStlc activity and self-11warenoss. It gives credence, in II third 

respect, to Burke's belief that symbolic acts are, as Rueckert has put It, 

"representative, symptomatic acts of the self that performs them and, at 

the same tlme, perform some compensating function for that self." 377 

It provides a basts for studying the function of symbols In the relation-

ship of self to social order. It helps to explain how man, a fundamen-

tally moral and ethical creature, acquires a moral sense and how the 

process of guilt and redemption ls bound to hierarchies that his linguistic 

capeclty allows him to Internalize. 378 

In the most profound sense, Burke sees beyond the social be-

haviorism of Mead to the pragmatist's adaptation of Hegel's dialectic. 

To be sure, aa Burke observes ln The Philosophy of Uterary Form, Mead 

turns •from a metaphysical emphasis to a sociological one" and "substitutes 
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for the notion of an Absolute Self the notion of mind os a social product 

..... 379 But a few years later, Burke peers behind Mead's analysis of 

the complexity of social attitudes comprising the self and apprehends an 

Hegelian pattern. 380 At the level of social psychology and social beha-

viorism, the self is explained as complexly erected atop biological 

motives, but also modified in particular by the formative effects of 

language. Language asks the ind1v1dual to develop In accordance with 

its social guidelines. In a way, offers Burke, this model of the emerging 

social self resembles Hegel's philosophy of Spirit estranged In Nature 

end ultimately ach1evln9 a higher stage of self-consciousness by viewing 

Itself relative to Its Natural other. 381 That 1s. Mead argues that higher 

levels of consciousness are attained when the 1nd1v1dual learns to anti-

clpate the kinds of reslstences which external forces will advance If he 

ecta in this way or that. 382 And this very process of the self's growth 

through the foreseeing of consequences emanating from external forces 

ls not unlike the • aufheben• of Hegel's dialectic. As Burke views this 

dlelectic: 

Such Awheben ls reduced to this process: Starting from A, 
we get e view of B in terms of A; next we advance to a view of 
B thet transcends A; and then, looking back, we can view A in 
tenns of B. 383 

Of considerable importance to Burke, Mead's philosophy of the 

ect unearths a correspondence between the social dialectic of the self's 

emervence and the ideals of democracy, although the dramatist tends to 
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soften •the promiaaory mood that went with the happier days of proqres-

aive evolution. • 384 •we have been hearing much of 'democracy' and 

much of 'dialectics,•• writes Burke, "and surely Mead• s approach helps 

us to understand the lnte9ral relationship between these concepts. For 

dialecuca deals with the converse, the conversational, while democracy 

la the Ideal of expreaalon In the market place, the dramatics of the 

forum.• 385 •The truth of the debate," Burke adds, "arises from the com-

bat of the debaters, which would transform the competitive Into the 

cooperative (somewhat as competitors In a game 'cooperate' to make It a 

qood qame). • 386 Most sl9nlflcantly, the self, In Mead's view, Is able 

to contain within Itself the dialectics of democratic decision-making; 

for it may assume every possible Idea or opinion, encompass all viewpoints 

in an Issue. • 'The parry la an lnterpretauon of the thrust,•" notes Burke 

on Mead's metaphor of the dialectically democratic Inner conversation, 

•aa one even 'converses' with obJecta, c00perat1n9 with them to his 

benefit only in so far ea he allows them to have their say, takes their 

role by tellincJ hlmaell what their modes of aaaertlon are, and corrects 

bla own aaaertiona on the basis of their claims. The spirit of this 

metaphor, not surpri&incJlY, reappears In • IJ.nquistlc Approach to Problems 

of Education,• wherein Burke writes •that Ideal democracy does allow all 

voices to pertlclpete In the dial0QUe of the state, and such !!lu! demo-

cracy ls the nearest poaalble lnstltutional equivalent to the llnqulstlc 

Ideal. • 388 
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By championing Jgw democracy, Burke Is also associating him-

sell With the philosophy of John Dewey and by way of this association 

with the pragmatic theory of moral and social agreement. Burke" s 

appraisal of Dewey Is readily available to readers of The Philosophy of 

Uterory rorm, 389 but the relationship of dramatlsm to moral and social 

deliberation requires deeper analysis; for It Is Implicit In Burke's views 

on linguistic transformatlon--the dialectics of symbolism. As for 

Dewey's philosophy as a whole. Burke Is generous In his applause. The 

for Certolnty Is reviewed as a •tolerant and Inquisitive" book. 390 

Experlen92 and Noture Is heralded for Its brilliant wrttlng on 11rt. 39 1 

Burke comments upon •the total Jack of 11uthorllarl11nlsm In Dewey's 

thinking• which •ts forever leading him Into the expansive 11nd 11dventur-

ous. • 392 To be sure, Burke raises some tent11tlve objections about 

Dewey's adaptation of scientific-experimental method to the deliberative 

realms of value and policy. He prods Dewey for tend Ing to be obscure on 

the definition of Intelligence and points to defects In Dewey's study of 

Uberallsm's Identity. But these are tolerable objections. 393 Compared 

to most philosophers, Dewey ls Impressively openmlnded and exploratory 

ln his approach to knowledge end social problems. Burke finds Dewey's 

methodology particularly noteworthy ln The Quest for Certainty; for "its 

extension of strict dlelectlc by bon'owln9s from psychology, anthropology, 

history, sociology, economics, flts lnto a wider scheme then mere 

matters ol dogma and makes it en important contribution to our culture. • 394 
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Yet Burke's early appraisals of Dewey do not delineate dramatlsm's 

(as then developing) indebtedness to the latter's work on the dialectics of 

democratic decision-making. The entire Burkelan corpus must be digested 

for this relationship to be properly understood. Burke's coverage of 

Dewey over the course of dramatism's development and refinement Is 

succinct and Is epitomized by a statement of allegiance to pragmatic 

tentativeness and experimentalism. Dramatlsm, says Burke, "ls uncom-

promisingly liberal In the sense that Its first principle must be the 

systematic distrust of any social certainties as now set ... .,395 Thus, 

this view necessarily reaffirms Dewey's emphasis upon the experimental 

attitude, backed by experimental method. 396 What with this salute to 

pragmatism, however, Burke Is basically tacit rather than expllclt In his 

use of Dewey's theory of moral and social agreement. 

To comprehend this strain In Burke's thought, It is first necessary 

to discuss Dewey's commitment to the Ideal of a democratic community, his 

views on inquiry, and his position on the nature and worth of moral delib-

eration. These will be seen to accord with Burke's language-centered 

approach to moral and social agreement; for both thinkers rely upon the 

dialectical poaalbllltlea for prom0Un9 peaceful resolutions to conflicts 

sparked by the clash of antithetical beliefs. That Is, they both seek 

ways of trenacendl09 and yet lncorporetin9 elements of the wartn9 claims. 

The teak la to define • hl9her 9round of· conclllatlon for the disputants 

while 9uarenteein9 fOf' them the lnte9rtty of their lnit1al, thou9h disparate 
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or polar, qoods. For his part, Dewey considers "moral objectivity" as 

the culmination of reasoned deliberation. 397 Burke, on the other hand, 

relies upon the verbal resources of literature and mysticism as entrance 

to a theory of moral and social agreement. The poet talks "of first and 

last thinc;is" and employs Images "that do not appeal merely to the senses, 

but derive radiance and vibrancy from their 'anc1goglc' and/or 'soclo-

anac;ioglc' nature. And since the r:1ysuc communicates ultimately in terms 

of the oxymoron {the flguro that combines contrc1d1ctory clements within a 

sinqle expression), we would see 1n tho packing of an Image or Idea with 

dlveroent motl\'es a more or less remote Instance of 'literary mysticism .... 39a 
Underlylnc;i thJs perspective 1s tho llegellan "aufhcben," though Dewey's 

route away from his predecessor Is moral obJccllvlty and Burke's route Is 

the consideration of merc;ier through symbolic man1pulatton to ultimate or 

•Goc:1• terms, l. e. , the •ranc;ie of mounllnc;is," ultimate Identification and 

consubstantiaUty. 399 

How, then, does Dewey arrive at his theory of moral and social 

ac;ireement? Briefly, he does it within the context of the Ideal creative, 

participatory democracy. Dewey's preoccupation is with the ways in 

which a democratic community of creative Individuals develops and 

flourishes, particularly amidst a supercharoed Industrial-technological 

society. For him, democracy ls not Just a political system but actually 

a way of life, a mode of assoc:1atlon based upon conjoint communicated 

experience. Democracy is a moral Ideal. It is a fluid, plurallstlc, 
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adaptive type of existence. It promotes freedom of communication and 

inquiry and champions toleration of diverse viewpoints. These qualities, 

it so happens, are altogether compatible with the scientific spirit. 400 

Within the democratic atmosphere, men arc encouraged to share 

their common Interests. Social cohesion does not, however, imply the 

dimlnutloo of individual identity. Contrary to some portraits of Dewey, 

he does value lndlvlduallsm, but he manages to frame the question of 

individual Identity within the larger issue of self-realization through 

interaction wUh community and nature. lie thinks of human Individuality, 

notes Richard Bernstein, as beln9 "manifested In choice, and choice It-

self ls dependent on the natural transactions that make up the life history 

of man and his lntelli9ent deliberations ... 4oi The net result of a working 

democracy, suc;i9ests Dewey, is a community of persons who continuously 

readjust to new situations and problems, who produce effective declsion-

makin9 procedures lead1n9 to the reconclllatton of various and varied 

social, economic, moral and political confllcts. 

From within this democratic context comes Dewey's stress upon 

inquiry. Inquiry, he maintains, arises because there Is a felt need, a 

tensional situation requlrln9 satisfaction or solution. Often, one encoun-

ters the classic dilemma built of conflictln9 desires or alternative 9oods, 

and one's mental and social equipoise seems to demand the resolution of 

the problem. For Dewey, the task is always to locate the difficulty, the 
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core of the discordance or dissenttency,and to then devise a method for 

dealing with It. 4oz 

And here Is precisely where Dewey parts company with traditional 

logic; for the devising of methods to resolve problems must rely upon all 

the avallable procedures employed by science. Which Is to say that 

logic ought to be modlfled according to new developments In the methods 

of inquiry. Dewey sets out to show, as John Passmore writes, "that 

formal distinctions arise within 'the matrix of Inquiry' and have no sig-

nificance except as Ingredients In that matrlx. Logical principles. . 

are not eternal truths which have been laid down once and for all as 

supplytng a pattern to which all Inquiry must conform: on the contrary, 

they are principles which science. at a certain stage In Its development, 

hes found to be Involved In Its own success." 4o3 In 12i.!£, the Theory 

of I ngulry, published late In his life, Dewey reaffirms a long-held con-

viction that the older forms of logic, baaed upon Platonic and Arlstotellan 

essence relationships, are In need of radical reconsideration lf logical 

principles are to serve contemporary attempts to resolve contemporary 

problems. 404 Whereas a formal logician would, for Instance, merely 

concede the tnesolveblllty of • contradiction, a Dewey pragmatist would 

accept the situation as a spur to Inquiry. He would Initiate a new lnves-

U9etlon which ao modlfles the original 9enerallzatlon that • all X are y• 

that lt also accounts for the contradictory case, namely that •this X ls 

not Y.•lt)ewey felt this to be the contradiction of the first proposition 
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In making his 

logic "instrumental," Dewey's early Hegellanlsm emerges; for as Pass-

more, Bernstein and others have noted, the whole theory of inquiry ls a 

challenge to the assumption that propositions can have any truth except 

as phases of a system. The issue, as Dewey secs It, Is not the designa-

tion of "true" or "false" for diagnostic statements but rather a proposi-

tion's effectiveness, pertinence and economy In dealing with real problems. 

For doing Inquiry Is. In effect. experiencing. Put another way. the things 

that are experienced are. so to speak. "'Interrogations"'; they generate 

problems and provoke man Into dealing with them. This Inquiry is always 

a part of man·s endeavor to control his environment and circumstances. 

Dewey asserts time and again that modern man Is no mere spectator of 

the world who Is but content to contemplate timeless, invariable truths; 

rather, he ls a choosing, rational agent who continuously Interacts with 

the natural and social worlds In hls attempts to modify the conditions of 

his life. Concomitantly, pragmatic philosophy lauds lntellloence as a 

self-reflexive activity, as the grasp of its own nature and methods. 

Moreover, the idea of the active, chooslno agent suggests the inter-

animation of theory and practice since, In the Instrumental sense, know-

ledge ls bound up with the resolution of felt difficulties, with the 

unceasing cavalcade of problematic situations. 406 

With this background material in mind, It ts not too difficult to 

qrasp the theory of moral and social agreement as an outqrowth of Dewey's 
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complete phllosophical stance: his commitment to democratic decision-

makin9, to the spirit of scientific Investigation, to the merger of theory 

and practice, fact and value, to the kinds of inquiry that are based upon 

the inductive, openmlnded search for truth. For all forms of dogmatism 

and absolutism are abhorrent to Dewey. He distrusts the claims of meta-

physical systems. His reconstrucuve-refonnist bent Is dubious about 

the utopian claims of Ideological propagandists, though Dewey himself 

seems to envision progress and betterment for an enlightened, technically 

and sclentlflcally sophisticated society. Morality, for Dewey, Is not 

Ued to eternal verities, to essences, natural laws, Spirit, and so on. 

lt la not prior to the practical world of deliberation. Rather, morality 

arises because men are able to use reason In deliberation or controlled 

arc;iumentatlon in order to resolve differences that Initially divided them. 

Mutually acceptable solutions to problems, solutions which transcend 

the ort9lnal polarities of the dispute and yet preserve the Integrity of the 

basic 9round of each position for Its advocate, help to maintain a human-

istic society. lt Is a society fosterln9 both unity and diversity, Individual 

liberty and social cohesion. 4o7 

Dewey holds that moral objectivity must be based upon these as-

sumptions: first, moral 9oods do not exist except through one's own 

choices; second, moral 9ooda receive their structure only in the formula-

tion of cant1n9ent states of affairs for decisions. To say that moral 

values are •objective• ls to imply that such values are obl19atory, that 
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they exist Independent of Inclination. Such values are obtainable by 

choice. Which ls to suggest that "moral objectivity" Is not waiting for 

people. "Morals," says Dewey, "are not chosen from without ... 408 

Practical wisdom needed for solutions to problems Is not gained by a pro-

cess of deduction from pnor know ledge. Rather, moral values are arrived 

at through competence and tolerance in do liberation. 4o9 

This theory ,1pplies to nations as well as to individuals. It rejects 

the nouon that a person's or country's porsonallty Ls finite and that Its 

structure can be deduced from some universal principle. Rather, each 

lndlvidual or n.itlon can determine what Its personality is to be. In short, 

the manner In which a person or country exercises practical wisdom deter-

mines the structure of moral value. 410 

Dewey adds to this theory tho belief that a man, or nation for 

that matter, cannot keop a personality open unless the common good Is 

put above self-Interest. He argues, In fact, that the change to a common 

good makes morals more personal than they were when customed ruled. 

Dewey's beUef Is not Just some "pie In the sky" idealistic desire for 

lntranatlonal and lntematlonal cooperation but a sober apprehension of 

the requirements for liberty and freedom. For without appropriate resolu-

tions 1n the international, national and local communities, Individual 

lives would be buried under a ton of violence, repression and fear. 411 

It is the spirit or tenor of Dewey's theory that permeates dramat1sm 

rather than the details of pragmatic philosophy. Burke's position that 
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disputes over "rightsN and "obligations" must be studied and handled 

first and foremost as symbolic affairs alilrms Dewey's contention that 

morality caMot be deduced from prior knowledge but must be won through 

the verbal engagement of contending parties who find some higher ground 

for accommodation. 412 The dramatist frequently focuses on the language 

of ethics, of Justice, freedom, virtue, etc .• and he finds that the dia-

lectic of such concepts arises In an opposition of meanings which have 

been formed by a structure of terms. ·· Dist1nct1ons." to repeat a Burkel an 

observation, •arise out of a great central moltenness, where all ls merged. 

They have been thrown from a liquid center to the surface. where they 

have congealed. Let one of these crusted dlst1nct1ons return to Its source, 

and in this alchemlc center It may be remade. aqa1n becoming molten 

liquid, and may enter Into new combinations, whereat It may be again 

thrown forth as a new crust, a different d1st1nct1on. So that A may become 

non-A. But not merely by a leap from one state to another. Rather, we 

must take A back Into the ground of Its existence, the logical substance 

that ls its causal ancestor, and on to a point where It Is consubstantlal 

with non-A; then we may return, this time emerging with non-A Instead ... 4 i 3 

For Burke, a dialectic of morals contains areas of ambiguity, and 

ambiguity provides for transformation. Such a dialectic attains a zenith 

of accommodation when Initially antithetical meanings are so transformed, 

because of their ambiguous base, that they can eventually be Incorporated 

into a higher or prior term, perhaps an ultimate term that fosters 
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identification. What makes thls possible ls that man, as homo dlalectlcus, 

creates and uses symbols whlch "simultaneously reflect and transcend the 

'reallty' of the non-symbollc. • 414 A dlalectlc over morals or social 

nohts, however, may be completely aside from the criterion of empirical 

verification. The coherence of post tlons. not the urgency of facts, ls 

dialectic's concern. Moreover, the culmlnatlon of one dialectical encoun-

ter turns into the sprtm~board for a new moral or social Issue. ror each 

dlalectlcal resoluUon harbors w1th1n Itself the potential for a new conflict. 

Each dialectic revolves around naming, defining and classifying, as In 

the classical tradition of Plato's dialogues, and Burke Is quick to note 

that man ls not •a 'class animal' but ... a 'classifying animal. ... 4 i 5 

This suooests that an entire dispute over moral or social obllgatlons ls 

actually a kind of "social aonostlclsm," as Richard Weaver has sugges-

ted. 416 For the confllct occurs entirely within a universe of discourse. 

The problems involved have been enoendered by the relatlonshlp of terms, 

not by a question over the reallty of some thing. Thls latter lssue begs 

for settlement through laboratory or fleld procedure where the control or 

manipulation of phenomena helps to monitor the "external correspondence" 

of the medium. 417 

Burke's language-centered approach to conflict-resolution accords 

with Dewey's contention that values are obtainable by choice, that the 

participants are free, theoretically at least, to forve a •common oood" or 

principle that promotes awareness of their consubstantiallty. This 
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approach su99ests a pragmatic temperament, although Burke waxes 

Platonic 1n summonln9 up the poetic and mystic elements In the Upward 

Way to encompassing principles. 418 Socrates' rhetorical flights In the 

dlal09ues come to mind when the dramatist writes about "literary mysti-

cism• and ur9es, for Instance, the use of oxymoron with Its poetic and 

mystic capability of combining contradictory elements within a single 

expression. 419 Still, Burke's anti-dogmatic demeanor seems to suggest 

an affinity with Dewey's openmlndedness on social and political Issues. 

Ever cautious about the underlying assumptions of philosophical and ldeo-

l09lcal schools, the dramatist realizes that "every system of exhortation 

hln9es about some definite act of faith, a deliberate selection of alterna-

tives.• And even •when this crucial act Is not specifically stated, It 

merely Iles hidden beneath the ramifications of the system ... 42 o 

At the most basic level of the theory of moral and social a9ree-

ment, then, Burke relates to Dewey on the Issue of choice. Indeed, both 

appear existential In their respective ways of considering man as maker 

of meanln9 In the world. For Dewey especially this perspective ls tinged 

with Irony because his 9eneral optimism has frequently Invited the criti-

cism that he lacks the •tr-a9lc sense" of life. 421 Nevertheless, both 

Dewey and Burke acknowled9e the Inevitability of frustration and failure 

1n human life. Both hold that there are no ultimate values born into 

humans, no ultimate purpose to the universe apart from man's symbolic 
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existence. Values arise only when man arrives on the world scene and 

struooles to infuse hls existence wtth meaning. 422 

From the dramatist's perspective, however, any debate about the 

origin of "rights" and "obligatlons" must consider "the full role of sym-

bols ln shaplno men's view of. .. property ... "423 "Man as a biological 

oroanlsm requires property in the sheerly blologic.:il sense," says Burke, 

but "by reason of his nature as a ch,uacterlstac.:ill}• symbol-using species 

he can conceptualize a symbolic analogue ... 4z4 The fundamental f.:ict 

that man's specific nature as a symbol-user tr.:inscends his generic na-

ture as sheer ,1ntmal must bo kept In mind when one Is ready to engage in 

moral and social deliberation as a passionate .:idvocate. In this regard, 

one can be active and contemplauve--acllvely involved 1n dehbcratlon 

fm the purpose of reconstructing and directing the course of human ex-

perience and culture and contemplattvely cautious about man"s verbal 

machlnatlona as the orlo1nator of values that he too often claims to be 

derived from a hloher, unassailable source. 425 

This comblnallon of actlvlly and contemplation ls another way of 

reconcllino practice and theory. For Burke has been both "messianic" ln 

the scope of the dramallstlc project and temperate In his "Neo-Stoic" 

realonatlon to man's llmltattons In the on-oolng drama of human relations. 426 

He ha• been both attentive to man's tendency to be "rotten with perfec-

t1on•427 and committed to •the purlflcatlon of war. • 428 Perhaps Burke 

la more Inclined to see the "traolc sense" of life than were Dewey and 
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Mead. He hes had the benefit of Jiving through the third quarter of thls 

century and ls thus able to view In historical terms the fragmentation and 

turmoil of American life. the shattering of post-World War Two Ideals. 

the impact of existential despair upon contemporary thought. And yet for 

all thls, hls motto "ad bell um purlflcandum" suggests that linguistic 

skepticism, the attitude of methodl::al qu1zzlcality towards language, 

may yet equip men with the understanding necessary to resolve their 

differences short of physical violence and bloodshed. 42 9 

Summary 

The purpose of thJs chapter was to explore the dialectical sources 

of dramatlsm. Seven ph1losophlcal influences were examined and related 

to various aspects of dramatlsm: Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Marx, 

Mead, and Dewey. Burke has drawn extensively upon these seven during 

the development of his languaoe-centered system. To be sure, he has 

drawn from the philosophies of numerous others. but these seven were 

seen to be of particular slgniflcance In Burke's perspective of man as 

•homo dialecticus " 

Plato's dialectic Is particularly important to Burke's vlews on 

•betng• and •becoming,• "permanence• and "change." Moreover. Burke 

has woven Plato's brand of inspiration and transcendence, hls teleology, 

his mysticism, his conception of •ntsus," hls process of deflnlllon, and 

his theory of Forms into the dramatistlc tapestry, albeit the fact that the 

dramatist rejects a philosophy of essences for one of symbollc action. 
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Burke has taken much from Aristotle: the Staglrlte's four causes, 

his notion of substance foe the dramatlstlc featuring of "act," his hier-

archical vision of the world, with lts culminating, synoptic vision, and 

his metaphysical temperament ln the sense of the reflexive power of a 

first philosophy which turns upon the conditions of knowing. More than 

this, however, Burke has studled Aristotelian rhetorlc and dlalectlc In 

depth, recognizing their roles as counterparts and as verbal forms crucial 

to deliberative processes ln the realm of human relations, the ethlcal and 

polltlcal worlds of "rights" and "obllgatlons." 

As foe Kant, Burke has adapted the skeptical power of the "Trans-

cendental Dialectic" to show that any attempt to ascertaln a reallty 

beyond the reality of symbolic experience is destined to end In futility. 

The pentad ls the dramatist's equivalent of the Kantian categories because 

the five terms amount to forms of talk about experience. Kant's dialectic 

thus serves as a stimulus to Burke'• own brand of reflexiveness, although 

Burke concentrates not on the function of knowledge but rather upon the 

function of language In talk about the function of knowledge. Kant's 

ethics serves as a phllosophlcal support foe Burke's crucial distinction 

between action and motion and hls contention that symbolic action sup-

poses •choice• and •w111• (as an alternative to sclentlstlc approaches to 

man which consider mere motion and are basically detenninlstlc), 

Burke has been one of the few leadinc;i critics to c;irasp the contem-

porary relevance of Havel to a phllosophy of lanouac;ie. The dramatist has 
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been stirred by Hege1's'4ews on negative thinking, his theory of contra-

diction and opposition, hls modes of thought, self-conscious temperament, 

dialectic of self and society and his grand vision of the world. 

As with Hegel, Marx has been greatly misunderstood. Burke un-

deniably rejects the political orthodoxy associated with contemporary 

Mancist-1.eninist movements and institutions. Burke's flirtation with 

Marxist politics during the •th1rt1es" resulted in a most unique poetic-

humanistic orientation which acknowledged the tragic sense of history. 

EssenUalJy, Burke has utilized Marx's methods of demythlf1cat1on and 

demystlflcatlon, the spirit of his relentless cntique and self-conscious 

attitude. He has accepted Marx's diagnosis of Ideology because of Its 

rhetorical value but reJectod the substantive basis of Marxism--the dia-

lectical conception of hlstory and freedom. Burke's stress has been 

upon man"s linguistic activities and, in somewhat Marxian fashion, he 

has endeavored to unfold the symboUc processes of humankind. 

As Hugh Duncan has observed, Burke can be Justifiably placed 

in the pragmatic tradition of Mead and Dewey for accentuating the fact 

of communication as a basic rather than residual category. He has drawn 

from Mead's theory of self and society and his philosophy of the act. He 

has been influenced by Dewey"s instrumentalism, his theory of moral and 

social a9raement and the overarching democratic temperament of American 

pra9111at1sm. 
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CHAPTER VI 

KENNETH BURKE AND THE DIAU:CTICAL TRADITION 

Some years ago, in "The Philosophic Bases of Art and Criticism," 

Richard McKeon observed that Kenneth Burke belonged to that school of 

literary and artistic criticism relying heavily on dialectic and analogy. 1 

As McKeon saw it, Burke was closest in attitude and critical method to 

those who discussed art adequately by discussing something else, who 

examined the meaning of art "by means of other phenomena" and thus 

•borrowed the principles and terminology of aesthetics and criticism 

from some fashionable science, from semantics. psychoanalysis, or 

ecooomics, from sociology, morals, or theology. 02 Which was to con-

tend that Burke saw the art object and the art experience as being 

determined by circumstances and requiring principles of explanation 

drawn from varied and diverse fields, such as social psychology, his-

tory and biology. 

Moreover, observed McKeon, Burke could be associated with 

those critics stressing philosophical principles expressed in terms of 

"'process' and 'symbol' interpreted ... analogically in a dialectic of 

being and becoming . . . .. 3 By defining his terms through analogical 

method, Burke, in McKeon's opinion, was actually basing his principles 

foe discussion on a fundamental metaphor or metaphors, such as synec-

doche, which stood as a basic figure of speech for the structure of 
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poetry as well as for the structure of human relations outside poetry. In 

this respect, Burke, like Coleridge, conceived of poetry as vision, 

symbolic-action, life experience, etc., and thus he could generalize or 

specify any one of these to determine "a sense In which all men, or the 

best of men, or the best of some peculiarly fortunate kind of men, are 

poets or poems ... 4 

Through analogy, Burke, as McKeon suggested, was able to ap-

ply the critical principles of other schools to his own dialectical frame-

work. He could, for example, methodologically relate poet, poem and 

audience to each other under a fundamental metaphor "(as when exper-

ience, symbolic act, or creation characterize all three) ... 5 

The dialectical mode of criticism which, as McKeon suggested, 

seemed to fit Burke, Is distinguished from other modes of aesthetic 

analysis in significant ways. For one thing, the dialectical mode seeks 

full universality of subject matter and scope. 6 Second, It demands a 

great dialectic Ian or poet--ln the hands of a lesser critic, this mode 

"deteriorates to timid and common-sense apologies for what seems 

extravagant or sophistical In the moral judgment of art ... "7 Third, 

the dialectical mode tends toward the differentiation of terms In applica-

tion to subjects and their reduction in the solution of problems. "8 

These tendencies pertained, say, to Plato, Kant, Marx, and Dewey, 

whether the particular concern was "being," "knowledge," "history," 

or •tnqulry," or whether the reduction was to "things," "faculties of the 
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mind,• "laws of social development," or "processes and events."9 

Whatever the treatment of art, the context is usually synoptic analysis 

and the driving motive or hope is that the inquiry will "become scien-

tific and the object of art or the appreciation of art will become an in-

stance of physiological, psychological, sociological, ethnological, 

economic, or psychopathic phenomena, to be explained, used, and, 

when the circumstances warrant and the techniques are adequate, even 

cured as such ... 1 O 

Finally, dialectical criticism, through its reductive Impetus, 

endeavors to Incorporate and reconcile all of the prevalent literal critical 

modes Into Its own framework. It may, for Instance, draw upon Arls-

totle' s sclentlflc criticism, such as the anlysls of tragedy which depends 

upon a criterion of unity and structure. It may use the poetic mode of 

criticism, which proceeds from the conceptions and expressions of great 

authors and uses them as touchstones for other statements It may, 

moreover, draw upon the scholarly mode which reconstructs the author's 

character and significance from the intensive examination of his life 

work. Jt may, in addition, use the technical mode of criticism, which 

concentrates on those factors pleasing er Instructing audiences. It may 

utilize formal criticism, which accentuates the work itself and analyzes 

it, as composition, into constitutive parts so as to evaluate the effec-

tlvesness or appropriateness of devices to purposes. Whatever the 

borrowing, however, the dialectic spirit seems to encourage using all 



that there ls to use foe the sake of some overarching perspective or 

statement about humankind. 11 
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McKeon's article was written before Burke had finished A Grammar 

of Motives--the work that seems to have Initiated the grand dramatlstlc 

vision, although earlier works forecasted Burke's synop~lc demeanor. 

And yet the association of Burke with the dialectical mode of criticism 

remains entirely appropriate In the light or the dramatist's subsequent 

writings. Unlike McKeon' s article, this study does not concentrate on 

the problems of literary and artistic criticism. But It does substantiate 

McKeon's early Insight into Burke as a dialectical critic tending toward 

synoptic analysis and a comprehensive view or human problems. It sup-

plements McKeon's observations by probing into the dialectical resources 

of Burke's lanouage-centered system and by focusing upon pertinent 

philosophical sources associated with dialectic from whom Burke took 

sic;inlflcant ideas and methods In the development of dramatlsm. 

As a concluding perspective, this chapter attempts to place 

Burke, as dramatist, in the dialectical tradltlon. First, it considers the 

themes of man as craftsman, as critic, and as logician, which stem 

from this tradition. Second, it summarizes the main ingredients of 

Burke"s dialectical outlook which tie him to philosophers in the tradition, 

albeit the distinctive orientation of dramatlsm. Third, it reviews the 

major dialectical ideas and methods that he has incorporated into his 

lanvuaoe-centered system. Finally, it reiterates Burke"s particular 



attachments to Hegel and Marx--an area of influence that has thus far 

received but minimal treatment by students of Burke. 

Man M Craftsman-Critic-Logician 
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Kenneth Burke's dramatism owes much to three important themes 

in the dialectical tradition: man as craftsman, as critic, and as logician. 

These themes serve to unify the otherwise disparate philosophical views 

of Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, Marx, Dewey and Mead, from whom 

Burke has borrowed in the fashioning of dramatism-logology. As concerns 

the theme of craftsmanship, Burke sees life as a kind of poem in the 

making. Man crafts his existence in relation to the determinants of his 

natural and social environments, which he is often capable of altering 

or modifying through symbolic action and through the material inventions 

made possible by linguistic activity. Man is a symbolic artist, so to 

speak, who necessarily approaches the objects of the material world "in 

accordance with the genius of his nature as a symbol-human species." 12 

Man's linguistic artistry is dramatism's "literal" concern. It focuses 

upon his differentia--the capacity for symbolic action--and charts the 

myriad ways in which he imposes the "socioanagogic" element upon the 

extralinguistic domain of pure motion. 13 

Moreover, Burke sees man as a critic. As with all other living 

organisms, man interprets many of the signs about him. 14 Unlike other 

living creatures, however, man alone has the power of meta-criticism. 

"Though all organisms are critics in the sense that they interpret the 
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sic;rns about them," says Burke, "the experimental, speculative technique 

made available by speech would seem to single out the human species as 

the only one possessing an equipment for going beyond criticism of ex-

perience to a criticism of criticism. " 15 In this regard, Burke has devel-

oped a logologlc, a meta-perspective of symbolic activity, that ascends 

to the conceptual level of pondering "words about words." The Rhetoric 

of Religion, for example, ls concerned "not directly with religion, but 

rather with the terminology of religion, not directly with man's relation-

ship to God, but rather with his relationship to the word 'God."' 16 

Dramatlsm concentrates on theological doctrine as a body of words, es-

pecially "'words about· God." 17 

Finally, Burke accepts man's logical capabilities. He does so 

1n the sense that the human species, because of its symboliclty, con-

trives vast and intricate social networks, based upon "rights" and "ob-

llc;ratlons. • Man, argues Burke, builds a logic of ownership and property 

throuc;rh symbolic action. He constructs elaborate social, political and 

legal systems by creating terminologies of '"right,' 'Justice,' 'beauty,' 

'propriety,• 'truth,' 'the good life,' etc. , 1n which the logic of a given 

social order comes to an ideal, theoretic head." 18 

Man's logical capabilities, notes Burke, have led to techno-

logical achievements as well as to social systems. Language makes 

reason possible, and reason, 1n turn, helps man to fashion what Burke 

calls •the materials of our second nature. " Which ls to contend that 
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man's material achievements are but "externalizations of internal apti-

tudes." 19 The inventing of something, suggests Burke, is not merely an 

"act;" it is a rational act. What makes this phenomenon so paradoxical, 

in Burke's view, Is that symbolic action too often culminates In a complex 

of technological Inventions that mother their own necessity. Hence the 

ironic situations where man is seemingly outwitted by the end-products 

of his language-Induced reason. He finds himself the servant of the very 

mechanical servant he has created. 20 

Man's logical faculties have been most awesomely displayed In 

the philosophical tradition. Each philosophical school, notes Burke, 

has relied upon logic to construct and defend Its worldview. Each has 

endeavored to present the ultimate rationale for man and his position In 

society and nature. In the restricted sense, rationalism refers to those 

philosophies treating reason "as the very ground and substance of reality, 

somewhat as though, Instead of saying, 'a philosophy of the universe,' 

one were to say, 'the universe Is a philosophy. "• 21 In a larger sense, 

however, rationalism is Implicit In all philosophies. It is, as Burke 

suggests, "intrinsic to philosophy as a medium, since every philosophy 

attempts to propound a rationale of Its position, even if it is a philosophy 

of the irrational ... 22 

As with all philosophical constructs, dramatism has its rationale, 

although its focus is symbolic action and its ontological basis is the 

•act." Dramatism ls rationalistic in a dialectical sense. For "an 
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explicit approach to language as a dialectical structure admonishes us 

both what to look for and what to look out for, as regards the ways of 

symbolic action (and no statement about motives can ever be anything 

other than symbolic action). "23 The dramatistic project is also rational-

istic in that it seeks, "by a rationale of language, to chart methodically 

the 'non-rational' and 'irrational' aspects of language ... "24 This 

second task, says Burke, is somewhat akin to the rationalism of Freud"s 

psychoanalysis. 

The Dialectical Outlook 

Kenneth Burke's demeanor Is that of the dlalectlcian: a concern 

for opposites or antitheses and their resolution, a relentless critical 

mind that turns upon prevall1ng intellectual assumptions as well as upon 

itself and an overwhelming desire to gather the seemingly fragmented, 

disparate facts of human existence into a coherent, organic vision that 

Ql'HPS the meanings of the human drama in its historical contexts. 

As dialectlcian, therefore, Burke is very much in keeping with the 

general dialectical outlook that has characterized the dialectical tradi-

tion. His philosophical disposition is closest to McKeon's description 

of the dialectical orientation, as contrasted with the orientations of 

logic and Inquiry, albeit Burke's ab111ty to blend the methods of these 

other two into the critical frameNork of dramatism. As with the eminent 

thinkers of the tradition, Burke has striven for a comprehensiveness of 

vision through the development of comprehensive principles. In his 
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particular case, however, this has meant principles of symbolic activity, 

rather than Platonic Forms, Hegelian Spirit or Marxian laws of social de-

velopment. 

In a second sense, the comprehensive-dialectical disposltlon has 

focused on the dialectical aspects of life itself. Plato, for example, 

spoke of the dialectical impllcations of "this-worldly" passions and 

•other-worldly" yearnings. Kant concentrated on the basis for bellef in 

the ethical-moral world and used the dialectical power of the antinomies 

to propound the categorical imperative. Without freedom of the wlll, he 

reasoned, no moral law and no moral responsibillty are possible. Hegel 

placed the endeavors of mankind in the context of the dialectic of Spirit, 

whose reconciliation with the estranged aspects of lts self meant freedom 

for the world. And Marx contemplated the Jaws of social development, 

the dialecUcal forces inherent in each socio-pollUcal era and historical 

stage which were leading inexorably to the definitive, cooperative com-

munist life For Burke, each one of these viewpoints constitutes an 

ingenious symbolic approach to human motlvallon and must be studied 

pentadically as philosophical idiom and persuasive system. 2 5 And yet, 

for all its grammatical, rhetorical and symbollc scrutiny of philosophical 

schools as languages, dramatlsm shares with the dialectical perspectives 

especially the inclination to delve into the dialectical dimensions of 

existence. For Burke, this ls done through a study of language as 

symbolic action, which ls the key to the comprehension of human 
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relations. As Burke sees it, language itself, as motive, is inherently 

dialectical, as lt contains the grounds for ldentlflcation and alienation, 

merver and dlvislon, war and peace, and so on. It ls language per se 

that adds the peculiar posslblllty of the Negative to nature, and the 

Negative ls integral to dlalectlcal thought. Hence all termlnologles, 

even the sclentlstlc, posltlvlstlc ones which constantly dlsdaln dlalec-

tlcal actlvlty, are dialectical because, at base, they are mere words. 

"All enterprises are dialectical which would cure us through the medium 

of words . .. " 26 

In the linguistic context, then, Burke emerges as a student of the 

dialectics of soclal-moral-artlstlc life. Instead of the Platonic Forms 

and the Kantian categories, however, there ls the dramatlstlc stress upon 

the forms of appeal and the internal relatlonshlps of the pentad's terms 

as •categcnes which human thought necessarily exemplifies. "27 These 

are ••forms of talk~ experience. ,.,28 Instead of Hegelian oppositions 

in nature, there are opposltlons ln language, which get ideas to roll ln 

uncanny and unexpected ways. Instead of Marx's alienated labor, homo 

faber, there is dramatism's stress on alienation through symbolism, homo 

symbolicus. What wlth these differences, nevertheless, Burke partici-

pates 1n the common preoccupation with the dlalectlcal dimensions of 

life. 

Burke's quest for a comprehensive view and his attention to the 

dialectics of life have involved him 1n yet a third aspect of the dialectical 
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outlook, namely, determinism, which appears in different forms, in dia-

lectical philosophers from Plato to Hegel and Marx. Determinism, as 

Brand Blanshard has defined it, "is the view that all events are caused ... 29 

An event, says Blanshard, is "any change or persistence of state or posi-

Uon. • 30 By saying that an event is caused, he adds, one is suggesting 

"that the event Is so connected with some preceding event that unless 

the latter had occurred the former wou Id not have occurred. "31 Indeter-

minism is the denial of this view. "Everyone vaguely knows that to be 

undetermined is to be free," continues Blan shard, "and everyone wants to 

be free. • 32 For Hegel this meant that man"s historical activities were 

determined by ideas which constituted "the logical framework within 

which alone a world of nature and men, of unthinking being and thinking 

bein9s, was possible. • 33 For Marx, who boasted of standing Hegel's 

dialectic on its head, determinism was synonymous with a kind of histor-

ical naturalism--!. e. , "the principle that historical events have natural 

causes. ,.34 For Burke, who has pinpointed the metaphysical implications 

of Hegelian and Marxian attempts to ground agent In m, 35 determinism 

occurs throu9h the resources of language itself. For language.!!. motive. 

It drives man to hierarchy and order, lnltiates the cycle from the Fall 

thr0119h purification to redemption, and generates the quest for perfec-

tlon--the entelechial paradox whereby man"s symbol-making capacity 

compels him to attain the ideals implicit in the very attempt to name 

someth1n9 by Its "proper" name. 36 In sum, "there are sheerly technical 
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reasons, intrinsic to the nature of language, for belief in God and the 

Devil .. 37 

And yet, for all his eloquence on the intrinsic power of language 

in shaping human relations, Burke has, at the same time, propounded a 

theory of rhetoric based upon choice, upon freedom of action. His 

rhetorical theory is anchored to a doctrine of consubstantiallty, and "a 

doctrine of consubstantlahtv." as he puts it, "either explicit or implicit, 

may be necessary to any way of life. For substance, In the old philoso-

phies, was an .§.£1; and a way of life is an acting-together . . . "38 

Moreover, persuasion itself implies opportunity to act upon others and 

to convince them to believe or do something. "Persuasion involves 

choice, will; It Is directed to a man only insofar as he is free ... 39 This 

perspective places Burke in the company of Aristotle, Kant, Mead and 

Dewey who talked of free will in the realm of ethics. For Aristotle, 

rhetoric was an offshoot of the ethical branch of politics, and its coun-

terpart, dialectic, provided the preliminary conceptual investigation into 

ideas which were then artfully presented to the public. The pragmatism 

of Mead and Dewey pays homage to the contingent nature of Aristotelian 

ethics and to the value of rhetoric and dialectic in a society that sees 

its very processes of decision-making as being indicative of its tolerance 

and civ111ty. 

How, then, does Burke attempt to reconcile the seemingly contra-

dictory inclinations toward detenninism and freedom of action? The 
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answer lies in the dramatist's ability to see the "active" dimensions of 

socalled deterministic philosophies and to grasp the common theme from 

the Greeks, through the Germans, to the pragmatists: "praxis." 

Burke does not employ this word. But he most assuredly grasps 

the signlflcance of the concept it suggests when he observes that al-

though Marxism grounds "agent.!.!!.!™," it is "by reason of its poignant 

concern with the ethical [that] it requires the systematic featuring of 

,A£!. • 40 In effect, Burke recognizes the simultaneous concern with deter-

minism and freedom of action in Marx's thought. 

Undeniably, Marxist materialism and historicism, as concepts, 

appear to critics of this philosophy to collide with the call for "revolu-

tionary praxis." But for Marx and his various disciples, generally 

apeakln9, there is no contradiction between the theory of Inexorable 

forces movin9 societies to communism and the conscious activities of the 

proletariat 1n shapin9 events as agents of revolution. First of all, though 

Marx tended to focus on individuals as personifications of particular 

class relaUons and class interests, he readily conceded that an indivi-

dual ls more than the personification of a class and that, in a sense, 

class relaUons and interests are unreal entities as they are abstractions 

(by thought) from the real social context. Individuals are real, concrete 

beln9s who change, often capriciously so, ln a changing world. Indeed, 

human nature la not staUc but chan91ng. Thus man makes himself by 

act109. And by act1n9, he enters into the ethical realm. As Marx 
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consistently remarked, philosophers had only interpreted the world in 

various ways, but the real task is to alter it. Knowing must end in ac-

tion. 41 

But the question remains, If man makes his own history, then 

why do Marxists come to trumpet the inevitability of economic forces 

making society what it Is? The contention is that although man makes his 

own history, he does not make It out of conditions chosen by himself, 

but out of those material things at hand. Which Is to say that material 

conditions are a framework within which man's freedom operates. While 

It is true, argues Marx, that mind Influences matter, it Is equally true 

that matter Influences mind. Jn fact matter is the ultimate determiner. 

Marx argues, In effect, that economic forces shape society and 

thus the attitudes, desires, wishes of men. Granted, within this frame-

work men enjoy a certain vitality or quasi-Independence to then modify 

economic forces and Influence events; for as agents they do act upon 

matter. But the emphasis must be upon historical processes and upon 

the institutions that Inevitably shape desires, wishes, attitudes at a 

given state of social development. 42 

The active (or, for the Marxist, quasi-Independent) dimension of 

existence, says Burke, leads, by way of language, to rhetorlc--the 

hortatory life. Marxists, notes Burke, have paraded their philosophy as 

a science, as the apprehension of the laws of social development, when, 

1n fact, it ls but another phllosaphlcal idiom, with grammatical, rhetorical 
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and symbolic implications. 43 Much of the rhetorical strength of the 

Marxist dialectic, observes Burke, "comes from the fact that it is 

'ultimate' in its order. And by reason of this symbolic fact," he adds, 

"a spokesman for the proletariat can think of himself as representing not 

only the interests of that class alone, but the grand design of the entire 

historical sequence, its final outcome for all mankind." 44 

By recognizing the active dimension of Marx's philosophy, Burke 

has also sensed its pragmatic ties to, say, Dewey and Mead. That is, 

Marx accents the instrumentalist position that knowing is for the sake 

of doing and that lt arises in relation to problems that demand solutions. 

He stresses socialization as a force in the shaping of values, attitudes 

and wishes, and he observes that particular truths and theories of truth 

must be seen relative to the historical stage in which they are presented 

and sustained. What Marx fails to see, as distinguished from pragmatists 

like Dewey and Mead, is that communication is a constitutive, not 

residual, cate9ory in the study of society. 45 Burke aligns himself, as 

dramatist, with the non-ideological movement of American philosophy 

that recognizes the importance of rhetoric in the inconclusive delibera-

tions over values and policies. 

Notwithstanding his pragmatic disposition, Burke entertains the 

problem of determinism versus freedom of action by being conspicuously 

"both-anded" about the issue, as was Marx. Instead of matter or econ-

omic forces, Burke concentrates on the inherent motive power of language 
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1n the development of social order and in the fashioning of movements. 

But he likewise considers the opportunity for each individual, at least 

In a politically "open" society, to create a unique personality and to 

choose values and a life-style within "the Scramble, the Wrangle of the 

Market Place, the flurries and the flare-ups of the Human Barnyard, the 

Give and Take, the wavering line of pressure and counterpressure, the 

Lo9omachy, the onus of ownership, the Wars of Nerves, the War . .,45 

The use of language itself, therefore, seems to Invite continuous specu-

lation over ends and means in human relations. Barring effective 

authoritarian suppression of speech and writing, there wlll be interminable 

squabbles about what is desirable In Ufe and how best to attain a given 

goal. The constant dialectic over values and pollcles In democratic life 

presumes an environment conducive to freedom of choice. 

Burke's linguistically-based approach to the determinism-freedom 

lBBue also draws heavily upon Kantian philosophy and the crucial dis-

tinction between the phenomenal and noumenal realms, the realms of .l!, 

and~- Burke updates the Kantian distinction between the determin-

istic physical-biological level of existence and the ethical, choosing 

level of free will to substantiate the dramatistic thesis that man ls 

generically a biological organism yet speclflcally a symbol-using animal. 

Thia la not to say that symbolism ls reducible to blology--lt lsn't--but 

rather to assert that •the ideal terminology must present his symbolic 

behavior as grounded in biological condltions. • 47 Whereas Kant talked 
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about the empirical self and the moral, or transcendental self, Burke 

considers the implications of man as motion and as action. It is in the 

latter sphere of life, he argues, that man conceptualizes a symbolic 

analogue to his sheerly biological need for property. That ls, man super-

imposes "rights" and "obligations" upon rudimentary properties of living, 

such as food and shelter. When symbolism is treated as motive, says 

Burke, it becomes clear that man chooses his rights and conceives laws 

that result in "obligations." 48 Consciousness of this symbolic fact--or 

a sense of linguistic skepticlsm--leads to the acknowledgement of the 

role of freedom, of choice, In the deliberative world. As Kant had 

reasoned, two centuries prior to Burke, consciousness of moral obliga-

tion is inextricably bound up with the consciousness of freedom, of the 

self that wllls--the transcendent self. Man may have strong Instructive 

tendencies to act this way, reasoned Kant, but when one says that he 

ought to act !h!! way, one implies freedom to act In that way, since 1t ls 

nonsense to say that a man ought to do what he cannot do. 49 As Burke 

has put it with regard to rhetoric, only when men are potentially free 

(from necessity and dictatorship) ls persuasion relevant. For "insofar as 

they .fil!!!! do something, rhetoric ls unnecessary, its work being done by 

the nature of things, though often these necessities are not of a natural 

origin. .so 

For Kant, the feeling of moral obligation cannot be accounted for 

on phenomenal lines. · While psychology, for instance, can declare what 
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man ls and what he wants to do, it cannot tell him with equal authority 

what it ls his duty to do. Beyond the analysis of man's antecedents and 

character, the analysis of what he.!.!!. and how he is thus disposed to act, 

there remains the fundamental fact that he can act differently--that he 

can urge a course of actlon which seems to contradict his instlnctlve 

tendencies. 51 

Burke puts the argument ln a somewhat different context, given 

the dramat1stic emphasis on the llngulstlc imperative and lts general 

opposition to the mysticism and idealism in the Kantian system and the 

ironies attending the notion of the transcendent Self. 52 Nevertheless, 

like Kant, he manages to account for both the deterministic and free 

dimensions of human existence. "If man ls the symbol-using animal," 

he states, "some motives must derive from his animality, some from his 

symboliclty, and some from mixtures of the two ... 53 

Dlelectical Ideas and Attitudes 

In the development of dramatism, Burke has addressed himself to 

numerous ideas and methods flowing from the dialectical tradition. He 

has, for example, placed the idea of the "returning to the self" ln a 

1in9Ulst1c context. He has updated the concept of "nisus" and the 

claHical notion of the "entelechy" in a philosophy of symbolic action 

that stre88es the entelechial paradox provided by the very nature of 

lan9Uage Itself. He has asaumed the critical, self-conscious disposition 

that pervades the tradiUon from Socrates, through Hegel and Marx, to 
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Dewey. He has quested, through relativism and skepticism, for a total 

vision of mankind and, like recent thinkers, he has grappled with the 

hopes and dreams of the Enlightenment: the victory of science and reason 

over irrationality, ever-increasing happiness and progress, the ultimate 

triumph of Justice. Burke has confronted these beliefs from the standpoint 

of man's linguistic behavior and the determinants of his lexical code. 

Salvation for him Ues not in the escape from history but rather in the Neo-

Stoic stance of linguistic skepticism that cautions against utopian thinking 

yet hints at moral victory of a sort through the very study of symbolic 

action itself. 

The theme of the "returning to the self" stems from the Neo-

Platonist, Proclus, who claimed '"that the course of the world is governed 

by a process with three stages: unity (mone), going out of oneself 

(prohodos), and return into oneself (epistrophe) ... 54 This idea, as Dal 

Pre has noted, can be associated with a biological matrix which appears 

eventually In Hegel's "Idea" and Marx's theory of alienation. 55 The 

highlight of this matrix ls the concept of "generation," also developed by 

Aristotle, which describes a begetter who, as the cause of the begotten, 

la also the model of Its movement and the point at which its conversion 

ls accomplished. "56 The belief in the return of every being to that from 

which he proceeds la explained by Proclus as the essence of the circular 

concept of process. Specifically," 'every being desires good and this ls 

achieved through Its nearest cause; In fact the way by which each being 
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achieves existence; he also achieves good . .,,57 Paradoxically, this 

model of generation sees the relationship between father and son as 

marked by both continuity and negation. The son, in taking the father's 

place in the sequence of life, pushes him to the side; as the continuation 

of the father, however, the son preserves the sire's character and heredity, 

This biological model, when applied to theology, conferred great 

authority on it, though It also tended to obliterate Its anthropomorphic 

origins Still, it provided Hegel's "Idea" and Marx's historical perspec-

tive with the motive power of salvation. That is, the biological model 

served Hegel's notion of history "as a process of thought-production on 

the part of the thinking spirit," 58 and Marx's notion of history, which 

takes "the practical developmental process as the primary datum and the 

human thought-process as Its reflex ... 59 

As concerns the concept of "returning," Hegel saw the movement 

of the "Idea" from Its initial containment within Itself, to the achievement 

of independent existence, with the accompanying paradox of alienation, 

to the reunification with Itself, which heralds freedom for the world. For 

his part, Marx saw the movement of mankind from an Initial containment 

in nature, to an independent existence as "homo faber," with the accom-

panying estrangement from the world incurred by the productive consequen-

ces of its own economies, to the ultimate reconciliation with its species-

being (and nature) in Communism. 60 
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While Burke's dramatism departs significantly from both classical 

and Nineteenth Century philosophical constructs, it nevertheless makes 

considerable use of the biological model. The theme of "returning" per-

vades Burke's view of the self in quest which is for him, as Rueckert has 

observed, "an extraordinarily complex lifelong ritual of death and rebirth, 

rejection and acceptance, purification and change, disintegration and re-

integration ..... Gl At first, Burke depended upon a Marxian-oriented 

"curve of history" for an overall perspective of man's movements. 62 

Within this construct he used "alienation" as a term designating "that 

state of affairs wherein a man no longer 'owns' his world because for one 

reason or another, It seems basically unreasonable." 63 He conceived of 

"Emergent Collectivism," Act Five, as the time when man '"repossesses 

the world' somewhat by fonnlng allegiance to a new rationale or purpose 

... .,54 Ultimately, however, Burke jettisoned the political ideology of 

the "curve" for a more comprehensive linguistic, secular equivalent of 

the Christian story of salvation. 

Man, in Burke's opinion, Is separated from his natural condition 

by linguistic Instruments of his own making, and yet he yearns to conform 

to the sources of his being. (Ironically, man has used language--lt ls 

part of his essence--to remove himself termlnlstlcally from both the 

physical and social worlds.) Man's fall from grace ls in part caused by 

his neurological capacity for reasoning. It might be more appropriate to 

say that, dramatlstlcally, language and reasoning (for the two are often 
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inseparable) constitute the very factors causing the guilt and sin that man 

struggles to overcome; for communication and reason make possible the 

vast network of social relations and the hierarchical order whose commands 

and injunctions he will accept, challenge or defy during the drama of 

human relations. 6S 

The irony of generation suggested in the biological model's rela-

tionship of father and son Is evident In Burke's observations on the 

coexistence of merger and division, unity and dissociation, and so on. 

For man's biological composition authenticates his place In the natural 

world and yet the potential for language, built Into his cells, is inevi-

tably exploited by him to the point of separation from nature, his sire. 

In another respect, the terministic screens that he fashions out of his 

language-capacity are soon interposed between himself and the raw 

occunences of the world, with the result of fragmented descriptions of 

the natural whole from which he was generated. 

The concept of "nlsus" ls most conspicuous ln Burke's thesis 

that language is inherently perfection-oriented and that lt involves its 

makers (users-mlsusers) in the quest for abstract ideals that can never 

be fully realized. In the classical sense, "nisus" denotes the ultimate 

irony of a thing whose purpose it ls to strive to attain an ideal that lies 

beyond attainment. It ls the notion of something not altogether succeeding 

in being itself. As R. C. Colllngwood has noted, this entelechlal 

phenomenon ls apparent not only in the thinking of Plato and Aristotle but 
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also in Hegel's speculations (and, it must be added, in the Kantian cate-

gorical imperative). 66 

For Aristotle, development implied "nisus"--a movement or pro-

cess, as Collingwood puts it, "not merely oriented towards the realiza-

tion in bodily form of something not yet so realized but actually motivated 

by the tendency towards such realization. 1167 And yet, in Aristotle's 

estimation, the thing never quite becomes ltsel!. For Plato, the issue 

was even more paradoxical. The conception of the ideal state, for exam-

ple, caMot be exactly realized in any actual state; for human nature 

caMot organize itself into a perfect embodiment of that conception. 

Nevertheless what ls essential to the form itself Is the demand that the 

ideal state be realized. The form sends human nature on a quest it can-

not shirk but also never hope to accomplish. Similarly, Kant's antlnomies, 

in exposing the uncertainties of rival metaphysical beliefs, come upon the 

irony that human reason longs for categorical truth, on the one hand, but 

that it caMot verify claims that overleap experience, on the other hand. 

The persistent quest for certainty ls universal, he suggests, but the con-

summation of that quest ls "beyond reason." Hegel accepts the outline 

of this particular theory and incorporates it into his "weltanschauung" 

that all natural things are engaged in a process of becoming but that they 

never quite succeed in realizing perfect embodiments of their own forms. 

(Hence the crucial meaning of the disparity between appearance and 

reality in Hegelian thought.) 68 
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The entelechial paradox is resurrected by Burke when he contends 

that language promotes the conception of ideals which cannot be perfectly 

realized. When he remarks that man is "rotten with perfection," Burke 

means, first of all, that "the mere desire to name something by its 'pro-

per' name, or to speak a language in its distinctive ways is intrinsically 

'perfectionist, "069 but on a more profound level, he means that man has 

a "'terministlc compulsion' to carry out the implications of (his] termi-

nology," which frequently results in a petition to God (through the 

employment of "god-terms"). 70 In other words, "there are sheerly tech-

nical reasons, intrinsic to the nature of language, for belief in God and 

the Devil," and yet Burke realizes, in the more nearly Kantian sense, 

that man would have to transcend experience to verify the ontological 

truth or falsity of the object of his petition. 71 

As dialectician, Burke has assumed a particular critical disposi-

tion that characterized the leading philosophers in the tradition. This 

critical disposition ls structured around the exigency of heightened 

consciousness. This ls evident not only ln the philosophical demeanors 

of Kant, Hegel, Marx, and Dewey but also ln the philosophical and/or 

social commentary of thinkers such as Dilthey, Nietzsche, James, Sorel, 

and Veblen. Each critic attempted to strip away the pretenses of society 

and penetrate to the core of its ills. But this necessitated an understan-

ding of incongruity, of the ways in which social and natural existence 

Joined the seemingly variant, often incompatible, aspects of life. 
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Moreover, it demanded the courage to face one's own intellectual preju-

dices and rationalizations and to adopt an attitude of self-correction. 

The dialectical mentality requires constant surveillance of one's own 

postulates and acknowledgement of competing theories and facts which 

might undermine them. 

Burke has exhibited a dialectical turn of mind throughout his 

critical career, not only by attempting to make the world aware of its 

linguistic acts but also by acknowledging his own potential for theoretical 

excess. He has engaged in a kind of running guerrilla warfare with the 

prevailing frameworks of the era and yet maintained a "comic" tempera-

ment devoted to the acceptance of his own foibles. His mission has been 

to promote maximum consciousness through dramatism' s methodology of 

exposure. His more specific objective has been to get men to see that 

they are looking at the world through a fog of symbols--to provoke them, 

through the methodic study of symbolic action, to see "behind the clutter 

of the machinery, both technological and administrative, which civ111za-

t1on has amassed in the attempts to live well" and thus to grasp "the 

basic motives of human effort . . . "72 A crucial facet of this orientation 

is "perspective by incongruity," which Burke defines as "a method for 

gauging situations by verbal 'atom cracking ... ,73 It is a methodology of 

the pun in that it "links hitherto unlinked words by rational criteria" 

(similar to the pun's occupation of linking hitherto unlinked words by 

tonal association). 74 "It is 'impious' as regards our linguistic categories 
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established by custom." 75 As with his ancestors in the dialectical tra-

dition, then, Kenneth Burke, though from a symbol-centered outlook, has 

understood that "incongruity ls the law of the universe; if not the mystic's 

universe, then the real and multiple universe of daily life." 76 

In its endeavor to direct men to an appreciation of their linguistic 

acts, dramatlsm absorbs yet another ingredient of the dialectical tradi-

tion: the critique of Ideology. Modern analyses of ideological constructs 

incline toward the styles and Investigative techniques of Marx, Nietzsche, 

Veblen and, In a more pragmatic vein, Dewey. from all of these thinkers, 

Burke has learned much, though Marx's and Engels' German Ideology 

provides Invaluable hints for demystification and demythiflcation (even 

to the point, In Burke's view, of exposing the rhetoric of Marx and 

Engels). 77 

Upon the critical-dialectical foundation, Burke has constructed a 

language-centered analysis of Ideology. In Its most Intricate form, it 

becomes "socioanagoglc" criticism, whereby the dramatist assesses 

everything as social allegory and mystery. 78 Socio-political life, 

marked by hierarchical composition, depends upon the primary fact of 

man's linguistic capability. That ls, hierarchy and social order are 

linguistic products since they are symbolic constructs made possible 

only by the tendency toward abstraction, hierarchic modes of thought 

and the negative. Whereas Marx, Nietzsche and others would dwell 

upon the manipulation of the symbol system by those advancing the 
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predominant rationales of the era. Burke would. at the onset, consider 

ideology itself as a llngulstlc entity; ln this regard, the basic problems 

of order and disorder, hierarchy and anarchy. merger and dlssoclatlon, 

etc. , are rooted ln the nature of language. Albeit this crucial contrast 

in emphasis, Burke's criticism Is nonetheless Indebted to the styles of 

his critical forerunners. 

Throughout the history of phllosophlc thought, the dialectical 

modes of criticism have been accompanied by skepticism and relatlvlsm--

i. e. the incllnatlon to doubt prevailing bellefs and the disposition to 

regard the postulates of competing systems as equally efficacious or 

spurious. No doubt Influenced by Hegel, Marx and Dewey, for Instance, 

approached "truth" from a contextual vantage-point. They argued that the 

particular era, with Its distinctive religious, economic, social and poll-

tical orientations, molded man's conception of what Is valuable and what 

ls right, of the "good llfe," that Is. Medieval man's vision of truth, for 

instance, coincided with the synthesis of Christian faith and classical 

reason. This orientation melded Aristotle's hierarchical philosophy and 

syllogistic methodology with Augustine's faith and other-worldllness. 

Its motive forces were transcendence of the external world, personal 

immortality, the sacraments and original sin. The Enlightenment, on the 

contrary, tended to deny the doctrinal core of Christianity; it repudiated 

any kind of transcendence of this world, personal immortallty, the 

sacraments and original sin. It elevated reason above faith and 
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revelation, championed its role in the discovery of nature's laws and in 

the movement of humanity (progress) to effective and efficient control of 

the social and physical environments and thus to a better life on earth. 79 

Philosophers engaging In contextualistic criticism have long 

argued for a realization of the powerful influence that all social Institu-

tions exert on the shaping of human beliefs and belief systems. Marx 

and Dewey especially stressed the significance of the complex of social, 

economic, religious and political Institutions in fashioning modes of 

moral and ethical behavior. Thus, they tended to repudiate claims to 

encompassing truth (though Marx was to defy his own contextuallsm with 

the apocalyptic vision of economic forces and the "laws" of social de-

velopment). Marx and Dewey, In their respective ways, often suggested 

that the Intellectual, moral, methodological and socio-political prejudices 

of a given time constrained the thought of even the most daring and ex-

pansive Intellect. Thus views of the world, presented as all-encompassing, 

turned out to be merely partial. Although Marx eventually turned Hegel's 

dialectic "on Its head," so to speak, and although Dewey ultimately re-

jected Hegel's metaphysics, both took from him the evolutionary approach 

to the development of thought forms. SO 

Ironically, however, the skepticism and relativism (contextual-

ism) of philosophers In the dialectical tradition served as building-blocks 

for a synoptic view of life. Dialectical activity, after all, admits of 

both analysis and synthesis. It tears ideas apart and yet puts them back 
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together again, usually through the reconciliation of what originally ap-

peared to be antithetical elements. In this regard, Plato, Aristotle, Kant, 

Hegel, Marx and Dewey were skeptics only to the extent that doubt 

served to clear away theories and opinions precluding the apprehension of 

some higher truth. ror Plato it was the Forms, for Aristotle the first prin-

ciples of the theoretical sciences, for Kant, the moral imperative, for 

Hegel Spirit's quest for unity with itself, for Marx the laws of social and 

economic development, for Dewey the organic view of man ever in the 

process of growth as he interacts with his social and natural environments. 

With this in mind, It should be easier to grasp the meaning of 

Kenneth Burke's skepticism and relativism, his drive for the dramatlstlc-

synoptic vision of human relations and his organic view of art. Burke's 

crltics once upon a time chastized him for his skeptical wanderings, but 

the past four decades have witnessed an astonishingly enterprising at-

tempt to resolve the conflicting orientations of the various philosophical 

eras through the language-centered perspective of dramatism. 

Burke's early skepticism makes little sense unhinged from the 

mature dramatist's vision of man and the drama of human relations. To 

reiterate a crucial point, his system "is a coherent and total vision, a 

self-contained and internally consistent way of viewing man, the various 

scenes in which he lives and the drama of human relations enacted upon 

those scenes ... Bl This signifies his need for synthesis, for a final, cer-

tain statement about man and the universe. 
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Actually, the drive for total vision began early in Burke's critical 

career. It ls suggested In Counter-Statement where Burke attempted to 

unify the dominant theories of art. It intenslfled in The Philosophy of 

Uterary Form and came to fruition in A Grammar of Motives when he laid 

out his theory of substance which maintains that the essence of anything 

is equal to the sum of lts attributes. Which is to say that the value of 

the pentad and its ratios lies in the search for the sum of each verbal 

act's functions and range of meanings. (Richard Mc Ke on, as previously 

noted, has cited Burke's dialectical approach to literary criticism as one 

which endeavors to absorb numerous other approaches, and William 

Rueckert has added that Burke's criticism tries to analyze functions and 

techniques and then correlate means and ends. )82 

The drive for total vision Is apparent In the stories and critical 

articles of the "twenties" where, to quote Gorham Munson, Burke 

"yearned for some consensus omnlum bonorum, some radical faith, some 

group of commonly accepted assumptions, upon which he might rest 

untroubled by skepticism ... 93 Eventually, of course, Burke attained his 

high theoretical peak from which to assess the panorama of symbolic 

existence. The drive seems to culminate in the notion of universal order 

and hierarchy as worked out in A Rhetoric of Motives. Here, the drama-

tist apprehends the linguistic implications of the idea of the great chain 

of being. He asserts that language, itself as motive, induces the kind 

of symmetry found in Aristotle's metaphysics, with its hierarchically 
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arranged classes of being headed "in God as the beloved cynosure and 

sinecure, the end of all desire ... e4 In sum, Burke's thoughts on order 

and hierarchy provided his system with a sense of closure by 1950, al-

though he has continued to elaborate upon and refine the study of language 

as symbolic action in subsequent years. The mature Burke's identity as 

a system-builder tempers the appraisal of his early criticism as the 

offerings of an Inveterate Iconoclast. 

Dramatlsm as a total and coherent vision of symbolic man and the 

drama of human relations thus nulllfles the charges levied against him by 

his early critics who, In the manner or Austin Warren, accused him or 

emphasizing the dangers of Intellectual retreat to certitude without him-

self arriving at some "terminus or conviction ... 95 Yet Burke's system is 

able to encompass an array of orientations: skepticism, relativism, con-

textualism and any other attitude or disposition which can be subordina-

ted to the larger task of explaining the human symbolic condition. An 

excellent indication of this lies in his notion of "terministic screens." 

On the one hand, he contends, each terminlstic screen "can be valued 

for the light it throws upon the animal," since "there will be as many 

world views in human history as there are different people ... es Thus "no 

one's 'personal equations' are quite identical with anyone else's ... 97 

On the other hand, "each one of us shares with all other members of our 

kind the 'fatal fact' that . . . all members of our species conceive of 

reality somewhat roundabout, through various media of symbolism ... ea 
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An assessment of Burke"s place in the dialectical tradition depends 

upon an understanding of the ways in which he has grappled with the pro-

found themes of the Enlightenment--themes that even today constitute 

motive forces for Western politics, economics and social life in general. 

The Enlightenment overturned the framework of Medieval man; it has also 

provoked counter-arguments from those stressing the irrational, tragic and 

absurd dimensions of human existence. Burke's attention has, of course, 

been directed to every historical framework and its symbolic significance. 

His "curve of history," as previously noted, ls an attempt to explain 

"frames of acceptance and rejection" and "collective poems" which have 

been "evolved by the widest group activities." 89 Combining the poetic, 

dramatic and historical in his inimitable way, though the influences of 

Spengler and Marx are undeniably important, Burke considers five signifi-

cant acts in the historic drama, from Christian evangelism to emergent 

collectivism. He sweeps through the dominant issues preoccupying man-

kind in each framework; he confronts and reconsiders the seminal ideas 

abounding in the Western conscience since the dawn of reason and of 

faith; he assesses the linguistic impetus of the crosscurrent of world 

perspectives and charts the myriad ways in which symbolic constructs 

both associate with and disassociate from each other. 

And yet of all the frameworks covered, the Enlightenment seems 

to have occupied Burke"s mind, sometimes for the sake of acceptance 

and sometimes for ultimate modification or rejection. The Enlightenment 
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stands as the basis of the modem democratic temperament and also as 

foundation for the belief In technological lndustrlal-sclentlflc progress. 

Its generally optimistic view of life changed man's orientation from 

heavenly to earthly salvation It repudiated the Christian version of the 

Fall, of original sin and other-worldly salvation. Its positlvistic men-

tality yearned for a rigorous science that would overcome the social crises 

which vexed civilization and thwarted the "good life." It held out the 

possibility of never-ending progress. It authorized man's natural virtue 

and engendered concepts of Individualism which today underpin both 

capitalist economic theory and constitutionally-guaranteed liberties. It 

Invested Immense hope In technology and science which, Ironically, 

preoccupy the major contemporary Communist nations as well as those 

belonging to the so-called Western alliance. It nurtured the visions of 

Nineteenth Century thinkers such as Hegel and Marx who foretold of the 

inevitable arrival of freedom and Justice for mankind. go 

In the half-century that he has developed and then refined drama-

tism, KeMeth Burke has stood within, aside from and against the combina-

tion of values Just described. His early commitment to Marxism, for 

instance, assumed some of the Enlightenment ideas pervading Marx's own 

thought. And yet, to the surprise of his literary and political colleagues, 

Burke enscounced himself in a philosophy of "being" rather than "be-

coming. n 91 He reached back to the classical and medieval worlds of 

nouns rather than committing himself to the evolutionary world of verbs. 
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He accepted the pragmatic contributions of, say, Dewey and Mead but 

not the attendant belief in progress. (Though greatly respectful of Dewey, 

Burke has rejected "his references to the 'conquest' of nature. ")92 

By accentuating the importance of language itself as motive, 

Burke has reinterpreted the basis for man's various historical frames of 

reference. He does not accept the Christian explanation of man as em-

pirical fact, to be sure, but he does maintain that language generates an 

equivalent of the purgative-redemptive cycle. Man must perpetually 

confront the phenomena of guilt, disobedience, ambition and perfection, 

victimage and mortification. These have been constants since man de-

veloped as a symbol-user and mis-user, although the themes are played 

out in endless variations. Language Itself has an entelechial power 

which generates and sustains such tendencies over the course of history. 

Dramatism accepts the inevitabillty of human foibles and traits 

that Enlightenment thinkers believed could be eventually eradicated or, 

at the very least, successfully controlled. Burke's humanism accords 

with a tragic-comic view of life and a resignation to man's drive for order 

and hierarchy. His linguistic-oriented project cautions against utopian-

ism, especially the brand advanced by revolutionists whose frenzied 

calls for the end of human aggressiveness have ironically been supple-

mented by physical aggression. Dramatlsm, with its vantage-point of 

llnvuistlc skeptlcism,contlnually warns about the tendency to make men 

virtuous. While Marx himself, for example, saw some of the difficulties 
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arising out of Enllghtenment optimism, he nonetheless helped to legitimize 

Faustianism--"ambition as a disease"--by envisioning a new state of 

affairs for mankind that included the Enllghtenment ideals of science, 

moral certitude, Justice, and widespread artistic accompllshment. Under-

lying these ideals was a bellef in the triumph of reason. 

At one time, Burke shared the Marxian dream of a post-historical, 

or newly-historical, era of freely associating men devoted to artistic life. 

His poetic-humanistic approach to Marx's philosophy suggested that he 

had been enchanted by the possibility of a poetic orientation in the col-

lective environment. The poetic perspective remains, of course, a vital 

element of dramatism. But Burke's maturing comprehension of the nature 

of reason has led him to repudiate the Illusory and excessive claims of 

the optimists. His project admonishes all to beware of the dark side of 

reason. The Irony Is that reason both Invigorates choice and provokes 

guilt. On the one hand, man has for centuries possessed the power of 

logic through the power of language. For the Greeks especially, ration-

ality arose out of "right talking," and mankind at that time felt itself a 

part of the great logical schema of the universe. "Logos" and "Analytlka" 

made It possible foe him to articulate the order of the cosmos and the 

overwhelming feeling that this was actually possible persisted through 

subsequent centuries, whose leading philosophical spokesmen accepted 

the correspondence of reason and reality, of logic, mathematics and 

geometry with truth. On the other hand, reason and rationality play a 
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significant role in the formation of guilt. Burke is closest to existential-

ism when he chides the purveyors of scientific rationality for beclouding 

the moral-ethical dimension of existence--a dimension that deals with 

the fact that man is of guilt-laden substance. 93 Contemporary orienta-

tions, he asserts, overstress the "'rational scientific categories of 

linkage" and understress the "emotional categories ... 94 Attention must 

be paid to both, especially as they bear upon ambition. For dramatism 

is actually an educational project which, In its very essence, is negative, 

but of a paradoxical sort--lt Is "Faustological,"' centering on ambition as 

a disease. 95 

Hegel and Marx !!l the Dialectical Tradition 

Burke's particular attachments to Hegel and Marx have, for the 

most part, emerged through the discussion of man as craftsman-critic-

logician, the dialectical outlook, and dialectical ideas and attitudes. 

It Is best to merely reiterate the major contributions of both thinkers that 

Burke absorbs into dramatlsm. Since both Hegel and Marx are still so 

widely misunderstood, Burke's dependence upon them needs to be re-

viewed. 

Hegel's importance to dramatlsm resides In his overall philosoph-

ical demeanor, bold speculations and distinctive views on logic, contra-

diction, language and thought. His views on negative thinking underpin 

Burke's examination of the nature of ethical-moral language. His 

delineation of the Understanding, Dialectic and Reason is the impetus 
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for Burke"s own inquiry into positive, dialectical and ultimate terms. His 

self-conscious attitude has been an intellectual stimulus for Burke"s own 

self-reflexive disposition. His notion of "aufheben"--which at once in-

volves obliteration, preservation and transcendence-- has had a marked 

effect upon Burke"s homage to dialectic and its capacity for reconcUing 

seemingly opposing ideas. In other Hne of influence, Hegel's propensity 

for "interstitial" thinking and "notional deepening" pervades the method-

ology of dramatism. For one thing, Burke meditates upon what Hegel came 

to realize are the unclear corners of all llving notions. Burke's unswer-

ving conviction that symbollc analysis is inexhaustible, that one must 

probe a literary or oratorical piece from various perspectives or pentadic 

coordinates admits of the Hege Han insight that "all living notions imply 

more than they clearly cover, and in the further fact that it is natural for 

them to move or develop in certain ways as soon as they are subjected 

to unwanted pressures. 1196 The Hegelian awareness that our basic ideas 

about time, being, matter, etc. , can be upset by a subtle push from 

unusual examples (which set ideas or words rolling off in new directions) 

is resumed through Burke"s own "perspective by incongruity. 1197 The 

practice of examining a notion from deeper and deeper levels, a continuous 

penetration into an idea, this way and that, is but the Hegelian tempera-

ment accompanying Burke"s propensity to "use all that there is to use" in 

criUcal analysis. 98 And, finally, it is Hegel's grand vision that has 
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helped to inspire Burke's synoptic bent--the quest for a total view of man 

and his drama. 

Much of the Hegelian influence has, of course, been reinforced 

through Marx, despite the latter's endeavor to debunk the former' s meta-

physics. As in the case of his reliance upon Hegel, therefore, Burke has 

drawn upon Marx's self-consciousness, his relentless criticism for the 

exposure of the rhetoric of Ideology. his variation of the Hegelian "auf-

heben," and his encompassing grasp of the human condition in history. 

The immense scope of Marx's corpus has undeniably impressed 

Burke and helped to fuel his own drive for an ultimate synthesis of the 

leading philosophies on the nature of man. Burke, as with Marx, has 

surpassed a particular discipline. whether It be literary criticism or 

political economy, to fashion a radical anthropology. Stanley Edgar 

Hyman was so Incredibly close to Burke's life mission when he observed 

that the dramatist was attempting to unify every discipline and body of 

knowledge that could throw light on literature Into one consistent critical 

frame. 99 

In retrospect, Burke"s poetic-humanistic approach to Marx was 

not so idiosyncratic after all. For Marx, contrary to standard interpreta-

tions of his work, actually fashioned a general conception of ultimate 

C.Ommunism as fundamentally aesthetic in character. Moreover he pro-

vided a great drama of human relations which Burke was quick to acknow-

ledge. Both the "curve of history" and the "interlocked moments" draw 
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from Marx's insight in The Poverty of Philosophy that the dialectical reh1-

t1on between the individual and history can be expressed as a moment in 

which the internal unity of the two is constituted. 100 The uniting princi-

ple is the playl As Karel Kosik has shown, Marx characterized the 

materialistic idea of history as a method which investigates the real 

profane history of the people ln each century. 1 Ol lt also describes these 

people both as authors and actors of their own drama. 102 Finally, Marx's 

view of history ls a secular eschatology in that his expectation for the 

future victory of the proletariat ls, In Its fervor, akin to religious apoca-

lypse. While Burke does not share Marx's hope of deliverance, he 

nevertheless relates his great moments, Interlocked by the "Order" or 

"Covenant" cluster of terms, to the Christian story of salvation with Its 

cycle of the Fall, guilt, purification and redemption. 103 

Summary 

KeMeth Burke's place ln the dialectical tradition, as dramatist-

logologlst and literary critic, can be estimated by discussing his depen-

dence upon Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel. Marx, Dewey and Mead, 

within the context of: (1) man as craftsman-critic-logician; (2) the dia-

lectical outlook; (3) dialectical ideas and attitudes; (4) reinterpretations 

of Hegel and Marx. Burke's Indebtedness to these philosophers, and 

numerous others of course, ls profound and his contact with dialectical 

methods and issues undeniably impressive. From Counter-Statement to 

the present decade of rounding out the dramatistic system, Burke has 
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charted the ways of "homo dlalecticus." As he suggests ln Dlalecticlan's. 

Hymn, "the lines are meant to suggest that, insofar as man ls the symbol-

using animal, his world ls necessarily inspirited with the quality of the 

Symbol, the Word, the Logos, through which he conceives lt ... io4 It 

reads, ln part: 

Let the Word be dialectic with the Way--
Whichever the print. 
The other the imprint. 
Above the single speeches 
Of things, 
Of animals, 
Of people 
Erecting a speech-of-speeches--
And above this 
A Speech-of-speech-of-speeches, 
And so on, 
Comprehensively, 
Until all ls headed 
In Thy Vast Almighty Title, 
Containing implicitly 
What ln Thy work ls drawn out explicitly--
In its plenitude. 
And may we have neither the mania of the One 
Nor the delirium of the Many--
But both the Union and the Diversity--
The Tltle and the manifold details that arise 
As that Title ls restated 
In the narrative of History. 

Not forgetting that the Title represents the story's Sequence, 
And that the Sequence represents the Power entitled. 

For us 
Thy name a Great Synecdoche 
Thy WOl'ks a Grand Tautology. lOS 
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